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Abstract

This study examined. various aspects of the method.oloT of the

close procedure to determine thefr effect on the nature of close tests.

It was hypothesised. that changes in the frequency of word deletion, in

the difficulty of the original text and in the vroce&ure used. to judge

acceptable restorations of the deleted word would produce significantly

different close tests and would result in varying correlations with

measures of English proficiency.

Three texts were selected and each was subjected to the de-

letion of every sinth, eighth, tenth and. twelfth word, to give twelve

close tests. Five procedures were developed to score the respo.zzses to

these tests for the degree of similarity they showed to the deleted. words.

The tess were administered. to 360 adolescent native speakers

of English and. 360 adult non-native speakers of English vtho were pur-

suing further studies in Britain.

It was found that significant differences existed among close

tests when deletion frequency was changed, but that se scoring proce-

dures reduced. this effect, The change in deletion frequency had. no

effect on the measurement of text difficulty, but significant inter-

actions were observed, among the three experimental variables. Differei

doze tests gave unpredictably different measures of English proficiency.

A study of identical deletions showed. that no increase in the predicta-

bility of deleted word was gained. by increasing context from five words

to eleven words.

since the quantity of context had no effect on predictability,

it was suggested. that close is essentially sentence-bound.. The nature
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of the correlations of doze iiith measures of English proficiency and

the results of factor analyses suggested that c].oze is a better test of

syntax and lexis than of higher—order reading abilities. Implications

for future use of the doze procedure are presented and suggestions

made for further research.
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CHAPTER	 0

Introduction

0.1 Uses of the doze procedure

It is a quarter of a century since Wilson Taylor published

an article in Journalism Quarterly in 1953 on a procedure for inea-

suring the readability of text by randomly removing words from that

text, replacing them with a standardlength blaxk, and requesting sub-

jects to attempt to restore the deleted ord. This procedure, which he

called the "doze procedure", subsequently aroused great interest, and.

there has been a remarkable flourishing of proposed uses of the proce-

dure. In the United States, the number of doctoral dissertations

written either on the doze procedure or its use as a tool, has risen

from two in 1967 to twelve in 1973, and fourteen in both 1974 and 1975.

The uses to which the doze procedure has been put are

varied. It was initially used to measure the readability of texts,

comparable with traditionaJ. readability formulae such as the Flesch or

the Dale-ChaB. formulae, although it was soon claimed to be superior

to them in many respects. It has been used to measure the readability

of elementary algebra textbooks, mathematical English, electronics

texbooks, social studies materials, business letters, poems, head-

lines and telegraphic prose. It was quickly assumed that the irocedure,

in addition to measuring texts, could also measure the characteristics

of the reader, and by 1957 it was being claimed that doze measured the

reader' a degree of comprehension of text. As a measure of such compr-

hension it has been used with normal readers at almost all educational

levels, from primary through to postgraduate university students. It
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has also been employed to compare the comprehension abilities of deaf

and hearing children (e.g., Odom et al., 1967) and the educable

mentally retarded (e.g., Seinmel et al., 1967).

As a supposed measure of linguistic predictability the doze

procedure ha been applied to ranacripts of the speech of alcoholics,

of schizophrenica and of aphasics. It has been used to exa nine the

language of psychiatric interviews, and to establish the high pre-

dictability of working-class 1restricted code 1 speech as compared with

the low predictability of middle-class 1elaborated code1 speech

(Poole, 1972) It has even been claimed that a cloz.e test on a trans-

cript of recorded speech can show that marihu.ana may interfere with

the retrieval of inforuation from the brain' s immediate memoi store

(Veil and ainberg, 1969).

Apart from written text, the doze procedure has also been

used with tapes of spoken discourse as a measure, among other things,

of listening comprehension, and one investigator (Lynch, 1972) used

the technique on visual images to measure audience response to cinema

films.

The last decade in particular has seen a growing use of the

doze procedure with non-native speakers of English to measure, not

only their reading comprehension abilities, but also their general

linguistic proficiency in English as a Yoreign Language. The technique

is now widespread throughout the English teaching world, particularly

in the Third World, and is used by classroom teachers to construct

tests of their student& linguistic abilities which they assume to be

valid measures of such abilities.
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Nevertheless, some researchers and teachers have wondered

whether the doze procedure really is a valid measure of all that is

claimed for it, and. whether, perhaps, the technique needs closer in-

vestigation, especially in view of its current popularity, to attempt

to establish its nature and value. Indeed, it was largely the in-

creasing popularity of the doze technique that occasioned the

present study. The views of some researchers as to the useALiness of

the technique will be presented in Chapters 1 and 2, after a fairly

comprehensive survey of the literature, and the main body of this woit

will present a series of investigations into the nature of the c].oze

technique, both with native and non-native speakers of English.

0.2 What is the doze procedure?

By doze technique is meant the use of random or selective

deletions of words from continuous text to measure reading or listen-

ing comprehension. This is not the same as the Seutence Completion

TechniqueV , where half of a sentence (begiarning or erni) is removed and

the subject expected to replace what he tis has been removed. The

literature on doze sometimes includes reference to the sentence corn-

pletion technique,whose applications are many and varied. It has been

used in psychiatry to identify neurotics and psychotics, in psycholo

to differentiate aggressive types from non-aggressive types, to mea'-

sure parents' attitudes to teachers, as a means of studying inter-.

personal development, as an exercise in verbal operant conditioni'g

and, in linguistics, as an elicitation technique.

The essential difference seems to be that the sentence

completion technique is intended to elicit data in a controlled way,
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but does not overly concern itself with comprehension of the given

text, or with its nature. The sentences used are written by the

experimenter for their ability to suggest ideas to the subject.

Completion of the sentences is said not to involve closure, but

creation. The researcher is not interested in the relation between

the responses and what was deleted, nor in the degree of uncertainty

about the deleted word (its "entropy"). Cloze technique is said to

involve closure based on the predictability of the text and the

expectancies of the reader, and, therefore, to depend heavily on

comprehension of the preceding text. It is said to be a measure of

that text and its contextual interrelations, and the researcher is

interested in the relationship between the response and what was

deleted, as well as the entropy of the blank. The sentence completion

technique is interested in independent points of information, not

contextually interrelated ones.

However, the random or Belective deletion of words can be

undertaken in various ways, and for this reason the term "doze

procedure" can be used. to refer to at least three hierarchically

different procedures. At the most general level, the term simply

refers to the systematic removal of words from a text, to be replaced

by subjects and scored in some non-specified mner. This definition

covers any use whatever of the procedure.

a less general level, it is possible to interpret

"systematic" in different ways. One interpretation is random" or

"pseudo-random", and in this procedure words are rzoved from text

either by reference to a table of random numbers, or by an every_nth
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word procedure, where deletion begins with, say, the first word, and

then every eighth word thereafter, regardless of its nature, is re-

moved to construct a close test.

Another interpretation of "systematic" is that the words to

be deleted are selected according to some rational principle, based on

the nature of the words themselves. Thus it is possible to delete

only those words thought hard to replace, or those words which are

felt to be highly redundant. More usual is the deletion of words from

certain linguistic categories. For example, only nouns are deleted

from text, or only function words, or verbs and adjectives. This pro-

cedure is usually referred to as a "rational" close procedure, as

contrasted with a random or pseudo-random procedure. (Other terms

exist in the literature, for example, n'mkin (1957) refers to rational

close as "lexical deletion" and random close as "structural deletion".)

Thus, at the second level of generality, the term doze

procedure would refer to either rational	 random deletion of words

from text.

An even more specific use of the term "doze procedure" is

sometimes encountered in the literature, and this use refers to the

random deletion of every fifth word from text, thus excluding any

other deletion frequency.

The three possible definitions of the term "close procedure"

are thus: at the most general level, systematic deletion; at a less

general level, either random or rational systematic deletion; and at

the least general level, pseudo-random systematic deletion of every

fifth word0
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Then writers talk of doze scores, then, it may be to any of

these three definitions that they refer0 Unless otherwise stated, thie

work will refer to the doze procedure as defined at the most general

level, that is, including rational and random deletion selection

procedures.

There is another dimension to be regarded when talking of

doze scores, and this is the dimension of scoring for correctness.

Traditionally, there are two types of doze scores. The first one

accepts as correct only the actual word deleted from the passage. Iny

deviation from this word (other than minor spelling errors) - such as

morphological, syntactic or semantic change - is regarded as incorrect.

This score is known as the "exact word" (or 'verbatim') doze score,

and is the most commonly used. However, another score is also used by

researchers, in which any word is accepted as correct which is either

a synonym of the deleted word, or which "fits into the context".

(Clearly, criteria for acceptability may vary.) These procedures are

known as the"eynonym" or "any acceptable word" scoring methods

respectively.

Other scores are occasionally reported. One is to accept as

correct any word which comes from the same linguistic fox class (noun,

preposition, etc.) as the word deleted - this is known as a "form class

score". Another score is the "comarniality of response score", some-

times also referred to as the "clozentropy method" if calculated in a

specific mathematical way, where the subjects' responses are checked

for their agreement, not with the word deleted, but with the responses

provided by some criterion group of subjects.
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It can thus be seen that when a writer refers to the "close

procedure", he may have in mind the random deletion of every fifth word

from text, and the exact replacement of the word deleted (admittedly

the most usual mep,v ng of the term, especially in the United States).

Or he may have in mind the deletion of every second verb and. adverb

from text, where replacements are given credit for the amount of

agreement they have to responses provided by superior adult readers.

It seems clear that the reader of reports of the close procedure should

ensure that he knows which procedure is being referred to, and it is

also clear that caution must be applied when trying to treat all these

different techniques as one "close procedure", since it is possible

that what holds for one close procedure does not necessarily hold for

another.

03 What the close procedure is said to test

When Taylor introduced the doze procedure in 1953, he pro-

sented a series of semi-theoretical justifications for its validity.

The word. "close" itself was created from the Gestalt concept of closure,

that is, a tendency for humans to form a complete whole by filling in

gaps in a structure. Just as there is a tendency to see a not-quite-

complete circle as a complete circle by closing the gap, m i g the

image conform to a familiar shape, so the subject in a doze test is

said to "close" or "close" by linguistically completing en incomplete

structure.

In order to be able to "close" the gap, Taylor postulates,

the subject must know the meAnings and the forms of most or all the

words involved, and the meings of the combinations of both in a given

sentence structure. In other words, one must "understand" the muti-
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lated sentence as a whole, and then complete its pattern. If reader

and writer share the same or similar language habits, the reader should

be able to make accurate restorations of deleted words and thus the

doze procedure becomes a measure of the similarity between the patterns

that the decoder is anticipating and those that the encoder has used.

La Wilson and Carroll (1954) put it:

"It the encoder producing a message and the decoder receiving it

happen to have highly similar semantic and grammatical habit

systems, the decoder ought to be able to predict or anticipate

what the encoder will produce at each moment with considerable

accuracy. In other words, if both members of the commuIication

act share common associations and common constructive tendencies,

they should be able to anticipate each other' a verbalisations."

Thus the doze procedure is justified not only as a measure

of closure, hut also as an objective measure of the language corres-

pondence between reader and writer.

Since c].oze scores are apparently affected by at least the

variables of reader, writer and text, it follows that the procedure

can also be used to measure characteristics of messages. Because sub-

jects are able to restore mutilated text, it is claimed that close is

a measure of the redundancy of that text. Linguistic redundancy is

seen as the extent to which the information presented by morphemea is

recoverable from other parts of the utterance cont4"4ng those moxb

phemes. Thus some iaorphemes can be absent and the information they

carry can be recovered from the remi ni ng text. For example, "man

coming" means the same as the sentence "A man is coming this way now".
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The latter conta.ins redundant elements: it indicates the singular

number of the subject three times - indefinite article "a", singular

noun "man" and singular verb concord "is"; the present tine reference

twice - present tense "is" and adverbial "now"; and the direction of

action twice - "coming" and the phrase "this way". Such repetitions

presumably make for ease of restoration if one of the redundant elements

is deleted. The ease with which words from a close test can be restored

can thus be taken to be a measure of its redundancy.

Redundancy is enh,inced in text by transitional probabilities

in language, which have the effect of increasing pred.ictability. Some

transitions from one word to the next are more probable than others:

thus "A RLPPI NSW" is more likely to be followed by "YEAI" than

"CBIISThAS" or "CAR". It can thus be claimed that to the extent that

close measures the predictability of text, it is also a measure of

transitional probabilities. To the extent that transitional probabilities

reflect language habits and are higher in familiar sequences, a measure-

ment of transitional probabilities also reflects the comprehensibility of

text, or the ability of the reader to understand. text.

Such are the traditional rationales offered in explanation of

what it is that a close test tests.

Taylor (1953) has this to say about the close procedure:

"A close score appears to be a measure of the aggregate influences

of	 factors which interact to affect the degree of correspondence

between the language patterns of transmitter and receiver. As such,

its potential usefulness is by no means confined either to reada-

bility or the reading abilities of individuals."
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The rationale of the random doze procedure is simply that

if enough words are randomly deleted, the blanks will represent pro-

portionately all kinds of words occurring in that text, and will thus

represent an adequate sample of the linguistic difficulties contained

in the text.

The following three chapters present a survey of the re-

search into and with the doze procedure to date, with native speakers

of English (Chapter 1) and non—native speakers, niny of English

(Chapter 2). Chapter 3 presents a more detailed survey of some aspects

of the c].oze procedure which might affect its nature0 Chapter 4 des-

cribes an experimental pilot study of some of these aspects, vhile

Chapters 5 to 8 contain the description of the main study. Finally, in

Chapters 9 and 10 the results are discussed, and their implications are

considered.
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CKAPTE

The Use of the Cloze Procedure with Native Speakers

(i Survey of the Literature)

1.1 Pre-Taylor

Although the idea of a gap-filling exercise was known long

before Taylor, its use was quite different from that proposed by him.

Ebbinghaus (iegi) was interested in such a technique (which he called

the "Iombinationsinetbode") for the measurement of intelligence, and

his studies were further developed by people like Brown (1910),

Ballard (1920) and Emflton (1929). None of these people were inter-.

ested in the technique as a measure of either the readability of text

or of the reading comprehension of subjects, but rather as a general

measure of verbal intelligence. Their methodolo differed from that

of the doze technique in that they selected words to be deleted from

sentences and paragraphs according to their notions of the substituta-

bility of those deletions; the substitutions provided by the res-

pondent 'were then examined for the light they could throw on that

person' a intelligence. For this mason, the Kombinationsmethode could

more appropriately be termed a "sentence completion technique" (see

Chapter 0).

1.2 Taylor

Taylor (1953) was interested in the value of a technique of

mechaii cal deletion of words from text as a measure of the readability

of that text. The assumption he made was that words removed from

difficult passages are 'harder to replace than words deleted from
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easier texts. He bypothesised that doze scores would rank the three

passages he had chosen in the same order as the two readability formu-

lae - Plesoh and Dale-Chall; that the difference among the three

passages would be significant; and that the relationship between the

doze scores would remain the same despite the use of different word

deletion systems, different presentation orders, and different scoring

procedures.

Trying several deletion systems in his first experiment -

removing every fifth word., removing every tenth 'word, and removing ten

per cent of the words randomly - he found that they all discriminated

significantly among the passages, aM in the same order as that pre-

dicted by readability formulae. .Llthough both the every-fifth deletion

system (whicl removed 35 words) and the randoa-1O procedure (which re-

moved 16 words) diacrt nthiated better among the six subjects than did

the every_lOth_word procedure, Taylor claimed thai random and every-

-

th deletion systems would give equivalent results if more than 16

words were deleted from the text. ?loreov.r, since his concern was not

subject discriiii i iation it passage discri m(nation, he concluded that

any deletion system would give the same results.

He also compared a scoring procedure which allowed only re-

placements of the exact word deleted as correct with a procedure which

also gave partial credit (half a point) for "good enough" synonyms of

the deleted words and found that although slightly higher mean scores

were achieved for the passages with the second procedure, the degree

of differentiation among passages was identical with either procedure.

Taylor' a first experiment also established that the order in
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which the three passages were presented to subjects had virtually no

effect on scores.

To validate the results of the first experiment, Taylor

selected five more passages which were to be eimined along with the

original three, The new passages were taken from texts which Taylor

considered to be extremely difficult, but which readability formulae

would classify as being relatively easy (from Gertrude Stein and James

Joyce), and, conversely, from texts which the formulae would classify

as difficult, but which he considered to be easy. Be thus b.ypothe-

aised that the close procedure would be able to predict the wtruew

readability of the passages (as judged by Taylor) more accurately than

the readability formulae0 This time he deleted every 7th word from

each of the eight passages. His hypothesis was confirmed that close

rankings of passages correspond closer to the intuitive rnigs of

difficulty than do the formulae rankings. In fact, no significant

correlation was found between close and either of the formulae. Be

also found, by evnining consecutive groups of five items, that the

same rRnr1YIg of passages would have been achieved if only half as many

words had been deleted from each passage. (Moreover, he discovered

that high and low scoring subjects were separated from each other with-

in the first five items of the c].oze tests.) Interestingly, he also

found that a pilot study group of six subjects predicted the relative

close difficulty of the eight passages in exactly the same order as

did a subsequent independent sample of 18 subjects.

Taylor concludes his paper by saying that, although the

close procedure seems to be a valid and. reliable measure of readabi-
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ljty, and possibly even of reading ability, more research is required

to make the procedure as efficient as possible, and to validate it ex-

tensively. The effect of msrnipulable factors should be ewni ned in

properly controlled experiments0 One example of these manipulable

factors is the deletion system employed, and Taylor suggests further

experimentation to determine whether an every_5th deletion rate is more

or less efficient than an eveiy_iOth_ or evex,r_l5th_word deletion, and

also to determine bow many deletions would be required for dependable

results.

Taylor himself followed up some of his suggestions in a sub-

sequent study (Taylor, 1957), which not only investigated the methodo-

logical considerations of different deletion systems, bit also e{ned

the validity of doze indices of readability by determining the degree

to which the doze scores of individual subjects correspond to measures

of specific knowledge, comprehension and general aptitude. The notion

was tested that a person' a doze score on a passage would be a measure

of his mental ability, how much he knew of the article' s content before

studying it, and how much he knew after reading. The criterion of

mental ability was the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AF) which had

subtesta on, inter au g. word knowledge and aritha.tiôa]. reasoning.

The criterion for knowledge of subject matter before and after studying

an article was a homemade multiple—choice test given before and after

study. Scores on these three criteria were compared with individual&

scores on one of three types of doze test given before reading the

article on which the test was based (the "befor&' doze), and again

after reading the unmutilated text, seven days later (the "a.tter"
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close). One version of the close was the (subsequently usual.) every-

th	 .	 .	 ,,5 -word deletion procedure, and the other two versions deleted easy

and "hard" words respectively - where "easy" and "hard" were deter-

mined both by linguistic stnslysis, and from previous close data.

Scoring of responses was by the exact word procedure only.

Taylor found that the close procedure correlated signifi-

cantly with his measures of comprehension, with coefficients ranging

from .51 to .92. However, riot only did the "before" close tests

correlate substantially with the "before" comprehension test (from .58

to .92), and the "after" close with the Na,fter comprehension (from

.64 to .20), but also the "before" close tests predicted. the "after"

close teats (from .80 to .88).

The close teats also correlated positively with the .AFQT

(from .46 to .74) at approximately the same level as the comprehension

teats. Further, Taylor found that the differences between "before"

and "after" test scores, for both close and multiple-choice tests,

were always significant, so that the close could be said to be mea-

suring not only comprehension, but also learning.

Although correlation coefficients and score gai"s were

significant for all, three deletion systems, the "easy" word deletion

generally differed from the "any" and "hard" deletion systems, such

that it correlated considerably lower with the three criterion tests,

and gain scores were also lower.

Differences between "any" and "hard" deletion patterns

appeared only in the correlation coefficients: in general, the "any"

deletion procedure correlated as high as or higher than the "hard"
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system with the criterion measures, with the sole exception of the

pro—test of knowledge, which correlated higher with the "hard" word

deletion.

Taylor concluded both that the doze is a reliable and valid.

measure of comprehension, specific subject knowledge and general apti-

tude or ability to understand, and that, of the three deletion 8yStelfla,

the "any" form, which is the simplest to construct, yielded more

stable, reliable and discriminating results than did the "easy" and

"hard" forms.

Ts the two most important initial studies of the close

concluded that it was a reliable and va].id measure, both of text

readability, and of subjects' reading abilities, and drew certain

methodological, conclusions.

1.3 Close as p }!epsure of Text Readability

Taylor' a use of the close procedure to measure the readabi-.

lity of text for native speakers of z1gliBh has been followed up many

times in the last twenty years. One of the more important early stu-

dies of close in this respect was by Bormuth (1963). Bormuth hypo-

thesised that there was a correlation between the close test diffi-

culty rankings of a set of passages, and their readability levels as

measured by multiple—choice tests. He produced nine passages, three

in each of the subject areas of literature, social studies and science,

to the Dale—Chal]. readability levels of 4.5, 5.5 and 6.5; subjected

the passages to a deletion of every fifth word; and ainistered the

tests to groups of children from school grades 4, 5 and 6. Re found

that each of the grade level groups agreed on the relative difficulty
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of the passages (rho: .99, .98 and .98); in other words, that the

close was. a reliable measure of readability for all three levels, and,

further, that the difficulty levels as established by the close teats

agreed with the difficulty level established by the multiple-choice

tests (rho: .92, which was as high as the reliability of the tests

would allow). He concluded, therefore, that close is a valid and.

highly reliable predictor of the comprehension difficulty of the

passages.

)losberg, Potter and Cornell (1968) carried out a similar

study, with subjects at the 5th_ and 8th_grade levels. They selected

passages from the SRL laboratory materials, at difficulty levels

either two years above, two years below, or at the subject& grade

level. Every fifth word was deleted from these passages, and. the

close procedure was compared with multiple-choice tests on the same

texts. They found. that whereas the close tests showed no differences

among easier passages, the multiple-choice tests were sensitive to the

differences, showing a linear decrease in performance over difficulty

levels. They suggest that the close lacks waensitivity at the lower

end of the difficulty dimension0.

Nevertheless, their findings went relatively unnoticed and

research proliferated with the c].oze procedure as a criterion measure

of readability, for a great variety of subjects and. texts. With

subjects at grades 9 and 15, Proelich (1970) investigated the reada-

bility of electronics textbooks, and found that the close procedure

identified the readability levels of the texts "in a manner more

consistent with the abilities of college students" (as measured by an
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achievement test) than did the Ilesoh Reading Ease Formula. In fact,

the Flesch formula did not predict the observed difference in doze

scores on the texts, and thus it was concluded that doze was the en-

perior measure of readability.

Hater and lane (1972) ezim1 ned, the reading difficulty of

passages written in mathematical English, ta]cen from instructional

material intended for grades 7 to 12, by comparing doze tests on the

passages with multiple-choice comprehension tests, and discovered that

the two methods were in close agreement on the relative difficulties

of the texts, It was, therefore, concluded that doze tests can be

used as predictors of reading difficulty for mathematIcal English

content.

Proese (1 971) compared doze with the Dale-Chall readability

formula as measures of the readability of 6th_grade science textbooks,

and obtained a correlation between the two of -029, He therefore

concluded that the Dale-Chall formula is not a valid measure of such

materials when the doze is used as a criterion, and, by implication,

that the doze is a valid measure.

In Britain, )Ioyle (1970) looked at the doze as a readabi-

lity measure for young children (age 6 to io), and concluded that it

was a better measure than the Fry readability graph, but that, on the

whole, the difficulty rimking established by c].oze agreed with that

of the publishers.

)Ioyle points out, however, that there are a number of

aspects of the doze on which further information is required, and

these include the equation of a doze score to so-called independent
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and frustration reading levels, the effect of deletions of particular

parts of speech, and the appropriate number of deletions for each age

group. s will be seen later, the first two questions were already

in the process of being investigated, but the third question had

barely been considered, and indeed remains uriwestigated.

Jefferson (1969) eramined the effect of three deletion

types on doze as a measure of readability. He used the random every-

5th-word procedure and compared it with deleting every fifth noun

versus every fifth adjective, and deleting every fifth structure word.

Re found a significant interaction between readability and deletion

type, and suggested that readability as measured by the doze is rela-

ted to the type of deletion such that passage difficulty r'inci 	 .re

not the same when using th deletion scores, and when using scores

where the deletions are certain categorized language variables.

Two recent BtUdies of readability have tried to find the

mo8t appropriate deletion rate for measuring readability. )Iclinch,

Kazelski and Ccx (1974) asked whether a single deletion pattern is

appropriate for all subject matter areas, and attempted to investigate

the relationship between deletion patterns, passages and reading abi-

lities. They used four texts from the subject areas of ng1ish,

science, social science and mathematics, and subjected them to three

deletion patterns - the deletion of every 5th, 7th and 9th

though their results revealed a significant effect of deletion pattern,

they found no consistent best pattern for a subject Latter. However,

they eonclude that science materials need a low frequency deletion, and

that social science and English materials should have a deletion rate
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of every 7th word. Unortunate]y, their evidence does not back up

this finding, which will be discussed at greater length in Chapter 3,

but the consequence for studies of readability is that a doze test

will, not necessarily give an appropriate measure of the readability of

a particular text, since estimates of the readability vary according

to the deletion pattern used.

,A similar conclusion was reached by )Iiller and French (1974),

who erg14 ed deletion rates 5, 7 and. 10 as measures of the readability

of science and social science material. They used passages at four

different grade levels, as determined by readability formulae, and

appear to have found that whilst the subjects were able to read the

social science materials equally well, regardless of deletion pattern,

the science material was only read ' tadequately at the ?tb_word dele-

tion frequency. However, they suggest that the best deletion pattern

for measuring readability might be the every-i 0-word rate.

It can be seen that the trend in the use of doze as a

measure of readability has been from an initial validation of the

technique against existing readability formulae and multiple-choice

comprehension questions, to a point where the close, now regarded as a

valid, measure of readability, has been used as a criterion with which

to compare other readability measures, usually to uiM them lacking0

]n its heyday, the c].oze was used to measure the readability of almost

any written matter, from telegrams to captions, from headlines to ace- -

demic textbooks. However, there has recently been a gradual realise-

tion that perhaps the doze technique is not necessarily a reliable

measure of readability, since the use of different deletion patterns
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may well affect the estimate of text difficulty.

1.4 Cloze used to measure lintiistic variables

Closely linked with these readability studies has been the use

of the doze technique to investigate the linguistic variables that

affect the readability of text. Bozmuth has been concerned with the

investigation of such linguistic variables, and their incorporation into

new readability formulae for some time. In 1964, he reported on a study

(Bormuth, 1964a) using the doze technique as a criterion of read.ability.

Clome tests on nine texts from the areas of literature, science and.

social science were used to establish the readability of the passages.

He then calculated the Mean Word Depth score for each passage. (Word

depth is based on Yngve's hypotheis (mgve, 1960) that sentences whose

immediate constituent structure is right-branching will be easier to

understand than left-branching structures. He developed a system of

counting such left-branching structures to give an index of sentence

difficulty.) He found that although there was a correlation between

mean word depth and the Dale-ChaU readability rating of I • 00 when

holding subject matter constant, the mean word depth correlated .78 with

the doze criterion of readability when the Dale-Chll effect was re-

duced to zero. He claimed, therefore, that mean word depth can predict

differences in comprehension difficulty (assumed to exist because of the

doze scores) among passages that differ in subject matter, but whose

sentence length and proportion of hard words are almost identical, and

concluded that sentence length is not an adequate parameter of

readability.

In a series of articles (Bormuth 1964b, 1966, 1968a),
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Bormuth reported on an extensive investigation into readability and

linguistic variables, using doze to determine the comprehension

difficulties of twenty passages, and of each word, independent clause

and sentence within each passage. Subjecting the passages to differ-

ent linguistic analyses he produced new linguistic variables which

can be used to develop new readability formulae which will be better

predictors of passage difficulty. Some of these variables are word

depth, the number of letters in a text and the ratio of different

parts of speech, especially, unaccountably, the ratio of pronouns to

conjunctions. He claimed that improved formulae are now possible be-

cause, whereas previous formulae had been validated against multiple- -

choice comprehension scores on the passages under investigation, it

is now possible to use the doze technique as a criterion. This

technique, moreover, according to Bormtzth, gives an estimate of the

readability, not only of text as a whole, but even of individual words

in that text.

Coleman (1971) also reports on an investigation into the re- -

lationship between various linguistic variables and the doze scores of

texts. Interestingly, he comes to a conclusion similar to Boimuth' a, in

that he finds the highest correlations with the doze ranks of text

difficulty are achieved by counts of letters, syllables and morphemes in

the texts, such that "passages become harder to understand as they con-

tain more letters, syllables or morphemes." Nevertheless, he also

observes a considerable increase in the predictive power of linguistic

variables "as one progresses from relatively gross syntactic unite (for

example, sentences) to more refined ones (for example, kernel sentences) W0
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Many studies have been made of the relationship between

doze and specific linguistic variables, in an attempt to over not

only what constitutes difficulty in text, but also in order to inves-

tigate the doze itself, and to investigate the linguistic variables.

Taylor (1953) recognised that doze items could be classified as easy

and hard, and that this division corresponded with a rough division

into function and content words respectively0 Aborn, Riibinstein arid

Sterling (1959), in a study that used sentence completion rather than

dome, systematically deleted words from sentences and emmiiied the

effect of form class, on the difficulty of restoration. They concluded

that the predictability of a word is inversely related to the size of

its class. This, of course, is essentially the same finding as

Taylor' a, since there are few members of the function word classes,

and large numbers of words in the content word. classes. In particular

they found that adjectives aM aderbs had a i.ow preAictiDty, aM

that when responses to deleted adjectives and adverbs were made, they

were rarely in the same form class.

A similar finding as made by Fillenbaum, Jones and Bapo-

port (1963) to the extent that they found adverbs to be hardest to re-

place by a word from the same form class. Revertheless, in general

they found relatively few differences in the predictability of the

form class for the different form classes, even when comparing

function words with content words. Of course, content words were

harder to replace exactly, and so they hypothesised that form class

predictability might be more dependent on the relatively close gramma-

tical environment, whereas verbatim predictability might depend more
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on both close and remote semantic features of the discourse. Thus,

different deletion rates might be expected to have different effects

on form class and verbatim doze scores. However, they also point out

that the form class of some members of a particular form class is much

more predictable than that of other members. To some extent this de-.

pends on the form classes (and therefore, presumably, on the gramma-

tical environment) of the words preceding and following the deletion.

Thus in the environment Wadjective - blank - verb u a noun might be

easily predicted.

Iike (1964), in a study of form class and doze procedure,

investigated 10-percent deletion of four types: nouns only, verbs

only, adjectives only, and combinations (five each of nouns, verbs and

aectjves). The highest mean scores - i.e., the easiest class to re-

place - were achieved by verbs, followed by combinations, nouns, and

adjectives. (Here the scoring was by the exact word only.)

Louthan (1965) carried out a somewhat different study. He

subjected text to seven different types of deletion: 1C of nouns,

verbs, modifiers (adjectives and adverbs), prepositions and conjunc-

tions, noun determiners, pronouns, and every tenth word regardless of

class. He then tested comprehension by means of questions rather than

by requiring subjects to restore the deleted word. He found no differ-

ence in comprehension when deleting every 1O word, nouns only, verbs

only or adjectives only, but it was more difficult to answer questions

on text with these deletions than on undele ted text. Curiously, how-

ever, he also found that when only prepositions and conjunctions were

deleted, or when only pronouns or determiners were removed, superior
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comprehension scores were achieved over the control groups reading

undeleted text0 Although the researcher does not conclude that re-

moving function words from text makes it easier to understand, he does

claim that his results show that content word deletion requires

different skills from those required when function worda have been

deleted0

A similar study, deleting selected word types and testing

comprehension by means of questions, was carried out by Bradley (1969),

who found that the deletion of nouns had a significant effect for all

his groups, and that the deletion of adjectives had an effect for one

group, but that deleting verbs and function words had no effect. un-

fortunately, the results were vitiated by the finding that when no

text was present, subjects could answer the multiple-choice test at a

level greater than chance.

Like other researchers, Rentel (1969) discovered that ad.-

jectives were hard to predict, but he also found that as the words to

be deleted increased in length, the difficulty of predicting them

increased sigoificantly across all form class categories0 Re concludes

that for all words over seven letters long, length is the most im-

portent determiner of difficulty, not form class. This, of course, is

related to measures of readability used by the most common formulae,

and to the well-known fact that long words tend to be more difficult

than abort ones0

Tannenbaum, Williams and Clark (1969) found that if they told

people doing a doze test what the form class of each deletion was, not

only did their ability to restore with a word of the correct form class
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increase, but also their verbatim score for function words increased,

However, their verbatim score for content words did not change0 Reason-

ably, they suggest that this is probably because of the small number of

items per class for function words compared with the large number of

words in each content word class. However, it should be noted that if

the information leading to the correct form class identification of

function words is airewly availab].e in the context of the deletion, then

the additional information supplied by the tester should be entirely re-

dundant, and therefore have no effect on either form class or verbatim

scores. That this is not so indicates that the context does	 contain

information sufficient n mbiguously to assign the form class even to a

function word.

t this point it is useful to recall Coleman's paper (1971),

already referred to, in which he exined the effect of various word

classes, but pointed out that

"The most important general conclusion seems to be that traditional

definitions of word classes are too imprecise and too gross to yield

profound insights into verbal behaviour. Some definitions of a word

class correlate positively with comprehensibility; others correlate

negatively. The major word classes contain subclasses that correlate

positively and other subclasses that correlate negatively0"

Not all, investigators of the doze and linguistic variables

have confined themselves to looking at form classes. Coleman and

Bormuth, as has been seen, looked at the effects of various variables

on comprehensibility. Ruddell (1965, a and b) investigated the effect

of writing passages using the linguistic patterns that occurred
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frequently in the oral language of the target population, compared mith

texts written using low frequency patterns0 CAn example of the latter

might be: "The leader gave the men. short breaks because they needed

rest", whereas the former might be: "A spaceman could fix the 	 11

bole. ii) Vocabulary and sentence length were held constant. He die-

covered that close scores on high frequency pattern material were

significantly higher than scores on low frequency pattern material, and

this he attributes to the greater structural redundancy of the easier

passages. Thus readability is a function of the redundancy of the syn-

tactical elements of the materials or, put another way, "of the simi-

larity of patterns of language structure in the reading material to

oral patterns of language structure used by cbildren€"

Coleman and Blumenfeld (1963) compared the close scores of

nominnlizationa and their grammatical transformations using active

verbs, and discovered that the word patterns of the passages written

in active verbs were considerably more predictable0 Pagan (1971) found

that close scores were generally lower for grade three children when

embedding and deletion transformations were present than when con-

joining or position shift transformations were present. Pelts (1974)

found that close tests showed passages repatterned according to the

linguistic patterns used by subjects in. their own writing to be easier

than the original passages, and many of these linguistic patterns in-

volved simple, expansion and conjoining transformations.

In a different type of study, Darnell (*963) eriined the

effect of rearranging sentences in ten to create seven varying

degrees of disorder. He found that disorder can adversely affect corn-
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prehension as measured by doze, and that the amount of loss of clarity

becomes greater as the degree of disorganisation increases0

Finally in this survey of the use of the close procedure to

measure readability and investigate linguistic variables, Ohnmacht and

fleming (1974), using sentences rather than texts, investigated three

different verb types: i) a transitive verb, 2) a complement verb iiith

direct object ("decide", "believe"), and 3) a complement verb with no

direct object, but a clause ("ae believed in doing his best"). Although

their analysis revealed a significant effect of verb type, the hypothesis

that type 1) would be easier than type 2) would be easier than type 3)

was not confirmed. Interestingly, the main finding was that bilateral

constraint - i.e., words of context both sides of the deletion - had a

great effect on ease of restoration.

105 Close as a measure of readin g comprehension

taylor' a 1957 paper showed that close correlated well with

comprehension tests on the same material (from .51 to .92) and, in

particular, his "any-word" deletion (what has come to be known as the

random or every_nthi close procedure) correlated better with other

measures of comprehension than did his "rational", "easy" or "hard"

word deletions.

In the same year flriHn (1957) reported an extensive in-

vestigation into the doze, in which be discovered that a pre-clome

test, rational deletion (a pre-cloze test is a close test given to

subjects without their reading the nmmtilated text first) correlated

.59 (corrected 086) with a comprehension test on the same passages,
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whereas a post-doze test (after reading the intact passage) corre-

lated 56 (.78 corrected) with the same test0

Jenkinaon (1957) compared doze test scores with scores on

specially written multiple-choice comprehension tests based on the

same texts and obtained a correlation of .82.

Bormuth (1962) wrote a 31-item comprehension test, carefully

controlled for vocabulary, and obtained correlations from .73 to .84

with individual doze tests and a grouped c].oze score that correlated

093 with the multiple-choice test.

Bormith (1969) constructed a battery of tests, on the same

passages as his doze tests, to measure vocabulary, facts, sequences,

relationships, ineirt ideas, inferences and the author' a purpose. Be

achieved a range of correlations, from .35 to .89, with the majority

of coefficients in the region of .80.

Rost studies come to the same conclusions about the validity

of doze as a measure of the comprehension of a text. However, one

study (iio sberg et al., 1968) introduces a note of caution. Their

correlations between dome and multiple-choice tests ranged frOm .43

to .65 for a fifth-grade group of subjects, but only .19 to .37 for

an eighth-grade group. Correlations averaged out over three doze

passages were .54 for the former group, and .34 for the latter. They

conclude that "a large component of comprehension as measured by

multiple-choice tests is not accounted for by the c].oze procedure",

and, further, that

Hone should proceed cautiously when using doze test scores as

measures of comprehension (or predictors of multiple-choice test
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score magnitudes) until a more detailed analysis of what the

doze procedure is measuring baa been established."

Many studies have sought to determine what it is that the

doze procedure measures by correlating close test scores with stan-

dardiaed tests of various sorts. The commonest criterion test is some

test of comprehension or verbal ability. In general, correlations of

the doze with such tests are lower than correlations with tests based

on the same passage as the doze test, but nevertheless they are quite

high and positive0 Rnkin (1957) obtained correlations of .68 and .60

with the Vocabulary and Paragraph Comprehension sections of the Diag-

nostic Reading Test, Survey Section, although with Story Comprehension

the correlation was as low as .29. However, rational dozes, and

doze tests given after reading the undeleted. text once, increased the

correlation for Story Comprehension and reduced it for Vocabulary and

Paragraph Comprehension.

Jnkion (1957) correlated an every_nt doze teat with the

Cooperative Reading Test and obtained coefficients of .78 with Vocabu-

lazy and .73 with Level of Comprehension. Using the same criterion

test, Fletcher (1959) got lower correlations with the Vocabulary

section (.63) and Level of Comprehension (.55), whilst his close test

correlated .57 with the Speed of Comprehension measure and .59 with

the Rate of Comprehension section of the Dvorak-Van Wagenen Diagnostic

Examination of Silent Reading Abilities.

RiddeU (1963), using five close tests, obtained a range of

correlations (from .61 to .74) with the Paragraph Meaning tubteat of

the Stanford Achievement Test.
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Gaflaut (1965) used. primary grade children as subjects, un-

like most other studies, and achieved correlations ranging from .65 to

.81 for her doze tests and the Metropolitan Reading Test.

Qreene (1964), like kankin, correlated doze tests with the

Total Comprehension score of the Diagnostic Reading Test, Survey

Section, and. obtained coefficients of .51 for a random close procedure,

and .67 for a modified rational procedure. He also constructed his own

tests to measure "words" and "relationships between words" and found

significant correlations of between .49 and .59 with his close tests.

Unlike many observers, he concluded from these results that a consider.

able amount of variance was not accounted for by close scores, and. that

the close procedure is more complex than previously assumed.

RaTher (1964) looked at the relationebip of various measures

to the close and came to the conclusion that reasoning is important in

doing close tasks, since he obtained correlations of .73 with the Otis

Quick Scoring Mental Ibility Test, and .56 with the Information aubtest

of the Wechelez'-BeUevu.e Intelligence Scale. The finding that ability

to do close is quite closely related to measures of intelligence merely

confirmed previous findings by a variety of researchers. In fact,

Taylor (1957) had found a correlation of .85 with the Word Knowledge

subtest of the AFQT, and ..70 with the Lritbmetieal Reasoning subfest

of the same battery. Rankin (1957) found that a structural close test

(every th word deleted) resulted in a fairly high correlation with

measures of intelligence (.68 and .60), whereas lexical close (nouns

and verbs only deleted) was less closely related to intelligence (.32

and .21) and more to what he calls "pure" comprehension.
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Jenkl yison (1957) obtained a correlation of .69 between a

random doze test and intelligence quotients, whilst Fletcher (1959)

found a correlation of .72 with the Linguistic subtest of the American

Council on Education Psychological aminatiou, again an intelligence

teat. Deutach et al (1964) found that doze scores were significantly

related to IQ, as did Scbneyer (1965), who echoed Ranki& (1957)

suggestion that although rational close was significantly related to 1Q4

it was less related than a random doze procedure (in his case,

deletion of every 10tb word). Greene (1964) obtained correlations of

.52 and .61 between two types of close test (random and modified

rational) and Tborndike' a test of verbal reasoning. Finally, Froese

(1971) found, that close scores correlated from 055 to .85 with the

Canadian Lorge - Thorndike IQ test.

In' addition to studies of doze as a measure of intelligence,

the procedure has also been investigated as a measure of various other

abilities, not so closely related to specific reading comprehension.

Bormuth and MacDonald (1965) claimed that completing the c],oze, that is,

"exactly matching an author' a words, requires an acute sensitiTity to

literary style, choice of words, sentence patterning, attitudes to-

wards his subject matter, and aesthetic devicesu, and in fact fd

correlations of between .45 and .66 with a test of ability to detect

literary style. Batekin (1971) eTani-ned the adequacy of the close to

measure comprehension of different logical patterns (induction and. de-

duction), whilst Byrne, Peld]moen and Kane (1971) reported a relation-

ship between close and three measures of divergent th1king abilities.

Simple correlations have not been the only statistical tool
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used to investigate what the doze procedure measures. Several investi-

gators have availed themselves of the relatively sophisticated procedure

known as factor analysis to try to isolate the factors underlying the

relationships between doze and other variables0 One of the first such

analyses was carried out by Wein!e].d (1959, reported in Carroll et a].,

1959), who investigated 28 cognitive tests, one of which was a normal,

random doze test. Es found that the doze was related to a number of

cognitive factors, and reported the association as: Ideational Fluency

.40, Word Fluency .50, Fluency of xpression .54, Theme Writing .59,

Verbal Factor .70, Reasoning Factor .76.

leaver and Kingston (1963) used eight different close tests

in a battery of 18 cognitive tests, which included tests like the Davis

Reading zest, the }ILIT Number Lea rning Test, tests of as sitivity to

grammatical structure, rote memory, sound-symbol association and the

like. Their factor analysis revealed three main factors, which they

labelled Verbal Comprehension, Redundancy Utilization and Rote Memory.

Unexpectedly, the cloz.e had only a low loading on the verbal comprehen-.

sion factor and on rote memory, whilst having a high loading on re-

dundancy utilization (essentially a doze factor). They showed that

c].oze tests are even more related to each other than to the'other two

Lain factors revealed. Unlike many investigators since, who have been

disturbed by this lack of correspondence between doze and verbal com-

prehension, Weaver and Kingston were not discouraged by their findings,

since 'unless the close procedure can be shown to elicit variance from

some source other than those of more commonly used reading and language

objective tests, its use is likely to remain more of an. interesting

curiosity than a valuable research and measurement tool". (They over-
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looked the convenience of the procedure, which has proved 80 attractive

to subsequent researchers and test makers.)

However, Boxiuth (1969) severely criticized the Weaver and

Kingston study, for using college students as subjects, and for using

comprehension tests based on different texts from the close tests.

However valid his criticism, his own factor analysis, based on nine

close tests and seven tests of reading comprehension on the same texts,

designed to measure vocabulary, facts, sequences, relationships, main

ideas, inferences and the author' a p.zrpose, resulted in only one factor

with an eigeuvalue greater than unity, which accounted for 77% of the

variance. This factor, called reading comprehension ability, was ve1-

closely related to the close tests, so he concluded that c].oze did in-

deed measure reading comprehension.

The other major factor analylic study was made by Ohnmacht,

Weaver and Iohler (1970), with a replication with older subjects in

1972. Testing the hypothesis that doze measures closure, they used a

battery of tests of speed and flexibility of closure, as well as tests

of associational fluency and verbal comprehension. They also cons-

tructed four different types of doze tests: structural (every 
5th

word), lexical (every 5th noun, verb and adjective), abstract (every

5th abstract noun) and concrete (every 5th concrete noun). The inter-

correlation of these close tests was somewhat low, between 4 and .50

Three factors enierged a general close factor, followed by a perceptual

factor, and a verbal ability factor. Close had only low loadings on the

perceptual (cio sure) factor, whilst closure had. virtually no loading on

the doze factor. The lexical and abstract dozes were the only close
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tests to have moderate loadings on the verbal ability factor, thus

supporting a theory that distinguishes between random and rational

(or structural and lexical) doze procedures. Indeed, the authors

recommend that rational deletion patterns should be investigated more

closely and tied in with linguistic and psycholinguistic theory. The

replication stwy (Olmmacht and Pleining, 1972) came up with similar

general factors, but found fewer significant correlations among tests,

and concluded that whilst doze may be factorially complex, the rela-

tionship of verbal and perceptual abilities with doze factors may be

moderated by the grade level of subjects. Nevertheless, both studies

cast some doubt on the theory which relates doze to closure, and. on

the relationRhip between doze and verbal comprehension, and also

support other findings (see Chapter 3) that different doze deletion

types may be related to particular linguistic and psycholinguistic

abilities. nClozew, it is suggested, is not a unitary concept, and

the ebility to do "doze" is probably complex.

1.6 Cloze arid multiT:,le-choice test scores

Despite the doubts expressed by some researchers as to

whether doze really measures verbal comprehension, other investigatOrs

have been so encouraged by the correlations often achieved between

c].oze tests and more traditional comprehension tests that they have

tried to equate doze scores with multiple-choice scores on the same

text. Bormuth (1967) was the first person to present a table of

correspondence between the two types of scores, where he shows that a

c].oze score of 38% is equivalent to a multiple-choice test score of

75%, and that a doze score of 50% is equivalent to a multiple-choice.
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score of 90%. The importance of these levels is that they are Baid to

indicate the limite of the "study" level of comprehension. In other

words, a person scoring between 75% and 90% on a multiple-choice test

on a passage is supposed to be capable of reading that text for study.

A. score of above 90% is said to indicate the student' s capacity to

read the text on. his own, whereas a score below 75% represents a level

of comprehension likely to lead to frustration. Although Bozinuth

included caveats on the interpretation of his close scores, largely

(and sensibly) related to the doze methodolo, his remarks have been

largely ignored in practice.

Rmri n and CuThsne (1969) replicated Boriuuth' a study, using

students, and corroborated his finding, equating a multiple-

choice score of 75% to a close score of approximately 41% an.d a

multiple-choice test score of 90% to a close score of 61%,

lc7	 adin gaifl

The term "reading gain", as used by yki' (1957), refers to

the amount of information acquired by a reader from a text. This

acquired information is not the same as the information available to a

subject after reading, since whereas the latter information depends on

the amount of in.formation the reader had before reading the text,

"reading gain" is inde pendent of this. It is usually measured by

giving the same test before and after reading a text, .ath subtracting

the difference to arrive at a gain score.

There is some evidence that close can measure such gain.

Taylor (1957) found significant differences in scores from close tests

given before and after reading text. RaDkfl (1957) also found
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significant increases in post-close test scores over pre-cloze scores.

Moreover, he found that unlike the pre- and post-close test scores,

the gain score was not related to intelligence0

However, doubt has been cast on the ability of close to

measure such reading gain by a study carried out by Coleman and Ruler

(1968). Using matched subjects, they gave one group a close test on a

text, and had the other group read the text before taking the close

test. A correlation of .93 was found between the two tests, and no

significant gain was achieved. The authors conclude that the close

test given before reading a passage is an inadequate measure of • how

much a subject knows about a passage before reading it, and. that it is

measuring essentially the same information as the close test after

reading. The conclusion seems not unreasonable in view of the fact

that the subject has to read the text in order to complete the close,

which is the reason for the claim that it is a measure of cwiprehension.

Therefore the subject is presumably capable of gaining information

whilst doing the doze.

Bomuth and Macdonald, in an earlier study (1965), had also

discovered that there was no difference between close tests given be-.

fore studying an author, and tests given after studying the author

the books from which the close tests were constructed. However, they

suggested that the reason for the difference between their study and

Rpk1n' a (1957) might be that they had used a normal random close,

whereas Rtnk4yi had used a lexical, rational deletion system.

The validity of a gain score was questioned by Taylor in

Greene (1967), where he reports a study of a close test given to sub-
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jects to complete, and then given again two weeks later, with no

intervening reading or information on how they had performed on the

test. Re discovered, a significant increase in scores and concludes

that his subjects must have learned during the initial close test.

1.8 Cloze as a teaching device

A. great deal of time and effort has also gone into expexi-

ments designed to prove that the doze technique is an effective

teachii technique (for improving reading comprehension skills).

Smith (1969) used close exercises for improving reading comprehension

in a junior college reading program, and. claimed that it was particu-

laxly effective for demonstrating the process of comprehension - "how

words combine with words into wider units of mesnii ngW -, for demon-

strating the part grammatical knowledge plays in comprehension, for

pointing out to students their own deficiencies in the comprehension

process, and for promoting discussion about particular reading

selections and the process of "reaso TLi g which is reading comprehen-

sion". Re does not appear to have proved this experimentally, however.

Nor has scientific research borne him out. Phillips (1973) showed that

close exerciBes did not improve the reading ability or content achieve-

ment of junior college students in an Introduction to Business course,

compared with students who had no such training. Ellington (1972)

found no significant difference between close exercises, conventional

exercises and no exercises to improve reading comprehension, as

measured by standard tests. Faubion (1971) found no proof that

traipi ng in close resulted in a growth in comprehension skills (al-

though he recognises that there may have been certain variables which
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influenced the effectiveness of the doze trRining). Kennedy (1971)

found an increase in comprehension after c].oae trainine as compared

with oral reading practice, when measured by standard tests, but not

when measured by doze tests. Byndera (1971) failed to find any

significant difference between c].oze exercises and traditional compre-

hension exercises as a method of increasing reading comprehension, but

the author admits the possibility that the standard test used may have

failed to detect differences that did exist. Priedan (1964) tried

with foreign students but, again, found no difference between doze

exercises and close reading, although the subjects reported that they

were more aware of the strictures when using doze exercises. Jongama

(1971) concludes his survey of the use of doze in teaching by stating

that the research evidence does not suggest that c].oze, as it is

presently understood, is an effective teachi rig technique, and proposes

that research be carried out into the effect of varying the deletion

system..

1.9 Su.mma

The general consensus of studies into and with the doze

procedure for the last twenty years has been that it is a reliable

and valid measure of readability and reading comprehension, for native

speakers of English. Investigation of the readability of text first

justified the use of the doze procedure by showing that it compared

well. with standard readability fonmilae. They then showed it to be

superior to such formulae in many cases, arid the doze procedure was

frequently used as a criterion measure of readability against which to

gauge new and developing measures of readability. As an extension of
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its role in readability studies, the close has been used to investigate

the 1ingiistic difficulties of text, in particular the predictability

of particular word classes, and the difficulties caused by various

types of sentence complexity.

La a measure of the comprehension of text, close has been

shown to correlate well id.th other types of test on the same text, and

also with standardised tests of reading comprehension. Noreover, it

has also been seen to correlate well with IQ tests, and other tests of

cognitive abilities. It has also been suggested that the close tech-.

nique can be used for measuring the information a reader gains during

the reading process. The procedure has been used in exercises to in-

crease reading comprehension abilities, though with limited success.

1.10 Doubts bout the close

However, not all. studies have shown. the 1oe to be capabLe

of all that is claimed for it. Some researchers have always expressed

doubts about the validity of the use of close as a measure of compre-

hension, others have doubted whether the procedure can be used accar

• ately and consistently to measure the reading difficulty of text, and

yet others have wondered whether what has been claimed for one type of

close is necessarily true for si.]. types.

The original claim by Taylor that the close requires the

Gestalt operation of closure was chaPenged by Weaver (1965). He

claimed that, far from being an essentially perceptual or matching

operation (which is what he claims the reading process is), the close

is a cognitive process, similar to a coding operation.. To fill, in a

close test, the subject must make a search of the diatri1ition of
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probable elements suitable in that environment. This search procedure

is not a logical exhaustive process, but rather a heuristic procedure,

Tuininan and. Blanton (1971) support this rejection of Taylor's original

rationale for the doze with experimental evidence showing that the

distribution of doze responses is related to success probability.

Whatever the nature of the psychological processes involved

in doze, it is sometimes claimed that doze is not a measure of com-

prehension of text. Weaver and ngston (1963) seemed to show that

cloz.e was unrelated to comprehension. )IacCinitie (1971) claims that

subjects are often capable of restoring words successfully in a doze

test with only a recoguition of "familiar patterns of expression", and

no true understanding of the text, Cloze, he claims, is less a measure

of comprehension and more a measure of redundancy.

However, Bowers and. liacke (1971) show the inadequacy of

information theory to account for linguistic facts (for example,

creativity, or infinite recursiveness) and so claim that a procedure

like doze, which, they say, is based on information theory, is also

TMof dubious worth in testing the linguistic behaviour of a language

userw. Since linguistic redundancy does not operate in the way that

information theory predicts, a doze procedure which randomly deletes

every	 word is incapable of measuring the redundancy of text. Lin-

guistic redundancy is determined on syntactic and semantic grounds, and

to tap such redundancy .a doze procedure would need to make selective

deletions based upon a linguistic analysis of the redundancy of that

text.

Brown, in (reene (i 967), suggests that there are various
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hierarchically ordered levels of comprehension, which he calls

"sampling, matching, accepting, interpreting, understanding and

believing". He further suggests that the exact word method of

scoring close only taps up to the fourth level of comprehension, that

scoring for synonyms will enable the fifth level to be meamLred, but

that there are levels of comprehension which are not tapped by the

close.

Enkin (1974), in an article reviewing the use of the doze

procedure over the previous twenty years, echoes a growing feeling of

concern over the nature and validity of the close procedure. ac

suggests that perhaps the close is a better measure of readability

than of reading comprehension. Be criticises much work on the proce-

dure for using the random procedure rather than the rational deletion

of words from text. (In this, he echoes a remark in )IacGinitie (1971)

to the effect that rational deletions are more likely to measure com-

prehension than linguistic redundancy.) This concentration on random

doze, he claims, has strengthened the influence of general verbal

abilities and intelligence upàn the close measurement of reading com-

prehension. After listing many li(tationa of the close procedure,

including the facts that many doze items are not determined by context

and so do not discriminate in testing terms, that many items are not

"reading related" but "reflect background information or general lan-

guage ability", that many items depend on short-range linguistic

constraint, that perhaps the deletion of every 5th word is not the most

suitable deletion pattern for every use, and that perhaps rational

deletion of words from text is no longer a close procedure, rn*in
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comments on the mushrooming use of doze in recent years and adds a

word of caution:

"Performance on a doze test . . is influenced by the

reading ability of the reader and the difficulty of the materials,

(and) . . . the type and number of items deleted0 Until we know

more about the possible interrelationships of these variables . . .

we should be cautious in interpreting doze tests.'
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CHAPTER	 2

The Cloz2 Procedure with Second and Foreign Language Speakers

2.1 Cloze with fore&gn languages other than English

Taylor (1954a) reported a study of the doze procedure in

Korean, in which he found the random doze to be a good predictor of

the judged difficulty of three texts in Korean. However, the subjects

were native speakers of that language, and so the study does not count

as an investigation of the use of the doze procedure to measure either

the readability of text for non-native speakers of a language, or their

comprehension abilities.

2.1.1 Carrofl et al

The first such study, and one of the most important investi-

gations was carried out by Carroll, Carton end Wilds in 1959. Their

task was to investigate the feasibility of using the doze procedure

for the College Board written foreign language achievement tests. They

looked at procedures which deleted both words and letters from text,

and used three groups of subjects: bilingual adults (French-English and

(erman-English), native speakers of English with English texts, and

secondary school native speakers of English learning French or German0

They also investigated doze in the suditory mode, but neither this nor

the letter c].oze is of concern here, and the experiment with adult

native speakers of English will be reported in Chapter 3.

The investigators had hoped that doze would prove to be

simpler and cheaper than traditional test construction, that it would

draw upon a broad arid representative sample of language habits rather
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than on "specific knowledges", that it would provide a rational, scale

of competence from zero up to native speaker, and that it would mea-

sure accurately at the upper levels of foreign language proficiency.

Passages were taken from the Reader' s Dies_t. and their

equivalent translations in French and German. Each of the passages

contained 205 words and every tenth word was deleted, to give doze

tests of 20 items each. When these tests were given to adult

bilinguals of English and one other language, it was found that there

was no difference in mean scores between native speakers and non-

native speakers (non-native in the sense of "second language"), and

thus it was concluded that the subjects must be equally bilingual, or

that the doze was not sensitive to differences in command of one

language over another. Looking at the readability of the texts, how-

ever, it was found that there was a very low correlation between the

rank order of passage difficulty for, say, passages in English com-

pleted by native English speakers, and the rank order of difficulty of

the same passages translated into, say, French and completed by native

French speakers. They conclude that during translation the relative

difficulty of text chimges. Despite the finding that mean scores of

the two languages for bilinguals show no difference, in fact there is

only a low correlation of the bilinguals' perfonimce in their two

languages (English-French .50, English-German .06). The investigators

thus suspect that the doze procedure is not an entirely appropriate

measure of foreign language proficiency, and state that "If we wish to

propose doze technique tests for measuring proficiency in a second

language, it will, be necessary to adjust for the individual's ability
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to perform doze tests in his native language ", since, as they

suggest, "The ability to restore texts is somewhat independent of

competence in a language as it is ordinarily defined."

In a subsequent section of the study, the texts used. in the

bilingual experiment were given to high school learners of French and

German, along with the Carroll—Sapon Aptitude Test, and the College

£ntrance Exininatjon Board tests0 The correlations achieved with the

CEEB varied greatly depending on the text used in the c].oze test, and

the grade level of the subjects. For example, the French doze corre-

lations varied from • 10 to .74. L similar pattern of correlations vaa

found. for the aptitude test. The French doze correlated. at only .40

and .57 with teachers' grades for foreign language achievement in two

different achools, and the German doze correlated with a4mi].ar grades

at .65 and .79. The writers suggest that doze tests are inferior as

foreign language tests because they involve too much extraneous vari-

ance, and. that they measure the central core of language achievement

rather thsu some special variety of foreign language competence. This

conclusion, they say, "is not inconsistent with the observation that

doze tests may not measure foreign language achievement very well."

They attempted to gain a rational measure of the amount of

learning of the foreign language achieved by the school groups by ex-

pressing the mean scores for each grade level as a proportion of the

mean of the adult bilinguals (resulting in, for example, the statement

that fourth—year school learners have a score which is 6C of adult

native speakers' performance), but unfortunately they found that this

score did not show any difference in the amount of learning between
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different year groups in the same school.

On an item analysis they found that there were high and. low

validities for both content and function word deletions, and thus con-

cluded that little advantage is to be gained from selecting particular

kinds of words only for deletion (rational doze). They also calcu-

)ated a community-of-response score, in which one point was given to an

answer also supplied by at least 25% of the bilingaal adults, or by

25% of the experimental group. Bowever, these scores were just as re-

liable (or unreliable) as the exact word scores, correlated with them

at .92, • 93, and resulted in lower correlations with the aptitude test

(.26 v .46). Therefore, they conclude that the extra effort involved

in the calculation of such a score is not worthwhile.

Concluding their study, they do not recommend the oloe for

use by the CEEB because 1) a good measare of foreign language profi-

ciency should have native speakers perforTning in a relatively uxiifoi

manner, whilst learners progressively improve. This did not happen on

the doze tests; 2) the doze seemed to be better at testing rou

differences rather than individual differences - that is, it discrimi-

nates between bilingu.als and. learners, bt this is too cmde a dis-

tinction; and 3) "An individual who has good mastery of a foreign

language may not be able to demonstrate this mastery on a doze proce-

dure test if he lacks certain other intellectual qualities such as

reasoning ability and ideational fluency. W

2.1.2 Other studies

Apart from Carroll et al, very little has been produced to

date on the use of the doze technique with non-native speakers of
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languages other than. English0

Greenwald (1974) used the doze technique to train American

students of French to utilize context in their reading both of English

and. French, and found significant improvement in their ability to per-

fozn on a doze test for English, but not French0 She also found

doze exercises to be superior to specially constructed "contextual

clue exercises" in improving doze test perfozmance. It does not, how-

ever, follow that c].oze can be used for improving sensitivity to con-

text clues, since exposure to doze exercises did. not result in increased

scores on a specially constructed "contrived context" subtest0

Whitmer (1975) also used. the doze technique as one of a

series of procedures aimed at improving American students' proficiency

in reaMiig French by exposure to . special training in the strategies

needed to deduce the mernvi ng of unfamiliar vocabulary. The doze was,

however, oni one part of one of four triii4g phases (others of which

were: i) cognates and faux amis; 2) affixes, roots and word families;

3) locating main elements: subject, verb, complement, central ideas

and key words; and 4) inferential, techniques and c].oze). The experi-

mental group gained significantly higher scores on the Modern Language

Association 1LL) Cooperative French Test (Reading) and so the author

concluded that his techniques worked. Re also suggested that the use

of doze as a teaching technique needs further investigation, and that

doze shows promise as a device for testing proficiency in a second

language0

The only recent study validating the doze as such a test for

foreign languages other than English known to the author, however, is
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Binkley (1974), which assessed close both as a teaching technique and

as a measure of German reading comprehension0 She gave a total of six

close tests based on German passages it two-week intervals. Each

close pre-.test was followed by study of the intact text and by din-

cussions of close, used to teach structure and vocabulary. The close

post-teat was given ten days later. Thus twelve close scores, as well

as a total close score, were available for correlation with the )(LA

Cooperative German tests, coefficients for which ranged from .59 to

.89. Higher correlations were achieved by combining pre- and post-

test scores. Since the highest coefficients were obtained between

close and whichever }ILL teat was appropriate for the students'

achievement level, the author concluded that close is more flexible

than the 1(LA test, which must be aduated to student level. Interest-

ingly, no significant correlations were obtained between the close and

a teat of English reading ability - a finding on which the author

makes no comment, but which suggests that the ability to do close in

German at least is not related to one' a reading abilities in one' a

native language. Bi1c1ey advocated the use of doze as a classroom

measure, especially for ongoing, cuEnhiative evaluation, but pointed

out that further research is necessary to determine the extent to

which German close reflects students' full lingniatic capacity.

2.2 Won-native speakers of Enliah

With non-native speakers of mnglish, however, somewhat more

work has been done. One of the first studies was carried out by

Friedman (1964), whose aibjects were foreign students at the Unive...

afty of Florida. She used the close procedure not as a testing device,
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but as a teaching technique for improving her students' reading com-

prehension. She found, however, that doing close exercises did not

improve comprehension as measured by a traditional multiple-choice

test more than did a coarse in close reading. She did note that her

students reported they were more aware of the grammatical structures

in text when doing the close.

Levine (1971) also used close in a teaching situation with

students of English as a Second Language, but this time the close was

the testing - device used to measure learning hypothesised to have taken

place during an audio-visual, conversational course. She fuid that

there was no significant increase in close scores after instruction.

She maintained however, that the close was an effective measuring

device of the progress by students in courses for foreign language

learning, and thus concluded that the audio-visual course in English

caused students to neglect their grammar and to concentrate on pronun-

ciation. The other possible conclusion, which Levine did not consider,

is that learning did take place but that the close tests were not sen-

sitive to it.

Tim studies have been made on the use of close tests as

tests of listening comprehension for foreign students of English.

&tegol7-PanOpoulos (1966) deleted every fifth word from an aural text

and found that the ability of students to restore words correlated

closely with a standard listening comprehension test. Iloreover, he

found that the reliability of the close test was higher. Tipleton

(1973) also used the doze procedure to test the aural proficiency of

foreign students, found that it correlated wefl with criterion English
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proficiency tests, and suggested that it could be used to identify

weak students amongst those foreign students coming to study in

Britain.. Interestingly, in his pilot study, Templeton found that the

frequency of the test items significantly affected the subject& per-

fo rmance,

2.2.1 Readability

Several studies have been concerned with the -use of the

close procedure to measure the readability of text for students of

English as a second or foreign language. Anderson (1972) used non-

native speaker primary school subjects in Papua, New Cuinea, and ad-

ministered close tests where every 8th word had been deleted from

three separate passages. 1our experienced teachers, involved with

children' a reading, ranked the passages in order of difficulty. The

close ranked the passages in exactly the same order as the judges,

regardless of how the close tests were scored. Re concluded that

close was a valid measure of readability for non-native speakers of

English.

Oiler (1972) also examined the close as a measure of reada-

bility, this time with foreign students at the University of California

at Los Angeles. He took three texts, which varied in. difficulty

according to both the F].esch and the Dale-Chall readability formulae,

and deleted every 7th word from the passages. He found that although

the close test scored for exact word only agreed with the formulae a

prediction of difficulty, the "any acceptable word" scoring procedure

resulted in. a different order of difficulty of texts from that pre-

dicted. Apart from speculating that the difference in. rank orders
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aight have been due to a difference in linguistic redundancy in the

texts not detected by the for'n1ae, Oiler does not discuss this find-

irag, nor does he question the suitability of the readability formulae

for use with Eli students (nnlilre Aiderson (1972) who, regarding the

formulae as inappropriate for such students, used judges to establish

text difficulty).

FakeU (1973) used six texts, three of which were easy and

three ef which were difficult, as determined by reference to the

Thorndike Word List (texts with words at the 500 word level were re-

garded as easy, those with words at the 1,500 - 3,500 word level were

called difficult). He found that a discrimination between easy and

difficult passages was achieved regard.leas of whether the text a were

fiction or non-fiction, whether every 5th or every i ot word was

deleted, whether 50 words were deleted or only 35, and whether the

blanks replacing the deleted words were of uniform size or whether they

varied according to the size of the deleted word. Un-libe the Oiler

study, he found that the scoring procedure used had no effect on the

rank order of difficulty - the discri1 nation between easy and diffi-

cult was maintained when only the exact word was scored, when synonyms

were allowed, and even when Nany appropriate word" was counted as

correct.

2.2.2 Cloze as p measure of linRaistio 1)roficiency

With non-native speakers of English, the close has been com-

pared not so much with tests of reading comprehension as with tests of

proficiency in English as a second language0 For example, Johnson

(1974), using Air Force officers as subjects, concluded that close was
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an effective measure of ESL, because it was significantly related to

other English proficiency tests. (He also found, as had been found

previously with native speaker subjects, that deleting only strnctuxal

words resulted in a siiificantly easier test than an evezy_ntk.word

deletion, and deleting only flexica1N words resulted in .a more diffi-

cult teat.)

The first study of this nature was carried out by. Darneil

(1968). His scoring procedure was somewhat idiosyncratic, in that it

involved comparing the responses of non-native speakers with those

given by native speaker subjects, rather than with some external arbi-

trary criterion of correctness. In his pilot study, Darnell found that

his clozentropy scores (based on doze tests where every 
5th 

word had

been deleted) correlated .63 with a dictation teat, .61 with the Gates

Reading Survey, but not at all with an oral interview. He viewed these

results as encouraging for further research with the clozentropy, and

so he carried out a validation study of the procedure based on four

passages, two on engineering and two on a liberal arts subject, two, easy

and two difficult. He turned these texts into doze tests by deleting

every 
10th 

word and compared them with the That of English as a Foreign

Language (ToFL). The total c].oze score, based on all four passages,

correlated .84 with the TOEFL total, and it also correlated highly with

the Liateii(vg Comprehension (.74), English Structure (.67), Vocabulary

(073) and Writing Ability (.70) subtesta. Interestingly, the lowest

part-score correlation was achieved with the Beading Comprehension sub-

teat (.60).

Since, in addition, the reliabilities of the TOEYL and the
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total doze scores (based on 200 items) were virtua.Uy identical. (.86),

1arneU concluded that the two tests were measiring, for sU practical

prposes, the same thing, and that, to the extent that the TOEFL is an

acceptable meaire of English proficiency, the clozentropy battery 3naat

also be acceptable0 It should be noted, however, that different doze

tests in the battery correlated differently with the TOEPL, with co-

efficients ranging from .49 to .70 with the su.bteata for different

doze tests, and from .63 to ..77 with the total TOEPL score.

Un1ie most other researchers, Anderson (1970) compared. his

doze tests with tests of reading comprehension, specifically the

Watt' a Reading Comprehension Test (intended for native speakers) and a

specially made multiple-choice test on the same passages as the dome

tests, constmcted to test six comprehension akilla (knowledge of the

vocabulary used in the passages, knowledge of stated facts, ability to

perceive sequences of events, to see relationships, to identify the

5in theme, and to make inferences) in an item ratio of 36 to 18 to 9,

9,9 and. 9.

He used. nine passages contrin4ng a total of 50 items, where

the items were selected (from doze tests adiiiinistered to competent

foreign readers) for the nn5rini ty with which subjects had provided

responses. In other words, his close tests were not random, but

rational. His subjects were primary school learners of English as a

foreign language in Papua, New Guinea. His close tests proved to have

individual reliabilities of .8 and above, and. a total reliability of

.95. He found a correlation between total doze score and general

reading comprehension (the Watts teat) of .78, and between doze and
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specific comprehension - the homemade test - of .85. AU intercor-

relations were significant: the different close passages correlated

with each other around the .85 level, and with the Watts test and the

vocabulary section of the homemade tests, at between .71 and .78.

However, the correlation of the close with the subsections on organi-

sation, main theme and inference were noticeably lower, ranging from

.46 to .55.

.Inderson also carried out a factor analysia of his results

(the only such study to be done with non-native speakers) and found

that only one factor, which accounted for 65% of the variance,

emerged. The close tests had the highest loadings on this factor,

which can only be described as rea d1 ig comprehension". He therefore

concluded that the c].oze test is a highly reliable measuring inatzu-

ment and a valid measure of both specific and general reading compre-.

henaion.

1ost of the work on close with non-native speakers has been

carried out by John Oiler and his associates, and has concerned itself

with close as a measure of proficiency in ESL. The first such study

was done with Christine Conrad (Oiler and Conrad, 1971), where it was

found that the close correlated with the total score on the UCLL

English proficiency test at .88 (by multiple regression). The highest

correlation of close test with subtesta of the UCLA test was with the

dictation test, at .82, and the next highest was with reading at .80.

Iluch lower correlations were achieved with tests of vocabulary (.59),

grammar (.58) and the article (.33). Foreign students studying at UCLA

were the subjects, and they were divided into five groups: beginners
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intermediates, advanced, a composition group, and graduates. Their

performance on a doze test wiere every 7th word bad been deleted was

compared with that of two groups of native English speakers: college

freshmen and college graduates. When the exact word method was used

to score the doze tests, it was found that mean scores for the first

two non-native groups were significantly different from each other,

and from the seventh group (graduate native speakers). However, the

close test failed to discrhimate among the advanced, composition and

graduate non-native speakers, or ax of theae wath the freshmen native

speakers. If it is assumed that the native speakers, whether freshmen

or graduates, are homogeneous, and different from non-native speakers

- a normal, pragmatic assumption - then it appears that the close is

not only discriInating falsely among native speakers, but also failing

to discriminate where it should - between native and non-native

speakers. The authors seek to explain their finding in two ways either

the native speakers are in fact heterogeneous and advanced non-natives

are indeed similar to freshmen native speakers, or the scoring procedure

used is inappropriate and an Nafly acceptable wordw method might produce

more intuitively satisfying reilts. Clearly more research on this

matter is needed.

Oiler and Iiial (1971) constrocted a rational doze test wch

deleted only prepositions, and which was scored by the any acceptable

words method0 Significant differences were obtained between mean ecor

f or native speakers and for non-native speakers. Moreover, the corre-

lation of item difficulty for native speakers and non-native speakers

was merely .23. Somewhat contradicting the assumptions of Oiler and
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Conrad (1971), the authors suggest that, assuming that all normal lite-

rate adult native speakers have roughly comparable skill in the use of

prepositions, and since native speakers were not discriminated by this

test, "this doze test of prepositions is actually a test of English

language proficiency, rather than of some other language-related skill

on which native speakers might be expected to differ significantly."

In other words, a lanuae proficiency test should not discrinate

among native speakers, should separate them from non-native speakers

and should discriminate among non-native speakers. If one relates this

to the Oiler and Conrad study, one is forced to ask whether their doze

teat (every_nth_vord) is a langiae proficiency test.

In the Oiler and Inal. study, the results of one group with

different linguistic backgrounds were correlated with their performance

on the UCLA. English proficiency test and reasonably high coefficients

were achieved with all the test subsections (.63 - .69). The corre-

lation with the tote]. test score was .75. Interestingly, when partial

correlations were carried out, the highest coefficient was with

graar. Vocailary, dictation and reading were all non-significant.

The authors this conclude that their rational teat is a valid test of

rammatica3. competence.

Oiler (1972), as is reported in more detail in Chapter 3,

found the "any acceptable word" scoring procedure to be capable of

better diacriudnation among subjects than the exact word procedure, and

of higher validity correlation coefficients with one version of the

UCLA proficiency test. Correlation with the total test was .83 and. the

highest part correlation was, again, with dictation (.80), followed by
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reading (.76), grammar (.72) and vocabulary (.64). This order of

relation was obtained even when subtests were partia].led out in the

equations. Oiler explained his findings by reference to the relative

integration of the tasks on the subtesta, such that, as the tasko be-

came more integrative, their correlation with the doze increased.

The vocabulary test, which merely requires synonym matching, is not at

all integrative, according to Oiler, and so correlated the lowest.

Graiiar requires what Oiler tersed syntactic integration, and thas

correlated higher than the vocabulary test with the doze0 The dicta-

tion, being a more complex task than the reading test - it "demands

more active hypothesis testing and analysis by synthesis than does the

reading test" - correlates highest of all. Thas, Oiler concludes that

doze also requires high-level integrative skills.

Oiler, Bowen, Dien and Mason (1972) deleted every 6th word

fro. seven texts, some in English, some in Thai and Vietnamese, ithere

the texts in differing languages were translation equivalents of one

another. They intended to compare native and non-native perfozance on

close tests, in particular, to deteiwine whether native and non-native

responses differ. Scoring was done by the "any acceptable response"

method. When examining the mean scores of the original passages and

their translation equivalents closed by native speakers, an approximate

equivalence was discovered. The authors conclude that translating a

close test into another language, if done carefully, yields a close

teat with a level of difficulty comparable to the originel. (This is

contrary to the findings of Carroll et a]., 1959.) Moreover, however,

the authors suggest a pedagogic application of this finding:
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Suppose you are a teacher of a couple of advanced Russian

classes of about equal proficiency in Russian, where the atudents

are native speakers of English. You want to know how your atu-

dents compare in ability with native speakers of Russian of simi-

lar aocio-economic status and educational background. Here is a

fairly simple way to make an approximate judgement. Carefully

translate a Russian passage into English mainta i ii ng comparable

style level, etc. Jiake a doze test of it by deleting, say, every

6th word. Give the test to one of your Russian classes. The mean

score will tell you approximately what native speakers of Russian

would score on the original passage in Russian. Give the original

close passage in Russian to your other class. Their mean score

ibtracted from the mean score of the first class on the English

passage should provide a global but useful indication of their

competence in Russian relative to native speakers of Russian. W

The authors thus zggest the equivalence of the close task

across languages, and propose that this knowledge can be used to con-

struct objectively criterion-referenced language proficiency tests.

They also found that whilst non-native speakers frequently

made responses to the doze task which violated some contextual con-

straint, native speakers rarely made this kind of response. In parti-

cular, non-native speakers made considerably more responses which

violated obligatory se].ectiona]. constraints in the immediate phrase

structure, and which made no sense at all. The anthora thus hypothesise

that non-native speaker responses tend to be different in type as well

as quantity from native speaker responses.
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Oiler, Atai and Irvine (1974) presented a more traditional

study of the close test as a measuring tool for second language profi-

ciency, by correlating a test on a passage where eveiy 
7th wori ia*i

been deleted, rith scores on two dictation tests and the TOEFL test.

The latter test correlated .78 with the close, but the highest part-

TOEFL - close correlation was with the Listening Comprehension test

(.76)0 This replicates Darnell' 8 (1968) and Oiler and Conrad' s (i 971)

findings. Correlations with dictation were only slightly lower, at .69,

and were higher than with any other part-test of the TOEFL (reading c.

prehension, .67; structure and writing ability .66; vocabulaiy, .49).

The authors thus conclude that test modality has little effect on the

results when what is being measured taps a source common to the written

and spoken modes, namely, what they cal]. the learner' a "internalized

expectancy grammar", or his underlying language competence. The reasofl

that close, dictation and the listening comprehension test tap this

competence, they claim, is that they are all integrative rather than

discrete-point tests, they are task-oriented and require the pragmatic

use of language for co,,ii'ti cative purposes. Since these three tests

were more highly correlated with one another and. with the other part

tests of the TOEFL than the latter were with each other, the authors

conclude that integrative testing procedures are more valid than other

procedures.

They also compared close scored by the exact word method with

the same test scored by allowing responses to be correct if they fit all

of the surrounding context0 Since no mean scores nor standard devia-

tions were given, it is difficult to evaluate the second scoring
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procedure in terms of how much additional information was provided, but

the intercorrelation of the procedures was .94, and the correlations

with TOEFL total and part-tests were virtually identical. The only

difference between the two was that the acceptable-word method corre-

lated higher with dictation (.75 v .69). Given the thesis that inte.-

grative tests will intercorrelate more with each other than with other

procedures, one would have expected the authors to have concluded that

the acceptable word procedure provided a more integrative test, but in

fact they conclude by recommending the exact word procedure for use by

non-native speakers, teachers of L, whose judgment of NacceptabilityN

is assumed to be less valid and reliable than that of native speakers.

This issue has not been put to the teat.

Finally, Stubbe and Tucker (1974) also investigated the rela-

tionehip between the two most common doze test scoring procedures and,

finding that there was a correlation of .97 between the exact word and

the any-acceptable-word procedures, recommended use of the former as

the simplest and most reliable. The doze test, constructed by deleting

every 5th word from text, was correlated with the American University of

Beirut Entrance Test of proficiency in English, and since moderately

high coefficients were achieved, the authors conclude that the doze is

a valid test of English proficiency. However, the eacceptable wordy

scores consistently correlated higher with the AUB test and its sections

than the exact word scores (coefficients with the total were .76 and .70

respectively; with structure, .70 and .66; vocabulary, .65 and .60;

and with reading, .70 and .67). It would thus seem, yet again, that

one might just as easily have concluded that the acceptable word
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procedure is in fact the most valid, and hence the procedure to be

recommended.

2.3

Since there have been far fewer studies of the close procedure

iiith non-native speakers of a language, and very few comparisons of the

performance of native and non-native speakers on the same test, there is

little evidence for the validity of the procedure used. with non-native

speakers, or for the similarity or difference between native and non-

native performances. Some of the evidence produced is inconclusive; in

particular, as with native speakers, the use of the close as a teaching

technique seems to offer no advantage over other teach1i'g techniques,

and there is some doubt as to the ability of the doze to measure

learning in a foreign language.

The evidence available suggests that close might be a

suitable measure of text readability at least to the extent that

experienced teachers and readability formulae provide suitable estimates

of text difficulty.

Some evidence is also available to suggest that the close is

a valid measure of foreign language proficiency, since it correlates

well with more traditional, and presumably valid, measures of such pro-

ficiency. A strange and fairly consistent finding is that the close

tends to correlate higher with teats of listertii'g comprehension

including dictation, than it does with tests of grammar or reading com-

prehension 'Whereas high correlations are obtained with reading tests

intended for native speakers, lower correlations are apparent with those
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subteste of such reading tests which require higher-order reading

skills, Notwithstanding the correlations with linguistic proficiency

tests, there is some doubt about the ability of doze to test specifi-

ly foreign language achievement. Carrofl et al claim that a good test

of such achievement should result in native speakers perforiing uniforiy

well, and non-native speakers being discriminated0 There is some evi-

dence that the close test does not do this, which leads to a suspicion

that ability to do close may be different from competence in a language.

The validity coefficients for the doze seem to vary according

to the difficulty of the test used, and also according to the scoring

procedure employed. There is as yet no consistent use of one procedure

over another, despite high iutercorrelations between procedures, be-

cause of this variability of validating correlations.

Little work has been done with the rational close procedure,

but with the random procedure there seems to be an assumption that

deletion frequency has no effect, since different investigators use

different frequencies.

In summary, then, it does seem that the close procedure is a

potentially interesting measure of language proficiency for non-native

speakers and of text readability for the same subjects, but that the

influence of different variables in the close technique needs to be in-

vestigated more closely, in an attempt to reveal what it is that the

close test might be testing.
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CHAPTER 3

Some Aspects of the Cloze Procedure

As we have seen in previous chapters, the doze procedure is

a complex phenomenon, about which it is misleading to make global state-

menta. Although not a great dea]. of attention baa been given to the

effect of different variables in the past, some evidence baa been pre-

sented to suggest that changing the value of some of these variables may

well have an effect on the validity of the doze by changing its nature.

This chapter looks in more detail at previous research into the effect

of these variables.

3.1 Pro-close tests and post-close tests

A pro-close test is a close test taken by a subject mithout

reading the ummitilated text. A post-doze test is a close test taken

after first reading the tirimutilated passage. The latter form is some-

what more time-consuming and awkward to administer, and so the usual

close procedure has been the pre-cloze..

Taylor (1957) found slightly higher correlations between bis

post-close test and his comprehension test than he did between the anne

comprehension test and the pre-cloze teat. His correlations mith close

tests and the Air Force ialification Test also tended to be somewhat

higher for post-close than for pre-cloze. However, the differences

were almost certainly not significant.

RW* 1 TI (1957) found similarly higher correlations between

-

close tests and the Diagnostic Reading Test (Survey Section) for the
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post-c].oze, but only one difference in coefficients was statistically

significant. However, he also found that the pre-c].oze validity and

reliability both vary as a function of the subject' a personality, where-

as those of the post-doze do not. He therefore concludes that whilst

pro-doze is suitable for the measurement of groups of subjects, the

post-close would be more appropriate for the study of individuals.

Bonnuth and )IacDonald (1965), however, found no difference in validity

coefficients between pro- and. post-close tests when investigating c].oze

as a measure of sensitivity to style.

Although Rankin (1957) found a significant increase in post-

close scores over pre-cloze ihen lookh at reading gain, his deletion

system was rational, rather than random. Coleman and }Iiller (see

Chapter 1) concluded that pro- and post- close tests were measuring the

same thing. Interestingly, Gree (1964) found no significant difference

in mean scores between subjects taking a close test and subjects who

read the intact passage before t_cing the close test. This finding

suggests either that no learning takes place when reading a passage be-

fore taking a random close teat - which seems nn1ikely - or that reading

a random close test gives one the same in.formation, and is the same sort

of task, as reading nnitilated text - a conclusion which also seems

counter-intuitive. Perhaps more likely in the assumption that the

random close test does not test the sort of comprehension one acquires

from reading nnmi tilated text. This theme will be taken up again in

section 3.7 on the sentence-bound nature of close.

No investigation of pro- and post- close differences has been

carried out using non-native speakers as subjects.
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3.2 Rational doze and random close

1s mentioned in Chapter 0, pseudo-random doze is the type of

deletion most frequently used, rather than pire random deletion.

Taylor (1953) compared an eveiy-1 Oth...wOrd deletion with a random ic%

deletion and came to the conclusion that, provided more than 16 items

were used in the doze test, there was no difference between the pro-

cedures, and that an every_nthl deletion was to be preferred for con-

venience. In the cOmparisOn of rational and random close, therefore,

the random close used is in fact a pseudo-random pro cedure.

Taylor (1957) compared a pseudo-random doze with two

rational deletions: 1) the deletion of easy words only (conjunctions,

pronouns, artidleB, auxiliaries), and 2) the deletion of hard words

only (nouns, verbs, adverbs). With only one exception, the random

doze correlated best with criterion tests of pre-read.ing knowledge,

immediate recall and aptitude, and so he concluded that for pxrposee of

testing comprehension, aptitude and readability, the random procedure

was best.

L already mentioned in section 1.5 of Chapter 1 RiinIcin

(1957) found the rational close to be less related to intelligence

measures, and more to Npare comprehension of the text, than. was random

close.

areene (1964) found increased validity coefficients for a

modified close procedure on some criteria, but not on others, and con-

cluded, despite better item discrimination and reliability for his

modified doze, that there was no significant difference between the

two deletion types as measures of reading comprehension>

-
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Jefferson (1969) investigated two rational. procedures - do-.

leting every 5tb lexical. unit (noun, verb, adjective) and deleting every

5th structural unit (function words) and compared. them with a random

every_5th1_word doze. He found significant differences in mean scores,

such that lexical doze was hardest, followed by random doze, and a

significant interaction was found between deletion type and readability

assessment. He claimed, therefore, that using rational. rather than

random doze seriously affects the resulting measures of readability.

This is the same conclusion reached by Taylor in 1953, who saw that if

the texts whose readability one is measuring are to be sampled ado-

quate].y, then random doze is the only possible procedure, since the

rational c].oze would result in a biased view of text difficulty.

Doyle (1973) compared a rational lexical. deletion (deleting
th	 .	 .	 thevery 10 noun, verb, adjective or adverb) with a random every-i 0 -

word deletion. He discovered that his subjects performed more success-

fully on rational doze for expository text, but more successfully on

random doze for narrative text. Be claimed that rational doze re-

quires teleological processes, measures reading achievsment, and samples

linguistic deep structures, whereas random doze measures the ability to

comprehend interrelationships among ideas, and samples linguistic sur-

face structures. Be did not find. IQ to be more associated with one pro-

cedure than the other.

Prange (1973) found no significant difference between random

(every 5th word) and rations]. (every 3rd noun, verb and adverb) proce-

du.res and correlations with critical reading, general reading and

intelligence measures.
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(i 974), reviewing doze research over the previous

twenty years, claims that the concentration on random doze procedure

has "strengthened the influence of general verbal abilities and intelli-

gence upon the doze measurement of reading comprehension." He ad yo.'-

cates further investigation of rational deletion procedures, but wonders

whether such rational procedures can then be considered to be doze pro-

ceduies, whose essence, in Taylor' a days, was the random sampling of

linguistic items in text.

Despite some counter-evidence, the consenstts of opinion on.

rational doze tests with native speakers seems to be that they are

different from random procedures, and, of cirse, that they are capable

of greater maipilation and variation. They may, therefore, be more

suitable for investigating the effect of lingeistic variables on com-

prehension than are random procedures.

To date, the only investigation known to this author into

rational doze procedures with non-native speakers of English, or in-

deed of any other language, is the Oiler and Inal study (1971), reported

in Chapter 2, where only prepositions were deleted from text. The test

was administered to non-native speakers of English, and the results

were compared with the UCLL English proficiency test. Llthough, as

reported, the authors claimed theirs was a test of grammatical compe-

tence, no comparison was made with a random deletion procedure on the

same text in order to establish whether the rational test was testing

anything different.
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3.3 Cloze_aa a tes

Not many investigators have looked at the efficiency of doze

tests, but of those that have, opinions have generally been favourable.

Greene (1965) reports that his modified doze procedure,

deleting only those words he considered to be restorable, resulted in a

better reliability coefficient (KR2I .76 v 09, split half .5 v .76)

and superior item performance. The mean item difficulty for modified

doze was .56; for random doze the content word difficulty was .36.

ore effective items were present in the modified doze, for the random

doze had many items that did not diacrl,ninate and 13% of the items were

extremely difficult.

Bormuth (1965a) reported that the frequency distribution of

item difficulties tends to be U-shaped, which echoes Greene' a finding.

However, Cranney in Greene (1967) claims that rejecting itemsaZter item

analysis does not improve the correlation with validating criteria, and

that, in fact, it lowers reliability. This lower reliability, of course,

is due to the smaller number of items in the test. Reliabilities of

close tests, when reported, have tended to be moderately high (of the

order of .7 and over), but only when sufficient items have been included.

Taylor (1953) felt that acceptable reliability would be achieved if more

than 16 items (and preferably at least 35 items) were included in the

test, and. Bormixth (1962, 1963) recoimnends that 50 items should be in-

cluded for optimw reliability. This, of course, depends also on the

number of subjects, and in fact Bormnth (1965a) presents a tab1eof

vaiying standard errors of the mean for various combinations of test

length and numbers of subjects, for the guidance of researchers.
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However, both Taylor (1954b) and Bormuth (1964c) found that, if, using

the every_5t .. urord deletion rate, five versions of the doze test on a

particular passage were constructed so as to delete every word in the

passage, even if 50 words were deleted, more than half of the deletion

versions were significantly different. Also with native speakers,

Carroll et a]. (1959) found that when holding ability to do doze con-

stant, there was a significant difference between a close test with a

thdeletion rate of every 10 word, starting at the tenth word, and one

of the same deletion frequency, but starting at the eleventh word..

In aunmary, it seems that, although reliabilities may be high

if sufficient items are included, many of the items in a random close

are in fact contributing very little to the test as a whole, and so the

test can be considered to be fairly inefficient. Yet item analysis does

not improve validity, and may affect reliability.

The only investigation of c].oze efficiency with non-native

speakers known to the author was carried out by Oiler (1972), using non-

native speakers of English as subjects. Comparing the exact word

scoring procedure with the any-contextually-acceptable word procedure,

on texts of varying difficulty, Oiler found that although reliabilities

measured by KR 20 were high (from 093 to 099), the reliabilities for

items improved slightly when the acceptable-word procedure was used..

He found that item diacrii nation was worse 'when the exacb word method

was used, regardless of text difficulty. On the difficult text, 16% of

the items failed to discriminate using the exact word method, and 18%

were extremely difficult. On the medium text, 38% of items were very

easy (above 80% facility) and 36% on the easy text. Noreover, 34% of
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the easy text items failed to discriminate between "good" and "bad"

pupila. In other words, there was a very uneven distribution of item

difficulties and discriminations with the exact word scoring method.

Whilst using an any-acceptable-word procedure improved discrimination

somewhat, it also resulted in a much more unbalanced distribution of

item difficulty (the easy text proportion of items with an item facil-

ity of over 8O increased from 36 to 8O, and the difficult text in-

creased from 4 to 25). There are grounds for doubting the efficiency

of the doze test with non-native speakers, at least when viewed from

the point of view of traditional item mdyeis - a technique intended

for use with discrete-point tests, but also used to analyse so-called

integrative tests.

34 The effect of passaze difficulty on doze scores

As has already been seen, the doze procedure is generally

considered to be sensitive to differences in the difficulty of texts,

although 1(oaberg et al (1968) expressed doubts as to the sensitivity

of doze to passage differences at low levels of difficulty. The pro-

blem that presents itself is whether the text used for a doze test

affects the measurement of the subject' a comprehension of the text or

of his general reading comprehension abilities. Clearly, different

raw scores will result for each individual on different texts, which

is, of course, the justification for clming that doze measures

readability. But perhaps individuals ill differ as to the difficulty

they find on different texts, and, therefore, the correlations with

other comprehension tests will change.
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Bo such study known to the author has systematically Compared

the way in which doze tests on texts of differing difficulty measure

comprehension abilities differently, for native speakers. Eawever, one

or two studies have revealed information about the effect of text diffi-

culty on the measurement of comprehension for non-native speakers.

Carroll et a]. (1959) found that the correlation of their doze tests

with the CEEB varied as the text used. for the test chmged. in difficulty.

Darnell (1968) compared four close tests, two difficult and

two easy, two on engineering and. two on the humni(ties, with the TOEFL

test. The scores he used were clozentropy scores (a type of

couiinmiality-of-response score, using the frequency of different re-

sponses of a criterion group of native speakers as the scoring key for

non-native speakers) and so direct comparison with normal exact 'word.

scoring is no simple matter. Differences in the correlations with the

TOEFL were found between easy and difficult texts (difficulty as mea-

sured by Pleach), but they were mi i (Easy .69, Difficult .63 for

engineering texts; Saey 073, Difficult .77 for non-engineering texts).

The greater differences were found between texts of different content,

such that non-engineering texts always correlated higher with the TOEFL

than did engineering texts (the subjects were engineering students).

To the extent that difference in content reflects a difference in text

difficulty for these subjects, even if the difference is not measured

by Fleach, it can be shown that text difficulty does affect the measure-

ment of language proficiency.

Oiler (1972) used three passages (all much easier than

Darnell' s passages) which he called every easy, fairly easy and
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"standard" (Fleech 100, 77, 69 respectively). Interestingly, bia "any

acceptable word" scori.ng method resulted in a reversal of order of

difficulty of Texts I and II, bit even using the exact word, the diff-.

erence between fairly and very easy texts was not so great (mean scores

64% and 68%). Nevertheless, the very easy text, Close I, consistently

correlated considerably lower with the criterion UCLA. LPE English

proficiency teat than either of the other two texts. (The correlation

with the total UCLA test was .73, compared with .87 for Close II and

.85 for Close iii). Between the fairly easy and the standard texts

there was very little difference. This finding tends to confirm the

finding of Darnell, that text difficulty might have an effect on the

validity of close. Since, however, Oiler's texts were only subjected

to one deletion each (every seventh word), it is possible that the

choice of words for deletion had an effect. Farther investigation is

needed with several deletion patterns per text, and with texts which

are more obviously different in difficulty.

305 The effect of the scoring method on doze scores

Whilst emphasising the need for further research, Taylor's

original paper (1953) claimed that scoring correct only the exact re-

placement of the word deleted yielded the same degree of differentiation

between scores and passages as a scoring method which allowed as correct

any synonym (also defined as a "good enough" answer), although the

second method gave a slightly higher score. He concluded that exact

replacement was to be preferred on practical grounds.

Rarikifl (1957), Ruddell (1964) and Bormuth (1965b) confirmed

this finding0 Bankin found a correlation of .92 between exact and
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synonym scores on a pre-cloze test, and found that there was no signi-

ficant difference in reliability between the two scores. Raddell' a

synonym score judged responses correct when they 1) completed the

original idea expressed in the context of the sentence, 2) fitted the

originAl syntactic pattern of the sentence, 3) were grammatica].ly

correct in terms of number agreement, and 4) corresponded in diffi-

culty level (judged by absence from the Dale 3,000-word list) with the

deleted word. (it should be noted that this is a different synonym

score from that used by others, who simply used a dictionary of sync-

nyma to decide on the acceptability of responses.) Ruddell found no

significant difference in reliability between the exact and. the syno-

nym scores, although there was a tendency for the synonym reliability

to be higher. Nor did he find any significant difference between exact

and synonym scores when correlating them with the Paragraph ?1eaiig

section of the Stanford Achievement Test (although, again, there was a

alight tendency for higher validity coefficients for the synonym 	 -

scores).

Bormuth (1965b) classified responses to 20 doze tests into

seven different categories: i) exact word, grammatically correct (EGC);

2) exact word, grammatically incorrect (EGI); 3) synonym, grammatically

correct (sGc); 4) synonym, grammaticafl.y incorrect (sax); 5) unrelated

semantically, grammatically correct (usc); 6) unrelated semantically,

grammatically incorrect (usi); and. 7) unclassifiable responses (ticK).

(Bormuth' a definition of synonym is unclear, but seems to be opposed

to unrelated semantically; otherwise, there is a great difference

between scores 3 and 5.) Be found that while scores based on gramma-
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tical].y correct responses correlated positively with his criterion of

comprehension (the Stanford £chievement Test), the scores based on

grammatically incorrect responses did not. }loreover, the correlations

of grammatically correct responses with comprehension increased as a

function of the similarity of the meaning of the responses to the

deleted word (correlations of the Stanford test with UGC, .55; with

SGC, .64; with ECC, .82). This he took to mean that comprehension

could not be said to be complete unless the exact word had. been re-

placed, and so he concluded that the exact word score was the best,

both for measuring individual differences in rea d 5 ng ability and for

discr(mfnating among passages.

Boznuth (1968b), reviewing studies of different scoring pro-

cedures, claims that when higher validity coefficients are achieved

with the synonym scoring method, this is simply because the variability

of the scores has increased. Thus, one can compensate for this by

adding a few items to the teat, and then using the exact word procedure.

Coleman and liller (1967) compared the exact word score with

a weighted score which gave a value of 3 to the exact word, 2 to a

synonym of the deleted word, and 1 to a word of the same form class as

the deletion. Possibly because of this weighting, the intercorrelation

of the two procedures was .99.

Although many studies report high intercorrelationa between

the exact word score and other scoring procedures, therefore concluding

that the different procedures either all measure the same thing or at

least that there is no need to calculate other scores, Hafner (1964)

found a relatively low correlation (.61) between the exact word score
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and a "grammritically correct" score, as he called it (in fact, a sort

of foim class score, since correctness was determined by reference to

the form class of the deleted word), which he assumed to measure sen-

sitivity to immediately adjacent context0 He also found that his

grammatical score correlated less with intelligence than did the exact

word score (Otis IQ Test .68 versus .73, Ea.fner Intelligence Test .42

versus .46) and less with a measure of vocabulary (non-significant

versus .56). He did net reach any conclusions as to the usefulness of

his graimmatical score. Nevertheless, his results show that some scoring

procedures may well measure different aspects of reading comprehension.

Indeed, it would be surprising if it were not so.

Fillenbaum, Jones and Bapoport (1963) also employed a form

class scoring procedure - i.e., giving credit for any restoration from

the same form class as the deleted word - but they did not compare it

with the exact scoring procedure, nor with external criteria, since

they were concerned solely with the predictability of form classes.

Nonetheless, they make the interesting suggestion that possibly a form

class scoring procedure measures sensitivity to the relatively close

grammatical environment, whereas the exact irord score might depend more

on remote semantic features of the discourse. They did not, however,

put this hypothesis to the test.

}oreover, despite the apparent evidence that the exact word

procedure is perfectly valid and reliable, some investigators have used

other procedures because they felt the exact word method was too harsh

on subjects0 lbr example, Schoelles (1971) decided that with children

in grades 1 - 5, it would be more appropriate to allow synonyms of the
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deletion as well as the exact replacement.

Nevertheless the usual practice remains, with native speakers,

to score only the exact word. With non—native speakers, however, there

has been a feeling that an exact word scoring criterion may simply be

too difficult, and that a better measure of proficiency might be to

allow words which are contextually acceptable. Take the sentence 'The

walked down the street'. If a subject responds with 'horse',

'bear' or 'bird' instead of 'woman', the error would seem to be of a

different order from filling the gap with 'table' or 'with'.

One procedure which has been examined several times is the

coimnui'ality—of—response score, where native speakers fill in the doze

test, and non—native speakers' performances are judged by the words

supplied by the (supposedly proficient) native speakers. Carroll et al

(1959) gave non—native speakers a credit point for any answer also given

by either 25% of the native speaker subjects, or by 25% of the non—

natives themselves. However, they found that the reliability of this

score was just the same as for the exact score, and that its validity

was less - the exact 'word correlated .46 with an aptitude test, whereas

the co wunality score correlated only .26. (The intercorre].ation of the

two scores was .92.) They thus concluded that the exact word score was

a better measure of language achievement.

Darnell (i 968) used a clozentropy score, based on logarithms

of the frequency with which criterion groups of native speakers had

responded to the same close tests, and achieved encouragingly high

validity correlations 'with the TOE1 (for example, total closentropy

with total TOEPL was .84)0 Re therefore concluded that the clozentropy
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procedure was a valid measure of proficiency in English as a foreign

language. Unfortunately, however, he did not compare the clozentropy

with the exact word score, and was thus unable to comment on the rele-

tive merits of the two procedures.

Levine (i 971), like Bai'ner and Pillenbaum et a]., supposed

that scoring doze passages for correct form class replacement would

result in a score expressing the subject' a demonstration of his English

grammatical competency, but did not supply any proof of the assertion.

She did., however, find that whereas the doze exact score did not

change after a course of instruction in English (test given before and

after the course), the fozii class scores did.. Unfortunately the "after"

scores were lower than the "before" scores.

Anderson (1972) examined four scoring procedures: i) the

exact word, 2) synonyms (those words appearing in the Collina Gem

Dictionary of Synonyms and Antonyms as synonymous with the deleted

word), 3) alternative responses (defined as those words which "made

sense within the context, which were correct in number agreement, and

which fitted into the grammatical structure".), and 4) same griiinmatical

class as the deletion. Unfortunately, scores 2, 3, and 4 were weighted

in favour of the exact word by giving at least twice as much credit for

verbatim restoration as for any of the others. Therefore, the inter-

correlations of the four methode were high (none was below .99) an the

reliabilities were virtually identical. Since, although the mean scores

were higher on methods 3 and 4, the texts were ranked in the same way by

a].]. four methods, and since virtually maximum intercorrelations of the

procedures were achieved, Anderson decided that the exact word. method
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was the most appropriate for testing purposes.

Oiler (1972) exa rined five sCOring procedures with 398 stu-

dents of English as a foreign langiage. His procedures involved

different weights for different categories of responses: Xl: exact

word only; 112: exact words and any other contextually acceptable

responses - ioeo, restorations that violated no contextual constraints.

M3, 1(4 and 1(5 involved different weightings for exact words, acceptable

responses, responses which violated long-range constraints, and res-

ponses that violated short-range constraints, in the following propoz-

tions: 113: 4 + 3 + 2 + 1; 114: 2+2 + 2 + 1; 115: 2 + 2 + 1 + 1

Since he found that 113, 4 and 5 were not significantly different from

112 (not altogether surprisingly, in view of the weighting systems) and

were rich more complex, be rejected them and concentrated his analysis

on 111 and 112. He discovered that validating correlations with an

English proficiency test were consistently (regard.iess of the diffi-

culty of text used. for the doze test) higher for the acceptable-word.

scoring method, with the sole exception of correlations with the voca-

bulary subtest. (Overall correlations of doze with the UCLA profi-

ciency test were exact word., .75; acceptable word, .83.) as reported

in section 3.3 above, item analysis revealed greater discri-ination for

?12, but an increase in item facility. Oiler therefore concluded that

with non-native speakers, the best scoring procedure is that which

allows any contextually acceptable word as well as the exact word0

The following year Hasicell (1973) reported a study of the

doze for measuring readability of text rather than comprehension abi-

lities, among non-native speaker subjects, in which, inter alia, he
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compared three scoring procedures: exact word, synonyms, or any-

appropriate-word. He found that all three methods ranked his "easY"

and "difficult" texts in exactly the same way, and that the increase

in mean scores for each procedure was quite small (7% increase of

synonyms over exact word, 505% increase of any-appropriate-word over

synonyms). Thus he decided that the exact word method was the most

suitable measure of readability for EFL students.

Oiler, Ltai and Irvine (1974) re-examined the exact and

acceptable scoring procedures for use as measures of Eli proficiency,

and found that they intercorreiated at .94 Moreover, although the

acceptable procedure correlated higher with dictation (.75) than did

the exact word procedure (.69), all other correlations with external

criteria - in this case, the TOEPL - were virtually identical. The

conclusion reached (contrary to Oiler, 1972), was that the exact word

scoring procedure measures the same attributes as the acceptable pro-

cedure, end is to be preferred on grounds of convenience.

This finding was confirned by Stubba and Tucker (1974), who

recommended use of the exact word procedure because it correlated at

.97 with the acceptable-word procedure0 However, as we have already

seen in chapter 2, they overlooked the fact that the acceptable-word

procedure had consistently higher validity coefficients. The differi..

ence between the correlations of the two procedures with the criterion

entrance test of the .JB was approximately of the same order as that

found by Oiler (1972), which led him to the opposite conclusion,

namely, that the acceptable word procedure was the more valid.

In summary, then, for native speakers it seems to be
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generally agreed that the exact word scoring procedure is the most

appropriate, it with non-native speakers the position is not so clear.

Further investigation of this point seems necessary, and, in particular,

a comparison of the different procedures with native and non-native

speakers, to see if they have a similar effect.

a none of the investigators mentioned attempt to account for

the superiority of one or the other scoring procedure in theoretical

terms, it will also be necessary to attempt to account for any differ-

ence ox similarity between procedures that might be found.

3.6 The effect of vaxyin the rate of deletion in a doze test

Since Taylor (1953) found that deleting every 
5thi 

word from

text discriminated just as well among subjects as deleting every 10th

word, it has been customary to use an evexy-5 th-word deletion rate in

doze studies, for reasons of economy. Nevertheless, there have been

many exceptions to this generalisation. Taylor himRelf, tor his 1957

paper, deleted not every 	 word, t every 
7th 

word from text. Li-

though Borith consistently deleted every 	 word, Moyle (1970)

suggests, without evidence, that a deletion rate more frequent than

every 
10th 

word would prove too difficult for young children. Benniig

(1973) removed every 
15th 

'word from her passages, whereas Doyle (1973)

deleted ry 10th word. Similarly with non-native speakers, Carroll

et al (1959), feeling that ry 5th word deletion would be too ditfi-

cult, removed every	 worci instead. Oiler (1972) removed every 7tb

word without justifying his choice of frequency, Anderson (1970)

deleted every 
8th 

word, it Stubbs and Tucker (1974) stuck to the more
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traditional (for native speakers) deletion of every 5th word. The un-

spoken assumption in a].]. these cases, however, is that results on one

text at one deletion rate are directly comparable with results on

other texts at other deletion frequencies; in other words, that the

deletion rate used has no effect on the results obtained.. However,

since both Bormuth (1964c) and Taylor (1954b) found that the five

possible different versions of a doze test at deletion rate 5 pro-

duced significantly different results (see section 3.3, this chapter),

it might be expected that a different frequency might also result in

significantly different results.

A few investigators have, in fact, looked at some aspects of

deletion frequency with native speakers, In particular, some have

exRr{TIed the effect of amount of context on the restorability of words.

The information theorists were interested in estimates of redundancy of

English, which they calculated using the Shannon guessing game

(Shannon, 1951), in which subjects guess which letter comes next in a

series of letters (and, therefore, words). In particular, Burton and

Licklider (1955) attempted to discover the extent to which estimates of

the redundancy of English texts are dependent upon the number of pre-

ceding letters known to the subject. They gave their subjects varying

amounts of preceding context - where Shanxlon had given 15 and 100

letters of context, they gave subjects the following amounts: 0, 1, 2,

4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and approximately 10,000 letters of context,

since they bypothesised that English might be 95% redundant (rather

than the 50% redundancy calculated by Shannon) if a].]. possible

constraints, including subject matter, style, level of presentation,
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etc., were taken into account. However, they found that the con-

straint imposed by 32 letters was little less than that imposed by

10,000 letters; they concluded that therefore written English does not

become more and more rethindant as longer and longer sequences of text

are taken into account, and suggested that in principle their conclu-

sions also apply when words and even sentences are used as the base

units instead of letters. Be that as it may, the main finding is that

context of more than 32 letters - i.e., between, say, 4 and 8 words -

does not increase the constraint.

Shepard (1963) extended the guessing technique to words, and

recorded the number of words that subjects could supply in a given

amount of time, to fill a gap with varying amounts of bilateral con-

straint (words either 8ide of the gap). He found that although sub-

jects were able to find more than one possible word for contexts of up

to 40 words (20 words unilaterally), in fact the nature of the curve

of words supplied was such that there was only a negligible amount of

increase in constraint over spans exceeding 10 words unilaterally -

the amounts of context used were 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 40. These findings

would imply that even if there is a difference between doze tests of

deletion rate 12 and deletion rate 14, the difference ought to be mi..

nimal, and represent the asymptote of a negatively accelerated curve.

Nicol and Nifler (1959) also investigated the redundancy of

English, using words as their base units. They took sentences from

newspaper articles and deleted words at frequencies of every 5th, 6th,

8th, 10th and 12th word. Subjects were asked to restore the original

word (although acceptable synonyms were also allowed). No difference
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was found between deleting every 5th word and deleting every	 word,

but differences were found between deletion rates 10 and 12. However,

for one text, deletion rate 12 was harder than deletion rate 10. Their

design was such that it is impossible to compare deletion rates properly:

they compared, for instance, deletion rate 6 on one text iith deletion

rate 8 on a different text, and. then concluded that the deletion rates

were different. liloreover, they summed the sres on two different texts

to arrive at a mean deletion rate score for deletion rates 5 and 6. The

validity of such a procedure is in some doubt. Nevertheless, the authors

claim to have established that if a subject has eleven words of context,

it is easier for him to supply the 12th word, than it is for him to supply

the fifth word after having read only four words.

.L somewhat better study was carried out by £boxn, &ibenatein

and Sterling (1959), who came to the conclusion that context of less than

four words between deletions substantially reduces contextual constraint,

and that increasing context between deletions beyond ten words does not

increase subjects' abilities to restore the deletion. They used sentences

6, 11 and 25 words in length, and investigated both the effect of position

of the deletion within the sentences on predictability (the result was

that all positions except the fins], were equally predictable) and also the

effect of bilateral rather than unilateral constraint (here they concluded

that bilateral constraint is greater than unilateral constraint). They

related their findIng of m41m1n constraint operating with between 5 and

10 words 0±' context to Burton and Licklider' a finding that 32 letters

represent the mximum amount of contextual constraint. However, their

findings are somewhat difficult to relate to doze because they only used
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isolated sentences, rather than continuous text0

Saizinger, Portncy and Feldman (1962) used a series of

passages representing different orders of statistical approximation to

English and deleted words from these passages • with a frequency of every

5th and every 7th word0 There were no significant differences, at any

order of approximation to English, between the two deletion rates, and

so the authors concluded that "apparently subjects either do not or

cannot make use of a context of more than five words on either side of

each blank."

Fillenbaum et a]. (1963) compared deletion frequencies of

every 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th	 a transcript of speech. They

foiuid a steady increase in both exact word and foi class scores at

each deletion rate, bat interestingly, the largest increase in scores

came between deletion rates 2 and 3. 1evertheless, there was also a

difference for both scores between deleting every 5th word and deleting

every 6th word.

The most complete investigation of the effect of varying

deletion rates in doze tests, however, was made by Macaxatie (1960).

Be took two passages arid subjected them to deletion frequencies of

every 3id, 6th, 12tI	 24th 'word. Be then compared only those words

which were deleted in all four versions, and discovered a significant

difference between deletion rate 3 and the rest, but found no signi-

ficant differences among the 6th, 12th and 24th word deletion rates.

.Lltbough only half the contrasts between deletion rate 3 and the rest

were significantly different, he concluded that while context of less
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than four words between deletions substantially reduces contextual

constraint, a distance between blanks of five words or more seems to

have little effect on the restorability of the blank. He suggests that

the effect of context may be different for different form classes, bat

nonetheless concludes that the redundancy of English for restorative

pirpo sea acts mainly with small segments of speech, and, indeed, that

perhaps the units in which thoughts are composed may seldom be greater

than five or six words. N

Odom et a]. (1967) compared deaf and. hearing readers on texts

with every 31 , 4th and 
5th words respectively deleted., and maintained

that there was no general effect of the span between deleted words for

either group.

flare et a]. (1971) experimented with deletion rates 5, 8, 11

and 14 and found that their subjects attempted every blank, except for

the test in which every 5th word had been deleted. They found. that

their attitude to this deletion frequency was much less favourable than

to any of the other deletion rates; they therefore recommend use of a

th	 thdeletion frequency of every 9 or 10 word.

)Iifler and french (1974) used deletion rates 5, 7 and 10 on

science and. social science materials, and found that deletion rate 7

was easier than the other two deletion rates for science materials.

Although they did not present the statistics, they claimed to find no

difference between the three rates on social science materials. How-

ever, only one deletion rate - every 
10th word - had consistently high

correlations with an achievement test criterion. They thus conclude

that 'aii every-i Oth_word count be used for textual materials that are
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fact-laden0"

NcNinch et a]. (1974) investigated deletion rates 5, 7 and. 9

with science, social science and English materials, and found that

varying deletion patterns significantly affects the measurement of

readability. They conclude that science materials need a low frequency

deletion pattern - e.g., every 9th word - whereas social sciences and

English should have every 7th word deleted. Despite their conclusions,

they in fact discovered no consistently best deletion patterns for any

one subject matter, and although they conclude that different deletion

patterns do have an effect on the measurement of readability, it un-

fortunately does not follow from their findings that the differences

between deletion rates that they found are necessarily generalisable to

other texts from the subject areas concerned.

Nevertheless, their results are interesting in that they con-

tradict previous research conclusions that the deletion frequency has

no effect on doze scores provided that words are not deleted more

frequently txan every 5th word, and they encourage speculation not only

that different deletion patterns might produce different results bat

also that there may be an interaction between text difficulty and de-

letion frequency which may also affect doze scores.

With non-native speakers of English, only one study of the

effect of deletion frequency has been carried out. Easkell (1973)

th
found that his six texts were ranked in the same way whether every 5

word or every 10th word 'was deleted, and. he found no significant

differences between passage mean scores for deletion rates 5, 7 or 100

No studies have been made of the effect of changing deletion frequency
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on validating correlations of comprehension or language proficiency, nor

has any direct comparison been made between the differential perfor-

mances of native and non-native speakers in this dimension. No attempt

has been made to account for those research findings that show no

differences among deletion rates and those that do show some differ- -

ences, or to relate such facts as there are to a theory of what the

doze measures.

3.7 Is doze sentence-bound?

The results of such research as has been carried out on the

effect of changing deletion frequency, in so far as they indicate that,

providing at least five words of context are available between gaps,

the amount of context does not matter, suggest that doze tests essen-

tially measure the local redundancy of texts and, more specifically,

that doze scores are not sensitive to contextual clues contained in

the more remote context. This suggests that doze is not capable of

testing comprehension of a whole passage, at least when that compre-

hension is dependent on the interrelationships of ideas and sentences0

Similarly, the apparent lack of difference between scoring procediares

which allow only the exact word, and those which also allow any con-

textually acceptable word, suggests that if both procedures are

measuring essentially the same thing, and the any-acceptable-word pro-

cedure basically ignores long-range contextual constraint, or at least,

if one can claim that the exact word procedure would noimally be

expected to measure greater sensitivity to remote constraint, as well

as factors like style, register, background knowledge and so on, then
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perhaps the doze really is not sensitive to such considerations.

These two apparent findings - which, of course, need experimental yen-

uication - suggest the hypothesis that close is essentially sentence-

bound. The findings reported in Chapter 1, section 1.7 (Reading Gain),

that although the rational close may be a useful measure of information

gained from reading a text, the random doze does not seem to be suit-

able for such a purpose, lend themselves to an interpretation that

close is essentially a measure of the immediate constraints in text,

and not of overall comprehension. Thus subjects who read irnTlnjtilated

text, and then do a doze test have in fact gained information from the

text, and may well have *ullderstoodw it, but the random doze is simply

insensitive to such events, and therefore an unsuitable measure of them.

J. B. Carroll, who has always been sceptical about the value

of the doze procedure as a measure of reading comprehension or foreign

language ability, clsFnl ng that close probably involves an ability

specific to the procedure itself, rather than one closely related to

other verbal abilities (Carroll et al, 1959), suggests, in Carroll and

Freedle (1972), that close scores are largely dependent on Niocal i's-

dundancy", which he explains as meaning uthe extent to which linguistic

clues in the immediate environment of a missing word tend to supply it.

If this is true, then c].oze can hardly be taken as a measure of general

reading comprehension, since there is much more to the understanding of

a text than the understanding of the immediate environment of words.

It is important, for instance, to make connections between sentences

even if those relationships are not made explicit by the writer. It is

important to relate ideas in one part of the text to ideas expressed in
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another part. Equally, it is important to be able to evaluate the

relative importance of the different ideas/topics mentioned in text, in

order to gain an overall and. balanced view of what the author is saying.

Clearly there is far more to reading than the comprehension of isolated

sentences0 However, Carroll concludes that "there is no clear evidence

that doze scores can measure the ability to comprehend or learn the

major idea or concepts that rin through a discourse.

Several experimental studies throw some light on the question

of whether doze can measure this ability, and in particular, they help

to inform any discussion as to whether doze is largely a measare of

local redundancy - i.e., constrained by the immediate environment - or

whether it is sensitive to constraints from remoter parts of the text.

If the latter should prove to be the case, then it is more likely that

doze is, at least in principle, capable of measuring "overall compre-

hension". If the former is the case, viz., that doze is a measure of

local redundancy, then it is probably in principle incapable of mea-

suring "the ability to comprehend or learn the major idea or concepts

that run through discourse".

Coleman and ?Iiller (1967) used three variations of the doze

procedure in order to estimate the readability of 36 passages. Cloze

procedure type I was the ordinary procedure, deleting every 5th word

from the texts. This deletion system was carried out five times on

each text; once deleting the first word, and then every fifth word

thereafter; once deleting the second word, and then every fifth word;

once deleting the third word and then every fifth word; the fourth word

and every fifth; and the fifth word and. every fifth word. In this way
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a doze score was obtained for every word in the passage.

The second deletion system, type 2, involved the deletion of

one and only one word. from the text. The texts were 150 words long, so

150 different versions of this procedure had to be prepared to gain a

type 2 doze score for every word.

The third deletion system, type 3, was intended to restrict

the context available to what precedes the item. In this procedure,

the subject is given the first word, and told to guess the next word.

Alter his guess, correct or incorrect, the correct word is revealed,

and. the subject must then try to guess the next word. This he does

until he has attempted every word in the text.

The three doze scores for each word were averaged for each

word, and then for each text. It was also possible to expm4,e the

difference between words depending on the position the word held in a

sentence.

Talr4ng sentences of eight or more words, Coleman Sand Miller

compared the average doze score of the first, second, third and. fourth

words in a sentence, and the last, next-to-last, third-from-the-end,

and £ourth-from-t1-end. words in the same sentence, and found that there

was a steady increase in the doze score as the position of the doze

item neared the end of the sentence. They concluded that there is a

high sequential constraint on words within sentences.

To investigate the constraint on words operating from outside

the sentence,they compared the average close scores from the twentieth

word in a text (i.e. almost certinly in the second sentence) to the

last word in the text. If there is constraint beyond the sentence,
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then the doze scores should increase over this range. As no such in-

crease was found - socree being approximately steady from 
20th to

140tb position - the authors conclude that "very little constraint

comes from words in other sentences". The general conclusion is that

doze scores are very largely influenced by within-sentence constraints,

and hardly by between-sentence constraints.

Interestingly, the mean word scores for the type I deletion

were 54.6%, whilst the mean score for type 2 deletion was 63.8%. In

other words, there is not a very great increase in ease if the subject

has the remaining 149 words of text rather than the text left after

every fifth word, has been deleted. This, again, adds weight to the

claim that doze is not greatly influenced by relatively remote context.

Several studies looked at the effect of context on doze

scores. Iluagrave (1963) tested the supposition that text may be

"correctly understood more often" if presented in context, by giving

subjects a c].oze test and presenting three of the four groups with an

unmutilated. lead paragraph. In one case, this paragraph contained

information about the person in the mutilated text and the subject

matter (the "who" and "what"). bother group received a lead para-

graph containing only "who" information, and a third group received.

only "what" information. No significant difference was observed between

any of the four conditions, and }izsgrave concluded that, since other

testing techniques are able to show the effect of add.ing"who" and

"what" information to texts, the doze technique is simply not sensitive

enough to such additional context, possibly, she suggests, because doze

does not take into account "the kind, of mea ni ng and cognitive content
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carried by 'who' and 'what' context."

Erickson and Eansen (1974) took two texts, selected five 60 -

70 word passages from each text, and deleted every 5th word from these

selections. In one condition they simply presented these passages, in

the order in which they had occurred, to subjects. In the other con-

dition they surrounded each paragraph by the approTimately 75 words of

original text that had originally enclosed it. This, the "in context

condition", thus gave 50 doze items in the form of 10 deletions

followed by an intact section followed by 10 deletions, and so on. They

found no significant difference between the two conditions - in fact,

there was a non-significant tendency for the "out of context" condition

to be easier. They thus concluded that doze was not sensitive to non-

immediate context. They also investigated a suggestion by Bamanauskas

(1971) that doze responses at the begirni4 and. end of a doze test

should be compared to see whether there is a cumulative effect of con- -

text clues - if context has an effect, the text should become more

predictable, and thus doze item facility should rise towards the end.

They were unable to demonstrate such an effect, however, since there

was no significant difference between the mean score for the first 10-

item passage of their tests and the last 10-item passage. It is, of

course, possible to conclude, not that contextual constraint does not

increase as one goes through text, but that doze is not sensitive to

such increasing constraint.

Suhorsky (1975) took a passage which he subjected to deletions

of every fifth word. Be prepared three different versions of his test

by adding to the begiim-ig of the test, in the first case six T-units
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(a T-unit ±8 a main clause, and any related subordinate clauses), in the

second case one I-unit, and in the third case, nothing. This corresponds

roughly to 1) an ordinaxy doze test of 50 items 2) the same test with

one sentence of preceding context, and 3) the same text with a paragraph

of preceding context. When he compared the three tests, he failed to

find significant differences, and thus concluded that "isolating a text

from context" has no effect.

A somewhat more ambitious study 'was undertaken by Bartoo

(1975). Three of his c].oze test were as follows:

1) 300 words from the end of a passage, subject to a deletion of every

fifth word;

2) as in type 1 but preceded by the immediately previous 300 words from

the passage, ummitilated; and

3) as in type 1, but preceded by the immediately previous 600 words0

Raving adminlstered these tests to tenth-grade students, he discovered

that there was no significant difference among conditions, and so con-

cluded that adding even six hundred words of relevant context to a doze

passage had no effect on the doze scores0 Bowever, if the c].oze pro-

cedure is a measure of reading comprehension, one would expect scores on

a passage to be influenced by the amount of information relevant to the

passage that was available. That this is not the case appears to indi-

cate that doze is not greatly influenced by context beyond the

immediate sentence.

To investigate Carroll's contention that doze scores are

largely dependent on local redundancy, Tuinman, Blanton and (Jray (1975)

took a text, which they called Ui, and reduced its "structural redun-

dancy" by varying amounts. In the ext 111, 30% of the text was
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removed by deleting all function words defined in a narrow sense

(Coleman 1971). Text M2 was a 50% reduction, obtained by deleting all

function words defined in a broad sense (Coleman 1971). These three

texts, UI, Ml and M2 were given to seventh-g:rade children, either

accompanied by 32 multiple-choice questions, or subjected to an every-

Sthrd deletion. The reduction of redundancy as represented by

Texts Ml and M2 had relatively little effect on comprehension as mea-

sured by the multiple-choice questions (Text Ml had a mean which was

87% of UI, Text 1(2 had a mean which was 77% of uz), whereas the doze

scores were drastically lower than the scores on the original text 11

mean was 22% of UA. 1(2 mean was 25% of uI). The authors conclude, not

only that the reduction of redundancy haa a great effect on doze

scores, but also that, since the doze scores were very low, the lack

of structural redundancy means that subjects cannot cope with doze.

Their genera]. conclusion is that "perform'nce on doze tests on intact

passages depends to a considerable extent on a subject' a ability to

utilize . . . structural redundancy, rather than on a conceptualization

of the message content of the passage, such as is the case for compre-

hension measures utilizing questions."

Carroll et a]. (1959) used native speakers of iglish to test

whether context clues from the whole passage affect restoration on a

doze test. They took 20 ten-word fragments from three texts, and

deleted the fifth word from each fragment. These fragments they

arranged randomly, and compared subjects' ability to restore these

deletions with performance on the items in their original order in

text. They found a significant difference between the two conditions,
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ihen the ability to do doze was held constant0 They did not, however,

find a cumulative effect of clues, 8ince the mean of the first eight

items was no lower than the mean of the last eight items, both on

scrambled and unscrambled text.

Noxeover, they found that only 26 out of the 60 items showed

a significant difference between scrambled and. unscrambled text, and

three of these were in the wrong direction (easier when scrambled).

The relative difficulty of items did not change on scrambling, and

there was no absolute change in the difficulty of deleted prepositions

and adverbs. Only some (6 out of 13) nouns and some (6/8) verbs were

harder to restore when in a scrambled text. They conclude that para-

graph clues do affect doze scores, and that doze is therefore sensi-

tive to more than the immediate environment. However, their study can

be criticized because the scrambled tests used fragments of language -

four words, a gap, then five words - regardless of syntactic boundaries.

In view of the considerable evidence that text processing occurs in

syntactic units, probably the clause (see Poder, Bever and. Garrett,

1974), it is possible that this procedure disturbed. the processing

process, and that if, for example, complete sentences had been used, the

results might have been different. In any case, their results do not

negate the thesis that doze is sentence-bound0 In fact, their evidence

shows that most doze items (4 out of 60) are not affected by more than

five words of immediate context.

In order to look at the effect of context beyond the sentence

in which the doze item is to be found, Rmnaiiskas (1971, 1972)

applied the doze procedure to a text (deletion rate every fifth word),
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and then took the mutilated text, and randomly rearranged the sentences,

retaining the same deletions, of course. She found significant differ-

enoes between her conditions, and concluded that constraints beyond the

sentence do operate on doze items0

However, there are two drawbacks to her study. The first is

that her subjects were educationally subnormal children with a reading

grade of 2.5, which makes it extremely difficult to generalise her

claims to norma]. native speaker readers, not to mention non-native

speaker readers. The sec drawback is that she used two texts, and in

her modified tests (MoD), with randomly rearranged sentences, she

intermingled half the rearranged sentences from one text with half the

rearranged sentences from the other text to create her test. The sen-

tences were not presented as separate sentences, divorced from context,

but were placed together, in one paragraph, as if forming one coherent

text. This might well have had confounding effects.

The other study using randomly rearranged sentences was by

}Iarshall (1970), using as subjects deaf and hearing children with a

normal IQ. Eis tests involved three levels of contextual constraint,

which he called i) discourse level (i.e., the origin1 text); 2) dia-.

crete sentence level (i.e., the text with its sentences randomly re-

arranged); and 3) fragment level, where only a minimal number of

contextual clues were retained "so as not to destroy the earmaxcs of

any given grammatical construetion" (this can perhaps be thought of as

"phrase level"). Although his doze tests based on these differing

levels of contextual constraint gave him overall differences in. condi-.

tion, a closer inspection revealed that the only differences were
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between "the higher scores of the connected discourse level, and the

lower sres at the fragment level"0 Therefore, no difference was

found between levels 1 (discourse) and 2 (discrete sentences). It

seems also fair to conclude that although the doze scores may not have

been entirely determined by the minimal context of the fragment level,

it does not follow that the determinant is beyond the sentence. It is

important to note that these results were true, not only for the c].oze

form class score - i.e., a noun is identifiable as a noun within the

sentence - but also for the doze exact word score. Thus, on the

question of the range of doze constraints, the evidence as to whether

they range beyond the sentence is contradictory, and the area would

benefit from further investigation.

Finl1y, Ferry (1975) used the doze procedure to investigate

the readability of text with and without coherence markers (words

signalling "relationships between sentences"). He took a passage which

he assumed to have medium coherence marker density, and created two

other text8: a high density coherence marker text, by adding coherence

markers, and a low density coherence marker text, by deleting coherence

markers. The three texts were subjected to deletion of every fifth

word, giving 80 items per test, and the tests given to tenth-grade

students. No significant difference between texts was found. It is

therefore possible to conclude that doze is not sensitive to enriched

or impoverished coherence, and from this, to doubt whether doze is at

all sensitive to coherence. If it is not sensitive to coherence, it is

unlikely to be a suitable measure of reading abilities.

To suinmarise, then, studies have shown that doze tends to
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measure structural redundancy and its utilization, rather than compre-

hension of the discourse0 They have shown that c].oze is insensitive to

discourse enrichment, in terms of coherence markers, and it is insensi-

tive to increases in (relevant) context0 Despite the doubt which still

exists as to whether constraint operates on doze beyond the sentence

as measured by the rearrangement of sentences, there is strong evidence

that the major constraints operating on. a doze item are within the

sentence, rather than outside or beyond the sentence.

The evidence tends to support Carroll' a claim that doze

depends largely on local redundancy. Whether that redundancy operates

solely within the coxziines of the sentence, or whether it is simply a

question of amount of context regardless of sentence boundaries, remains

to be investigated.0 Of course, these results are not entirely aui'-

prising, since the doze procedure, as currently used, involves the de-

letion of words, rather than phrases or ideas. One would probably

expect that beyond-sentence constraints could only operate on doze in

so far as they can operate on individual words, or in so far as dis-

course coherence can be carried by individual words such as coherence

markers, anaphoric items, or identical lexical items. It is difficu].t

to imagine the deletion of a word which would tax one' a ability to make

inferences, which would require an inference on the part of the reader

to restore, or which would measu.re other higher-order comprehension

s1d1ls like evaluation or identification of the main idea.

No studies of the sentence-bound nature of doze are known to

this author using non-native speakers of English as subjects.

If, as was suggested at the begi?ming of this section, it is
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found that there are no significant differences between doze deletion

rates, this can be taken as evidence that doze is essentially a measure

of local redundancy, of the constraints of the immediate environment,

possibly at a level lower than the sentence0 This study hopes to throw

some light on the nature of what doze tests by exaYni Yll ng different

deletion frequencies, although it will not investigate other aspects of

the same problea by, for example, comparing scrambled and unscrambled

doze items. It is hoped that the study will also indicate whether what

is true for native speakers also holds for non-native speakers.
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CHAPTER 4

Pilot Study - Algeria

4.1

In view of the previous research reviewed in Chapters 1 - 3,

it was felt that attempts to treat the doze procedure as unitary were

misleading, and that research was needed, especially id.th non-native

speakers, into the effects of varying some of the variables seen to be

of importance in Chapter 3, to see if different versions of the doze

procedure were comparable.

It was decided to carry out a pilot study of the effect of

changing the doze deletion rate on the measurement of text readability

and the measurement of proficiency in English as a foreign language,

with non-native speaker subjectso If results proved interesting, then

a closer, in-depth study would be undertaken to follow up such avenues

of research as might prove to be of value. Since this was a fra1y

exploratory study, no foxual hypotheses were set up, but there were

several expectations: 1) that changing the deletion rate would affect

the measurement of the difficulty, for non-native speakers, of reading

passages; 2) that varying the deletion rate would also affect the

estimates of proficiency in English as a foreign language for any non-

native speaker; 3) that texts of differing difficulty would measure

English proficiency differently; and 4) that readability foxmilae

are of little value in detennining the difficulty of text for non-

native speakers of English.
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4.2 Subiects

The subjects of this study were students of English studying

in the English Department of the University of £Lgiers, where the ithor

was a lecturer. The students, some 75% of whom were female, were aged

between 18 and 50, with the majority in their late teens and ear]y

twenties. They were native speakers of one of three languages:

Algerian Arabic, French, or Kabyle (a Berber language). For all the

students, either French or Arabic was their second language, and vir-

tually all were at least bilinguals (many Kabyle speakers were effect-

ively trilingual.) English was being learned as a foreign language in

the English Department, and most of the students intended to teach

English at secondary or tertiary level thereafter0 Many of the students

had studied English in school for up to six years, but there were also

several virtual beginners in the sample. The University course lasted

for three years, and the tests were administered to each of the three

year-groups.

4.3 Materials

Twelve texts were selected to give a range of apparent

difficulty as measured by the Fog index of readability (Gu ming, 1952),

from easy to very difficult. The texts were chosen from various

sources - newspapers, literary essays, academic essays, prose fiction -

and corresponded in general to what the English students of Algiers

University were expected to read during their courses, both in subject

matter and. difficulty. (For the intact texts, see Appendix A.)

Each text was approximately 300 words in length, partly in

order to accommodate it onto one sheet of paper in the test booklet,
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and also in order not to have an overwhelming number of deletions at the

more frequent deletion frequencies.

Each text was paired off with another of approximately equal.

d.ifficulty, and given a letter from A to F. To distinguish the two in

the pair, the subscript 1 or 2 was given.

Every th word was then systemically deleted from the texts,

th	 th	 th th that six different deletion rates - every 14 , 12 , 10 , 8 , 6 , and

4th word - giving 72 tests in all.

At any given level of difficulty there were therefore twelve

testa Al (14), .4.1 (12), Al (io), Al (a), Al (6), Al (4),

.42 (14), .4.2 (12), A2 (io), 42 (8), .4.2 (6), A2 (4).

Each student would be given a booklet containing six tests,

covering all six levels of difficulty, and with one example of each

deletion rate0

To control for order of difficulty affecting the performance

of the students the order of the six levels was permutated in the

following manner

ABCDEP, LDBECF, ACEDBF, AFDCBE, ADECFB, etc.

Next, to ensure that text Al was not always contained in the

same booklet as BI or i (etc.) the subscripts I and 2 were ordered in

all possible combinations, e.g.,: 111111 (and. its mirror image 222222),

121212 (212121), 111222 (22211l),122ill (211122), etc.

Then, to avoid text .4. always appearing at the 14th rate of

deletion and text F at the 4th in the same booklet, the deletion rates

were controlled through rotation, tims:

Booklet 1: Al (14), D2 (12), Bi (io), E2 (8), Cl (6), '2 (4)
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Booklet 2: Al (12), D2 (io), BI (8), E2 (6), Cl (4), P2 (14)

Booklet 3: Li (io), D2 (8), BI (6), E2 (4), Cl (14), P2 (12)

Booklet 4: Li (8), D2 (6), Bi (4), E2 (14), Cl (12), P2 (io)

Booklet 5; Li (6), D2 (4), BI (14), E2 (12), Cl (io), P2 (8)

Booklet 6: Al (4), D2 (14), Bi (12), E2 (b), ci (s), P2 (6) etc.

Because, during the test, it might have been possible for

student1 to receive ii (14), and. his neighbour Li (4), thereby allowing

student 2 to copy from student 1 even if the latter wrote nothing, the

booklets were arranged and distributed., as far as possible, in mirror

image pairs. So student 1 might receive the following booklet:

Al (4), D2 (14), Bi (12), E2 (10), Ci (8), P2 (6)

and his neighbour the following:

1.2 (4), Dl (14), B2 (12), El (io), C2 (8), ii (6).

Finally, the test booklets having been compiled to enre

that, for example, deletion rate 14 was not always followed by deletion

rate 12, a random selection of possible permutations was mae (14, 12,

10, 8, 6, 4; 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 	 8, 4, 12, 6, 14, 10; etc.), and

these permutations were then rotated in order (14, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4; 4,

14, 12, 10, 8, 6; 6, 4, 14, 12, 10, 8; 8, 6, 4, 14, 12, 10; etc.) to

control for order effect of the rate of deletion.

The result was that no two booklets were the same.

In order to compare the doze tests with a known and trusted

measure of proficiency in English as a foreign language, the English

Proficiency Test Battery (EPTB, or Davies Test), Short Version, Form B,

1965, Part One, was also admiiiistered to the students. The battery is

used by the British Council abroad for screening foreign students
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intending to study in Britain, and it i8 possible to deterniine whether

students are too weak in English to benefit from study, whether after a

short remedial course their English would be adequate, or whether they

have a level in English w:hich suggests that they are not at risk un-

guistically. Part One of this battery consists of 4 subtests. Teat I

is a phoneme discrimination test, in which students have to say whether

the words in the triplets they hear are the same or different0 Test 2

is said to be an intonation test, but it approaches a test of genera].

listening comprehension, in which students have to interpret a dialogue

correctly, usually involving understanding of some crucial stress or

intonation pattern. Test 3 is a modified rational clozie teat - only

function words are deleted from two abort passages and the initial

letter of each deleted word is retained as a guide for students. Test 4

is a traditional multiple—choice test of selected grammatical points

which are felt desirable for foreign students to master.

4.4 Administration

When giving its permission to carry out the investigation,

the English Department insisted on two things: 1) that it be made clear

to students that participation was entirely voluntary, and 2) that no

special accommodation or timetabling could be contemplated.. Even if the

second condition had not been insisted. upon, the existence of the first

would have resulted in a bias of (presumably good) volunteers, or re-

sulted in no students at all participating. This led to two problems.

Firstly, it was necessary to hold the tests during normal class hours,

which meant that the only people tested were the students who attended

class on that day. (No warning was given, or students might have stayed
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away from class.) There was therefore greater participation on the

part of first—year students than on the part of second— or third—year

students. Secondly, because students could not be compelled to take

the tests, many who started became bored and left before the two hours

allotted had expired0 This resulted. in some tests being incomplete and

some being left blank (although all students claimed they had. done their

best, and it may perhaps be assumed that those tests left blank were

felt to be especially difficult).

The first series of doze tests were given to all three

groups the week of 'iay 20 - 24, 1974, thring the Compr6hension Ecrite

class (two hours), under supervision, usually, but not always, by the

author. The glish Proficiency Test Battery (EPTB), was given

separately, during the same week, to all students who attended the

language laboratory class of Gompr4hension Orale (one hour). This was

administered in the language laboratory by the author.

Later, an attempt was made to induce those who had taken

doze bit not TB to take EPTB, and those who had taken EPTB but not

doze to take doze, during the week of June 17 - 21, but because by

now students were forewarned and the operation was clearly voluntary,

this resulted in only 36 extra doze testees, and 40 extra TB testees.

405 Results - General

Ignoring anonymous booklets, joint efforts and thplicated

copies (where students took the doze test twice), 242 students took

the doze tests, and 243 took the EPTB0 Of the latter, some 104 did

not take the doze, and so were discounted for the study0 Thus, 139

students took both doze and EPTB, and 103 took doze only. These 242
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students were divided amongst the three year-groups as follows

First Year	 Second Year	 Third Year	 Unknow1l	 Total

76	 78	 85	 3	 242

Between 14 and 26 copies of each test were retained (the

number varied because of the way the booklets were made and distributed.,

but the average was 20). The details are given in Table 4.1, where it

will be seen that approximately 120 copies of each text were obtained

and., since every subject took one copy of each deletion rate, 242 copies

of each deletion rate were completed.

TABLE	 4.1

liumber of students t& ci g each doze test

Text

DR LI A2 Bi B2 Cl C2 Dl D2 El E2 Fl P2 Total

4 17 19 23 14 21	 20 21	 19 23 21	 21	 23	 242

6 21	 20 21	 21	 19 20 20 23 20 18 21	 18	 242

8212419231916192219212019	 242

10 18 17 19	 19 26	 19 21	 16 25 23 22 17	 242

12 21	 19 19 24 20 20 20 20 17 18 22 22	 242

14 25 20 21	 19	 21	 21	 23 18 18 19 18 19	 242

Total 123 119 122 120 126 116 124 118 122 120 124 118 1452

Table 42 below presents brief details of each text, and its

Fog readability index0
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TABLE	 4.2

The nature of the texts

Al: rose fiction - short story - Shadbolt

£2: newspaper column - humorous essay - J. Cooper

BI: prose fiction - short story - Rhy Davies

B2: essay - socio-political (literary) - Orwell

Cl: essay - socio-politica]. (literary) - Orwell

C2: newspaper report - political speech - nda Times

Dl: newspaper editorial - political comment - Guardian

D2: prose fiction - short story - Rhye Davies

El: newspaper article - educational/psychological -

Sunday Times

E2: prose fiction - short story- - Cordimex

Pit essay - socio.-politica]. (academic) - Krausz

72: newspaper essay - television critic - Sunday Tinies

Fog: 7

Fog: 8.7

Fog: 8

Fog: 11

Fog: 14.2

Fog: 13.9

Fog: 13.5

Fog: 14.3

Fog: 17.5

Fog: 16

Fog: 21.5

Fog: 17.3

In view of the large number (72) of different tests, the

doze tests were only scored by the exact word method - i.e., only

responses which exactly restored the word deleted (with minor spelling

errors ignored) were judged to be correct. Because the same length of

text was used for each deletion system, different deletion rates re-

salted in a different number of deletions per test. To enable different

test scores to be compared, therefore, all raw scores were expressed as

a percentage of the total number of deletions in any given test, and

these results are set cut in Table 4.3, which gives the mean doze

exact score for each text, at each deletion rate0
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£2

BI

B2

Cl

C2

Dl

D2

El

E2

Ft

P2

Total

14

28.0

41.5

22.6

31.1

2408

19.0

27.9

29.4

20.7

20.8

23.7

24.0

26.13

4

16,8

27.1

I Q. 0

22 2

1705

2502

18.6

14.3

11.9

1707

1902

12.6

17.76

Total

24.0

29.7

16.9

3102

22.9

28.3

20.1

20.3

19.8

24.8

2305

20.1

23.46
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TABLE	 4.3

Text means by deletion ratea

12	 10	 8	 6

25.2	 26.6	 25.1	 22.4

18.7	 35.6	 28.7	 26.9

18.9	 19.5	 15.6	 14.6

41.3	 26.1	 36.0	 30.2

20.0	 24.1	 27.2	 23.8

38.2	 33.2	 28.0	 26.0

20,2	 20.3	 20.6	 13.2

21.9	 17.0	 19.7	 19.6

20.4	 27.8	 20.2	 17.5

22.0	 27.7	 30.8	 29.9

24.7	 31.8	 20.4	 20.9

27.5	 19.5	 19.5	 17.2

24.92	 25.77 24.32	 21.85

A clear range of scores wan achieved, from 41.5% mean correct

restorations on Text £2 with every 14th word deleted, to a mere 10% mean

correct restorations on Text Bi with every 4th word deleted.

The results of those 139 students who also took the KPTB

tests are presented in Table 404. It should be noted that the standard

score mean and the standard deviation for the whole test, reported by

its designers, are 40.00 and 600 respectively. Thus the mean of 40

achieved by the Algerian students suggests that their average ability is

typical of the population of foreign learners of English who take EPTB.



4.12 55.7

1.55

1 • 40

1057

1. 11

1 3.1

15.1

14.4

1301

26 - 51.6

3.5 - 12.4

6.6 - 13.5

6.3 - 13.6

7.1 - 12.7

Pota3.	 40.02

Test 1	 9.96

Pest 2	 10.07

Pest 3	 10.10

Test 4	 9.90
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A somewhat lower standard deviation - 4.12 - suggests that this sample

of students is lees heterogeneous than the population. This would appear

to be reasonable, in view of the fact that they all study at the same

university, and are from similar linguistic, educational and cultural

backgrounds.

TLBLE	 4.4

Performance of 139 students on TB, Yorm B, Part One

U 139

)leen	 Standard deviation	 Range	 Xrhmnn possible

The somewhat lower than normal spread is reflected in the

standard deviations for the individual tests. The standard standard de-.

viation is reported as 2.00, with a mean of 10.00. These subjects'

standard deviations vax' from 1.57 to 1.11. Interestingly, whereas

performance on the two listening tests (Tests I and 2) was almost

exactly normal, performance on the modified doze (Test 3) was marginally

above average whilst performance on the grammar test (Test 4) was

marginally below average.

In general, however, it appears that the subjects show no

abnormalities in their English language abilities, that they can be taken
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to be representative of those learners of intermediate to advanced level

who take the .TB test, but that they are more homogeneous than the

population. In fact, a standard score of 40 (the mean achieved by the

subjects) is interpreted as indicating that a student has sufficient

English to enable him to study in the United Kingdom without the need

for remedial tuition of any nature.

The following two sections examine the doze results to

determine the influence of the experimental variables of deletion rate

and. text.

4.6 The effect of chanin the deletion rate

Several analyses were carried out on the data in order to

determine the effect of varying the deletion rate.

i) Subjects having taken one test at each deletion rate,

the scores were ranked for each individual, and the total rank values

for each deletion rate were calculated0 The Friedman Two-Way Analysis

of Variance, and the Selected Pairs Comparison Test (Langley, 1970)

were applied to test for significance of the difference between ranks

for each treatment. The different texts were assumed to be equivalento

(Tables 405 and 4.6)

The subjects were divided into groups according to

different criteria (by year, by score on KPTB, and by whether or not

they had taken EPTB) and the rank totals for deletion rates were com-

pared (Tables 4.5 and 4.6).

2) i t-test for significance of the difference between
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means of deletion rate scores (for correlated samples) was applied to

the data for all subjects0 The different texts were assumed to be

equivalent (Table 4.7).

3) araphs were plotted from the mean scores on deletion

rates for a].]. subjects (Figure 4.1), for scores on deletion rates on

easy texts compared. with difficult texts compared with intermediate

texts (Figure 4.2), for the easiest six texts compared with the most

difficult six texts (Figure 4.3), and for each text individually

(Figure 4.4, a and b).

4) t-tests for independent samples were applied to the data

by text in order to test for significant differences between means of

deletion rates on each text. (Table 409)

4.6.1 Results

Since each subject had taken one example of each deletion

rate (deletion rate = 14, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4), 242 sets of matched measure-

ments had been obtained.. Friedman' a Test was used to teat for signifi-

cant differences among deletion rates - i.e., would tests with less

frequent deletion of words prove significantly easier to complete than

tests with a more frequent deletion? (One, would, of course, expect

that the less contextual constraint surrounding each blank, the more

difficult it would become to restore the deletion.)

Highly significant differences (p<.001) were found among

st.nd	 rd
deletion rates for a].]. subjects Table 4.5ai, and for I , 	 and 3

years individually (Table 4.5 b, c and d). Similarly, the difference

between rank totals was highly significant for those students who had

taken EPTB, and for those who had not (Table 4.5 e and f). However,
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those students who scored highly on EPTB showed a less significant

difference among their doze deletion rates (p<o05), whilst no signifi-

cant difference between their doze scores was found for those who

scored badly (one standard deviation or more below the mean) on EPTB

(Table 405 g and h)0 This latter result is somewhat surprising, since

one would expect weak students to need more contextual constraint than

average stuclentB, and thus to perform significantly better on less-

frequently—deleted texts0 It is possible that these tests were simply

too difficult for the weak students, even at deletion rate 14 Con-.

verse].y, one would expect the better students to need less textual

information, and therefore their performance on varying deletion rates

to vax' less than that of average students0 This proved to be the case0

(However, caution must be applied when interpreting the results of

Table 405 g and h, since the number of students is low, oving to the

relative homogeneity of the students regarding their English proficiency

as measured by EPTB.)

When one looks at the relative rnHng of the total rank

values, one sees that the only consistent pattern is that the deletion

of every fourth word is always more difficult than the deletion of

fewer words, whether one looks at the data for all students, or for any

of the sub—groups mentioned above0 Although there is a genera]. tendency

for the difficulty of the test to increase as the frequency of deletions

increases, it is by no means consistently true that a deletion rate of

14 is easier than 12 is easier than 10 is easier than 8 is easier than

6; it is especially difficult to discern a pattern when the number of

subjects is low0 On the assumption that the most reliable data is that
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which includes most information, one should take Table 4.5a (eli

students) to be the best guide to the effect of deletion variations on

comprehension0 And here it appears that it is easier to complete doze

tests where every 10th word has been deleted than ones where every 14th

or every 12th word. has been removed0

There the Friedman analysis revealed significant differences

overall, a farther analysis was undertaken to attempt to discover the

source of this significant difference. This was done by taking pairs

of scores and testing for significant difference (Table 4.6). From

this tabulation it is immediately apparent that the difference mentioned

above between deletion rate 10 and deletion rates 12 and 14 is, in fact,

not significant, and so could be attributed to the vagaries of chance.

?lore striking is the fact that, with non-patterned exceptions, the only

significant differences to emerge are between the fourth deletion rate

and all the rest. There is no significant difference between deletion

rates of 14, 12, 10 and 8. Thus the amount of contextual constraint

exerted on a word would appear from this first analysis to be irrelevant

provided that it is not less than five words between blanks. This

appears to confirm previous findings by MacGinL.e with native speakers,

and Easkell with ESL students.

2) The findings from the initial analysis are not entirely

supported by a t-.test for correlated samples applied to the deletion

rate data for an subjects. Whereas the Selected Pairs Comparison Test

had found virtually no significant differences between deletion rate 6

and less frequent rates, the t-test reveals highly significant

differences (<oi, Table 407)0
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TABLE	 4.7

t-test for correlated samples on deletion rates, all subjects

	

Deletion rates	 14	 12	 10	 8	 6	 4

	

14	 NB	 NB	 NB	 ++

	

12	 NB	 NB	 ++	 i-f-

	

10	 NB	 ++	 ++

	

8	 ++	 ++

	

6	 ++

NB Not significant at 5% level (p>.05)

++ Significant at 1% level (p<oOi)

This suggests that one should have at least seven words of context

between blanks, and. not five as suggested by the initial analysis. This,

of course, is not as easy to explain in terms of )lacGinitLe' 8 or Haskell' a

findings. Nevertheless, it still appears to be true from the results of

this t-test that it does not matter whether one deletes every 8th, 10th,

th	 th12 or 14 word.

3) If one plots the doze scores onto a graph as a function

of the change in deletion rate, one can get an idea of the tendency of

comprehension to increase or decrease with varying amounts of contextual

constraint, regardless of sinificant differences. If there is no

difference between deletion rates, one would expect a more or less hori-

zontal line; if there is a constant increase in difference amongst

rates, one would expect to find some kind of diagonal line. Yigare 4.1

shows that the increase in percentage of text restored, regardless of

text, is a negatively accelerated curve which levels out at deletion

rate 10.
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FIGURE	 4.1

Overall doze ecore, exact word procedure, regardleBs of text (Algeria)

4-	 6	 8	 10	 12

Deletion
Rate
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It would appear from this that although differences between deletion

rates may not be significant, there is a distinct tendency i) for

8cOres to increase up to deletion rate 10, and 2) for there to be no

difference between deletion rates 10, 12, and 14. In other words, per-.

haps there should be at least nine words of context between blanks for

the amount of contextual constraint to become irrelevant.

However, like Tables 4.5 to 4.7, Figure 4.1 is based on the

assumption that there is no important effect contributed by the differ-.

ence in texts. Figure 4.2 attempts to take account of some of the

difference in texts by grouping texts according to difficulty as

measured by the doze score, not the Fog Index, and showing the increase

in doze scores for the easiest three texts against those of the most

difficult three texts, and those of the three intermediate texts.
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PIURE	 4.2

C].oze scores (easy texts vs. difficult texts vs. intermediate texts)

by deletion rate (Algeria)

4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14

Deletion
Bate

There is still a constant increase in comprehension up to

deletion rate 10, but thereafter the pattern is less consistent. The

easiest and intermediate texts show considerable differences between

deletion rates 10, 12 and 14, but there is no agreement as to how they

differ. Figure 4.3 compares the increase in restoration for the six
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most difficult texts (grouped.) with that of the six easiest texts

(grouped)0 As before, there is a consistent gain in comprehension

scores as the deletions increase in frequency, until deletion rate 10.

Thereafter the curves go in opposite directions.

FIUR	 4.3

Cloze scores: six most difficult texts vs. six easiest texts by deletion

rate (Algeria)

mean

number

10 I

51

4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14

Deletion
Bate
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If one draws the corresponding graphs for each .text (Figure

4.4a and b), one produces a number of different patterns which have

little in common apart from the fact that, with one exception (Text Dl),

all scores increase up to deletion rate 8. What happens is diI'fioult to

describe. It looks very much as if the less frequent deletion rates are

giving unreliable results.

Previous studies have suggested that at least 30 deletions,

and preferably 50, are required for a -doze test to give reliable

results. In this study, deletion rates 12 and 14 have fewer than 30

deletions, and deletion rate 10 only occasionally achieves 30 deletions.

To have achieved 50 deletions for rate 14 would have necessitated a text

of at least 700 words, which would have meant that deletion rate 14 was,

in effect, a different text from deletion rate 4 on the same passage

(unless one deleted every fourth word for 700 words, which would have

resulted in a somewhat tedious doze test), since the content would be

much greater. For this study it was decided to take texts of about 2O-

300 words in length, and keep the same length for each deletion rate,

since it was felt important to have comparable texts. If two excerpts

are made from one passage, one twice as long as the other, then two

different texts have been produced. This assumes that the larger the

content of one (i.e.., the greater ount of reference to the same

universe of discourse), the more different the two excerpts are, so that

a point is reached when they cannot be said to 	 the same text.. And if

one were to have the same number of deletions per test, then the length

of the text would have to vary, so that comparability of texts would,

presumably, have been lost. It was felt worthwhile to iun the risk of
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having too few items for the less frequent deletion rates i± one could

gain the advantage of having the same amount of content for each deletion

rate, since it seemed desirable to be able to claim that each test for

any one text had the same overall reference.

With hindsight, it appears impossible to reconcile the desire

to achieve a reliable result with the desire to have tests which are

comparable in that they both refer to the same universe of discourse.

Inevitably, a more frequent deletion system creates a different text

from that created by a less frequent deletion system, even if the lengths

are the same, simply because more words have been removed. And since, as

a result of this pilot study, the deletion rates 10 - 14 now look like an

interesting area for research it will be important to get reliable

results, regardless of the length of the text.

Since no item 8iiilyjs was carried out, normal interns].

consistency reliability estimates were not possible, so the only formula

that might be useable hers for the determination of reliability is the

Kuder-Bichardeon 210 This formula assumes that all items are of equal

difficulty. If they are not, then it will give a lower estimate of

reliability than K-B. 20, for example. However, it also assumes that all

persons have attempted all items, which is clearly not the case here,

due to the high number of items unanswered. It is, therefore, somewhat

difficult to apply it to these data. Notwithstanding, calculations based

on the K-B. 21 formula, however inappropriate, were made, and they indicate

that only deletion rates 4, 6 and 8, in general, achieve coefficients

above .6, whereas 14, 12 and 10 are well below this. (See Table 4.8)

4) Finally, further tests (Table 409) were made for signii-
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canoe of difference between means using the t-test for independent

samples (since, if a subject had completed, say, Text LI, deletion rate

14, he obviously did not do Text Al, deletion rate 4). These results

are consistent on.ly in that deletion rate 4 is always significantly

different from at least one other deletion rate (not necessarily, but

usually, deletion rate 14). Apart from this there is a bewildering lack

of agreement as to the effect that varying deletion rates has on N00j_

prehension" or restorabilityN of different texts. Thus for Texts Fl

and El, deletion rate 10 is significantly different from the rest, but

the same is true for deletion rate 12 for Text P2. Worse, whereas on

Text A2 virtually all deletion rates are significantly different from

one another except for the relationship between deletion rates 8, 6 and

4, on Texts £1, Cl and Dl virtually all deletion rates give similar

doze scores.

Admittedly, in each case the number of subjects is Low

(between 14 and 26, average about 20), and one would expect occasionally

to get significant results by chance somewhere among the 180 t-testa

computed. Nevertheless, it looks as if the simple state of affairs

indicated when one ignores all text differences is, in fact, not so

simple when one looks at each text individually. In other words, from

the data gained so far, one cannot make any generalisations about the

effect of varying the rate of deletion from a text.

The only conclusion drawable at present is that the nature of

the text used for the study - its style, readability, or some other

variable - alters the effect of changing the deletion rate. The indi-

cations are that a person (non-native speaker) can expect to score
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better on a doze test made at deletion rate 6 than at deletion rate 4,

and probably better on a test made at deletion rate 8 than at deletion

rate 6. Where the levelling-off occurs, if at all, is uncertain, but

probably around deletion rate 10. And, of course, whether this is true

for a scoring method which accepts not only the exact word deleted, but

also any contextually acceptable word, or even a word in the same form

class as the deleted word, is not known.

4.7 Textual difficulty and doze scores

Since doze is expected to differentiate between texts of

differing difficulty (hence its use as a measure of readability), it is

not surprising that the doze scores of the texts used in this study

vary from text to text. Clearly doze is a measure of some kind of

text difficulty for non-native speakers of English. One problem is to

see how this relates to other indices of text difficulty.

Readability formulae have been developed for use with native

speakers of English, but little research has been carried out into

their applicability to foreign learners. Thus, attempts at correlating

text rankings based on doze scores with r"kir'gs from a readability

formula are, at best, questionable. Bowever, for what it is worth, the

Cunning Fog Index was applied to the texts used in the study, and the

ranldngs compared with the doze ranHngs, regardless of deletion rate

(Table 4.10). The resulting Spearman correlation of 27 (Table 4.lOb)

was not significantly different from zero - i.e., no association was

found between doze rnkinge and a readability formula' a rkings of the

same texts. If one assumes that doze, not Fog, is the better measure

of readability for EFL students, then it appears that Fog is entirely
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inappropriate as such a measure0 This, moreover, is true regardless of

the deletion rate used in the doze test, since no deletion rate

correlates significantly differently from zero with the Fog rankings0

Interestingly, the agreement among deletion rates as to the

relative difficulty of these texts is low0 Deletion rates 14 and 12 do

not agree with any other deletion rate in the rankings, and deletion

rate 10 only agrees with deletion rate 4. Closer agreement is achieved

between deletion frequencies of every 8th, 6th and 4th word, it even

here it is far from perfect (the highest agreement reached is between

deletion rates 8 and 6 at .89)

t—tests were calculated for differences between pairs of

texts for those subjects who had taken one of each pair (Table 4.11a).

Since one subject might have taken Texts £1 and Cl hat not Li and C2,

the groups of subjects are different in each case0 Since any subject

who took, say, Text £1 did not take Text A2, t—tests for independent

samples were also calculated to compare means for the two tests at any

specific difficulty level (Table 4.11b). In this latter calculation,

it was evident that those texts which were thought to be of approri-mately

equal difficulty (at least as measured by Fog) were significantly

different from each other, with only one exception (at level D). Thus

the doze test seems to be capable of distinguishing apparently similar

texts (when differences in deletion rates are ignored)0 However,

Table 4.11a shows that the doze does not distinguish between texts

which are apparently (according to Fog) very different in difficulty -

for example, Texts Li and Fl, or ii and D20

Since, from Table 4011 a, it is clear that some texts were
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not significantly different from others, it might be thought that a

comparison of only those texts achieving significant differences from

the ones above and below on the rank scale would yield a more meaning-

fiil relationship. This is because texts not significantly different

from others could be ranked differently in relation to those texts by

chance alone0 However, when such texts (B2, C2, Li, P2, Bi) were

compared, no significant association was found between their doze

ranks and their Fog ranks.

Why should this be? Why should Fog (chosen mainly because

of the simplicity of its application, but also because of its obvious

similarity to other, perhaps better known, measures like Pleach that do

not involve word frequency counts, which have less face validity for

foreigners) be such a poor predictor of text difficulty for these

students? Two reasons are suggested: one, that it is not linguistic

enough - that is, that the length of sentence is not an adequate

measure of syntactic complexity for	 student (however adequate it

may be for native speakers); and two, that the word difficulty measure

of words comprising three or more syllables is inappropriate in general

for mature foreign learners of English who are, presumably, already

fluent readers in their native language, and inappropriate in particular

for speakers of French, for whom the ease caused by the familiarity of

English polysyllabic words of Romance origin may well be greater than

the difficulty occasioned by their polysyllabicity, and who may, in

fact, find mono- and disyllabic words, which tend to be of Gennamic

origin, more difficult than tn- or polysyllabic words. Indeed, it

seems doubtful that a syllable count, however valid for native
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speakers, is an adequate measure of the lexical difficulty of a passage

for EFL students.

Possibly, different measures of readability might be more

appropriate to the estimation of difficulties for foreigners, although

none are known to the a3lthor. Perhaps experienced teachers' ratings of

the difficulty of these texts should be compared with obtained close

scores to see if close is riking these passages in an intuitively

satisfying manner.

If one looks at the type of text found easiest and. most

difficult, it appears that the students found newspaper articles and

prose fiction harder than other types of text, and non—academic essays

easier than the rest. Yet, interestingly, these students were exposed

far more frequently in class to newspaper articles and extracts from

literary texts than essay—type texts. Presumably, degree of familiarity

'with a style does not help in the comprehension of any particular

example of that style. The lack of familiarity with the content of the

passage may have an effect, though it is not possible to substantiate

this here, since no attempt was made to assess familiarity with

content. Curiously, the text one might expect these students to be

least familiar with - Orwell on mining - seems to have presented no out-

standing difficulty. The more original use of words in prose fiction,

combined with the presumed lower redundancy of literary text in general,

may have been one of the causes of difficulty. Since such speculation

cannot be confiied, however, there seems little point in continuing

along this avenue of enquiry, other than to point out that whereas two

texts of Orwell, from the same set of essays, obtained widely different
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doze scores (ci, B2), two texts from the same short story by Rbys Davies

were not significantly different (Bi, D2, Table 4.11a), and that passages

were no more closely related to other extracts from the same style than

to passages from another style.

is has already been suggested, some texts are more alike than

others, according to their doze score, whatever Fog indices may indicate

(Table 4.11). No one text is entirely different from the rest, although

B2 (the easiest, according to doze) is significantly different from ten

of the other eleven texts0 Similarly, no one text is more closely re-

lated to the rest than any other although both Cl and El are similar to

six other texts (not the same texts in both cases). There is a tendency

for the more difficult texts to be more similar than the intermediate and

easy texts. (it is interesting to note here that if a text only achieves

a doze score of about 20%, it is less likely to be distinguishable from

other, difficult, texts than if it had scored higher - in other words,

there seems to be a base, or yniiiirnrnn of about 20% comprehension

restoration for EFI students, below which texts do not go, arid around

which difficult texts tend to group.) This suggests that whilst it is

important to consider text difficulty when constructing doze tests, it

is not the case that any two texts will give different doze scores.

However, since doze does not correlate with Fog, it is useless to use

the Fog Index as a predictor of the similarity of two texts. One cannot

kiiow whether two texts will give similar or different results until they

have been tried out.

How does all this relate to the difference, or lack of difference,

between deletion rates? Table 4.iOb shows that differing deletion rates
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do not always agree on the difficulty of texts0 In particular, there is

no agreement between deletion rates 14 and. 12, and the doze total

ranking, or other deletion rates, aud only slightly more agreement

between deletion rate 10 and the rest. If this is not due to the un-

reliability of these particular deletion rates mentioned elsewhere, then

it means that it is most important to take into account the deletion

rates used. for readability studies for foreign learners. That it is

likely to be due to test unreliability is indicated by the results for

deletion rates 8, 6 and 4 (all of which had an adequate number of items).

These three deletion rates intercorrelate highly, and also agree with the

ranking achieved by the doze total. In other words, it does not matter

whether one uses deletion rate 8, 6 or 4 as far as text ranking is con-

corned, but there is a possibility that a less frequent deletion rate

than 10 ch'mgea the difference between texts. However, this may be due

to the inherent unreliability caused by fewer items having been deleted..

As expected, doze scores vary from text to text. Texts

which seem to be more difficult to read. get lower doze scores than

apparently easy texts. However, texts that appear to be easy for native

speakers may be quite difficult for learners of English, and aaTently

more difficult texts may be relatively easier for them. The results of

this study show that if the Fog Index is taken to be a use\il measure of

the difficulty of texts for native speakers, and the doze scores to be

a measure of difficulty for these foreign learners of English, then the

nature of text difficulty is quite different for natives and foreigners.

One problem in this part of the study is that although an

apparent range of text difficulty was achieved, as measured by a native-
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speakerintended formula, no one text obtained doze scores, from these

EPL students, above the "frtistration" reading level identified by

Bormuth and others for native speakers. However, even if this "frns-

tration" level is applicable to non-natives, it is clear that texts can

be differentiated at a low level of comprehension.

As far as this study is concerned, the main conclusion seems

to be that texts are rasked in more or less the same order by frequent

deletion rates, but that vith less frequent deletion more research is

needed to determine whether the increase in contextua]. constraint changes

the relationship between texts. If the effect of text is the same re-

gardless of deletion rate (i.e., if there is no interaction between

deletion rate and text), then future studies into the nature of contex-

tual constraint or the effect of changing the deletion systems need not

expect w4ely different results from different texts.

If it is tru.e that all deletion rates rank texts in the same

order, then one can ignore text differences in deletion rate research.

If, however, some deletion rates rank texts differently, then the type of

text used, its difficulty level, and. whether it is used with native or

non-native speakers of English iil probably all be relevant variables.

4.8 The relationship between doze and a measure of English 1)rofidiency

Pearson Product Noment Correlations were computed to try to

throw light on the following relationships:

a) Cloze total score & EPTB total & subtests (Table 4.12) (Table 4.15)

b) Intercorrelation of deletion rates (Table 4.13; Table 4.16)

c) Cloze deletion rates & EPTB total and subtests (Table 4.14; Table 4.17)

d) Each test (i.e., every text, every deletion rate) with EPTB Test 3
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(Table 4.18)

e) Each test with TB Test 4 (Table 4.19) and total (Table 4.20)

f) Intercorrelation of texts (Table 4.21)

g) Cloze texts and EPTB total and subtests (Table 4.22)

4.8.1 Results

The results of the coxnpa.rison between doze total scores and.

TB are seen in Table 401 2

TABLE	 4.12

Relationship between total doze score and TB (an. students)

TB Total	 Test I
	

Test 2	 Test 3
	

Test 4

Cloze total
score	 + .66	 + 034

	
+ .43	 + .55
	 + .64

P <001	 n = 139

A moderately high correlation (+0.66) is shown with the

total measure of English proficiency, which is taken to mean that doze

is measuring a degree of language ability, but that either it measures

an area of E1 proficiency not tapped by TB, or that doze is not a

language proficiency test by the standards of traditional tests (on the

assumption that TB is a reliable and valid measure of that proficiency).

The latter conclusion would appear to confirm Carroll' a finding (Carroll

et a]., 1959) that doze is not a measure of individual ability.

Comparison with the subtests reveals the fact that doze is

relatively unconnected. with whatever is tested in the phoneme die-
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crimination test, Test 1, and the intonation test, Test 2 (.34 and .43

respectively). This is not surprising in view of Oiler's claim that

doze is an integrative test, testing integrated skills, instead of dis-

crete items or sub-skills. Since no dictation test was administered, it

is impossible to confirm Oiler's finding that doze is most highly corre-

lated iith this "integrative" test0 However, Test 2 is felt to test much

more than just "intonation and stress", and would seem to approach a

general listening test, in which case one might have expected a much

closer relationship with doze. Test 3 is itself a sort of doze test,

and so higher correlations were to be expected than were in fact achieved

(055). However, it is not a random deletion doze, the deletions having

been selected on syntactic criteria0 Although there is clearly a reading

component in this subtest, it is assumed by the withor to be a test of

graimnatical relations. The c].oze tests presumably tested more than the

ability to predict graminatical relations, since the deletions included

all possible form classes; yet the highest correlation between doze

and the subtests is found with Test 4 (.64), which explicitly tests

grammar. One can only conclude that the doze tests are testing to a

considerable degree something called 'graxnmar" which is more closely

connected with the "grajnmr" tested by the discrete sentence items of

Test 4 than that tested by the text of Test 3. This would appear to be

an argument against Oiler, since Test 3 is to be presumed more integra-

tive than Test 4.

It was hypothesised that if doze tested aspects of glish

language proficiency, a more frequent deletion from the text would relate

more closely to TB than would a less frequent one. Also, the absence
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of context (as achieved in deletion rate 4) would canse students to rely

more on their grammatical abilities than their semantic abilities, whereas

the presence of more context (as achieved by deleting only every 14th word)

would enable students to use their semantic and discourse-rhetoric-hunting

abilities. Therefore, deletion rate 14 would be much less closely related

to Test 4 than would deletion rate 4, and the levels in between would show

an increasing relationship as they neared deletion rate 4. It was further

expected that the correlation between deletion rate and su.btest would de-

crease as the su.btest became less a test of integrative skills, and. more

a test of discrete skills. Table 4.14 shows that whilst the latter by-

pothesia was confirmed, since low or zero correlations were achieved with

Test 1, the former hypothesis was not confirmed.

TABLE	 4.14

Relationship between doze deletion rates aM KETB, total & sub-tests

(all students)

14

.43

.33

.31

.37

.24

Deletion rate

TB total

lest 4

Test 3

Test 2

Test I

	

12
	

10

	

.44
	 .50

	

.50	 .49

	

.31
	

.34

	

.25	 038

	

.26	 029

p (.01 Except

8

.41

.45

.41

.20

.1 7++

6
	

4

	

.43
	 .52

	

.40	 .48

	

.39	 .51

	

.28	 .29

.25

xi = 139

++ = p >.01< .05
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There is no consistent change in the relationship between

doze and EPTB as the deletion rate changes although deletion rate 4

correlates markedly higher with EPTB Test 3 than do the other deletion

rates, and deletion rate 14 correlates markedly less with EPTB Test 4

than do the other deletion rates. It does seem from this evidence, how-

ever, that whatever doze measures, it is measured more or less equally

by any deletion rate. It is noticeable that individual deletion rates

correlate less with KPTB than does a total gained from a series of

measures.

Just as the correlation of the total doze score with EPTB

increased from Test 1 to Test 4, so too the correlation of individual

deletion rates and EPTB increases from Test 1 to Test 4. Usually the

highest correlations (although still at a fairly low level - from .31

to .51) are achieved with Tests 3 and 4.

zrther, it appears from Table 4.13 that the individual doze

tests are not measuring the same thing, since they have low intercorrel-

ations, although the correlation with the total doze score is approxi-

mately the same for each deletion rate (from .62 to .68). In view of

the above, this is remarkable. Perhaps the answer is that the only thing

each deletion rate has in common with the others is the measurement of

EFL ability, and that this is only a small part of whatever these tests

are measuring.

However, two factors may have invalidated the statistical

analysis. Firstly, the assumption was made that the variation in textual

difficulty was negligible, or at least could be ignored because a range

of texts had been given, and that for any deletion rate, approximately
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equal numbers of students had taken each text0 It could be that the

difficulty of text had not been cancelled out, and so further correl-

ations were computed to investigate the effect of changes in textual

difficulty on the relationship with EFI proficiency0

Secondly, blank tests were counted on the assumption that

the student had found that particular deletion rate too difficult, and

that zero was therefore a reflection of test difficulty. Some students

left two or three tests blank, while scoring moderately or even very

well on the remniniig tests. This could have reduced the correlation.

However, on correlating £PTB and doze results only for those students

who attempted every doze test in their booklets, the deletion rate

correlations remained about the same as for all students (Tables 4.15,

4.16 and 4.17)0 The differences were unpatterned, and there were as

many cases of higher correlations as of lower correlations (5)0 For the

correlation of deletion rate with. EPTB, the coefficient was in general

lower, with only three out of 36 substantially higher than data including

blank tests, and with six correlations failing to achieve the 5% signifi-

cance level. In all cases, however, the relationships remained the

same - i.e., the correlation with deletion rate increases from Test 1 to

the Total, the intercorrelations of deletion rates remained low, and the

correlation with the doze total remained moderately high at .61 to .74.

Thus it seems reasonable to conclude that the effect of zero scores is

about the same for each deletion rate, and that the difference between

rates has been preserved. Farther analyses will therefore ignore the

effect of those students who only completed two or three of the doze

battery of six tests, whilst it imist be conceded that the fact that this
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happened is a weakness of the study.

In general, the number of subjects that had taken any one

doze test and EPTB was so low (around 10 per test) that few correlations

of TB with individual doze tests had a coefficient significantly

different from zero (Tables 4.18, 4.19, 4.20). Fewer significant

correlations were noted between doze tests and. Tests 1 and 2 of EPTB

(ii and 14 out of 72) than between doze and Tests 3, 4 and. the Total

(22, 23 and 27 respectively). This, of course, corresponds to what was

discovered about the relationship between KPTB and the deletion rates in

general.

Why should some tests show significant correlations, and

others not? No one text achieves a consistently high correlation (Table

4.20).



Deletion
rate/text

Al

A2

Bi

B2

Cl

C2

Dl

D2

El

E2

Fl

P2

8

115

'is

'is

+074

'iS

115

'is

+063

+073

'iS

+.84

'is

6

NS

+.65

+.86

115

'is

115

'is

^.71

+.69

NS

115

+.78
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TABLE	 4.20

Relationship between individual doze scores and EPTB Total

14

NS

'is

'is

'is

+063

+.80

—.67

'is

'is

'iS

+.60

12

115

NS

+.64

NS

+.81

'is

115

+.65

115

NS

'is

'is

10

+.61

+.80

115

NS

'is

115

'is

-.72

+061

+.89

+.67

'is

4

NS

115

+.76

+079

'is

+.70

'is

+071

115

+67

+053

'iS Not significantly different from zero

Although Text D2 correlates five out of six times significantly (p < .05)

.ith the EPTB total score, one of these correlations, Text D2 at deletion

rate 10, is high negative, whilst the rest are high positive. One can

hardly be expected to place much trust in these figures, since it is

intuitively unlikely that deletion rate 10 measures something entirely

opposite from that measure by deletion rate 12	 same text. It is

presumably due to chance that those students tRHng Test D2 at deletion
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rate 10 were poor in their English ability and good on doze, Similarly,

no one text achieves a consistent zero correlation with EPTB. Although

Text B2 does not correlate with Test 3 of EPTB (Table 4.18), it does

correlate significantly at deletion rates 12, 6 and 4 with Test 4 (Table

4.19), and at deletion rates 8 and 4 with the EPTB Total (Table 4.20).

Wo one deletion rate has consistently high or low correlations with any

part of PTB?.

In short, the results of the correlations are inconclusive in

that they do not provide definitive proof of the thesis that deletion

rates on some texts will have a greater relationship with Engli sh pro-

ficiency than deletion rates on other texts. If it is true that car-

relations between deletion rate and proficiency meastardo not vaz from

text to text, it is perfectly valid to ignore textual differenc for the

purpose of exrnnining the relationships between EPL proficiency and various

doze deletions,

The question that now arises is whether any text, because of

its language, is a better predictor of ETh proficiency than amy other.

It might be expected that the comprehension of a difficult text (e.g., i)

involves greater ETh proficiency than the comprehension of an easy text.

Since the relationship between deletion rates and. TB is approximately

the same for all deletion rates, it seems valid to ignore the deletion

rate a student took on any given text, and so to regard, say, Text B2 at

deletion rate 10 as equivalent to Text B2 at deletion rate 12 or deletion

rate 4, for the purpose of this analysis.

In general, the intercorrelations between texts are fairly lair

(Table 4,21) with 25% not significantly different from zero, Text P2



EPTB/Teat

Li

A2

Bi

B2

Cl

C2

Dl

D2

El

E2

Fl

P2
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seems to have the least relationship with the others (6o not significant)

arid Text Fl seems to have the most relationship. The most difficult texts

tend to have a. lower correlation with the other texts, and the easiest

texts tend to have a higher correlation. The fact that the texts have low

intercorrelations indicates that they have little in common arid that

therefore the type of text used. in a doze test has a great influence on

the results obtained.

TABLE	 4.22

Relationship of text to EPTB, Total and subtests

Test I

NS

KS

039

KS

.38

.24

.26

KS

.33

KS

.28

KS

Test 2

.45

KS

.45

.27

KS

KS

P.29

.25

.47

024

.41

KS

Test 3

.37

.38

KS

.43

.46

.31

.41

.38

.49

037

.38

.43

Test 4

037

049

.37

.66

.46

.34

050

.36

059

.33

.51

.44

Total

047

.39

045

.55

.50

.39

.47

045

.59

.39

.51

.45

KS Kot significantly different from zero
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As expected, the correlation between text scores and TB

scores (Table 4.22) increases as the su.btest changes from aural to

reading, and from involving discrete sub-skills to involving more

general and global skills. However, again, the grammar' test (Test 4)

correlates more highly for virtually every text than does the modified

doze test (Test 3), and the correlation with the Total is more or less

the same as the correlation with Test 4 for every text.

No one text has an obviously closer relationship with E

proficiency than any other, although Texts B2, El and Fl do get some-

what higher correlations than the rest. Although there are no obvious

differences between texts in their ability to predict scores on EPTB,

the lower correlations tend to be with those texts that had a high doze

average score - i.e., the easier texts - and there is also a tendency

for the more difficult texts to have a higher correlation with EPTB,

especially with the total EPTB score. Thus, one might tentatively con-

clude that the ability to read apparently difficult text is more related

to English proficiency than the ability to read an apparently easy text.

It must, of course, be remembered that the texts provided here do not

represent the extremes of ease and difficulty for texts, at least for

foreign students, and it is conceivable that had much more difficult and

much easier texts been used, clearer results might have been achieved.

That both the comprehension of difficult and easy texts, and

successf'al completion of EPTB may (indeed, probably do) involve factors

other than EFI proficiency, such as general 104 verbal fluency, associa-

tional fluency, test-taking abilities, etc., is not denied. These

factors simply cannot be isolated using the data presently available0
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The object of this study has been twofold.0 Firstly, to see

if any deletion rate or text or a combination of the two could be seen

as the "best buy" in the prediction of EFL proficiency0 The answer to

this question has not been found. No deletion rate correlates OOflSi8t-

ently more highly with EPTB than any other, nor does the comprehension

of any one text show a meaningfully closer relationship to E1 profi-

ciency than any other. Only 9 out of 72 tests consistently showed

significant correlations with KPTB, and. of these nine no one is notice-

ably much better at prediction than any other.

The second aspect of the study, which, in a sense, is the

first aspect from a different angle, was to see whether different texts

or different deletion rates measured different aspects of EFL proficiency,

or the same aspect in different amounts. No evidence was found for the

notion that either texts or deletion rates measure different aspects of

EYL proficiency as measured by EPTB, but some slight evidence was found

to suggest that perhaps the more difficult texts are somewhat more

closely associated with EFL proficiency than the easier texts. Very

little evidence was found to indicate that more frequent deletion has a

closer relationship with EFL proficiency than less frequent deletion.

The evidence was by no means conclusive, and farther studies would be

necessary before even tentative conclusions could be made.

4.9 Summary and conclusions

The major results of this exploratory study into the effect

of changing certain variables on doze scores, with non—native speakers,

are as follows:
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I. There seem to be significant differences among doze tests con-

structed by deleting words at different frequencies0 However, these

differences are not in any consistent direction.

20 Deleting every fourth word results in a doze test which is always

significantly harder than any less frequent deletion. In other words,

to ellniate the effect of deletion frequency, there should always be

at least five words of context either side of a blank.

3. A different analysis showed no significant differences between

deletion rates 14, 12, 10 and 8.. This suggests that there ought always

to be at least seven words of context around each blank.

4. The graphs of doze scores show a tendency for doze scores to

increase steadily from deletion rate 4 to deletion 10, after which the

graph line levels out. This suggests that at least nine words of con-

text are necessary either side of a blank before the effect of deletion

frequency can be considered to have been eliiniriited.

5. There is an interaction between text difficulty and deletion fre-

quency. When texts are not aggregated, there is no consistency whatso-

ever in the significant differences. On some texts all the deletion

rates are the same, on others they are all different, on some texts only

one deletion rate is different, whilst on others only one deletion rate

is different from the rest although it is a different deletion rate

from that on other texts.

6. There seems to be no relationship between doze and Fog. Cloze dis-

criminates among texts that Fog indicates are similar, and fails to dis-

criminate among texts that Fog indicates are different. If Fog is a

valid measure of readability for non-native speakers, then doze is not.
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If dome is a valid measure of readability for non-natives, then. Fog is

not0 However, it is possible that Fog is valid for native speakers, and

doze valid for non-native speakers, in which case one would. conclude

that the nature of readability for the two populations is different.

7. Cloze did not distinguish all the texts from all the others. It is

difficult to say whether this is because doze is insensitive to subtle

differences, or whether the texts really were similar in difficulty.

8. There is little difference between deletion rates 8, 6 and 4 on the

ranidng of texts according to their difficulty. The less frequent

deletion rates do not agree, however, and it is not clear whether this is

because words were deleted infrequently or because the tests were less

reliable.

9. Although there were variations in. the correlation of different

deletion rates with a measure of proficiency in English as a foreign

language, the differences were small, and no consistent change in the

coefficient with change in deletion frequency was observed. However,

the intercorre].ation of the different deletion rates was very low.

100 Text an.d deletion rate seem to interact on the correlation with

proficiency but, again, no consistent pattern emerged. No "best buy"

of combinations of text and. deletion rate could be recommended..

11. Difficult texts tend to correlate higher with proficiency than. do

easy texts0

12. Cloze relates more to a test of gram mar than to a listening test,

or a phoneme discrimination test0 This is contrary to previous re-

search. The correlation with grammar was higher than that with a modi-

fied rational doze procedure. No evidence was found. that doze is
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more integrative than discrete point.

13. Even the overall correlation with proficiency was only moderate.

The variables studied do seem to have had an effect on c].oze

scores, but the picture is far from clear. To some extent, this is due

to the design of the pilot study, where students took a large number of

doze tests in order for many different texts and deletion frequencies

to be sampled. What is needed now is a closer study using more reliable

doze tests, where the subjects are able to complete their doze tasks.

This would involve giving them fewer doze tests - probahly only one -

to complete, in order to ensure maximum performance on each test.

The extremes of deletion frequency have been shown to be, in

the case of deletion rate 4, consistently different from and harder

than less frequent deletion, and., in the case of deletion rate 14, con-

sistent].y the same as more frequent deletion rates. Therefore, further

study should concentrate on the intermediate rates: 6, 8, 10 and 12.

A. reduced number of texts is also indicated, which should be

different from one another according to a seri of criteria, not only

the Fog Index. Obvious differences in difficulty would enable clearer

results to emerge, both for the measurement of proficiency and also for

the interaction of difficulty and deletion rate.

A fuller study should also investigate the effect of the

scoring procedure on doze scores, and its interaction with the other

variables.

Finally, the effect of these variables on the performance

of non-native speakers needs to be compared with their effect on native
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speakers, to see if there are qualitative differences which could

throw light on the nature of the c].oze task.
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CHAPTER 5

The Design of the }lain Study

Following on from the pilot study, it was decided to investi-

gate three variables in the doze procedure: text, deletion frequency

and scoring procedure0 It was hypothesised that these variables and

their interactions would have an effect on doze scores, both for native

speakers of English, and for non-native speakers. It was hoped that by

using the same tests and procedures with both populations, it would be

possible to compare their performances. At the same time, it was hoped

to be able to exrnnine doze as a measure of proficiency in English as a

foreign language, and to explore the relationships between doze, a tra-

ditional discrete-point test, and a more integrative test.

5.1 Hyiotheses

The following are the null forms of the hypotheses the study

was intended to test:

Ia. There is no significant difference between doze scores when

deletion frequency cbzrnges.

lb. There is no significant interaction between deletion rate and text

for easy, medium and difficult texts.

2. There is no difference in rartkg of texts by different deletion

rates.

Subhypothesis: There is no difference in ranking of texts by

different deletion rates when scored by different methods.

3a. There is no significant difference between exact nd other scoring
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method8.

31,. There is no significant difference between deletion rates when

scored by exact word, and when scored by other methods.

4a. There is no difference between deletion rates as measures of pro-

ficiency in English as a foreign language (EFL).

41,0 There is no difference between texts as measures of proficiency in

EEL.

4c. There is no difference between scoring methods as measures of pro-

ficiency in EFL.

4d. There is no interaction between deletion rate, text and scoring

method as predictors of proficiency in EFL.

Hypotheses 1, 2 and 3 would be tested with native and non-

native speakers of English; Hypothesis 4 with non-native speakers only.

The native speakers would be aged 14 to 15 the non-native speakers

would be adult learners of English as a foreign language, and post-

grathiate foreign students of subjects other than English.

5.2 Design outline

The Algerian experiment had. confirmed previous findings by

other investigators that a deletion rate of less than five is always

more difficult than deletion rates of five and above. The pilot study

had also suggested that deletion rate 14 did not add any information

not alreaiy provided by deletion rates 10 and 1 2 It was thus decided.

to abandon the fourth-word deletion rate, and the fourteenth, and to

concentrate investigation on deletion rates 6, 8, 10 and 12, where

results bad indicated the asymptote of a negatively accelerated curve

was to be found.
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It was farther proposed to limit the number of texts used,

but to have a greater range of difficulty. 'The pilot study shoved that,

on the whole, the texts chosen, although similar in difficulty to texts

used by the subjects in class, were probably too difficu].t, and in many

cases the close was incapable of discriminating among them. It was

decided to use three texts only - at the "easy", "medium" and "difficult"

levels of readability. Since readability formulae, or at least the Fog

Index, seemed incapable of predicting close difficulty for non-natives,

it was decided to determine the difficulty levels of texts by a variety

of techniques, including the judents of experienced teachers of English

as a foreign language (Section 5.3).

Five scoring methods were elaborated for use on the cloz.e

tests. (Section 54)

There were thus three independent variables - deletion rate,

text difficulty and scoring method; one dependent variable - the' doze

score; and, for non-native speakers, one external criterion - a measure

of proficiency in English as a foreign language. The design was a 4 x

3 x 5 factorial, and, since each subject would take only one close test,

it was a straight full factorial with replication, orthogonality being

assured by equal numbers of subjects in each cell. Random distribution

of tests would ensure equivalence of cells, and, in the case of the non-

native speakers, equivalent EPL proficiency, which 'would in any case be

checked by analysis of variance0

503 Selection of texts

5.3.1 Texts

Eight texts were chosen to represent an apparent range of
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difficulty for EFL students0 The style common to all was "imaginative

writing", since it was felt to be the only style one could assume all

students, of whatever background, to be familiar with, and since exposi-

tory material would seem to present problems of content and especially

vocabulary difficulty. The texts were taken from readers and textbooks

commonly used with foreign learners of English. The authors' /

publishers' intentions as to recipients were noted, as was the approxi-

mate level of difficulty intended, as indicated by the blurb. In

addition, one apparently very easy text was chosen to help the graders

establish the low point of difficulty. The easy text was at the 500-

word level (as defined by Oxford University Press and L.A. Kill). The

other eight texts ranged from L.A. Bill' a 750-word level, through

stories simplified to the 2,000-word level of the General Serv-ice List,

to a short story intended for native speakers and occasionally used by

the author of this study with university level students of English as a

Foreign Language (for details, see Table 5.1; for samples of the texts

and the instructions given to raters, see Appendix B).

5.3.2 Neasures

These texts were then assembled in a booklet in random

order and. given to 19 experienced teachers of EFL to rank in order of

difficulty. These 19 raters were also asked to assess how difficult

each text might be for a notional supper intermediate" foreign student.

The results are presented in Table 5.2. Raters were remarkably con-

sistent in their judgments of the three easiest passages, and. fairly

consistent in their identification of the most difficult passages, but

there was less agreement on the order of texts of medium difficulty.
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Nevertheless, the coefficient of concordance (KendaLL's w) was .88

(p <.001) which indicates high, although not perfect rater agreement,

and a high reliability level for these ratings. It was thus considered

appropriate to rank the texts in ternis of the sum of the judges' rankjng.

Several measures of, text readability traditionally used o

texts intended for native speakers of English were also applied to the

passages to attempt to gain further information on the relative diffi-

culties of the texts, despite the fact that the previous study had. showi,

Fog to be a totally inadequate predictor of doze difficulty. The re-

sults of the calculations, and the intercorrelations of aD. ten measures,

are shown in Table 5.3.
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TABLE	 5.3

Ten different methods of estimating text difficulty:

Ranks:

Criterion	 1	 2 3 4 5	 6	 7	 8	 9

Text L	 1	 1	 1	 1	 2	 1	 1	 1.5 1

B	 8	 7767	 7	 6	 6	 7

C 405 4 5 4 1	 4	 4	 3	 4

D	 2	 2 3 2 6 5.5 2 1.5 5

E	 3	 3234	 2	 3	 5	 2

F	 9	 9889	 9	 9	 9	 8

G 4.5 5 4 5 3	 3	 5	 4	 3

K	 7	 8998	 8	 8	 7	 9

J	 6	 6 6 7 5 5.5 7	 8	 6

10 Total rank

1	 11.5	 1

8	 69	 7

4	 37.5	 4

2	 31	 3

3	 30	 2

9	 87	 9

5	 41.5	 5

7 80	 8

6	 62.5	 6

Iendall'a Coefficient of Concordance V = ea 	 704 p<0O1

1 = Publishers' intention

2 = Teachers' rgs

3=FOC

4 = SMOa

5=Coleznanl

6 = Colaan 2

7 = Dale—Chall

8 = Word frequency

9 = Flesch

10 = Teacher judgment of difficulty
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The Fog, Smog, Flesch and Dale-Chal]. measures are well known.

Fog, Smog and Plesch are essentially measures of word. length (on the

assumption that length is related to familiarity and difficulty of words)

and sentence length (supposedly a measure of sentence complexity) whilst

Dale-Chall, which includes a sentence length measure, measures presumed

word difficulty by counting the number of infrequent words (frequency

defined as appearance on the Dale-Chall word list of 3,000). The Coleman

I and 2 measures (Th.tmbers 5 and 6 in. Table 5.3) comprise two fonnu.lae

based., unusually, on doze scores for the MilJ.er-Coleinan passages. For-

mula 1, basically a count of monosyllabic words, is said to predict 74%

of the variance of the mean doze score that would be gained by subjects

similar to those used. in the original investigation. Formula 2 is an

extension of this, including a sentence length measure, and is . said to

predict 80.5% of the variance. The two formulae proved to be the worst

predictors of teachers' ratings of difficulty of text for non-natives,

bat their validity as predictors of doze scores of non-native speakers

remains kn own...

Measure 8, word frequency, is simply the percentage of words

not on the Dale-Chafl. list of 3,000 words. It is, as noted above, part

of the Dale-Chall formula, but was used separately to see if the

omission of "sentence length" would result in more or less valid pre-

diction. The results ,seem to show that better prediction of teachers'

gradings is gained when sentence length is also taken into account.

Measure 10 is distinct from teachers' rankings in that raters

were asked to judge how difficult or easy a text was for upper inter- -

mediate students. The gradings were summed, and texts ranked accordingly.
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In general, this measure correlates slightly less well than teachers'

rankigs with the other measures, except, interestingly, for the

correlation with the publishers' intentions. In other wo:rds, the best

way to find out bow difficult publishers thi ric texts are is to ask

teachers how difficult they think the texts are..

The coefficient of concordance (Kendall's w) for all ten

measures is .88 (p (.001), indicating that these measures have a great

deal in common, and are r mcing in substantially the same way, with

reasonable reliability. The best measure appears to be Bumber 2

(teachers' rax3kinga) which has the highest mean correlation (.91).

5.3.3 Decisiq

Text A had been introduced merely as a marker of the base-

line of difficulty, but it was not intended to use it in the main study

because it seemed to be idiosyncratic in style, with an abnoznally high

redundancy, obviously written for begiim4g learners of English. The

next easiest text was Text D, and so this was chosen to be the "easy"

text. The most difficult text was clearly Text F, and thus became the

"difficult" text. The median text was somewhat more problematic, but

since Text a, ranked 5, was most commonly considered of medium diffi-

culty, it was selected as the "medium" text. Therefore, Texts D, F and

G were used in the main study as the basis for "easy", "difficult" and

"medium" doze tests respectively.

5.4 coringProceduras

5.4.1 Review of procedures

As reported in Chapter 2, several investigators have found.
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that the amy-acceptable scoring procedure is better for non-native

speakers than the exact word method, although it appears to make no

difference to the estimates of readability and the correlations with

validating criteria with native speakers.

Other scoring procedures have been less frequently investi-

gated, especially procedures giving credit for grammatical correspondence

between the deletion and its restoration by subjects.

The original studies of doze investigated only scoring pro-

cedures which gave credit to responses which were semantically related

to the deletion, and did not consider procedures giving credit for

rammaticaly related responses. In fact, despite the claim by Anderson

(1972) that a TMconunonly investigated scoring procedure . . . is giving

partial credit for responses of the same grammatical olas as the deleted

word", little evidence to substantiate this remark has been found.

Marshall (1970), Moores (1967) and Odom, Blanton and Nunnn1ly (1967) all

used a form class score in their investigation of the langiage abilities

of deaf children, but none of them investigate the procedure as such.

The earliest reference to a vaguely grammatical doze score

was found in Hafner (1964), who used a "GCIL" score, - i.e., allowing

credit for responses which, although semantically incorrect, were

grammatically correct. Unfortunately, no details of this procedure are

given. Re found that this CIA score was a worse predictor 0±' marks on

a reading methods course (presumably, reading achievement) t1ian the exact

doze procedure (correlations were 047 and .65 respectively), and that it

was less closely related to measures of intelligence than the exact word

score0 More surprisingly, the GCIA score only correlated. at .61 with the
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exact doze score0

Borniuth (1965b) classified his doze responses as follows:

EGO: exact word, grammatically correct; EGI: exact word, grammatic-

ally incorrect; SGC: synonym of deletion, grammatically correct; SGI:

synonym, grammatically incorrect; UGC: unrelated semantically to

deletion, grammatically correct; UGI: unrelated semantically, gramm.a-

tical].y incorrect. His findings included the fact that scores based on

grmmnatical].y correct responses correlated positively with his criterion

of comprehension (reading achievement scores), but that scores based on

gritnmatically incorrect responses correlated negatively or not at all

with comprehension0 Be also found that the correlation with compre-

hension increased with an increase in the similarity of the meimig of

responses to the deletion. (The correlations of comprehension with the

scores were: EQC .82, SGC .64, UGC .55). Borxnith concluded that "a

subject's comprehension of a passage is dependent upon both his ability

to interpret sentence structure correctly, and to understand the content."

He also suggests that the results indicate that the comprehension of a

passage is incomplete when the doze response is not the exact word.

Farther, the discriiriiation among passages was greatest with the EGC

score - thus, the exact word method is best. Unfortunately, Borniuth did

not sum the EGO, SGC and UGC scores and correlate the result with his

criterion. It is conceivable that a grammatically correct score would

correlate highly with comprehension. His results may not be applicable

to non-native speakers - one does not expect native speakers to make

many grammatically incorrect responses - but unfortunately he does not

give details of his procedure, and so it is not clear what exactly
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"grammatically correct" is0 It could conceivably have a variety of

-meanings: being from the same form class or having the same grammatical

function as the deletion, or having the same tense, number, etc. as the

deleted word0 It could even mean responses which do not violate gramma-

tical constraints of the context, regardless of the grammar of the

deleted item.

Oiler (1972) investigated 8COring methods with non-native

speakers of English, but he did not use a pure grrnnmRtieal score. In-

stead, he had. several procedures which weighted differently acceptable

responses, responses violating long-range constraints and responses

violating short-term constraint. He discovered that a scare based on

any acceptable response (violating no contextual constraints),

correlated. best with his criterion (the UCLA. LPE), better even than

a score which had the following component weighting: 2 (exact words +

acceptables) + long-range violations + short-range violations. In other

words, no increase in validity was gained by allowing responses that

violated constraints (although only partial allowance was made). How-

ever, what Oiler doeB not highlight, but what emerges from the results,

is that allowing even ungrammatical responses - "I goes" for "I go" -

in the above scheme resulted in gher validity coefficients than the

pure exact word score Cr = .82 and 75 respectively). There is reason

to assume, therefore, that unweighted form class scores - or other

measures of sensitivity to grammar - may result in higher validity with

non-native speakers than the exact-word-only score.

Anderson (1972) investigated four scoring procedures with

non-native speakers of English (ESL) in Papus. New Guinea, with partial
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credits for certain types of response: i) verbatim only; 2) synonym

(verbatim, 1 point; a synonym, 1/2 point); 3) alternative response

(exact, I point; each response that "made sense", was grammatically

correct in terms of number agreement and fitted the syntactic pattern of

the context, 1/2 point); 4) grammatical daBs score (exact, 1 point;

"each response of the same grrmmRtical class as the deleted word,

regardless of number or tense", 1/2 point). He found that the four pro-.

cedures were ecjually effective in discriminating between the three

passages used, and all four procedures ranked subjects similarly. Be-

cause the reliabilities of most of the procedures were high, Anderson

concluded that the exact word method is best (i.e., since all procedures

seem to be measuring the same thing, the easiest method is to be

preferred). Again, however, because each procedure was weighted in

favour of the exact word method, the conclusions should. be  interpreted

cautiously. What is needed is a comparison of simple unweighted scoring

procedures, where any response is either correct or incorrect according

to the criteria for that procedure.

5.4.2 rajmnatical scoring procedures

It was decided to use the following three grammatical

scoring procedures with both native and non—native speakers, in order

to measure sensitivity to syntax.

i) Same form class: If a response is a member of the same form class

as the deleted word, it is counted correct; if not, it is incorrect.

}lu.lti—word answers are incorrect; the semantic fit of the response is

ignored.

Broadly speking, traditional practice, Fries (1952) and. Bormuth were
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followed in detormiiiing form class membership. The class of function

words was for this purpose subdivided into nine groups. The listing of

classes used follows, together with the number or letter Fries (1952)

attaches to each class:

Proper noun (i); noun (1); pronoun (1); verb (2); adjective (3);

adverb (4); verb particle (4); co-ordinatixig conjunction (E); suboz'-.

dinating conjunction (a); "not" (C); "there" (H); preposition (F);

determiner (A); auxiliaxy (a & B); intensifiers (D); question words

(I).

However, inevitably, problems arise with this procedure, and

arguments of the nature "Is this the same form class as that?" abound.

For example, is "as" in the same form class as "like" and "than", or is

it a preposition? Is "Standard j" the same form class as "Standard

asa"? Are "He was due to QN and "He was able to " equivalent?

\irther problems were posed by sentences like "The shop window was

broken", where "big" replaces "shop". Clearly the function of the two

items is the same - modifier - and this function just happens to be

realisable by different form classes. However, both seem equally pre-

dictable and valid gremmtically thus the production of one rather than.

the other does not necessarily reveal differing degrees of sensitivity

to syntax.

There is also the problem of degree of severity of error.

For example, in the contexts 1) "He gazed dreamily at the ptist

preacher." and 2) "They fought in order to sit next to Monroe.", the

replacement of "Baptist" by "yellow" (different form class) is of a

different order from the replacement of "next" by "yellow" (again,
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different form class). In fact, "yellow" in the first example, although

from a different form class, is a more acceptable error than "beside"

would be as a response to the second, although it is, presumably, from

the same form class.

For these reasons, the following scoring procedure was also

• used:

2) cceptable form class, same function: If a response was from a form

class which was acceptable in the context of the item, it was scored as

correct, provided that the response had the same grammatical motion as

the deleted item. Grammaticality of concord, number, tense, etc., was

ignored. Answers of two or more words were incorrect.

This procedure riled out replacing the noun in the first

example below with a verb, as in the second:

i) He felt the cool night air on his back.

2)	 felt the cool night blowinR on his back.

since the function of air is head of the noun phrase acting as object

of the verb felt whilst blowing is a predicate relating to night, and

its use necessitates a reinterpretation of night as head noun, sentence

object, rather than noun adjunct modifier of a noi'inal.

For this purpose, determiners and modifiers were regarded as

performing separate functions. Thus, in the environment

so].d. . . • . . . . . . .horses.

"some" and "old" were not considered equivalent.

As a guide to this scoring procedure, the following examples

are offered. in an four cases one alternative would not be regarded as

being an acceptable replacement for the other:
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the environment end be from an acceptable form class, but it need not

have the seine function as the deletion, provided that the function it

does have is appropriate grammatically.

This means that in certain circumstances co-ordinating con-

junctions can be replaced by subordinating conjunctions, in other cases

not, as in the examples below0

1) had enouh, money . . •	 • • • he bought a Rolls Royce.

2) John • because . . Maj went for a walk.

Semantic relatedness is, of course, ignored, as is semantic

appropriacy. Multi-word answers are incorrect.

This procedure is presumed, to be some measire of the sub-

ject' s ability to respond grawinatically, of his mastexy of syntax,

which is especially appropriate for non-native speakers. For native

speakers, one would expect high or m primim scores with this procedure.

In addition to these grammatical scoring procedures the

exact word method, and the "any acceptable word" method were also used:

5.4.3 Any acceptable word:

One of the main objections to the use of an "any acceptable"

scoring method for doze has been that it is particularly difficult to

decide what is acceptable and what is not. Is it, for example,

acceptable to replace "Mr Vaughan" (Text D) with "Mr Smith", although

no "Mr Smith" has been mentioned before in the text, amid will not be

mentioned later? What one marker chooses to call acceptable may well

be unacceptable to another marker, who may be using narrower criteria.

It is possible that one judge considers stylistic infelicities to be
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unacceptable, whilst another judge W1]. find them acceptable0

A farther problem of such a scoring procedure is whether any

one judge is capable of being consistent - will he judge the same res-

ponse from the same person in the same manner on two different occaSiOns?

In order to investigate these two problems of marker intei-

agreement and reliability, the foflowing study was set up.

5.4.3.1 The task

Ten native speakers of English, all experienced teachers of

English as a Foreign Language, all studying for the LSc. or the Ph.D.

in Applied Linguistics at Edinburgh University, were given a copy of a

doze test, uncompleted, and a list of responses to that doze test made

by the native speaker subjects of the main study. For each doze test

item, the marker was to judge whether the responses provided were

acceptable or unacceptable. No further guidance as to the nature of

acceptability was given. .An unacceptable response on the list was to be

underlined, the acceptable responses to be left untouched0

The resulting list of acceptable and. unacceptable responses

for each judge was used as the basis of a scoring key for a computer

scoring procedure. Computer scoring ensured 100% objectivity of scoring.

The scores produced - hereinafter referred to as the judged scores - were

taken to be the judge& criterion scores.

After at least one month had elapsed, the same judges were

given a set of 30 doze tests booklets, completed by the native speaker

subjects of the main study, and. were asked to mark them for acceptable

responses. If acceptable, a response scored 1; if unacceptable, a

response scored 0. All the investigator required from the judges was
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the total score of acceptable responses for each individual.

It was then possible to compare marked scores for different

markers, and. jided scores for different judges, thus gaining measures

of inter-marker and inter-judge agreement0 It was also possible to

compare the marked score of each marker with his Iuded score to produce

a measure of marker reliability.

5.4.3.2 The text

The text used for this study was the medium difficulty text

used in the main study. Preliminary investigations involved giving all

three (difficult, medium and easy) texts to all judges, with the res-

pective lists of responses (provided by the native speaker subjects)

and	 for judnents of acceptability as outlined above, The

different texts were then compared for amount of marker agreement, and

it was discovered that both the easy and the difficult texts had. a high

proportion of responses which were judged as either entirely unacceptable

or entirely acceptable by the judges, whereas the medium text had the

highest number of indeterninately acceptable responses, in that fewer

judges agreed on the acceptability of responses. So as not to bias the

results by choosing a text on the acceptability of whose responses most

of the judges agreed, the medium text was chosen for the investigation.

5.4.3.3 Follow-ups

A further study resulting from this investigation was carried

out. This study involved seven of the previous native speaker judge/

markers, and seven non-native speakers of English also as judges. All

of the latter were students of Edinburgh University studying for the

LSc. in Applied Linguistics. The countries of origin of these non-
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native speakers were India, Pakistan, Bong Kong, Malaysia, Brazil,

Italy and Nigeria

Using the same c].oze test, a Bet Of doze test booklets, this

time completed. by the non-native speakers of the main study, was given

to the judges to mark for acceptability.

It was possible to investIgate the amount of marker agreement

on non-native speaker responses, and to compare the agreement of native

and non-native speaker markera. It has been suggested in the literature

that whilst native speakers may well agree on acceptable responses, non-

native speakers will not agree on the acceptability of responses, neither

among themselves nor with native speakers.

Overall, including the follow-up study, the following

measures are possible:

1. Native speaker judes/markers

a) reliability of mark-remark (judged score - marked score intez'-

correlations) for each judge/marker, based on native speaker

responses

b) agreement, by judge, with all other judges of native speaker

responses (judged score interco rrelations)

c) agreement, by marker, with all other markers, of native speaker

responses	 non-native speaker responses (marked score inter-.

correlations)

d) overall agreement on judged scores (Kendall' a w), native speaker

responses

e) overall agreement on marked scores (Kendall' a w), native and

non-native speaker responses
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2. Non-native speaker markers

a) agreement, by marker, with all other non-native markers, of non-

native speaker responses (marked score intercorrelations)

b) overall agreement on non-native speaker responses (Kendall' a w)

3. Comparison of native - non-native speaker markers

a) native vs. non-native overall agreement on non-native responses

b) native - non-native speaker marker agreement on non-native

responses

5.4.3.4 Results and. discussion

For convenience, the tables of results are labelled and

numbered in exactly the same way as the above listing of possible mea-

sures, preceded	 by the numbers 5.4.

An exRmination of these tables gives rise to the following

comments and conclusions.
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TABLE	 5o4.la

Native speakers:' Reliability of mark-remark (correlation of judged

score and marked score, for native speaker responses)

Pearson Product Noment

Judge 01	 .93

Judge 02	 •095

Judge 03	 .96

Judge 04	 .97

Judge 05	 •095

Judge 06	 .96

Judge 07	 .96

Judge 08	 .97

Judge 09	 098

Judge 10	 .97

U = 30
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TABLE	 5.4.lb

Native speakers: Agreement, by judge, with all other judges, of native

speaker responses (judged score intercorrelations)

Pearson Product Moment

Judge

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

	

02	 03	 04	 05	 06	 07	 08	 09	 10

	

.98	 .94	 .97	 .95	 .96	 .96	 .96	 .97	 .97

	

095	 .97	 .96	 .97	 .97	 .98	 .96	 .97

	

.93	 .96	 .94	 .95	 .98	 .96	 .93

	.96	 .98	 .97	 .97	 .97	 .99

	

097	 .97	 .97	 .97	 .96

	

.98	 .97	 .98	 .98

	

.97	 .98	 .98

	

.97	 .97

.97

n=30
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1) It is quite clear that native speaker judges are capable of judging

and marking doze tests (filled in by native speakers of English)

for acceptable responses, and this they do with a high degree of

reliability (Table 5.4.la). No reliability coefficient was lower

than .93. Not only are the subjects given more or less the same -

score the second time round, but they are also given almost exactly

the same rank relative to the other subjects. It is clear that this

is true for all the native speaker judges, not just some of them.

2) Native speakers agree with each other to a remarkable degree as to

the acceptability of responses. Despite the fact that the medium

text was chosen since it showed the greatest amount of marker dis-

agreement on the acceptability of individual responses, the actual

scores produced by the acceptable procedure by different markers

intercorrelate highly (from .92 to .98) (Kendall's V = .91). In

other words, what disagreement there is is trivial, and confined to

odd (i.e., deviant) and infrequent answers. What disagreement

there is therefore barely affects the overall score for individuals.

3) The somewhat higher intercorrelations for judged scores for native

speakers (from .93 to .99) could be due to two things; a) the fact

that the judged scores were computer marked, and are tIme 100%

objective, or b) the lower objectivity of the marked scores (i.e.,

markers gave credit for one response for one subject, but not for

another subject). Nevertheless, the difference between the marked

score intercorrelations and the judged score intercorrelations

seems trivial, and hardly invalidates the genera]. conclusion that

native speakers can reliably score doze tests by the "any acceptable
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word" procedure, and that they agree very closely with each other

on the scores they give to native speaker sabjects.

4.

TABLE	 5.4 le

Overall agreement, native speakers, marked scores

1) marking native speakers

Kendall's V = .91

average Spearman rho = .90

2) marking non-native speakers

Kendall's V = .95

average Speax!nan rho = . 94

There is essentially no difference in the amount of agreement as to the

acceptability of non-native speaker responses compared with the agree-

ment on native speaker responses (Table 5.4.1 e). .& native speaker

marker is just as capable of marking non-native speaker responses as he

is of marking native speaker responses.
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5.	 TABLE	 5.4.2a

Agreement, by non-native speaker/marker, with a.0 other non-native

markers of non-native speaker responses.

Pearson Marker	 3	 32	 33	 34	 35	 36	 37

31	 .95	 .89	 .94	 .94	 .80	 .94

32	 .88	 .97	 .96	 .86	 .94

33	 .89	 .91	 .84	 .92

34	 .96	 .88	 .92

35	 .89	 .94	 .94

36	 .87
n = 30

TABLE	 5.4.2b

Overall non-native speaker agreement on. non-native speaker responses

Kendall's W: .93

Average Spearman rho = .92

Non-native speaker markers have a high amount of agreement amongst them-

selves as to the acceptability of close responses. Intercorrelations

range from .80 to .97. (Table 5.4.2)
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6 '
	

TABLE	 5.4..3b

Agreement of non-native speaker marker scores with native speaker

marker scores, on non-native speaker subjects' responses.

Pearson Proauct Moment

Native speaker/
	

11
	

12
	

13
	

14.	 15
	

16
	

17
non-native
speaker
	

31	 .93	 .93
	 .86	 .90	 .94.	 .93

	 .96

32	 .9'	 .914.	 .90	 .89	 .94.	 .94.	 .95

33
	 .94	 .92	 .84	 .95

	
.91
	 .93	 .93

34.	 .95
	 .9'	 .90	 .95

	
.95
	 .96

35
	 .96
	

.96	 .91	 .92
	 .96	 .96
	 .96

36	 .90	 .91	 .85	 .89	 .91	 .92	 .89

37	 .95
	 .96	 .88	 .96	 .98	 .96	 .96

n =

Non-native speakers agree in a].]. essentials with native speakers as to

the acoeptability of responses. Or rather, if there is any disagreement,

it has little or no effect - the subjects' scores ren"-1n virtually the

same.

The general conclusion, then, must be that contrary to common

opinion and supposition, a high degree of agreement can be gained by

native and. non-native speakers of Erg1ish as to the acceptability of

close responses provided by both native speakers and. non-native speaker

subjects. The "any acceptable" close scoring procedure is thus perfectly

feasible in non-English spek1iig countries as weil as in English-speR1rhg

countries.
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Moreover, because of the high agreement amongst markers, it is

unnecessary to have a battery of judges deciding on the acceptability of

responses. One judge should. be adequate, since it has been shown that

all judges are capable of scoring for acceptability reliably and. in a

manner which agrees with what other judges would. have dane.

In view of the large nuiiber of clo2e tests used. in the mn

study, and. the high nuixiber of different responses provided. by the sub-

jeots, it would be highly impractical to engage a panel of judges to

decide on acceptable responses. This short study showed that this is

not only impractical but unnecessary. The judgment of acceptable res-

ponses, in preparation of a computer scoring key - which ensures 100%

internal reliability - was therefore undertaken solely by the author.

As a final check on the validity of this prooedm'e, however, when the

scoring of Test MI 2 had. been completed. for non-native speaker subjects,

the results were compared with the scores produced. by- the h i, native and

non-native speaker judges, end the correlations are tabulated. in Table

5.5.

TABLE	 5.5

Correlation of author's scoring (SEMAC = Semantically Acceptable Score)

with non-native and. native speaker markers, individually, b3r - sabgroups,

and. overall.

a) Pearson PThduot 1onient

i) with native speakers

	

II	 12	 13	 11.	 15	 16	 17
	

Combined.

	

SEMkC .98	 .97	 .94.	 .95
	 .98	 98	 .98	 .99
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2) with iaon-native speakers

	

31	 32	 33	 34.	 35	 36	 37	 Combined.

	

SE&C .93	 .96	 .94.	 .96	 .97	 .89	 .97	 .98

3) with overall score, based. on 14. markers

r = .99

The interoorrelations were uniformly high (from .89 to .99),

both with ind.ivith2al markers and with the combined mark from 14. markers,

so it can be safely concluded that this author's judgment of acceptabi-

lity of responses corresponds very closely, for all practical purposes,

to the judgments of other educated native (and non-native) speakers of

English. The "semantioa.l].y acceptable" procedure used in the main study

can thus be considered a valid procedure.

5.14 .4. Sunnny

In addition to the exact word. scoring procedure, four other

scoring procedures were investigated: i) any semantically acceptable

word., 2) any gramlnfttioally acceptable restoration, 3) any restoration

from aXl acceptable form class with the same grammatical function as the

deletion, and. 4.) any restoration from the same form class as the

deletion.

5.5 Administration procedure

Having selected the three doze texts of differing difficulty,

it was then necessary to submit them to four deletion procedures.

The first two or three sent enoes were left intact as a lead-

in, and then, counting from the 
tb word (n = 29 for the easy (E) text,

31 for the medium (It!) text and. 32 for the difficult (D) text), every
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6, 
8th, 10th or 12th word was deleted, leaving a total of fifty de-

letions and giving a total, of four tests per text and. twelve tests in

all. This figure of 50 is held. by Bormuth and others to provide enough

items for a reliable result to be achieved., and. it is also thought to

provide an adequate sample of the text; for readability estimates. When

fifty words had. been deleted. from the passage, the test was terminated.

at the end. of the sentence then in progress. Each word was replaced by

a fifteen-space-long line, preceded by the number of that item in the

text. Thus the first word. deleted. was replaced by 	 I	 ,

the second by	 2	 , and. so on. This format was chosen be-

oanse it was felt to 'be less disturbing of the reading process for the

subjects to fill in deletions in the passage, rather than on a separate

sheet of paper, or even in the margin of the same sheet, however con-

venient these might be for data processing. Furthermore, subjects would.

be able to revise the text and their restitutions as a whole, seeing the

restorations in context0

Each of the resulting twelve tests was prefaced. with a one-

page instruction sheet contaiiig the standard Bormuth instructions

(Bormuth, 196z.b), which were slightly altered. to allow for the fact that

both parts of hyphenated words, whether free or bound. forms, were de-

leted, and which included. a short four-item example . (Samples of the

instruction sheet and. the 12 tests are found in Appendix D.)

The tests were arranged in sets of twelve, in sequence,

begi'ining with the D text; at deletion rate 6, followed by the M text at

the same deletion rate, the E text, and. so on through the deletion rates.

This was done to prevent cheating from one's neighbour, so the booklets
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were distributed, in this fixed. order. It was assumed. that subjects had.

distributed themselves randomly in class, there being no reason to

assume that subjects of particular linguistio abilities would. always

position themselves in regular patterns, thereby countering the random-

ness of the booklet distribution. each subject took only one of the

possible 12 tests, in accordance with the experinntal design; viz., a

full factorial, with replication, subjects being independent.

Subjects were given as much time as required to complete the

tests; nevertheless, some subjects either did not complete their test or

restored. less than half the items. These tests were removed from the

subsequent analysis, the assumption being that their poor performance

was doe to poor reading abilities.

Obviously the words deleted by the above deletion system were

different for each deletion rate, with mad.mum overlap between deletion

rates 12 and. 6, and. some only between all deletion rates. It could.

therefore be argued. that any difference that shows up between deletion

rates is not due to the rate of deletion - i.e., to the number of word.s

between deletions - but rather to the nature of the deletions. Con-

ceivably one deletion rate could. remove a greater percentage of content

words than another, and thus gain a lower close score.

Borimith (1964.0) reports on an investigation into whether any

one deletion form was equivalent to any other possible form at the same

deletion rate - i.e., whether deletion rate 5 deleting the 5th, 10th,

15th • • . words gave the same close score as the same rate starting at

the 6th word, or similarly for forms starting at the 
7th, 5th and. 9th

words. He discovered. that even when there were 50 items in the test,
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significant differences still ed.sted. between the forms for eight out

of the twenty passages used. ( p.(.05), and. conc].ud.ed. that afl. possible

patterns should be used when investigating any pazticular text by means

of the doze0

In the present case, this would mean six different forms at the

6th deletion rate, eight at the 8th rate, anci so on, giving 36 tests for

four deletion rates on one text alone. This would presumably solve the

problem if the results for each form were averaged to give a score for

each deletion rate. Whilst adding the scores for matched. subjects from

different forms may be valid for readability studies, it seems less valid

for studies of comprehension and. language ability, since, in effect, sub-

jects on different forms would. have been exposed. to different texts.

In any case, 36 tests per text would. be well beyond. the scope

of this study, whose purpose was to investigate the claim that varying

the deletion rate has no great effect on the doze score. This claim it-

self ignores the fact that different words are deleted. by different

rates. However, some attention could. be given to the problem by looking
that those items where overlap occurs - e.g., the 48 word. of text is Item

4 at deletion rate 12, Item 8 at deletion rate 6 and. Item 6 at deletion

rate 8. One would look to see if the scores for different amounts of

context on either side of the deletion are in fact the same (as

MacGiriitie claimed.) or different,

Details of the aRiwvi stration of the proficiency measures to

the non-native speaker subjects are given in Chapter 7. Similarly, de-

tails of the subjects used. in each part of the study precede the results

of the relevant part - i.e., Chapter 6 for native speakers, and. Chapter 7
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for non-native speakers. For ease of comparison of native and. non-

native speaker subjects, Chapter 7 duplicates Chapter 6 but with diff e-

rent subjects. Those aspects of the non-native speaker study peculiar

to itself are therefore dealt with separately in Chapter 8.

5,6 Measures of proficiency in English as a foreign language

With non-native speakers, it was decided to use two measures

of !FL proficiency: a standardized test of traditional design, the

English Language Battery, and two "integrative" dictation tests. The

English Language Battery is described in Section 5.6.1, whilst Seotion

5.6.2 presents, at some length, a review of the literature on dictation,

especially if its relationship with the doze procedure, and. a des-

cription of the tests used. in this study.

5.6.1 The English Laiguage Batt

The following description of the English Language Battery

(ErA) is taken from the test manual:

"The English Language Battery (Bk) is a proficiency test

English as a foreign or second language. Its primary purpose is

to distinguish students who have sufficient command of English to

pursue their studies in institutions of higher education where the

language of instruction is English, from those who will experience

varying but serious language difficulties. In difficulty level it

is suitable for good. intermediate and advanced learners."

The test has two parts, Listening and Reading, of multiple-

choice format. Part One (Listening) has four tests: Sound Recognition,

Intonation, Stress, and Listening Comprehension, of the following

nature:
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1. Sound Recognition (100 items). One English word is read. out on

tape. This has to be matched to one of three English words printed.

on the answer sheet.

e.g., /bit/ is heard on tape, and.

on the answer sheet is seen

bit	 bet	 bat

()	 ()	 ()

2. Intonation (10 items). A short sentence is printed on the answer

sheet, together with three alternative interpretations of the

speaker's intention. The sentence is read out on the tape with a

distinctive intonation pattern.

e.g., He speaks fl1'li'\/ 'i	 This probably

a ( ) is a request for information.

b ( ) expresses grea surprise.

c ( ) is a straightforward statement.

3. Stress (10 items). A short sentence is printed spaced into sylla-
bles. The same sentence is read on tape with the tonic located on

a partio1ar syllable. The student has to indicate the syllable on

which he thinks the sentence stress falls.

e.g., There's a let - ter for you.

C) C) ()	 ()	 ()	 C)
li. Listening Comprehension. (30 items). The items consist of very short

exohanes between two people. The first remark is recorded on tape,

a is not written down. What is written down on the answer sheet

are various alternative continuations or answex to the spoken re-

mark, and. the students have to choose the one that is most likely.
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e.g., "W±U you come with us on a picnic tomorrow?" (on tape)

a ( ) I'd. like to if the weather is decent.

b ( ) Vhen do the suimuer holidays start? 	 (Panted on

o ( ) I'm sorry, I was too busy.

a. ( ) I haven't seen you for ages.	 sheet)

Part Two (Reaain) has three tests: Grnmmr, Vocabulary,

and Reading Comprehension, of the following nature:

5. Grammsr (5o items). Most of the items concern the choice of the

most appropriate grammatical alternative in a given context.

e.g., ............ of rain in Scotland..

a( ) It's slot

b() Thislot

o ( ) There's a lot

8. ( ) It's lots

6. Vocabu1ar (50 items). No context is used for single words, ath

only a minimal amount for compound. lexical items.

e.g., enterti7ai?1g

a() amusing

b ( ) lauh('ig

o ( ) me8.i-i-'ig

a. ( ) generous

7. Reading Comprehension (20 items). Pour short passages for compre-

hension which are supposed to represent the sort of material stu-

dents might be expected. to be able to process are followed. by a

series of multiple-choice questions, aimed largely at tapping
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inferential skills.

Reliability

The Kud.er-Richard.aon (21) reliability estimates reported. in the

manual are .97 for the total test, .93 for Part One, arid. .96 for Part Two.

VaLi&ity

The internal validity coefficients are reported. as follows for

a oup of 320 non-native first-year stud.ents from Scottish and. English

universities and. colleges of ed.ucation.

1	 2	 3	 4.	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10

I Sound.

2 Intonation .6

3 Stress	 .58 .49

4. List. Comp. .72 .68 .50

5 Part I	 .93 .73 .69 .89

6 G.rpsnm-r	 .68	 .68	 •14.0 	 .77	 .77

7 Vocabulary .63 .52 .26 .69 .68 .78

8 Read.. Comp. .59	 .58 .46 .69	 .70 .67 .62

9 Part II	 .71	 .63 .39 .79 .79 .93 .93 .80

10 ELBA Total .85 .71	 .56 .89 .94. .90 .87 .79 .96

The externa. validity correlations were calculated. for two

criteria:

1) end. of term examination in English language, 3 months

after testing

2) teacher ratings, made at the same time as the testing

The coefficients for 1) are reported. as being around. .80,

whñ1t those for 2) range from .61 to .91, depending on the subgroup
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being used. Only one correlation is reported with the other major test

of English as a Foreign Language used in the United Kingdom - the English

Proficiency Test Battery (EPTB, or Davies Test), for which the coeffi-

cient, based on 59 subjects, was .68.

It would appear from these figures that the ELBA is a reliable

and valid measure of proficiency in English as a foreign or second lan-

guage, and. is thus suitable for use in this study.

5.6.2 Dictation tests

In view of certain experimental results obtained by Oiler in

his investigations into the doze procedure and. dictation (see Chapter 2

for a brief jritroc3nction), it was decided to investigate the dictation

further.

5.6.2.1 Review of the literature

What follows is a' comprehensive review of attitudes toward.

dictation and. experimental results gained in its use. This is intended.

as an introduction to the problems presented by dictation, and. to the

actual design of this study.

The following quotation from Lado is typical , of the testing

experts' attitude to dictation for the last fifteen to twenty years.i

"On critical inspection it appears to measure very little

of language. Since the order of words is given by the ernniner as

he reads the material, it does not test word. order. Since the words

are given by the ey,,mer, it does not test vocabulary. It barfly

tests aura]. perception of the exaniner's pronunciation, because the

words can in many cases be identified by context if the student

does not hear the sounds correctly . . . . Spelling and. a few
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matters of inflection and. punctuation can be tested through dicta-

tion, but the complicated. apparatus of dictation is not required. to

test these matters." (Lado, 1961)

David Harris said, "As a testing device . . . dictation must

be regarded as generally both uneconomical and imprecise." (Harris,

1969)

Wilga Rivers, whilst pointing out that dictation could be a

useful technique "for verifying whether students have learned to make

certain discriminations among sounds", and. that, at an advanced. level,

it can be used. as a "test of the student's knowledge of combinations of

letters which traditionally represent specific sounds, and as a test of

his knowledge of structural elements, particularly those of a morpholo-

gical nature", concludes that it presents many problems for the tester.

Typically, students do not pay attention to the meaning of what they are

writing, nor to the way the segments being dictated. fit into the whole

passage. It also tests auditory memory, and probably even temperament,

in which case "it cannot be considered a valid test of listening com-

prehension alone", and. is probably best used only as a teaching exercise

(Rivers, 1968).

The general objection on the part of the experts to dictation

seems to have been that whatever areas dictation does test are better

(i.e., more reliably and validly) tested. in other manners, and. that

there is a great deal of wasted data collected. by a dictation.

Although dictation has continued. to be used as a teaching de-

vice, there seems to have been a general agreement that it was an un-

respectable testing device, so that even those who went into print to
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advocate its use in class never went so far as to suggest that it might

be used. in a test. About as far as people d.ared. go was to suggest, as

Rivers did, that

"it oan be used as part of a group of tests aimed at determining

all-round skill in handling the language, but it is doubtful

whether it reveals anything which has not already been identified

by other tests in a well-designed battery - in which case its con-

tribution to the result may be considered largely redundant."

It was only rarely that dictation was defended. in front of the

experts. H.).. Cart].edge (1968) defends dictation for its face validity

and. relevance (stenographers need dictation), and. maintains that it

gives practice in oral comprehension, since by transferring from spoken

to written language we prove we have understood. exactly what has been

said. (a claim that Lad.o et al. would. disagree with). He also claims

that dictation involves more than spelling abilities, that it "obliges

students to contextualise and. discriminate"; it is "an excellent way of

assessing a student's grasp of current speech". Unfortunately this ful-

some praise of dictation's virtues is based on virtually no evidence

other than the anecdotal:

"If I write from dictation 'I read the letter and underlined the

important parts of it with a red biro', I use my knowledge of

English to distinguish between the two uses of / red. /. If I am

unaware of the need. for different spellings, I may not do this

correctly, but if I am aware of it, the context of the words
obliges me to use the appropriate spelling in each case."

This is, of course, true, but it is also true that one can be "unaware
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of the need. for different spellings", and. still understand. spoken

English. Whatever.it is, dictation is clearly not oray a test of

listening comprehension, which is why it lurked in disfavour for many

years. It used. to be axiomatic in language testing that each test item

should be unambiguously testing one skill or subzk-tfl.

Now that integrative and global tests have become respectable,

a reconsideration of the nature and. usefulness of dictation has become

inevitable, and. its cause has been taken up in recent years by Oiler and.

others. Q1]points out that he was not the first to see the virtues of

dictation. Most of the advocates of dictation he mentions, however,

were chary of suggesting that it be used. as a language test. Sawyer and.

Silver (1065) and. Finocchiaro (1958) emphasise the usefulness of dic-

tation as a classroom teohnique only. Rebecca Va].ette (196Z.) investi-

gated. the use of the "dictée" in French lessons, and discovered. that it

was a good predictor of overa.l]. language proficiency. She also dis-

covered. that practice in dictation, which improved performance on the

dictation test, also reduced the abiity of dictation to predict lan-

guage proficiency. Practice appeared to result in "greater awareness

of the written language" as measured by her writing test, but it did not

produce better scores on the grammar subtest than lack of practice, and.

it resulted. in significantly lower scores on the oral comprehension

test. She concluded. that "proficiency in dictation does not • . imply

proficiency in other aspects of French language learning." In her hand-

book, Modern Language Testing (1967), she mentions the disagreement

amongst specialists as to dictation's usefulness as a language test, and

concedes that the "art of taking d.iotation is a specialized. skill". She
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avoids controversy by saying that "whatever dictation lacks theoreti-'

cally, dictation scores in practice correlate very wel]. with overa].].

achievement." She neither advocates nor condeunis its use, she simply

points out that it is used. and that further research is necessary.

This is different from the support Oiler gives the use of

dictation. His goal is unashamedly no longer discrete items testing

discrete sldl].s, but a global test testing overall competence and pro-

ficiency. In Oiler (1971) figures are produced. which, it is claimed.,

show dictation to be the best single measure of the totality of English

language sld.11s being tested on the UCLA ESLPE Form I • In this study

dictation correlated hIghly (.86) with the ESLPE Total score. However,

there are several points to be made about his data, which he does not

mention. I)	 the subsections of the test correlate highly with the

Total, only Phonology achieving a coefficient of less than .77.

2) Composition, not dictation, has the highest correlation with the

Total. 3) The section weightings are not given. i i.) Dictation corre-

lates most highly with Composition and. Vocabulary, one of which is pre-

sumably integrative, and. the other discrete; and. least with Phonology

(.57), which is surprising, since both it and dictation deal with

listening. It is not enough to claim, as Oiler does, that dictation is

integrative, and Phonology discrete, because of the correlation with

Vocabulary mentioned above. 5) No details of how the dictation was ad-

ministered and scored are given. It is impossible to say that spelling

is not the major element in what is tested by dictation if one does not

provide evidence that spelling was ignored in the scoring system.

Nevertheless, Oiler claims that previous authorities have been refuted
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by this evid.enoe, that dictation correlates more highly with every other

part of the test than does any other part, and. thus that dictation is the

"best single measure of the totality of English language sld.11s being

tested.".

Some of the above criticisms are answered. in Oiler and. Streiff

( 1 975), where because of similar criticism from Rand. (1972), he dis-

covered, errors in his figures and. reworked. them. More importantly, he

recognised that the differential weightings of the part tests would.

-	 affect the correlations. (For the record., these were Vocabulary, 20;

C-raimnar, 25; Composition, 25; Phonology, 15; Dictation, 15.) The re-

worked correlations give increased. correlations between dictation and

the other parts. With the Total it goes up from .86 to .91 4 , with Voca-

bulary from .67 to .72, with G.rn-,nm from .6L to .65 and. with Composition

from .69 to .72. Only with Phonology is there no change. Moreover, the

point made above about the correlation of the Total with Composition is

no longer valid. Dictation now has clearly the highest correlation (.94

versus .85). Also, the correlations of dictation with the other sections

are higher (.85) than any other section with the remaining sections. It

looks very much as if Oiler's thesis is borne out by the evidence. How-

ever, still unexplained are the following points: i) Why does dictation

correlate just as highly with Vocabulary (discrete) as with Composition

(integrative), and least with Phonology? 2) Although Oiler gives d.e-

tails of the aiithlstrative and scoring procedures, it is clear from

the latter that spelling errors are considered. equivalent to phonolo-

gical, grammatical and lexical errors. From a maximum possible of 15

points for dictation, one quarter-point is deducted. (and. pnJy one
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quarter-point per word, regardless of how many errors were present in

that word) for clear errors in spelling ("shagrin" for "grin

phonology ("long hair" for "lawn care"), grammar ("it became" for "it

becomes") or choice of wording ("huxnaziity" for "mankind"). Since no

details are given of the relative frequency of spelling, phonological or

other errors, one still does not know whether the scores were largely

made up of spelling errors, in which case the test was a spelling test.

3) There is no explanation for the fact that Vocabulary, Crarnrn, and.

Composition all had. approñmately equal correlations with the renthth"g

part-tests (albeit higher than Phonology and. lower than dictation). Yet

this is surely worthy of at least a comment, since Vocabulary and Grammar

are to be presumed discrete tests, nd Composition an integrative test.

Of the studies investigating the relationship between the doze

procedm'e and. other measures of EFL proficiency, Darnsll' S study (19.68)

was the first to report on the relationship between doze and. dictation.

With a sample of 4.0 college students, he found that the highest corre-

lation for dictation was with the Gates Reading Survey (.78), and that

the next highest was with the o].ozentropy test (.63). Lower correlations

of .59 and .4.8 were obtained with the Lad.o Oral Comprehension Test and. an

oral interview respectively. Unfortunately no details were given of the

dictation other than. that it was marked on a 100-point scale, marks being

deducted for mistakes in grammar, punctuation and spelling. Darnell him-

self makes no comment on the nature of the dictation or its correlations

with -the other tests, other than to say that the correlation with dozen-

tropy justifies further investigation of clozentropy. It is, however,

interesting that dictation seems to be ire closely related to reading
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tests than to tests of oral ability, regardless of the "integrative" or

"discrete" nature of either. If, of course, the dictation scores were

heavily biased in favour of spelling and. punctuation, this would not be

too surprising, but it is noteworthy that the dictation as used in this

study does not relate closely to any other ].isteniiig comprehension mea-

sure, (Darnell later found that clozentropy related most closely with

the Listening Comprehension section of the TOET. This was taken by

Oiler to be further evidence of the similarity between c].oze and

dictation.)

Oiler and. Conrad. (1971) looked at the relationship between

doze and. the UCLA ESLPE Form 20, and. discovered that close correlated

most highly with dictation. Their figures are as follows:

Vocabulary
	

Reading
	

Grammar
	

Article	 Close

Dictation	 .59
	 .80	 .60	 .17	 .82

Cloze	 .59
	 .80	 .58
	

.33

The sample size was 35 only. Unfortunately, again no details are given

of the nature of the dictation, or of how it was scored.. Tor are any

details given of the relative weightings of the parts of the ESLPE. As

we have already seen, and as we will see again, this is most important.

It is nevertheless interesting that close and dictation seem to have

approxLmate].y the same correlations with the other subsections of the

battery, although, of course, they could be measuring different parts

of the variance of these subsections and they are both closely associated.

with the reading test.

Oiler (1972) is primarily concerned, with the close prooednre,

and so does not report the intercorrelations of dictation and the rest
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of the UCLA ESLPE Form 2A Revised used. in the study. He does, however,

report the correlations between doze and. dictation for three different

difficulties of text, and. two scoring methods (exact and acceptable) of

the doze. No details are given on the nature of the dictation passages

or the scoring procedure. The correlations range (there are eight in

all) from .68 to .85. The higher correlations are for more difficult

texts and. the acceptable scoring method.. In fact, in every case, using

the aooeptab].e method. to score doze increases the correlations with

dictation. Moreover, the doze correlations with dictation are higher

than with any other subtest; only the Total, as expected., correlates

more highly with doze. However, the weighting of the subtests is known

this time: Vocabulary, Reading and. G.rnnmar all weight 4.0 points; dic-

tation weighs 90 p:ointa. One would thus expect any correlation of dic-

tation and. the Total to be fairly high, and. similarly, doze correlations

with dictation and. the Total would be expected. to be similar. One would.

also expect higher correlations with a test which spreads subjects out

over a wide range (i.e., 90 points), then one which has a lower range

end., therefore, spread. (i.e., 4.0 points). This could. be  the reason for

the way the three 4.0-item tests correlate with close at appro.mately the

same level, ath that dictation correlates at a higher level. One must

conclude from the evidence reported. that dictation and. close are related.,

and perhaps more so than the other subtests, but that we cannot be sure.

To have added more to our knowledge about dictation, this study would

have had. to report the correlations with the other subtests, to have

given us more information about the dictation, arid, to have allowed for

differential weighting of the subtests. Oiler also ran partial corx'e-
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lations of the close tests, and. the four sections of the ESLPE, and. in

every case dictation had. the highest correlation with doze. Conversely,

when dictation was held. constant, the other three subsections had. lower

correlations with oloze than when other subsections were held. constant.

.Afl. of which implies a reasonably close relationship between doze and.

dictation, if it were not for the caveat mentioned. above. Oiler says

that this close relationship is due to the fact that dictation, like

doze, and. unlike the other subsections of ESLP, is a complex, irite-

grative task which requires "active hypothesis testing and. analysis by

synthesis . . . Both the close tests and. the dictation require analysis

by synthesis where the en,iriee has to generate responses," since the

testee's ability to do dictation is "very much limited by his own capa-

city to rapidly synthesize meaningful sequences in the language."

Before looking more closely at what Oiler claims dictation is

testing, one should finally report on a study carried out by Oiler, Atai

and. Irvine (197k) which looked at close, dictation and. TOE. This time

there are details of the passages used - one thought easy, one difficult;

the procedure used. - the dictations were read three times in all; and

the scoring procedure is given - the number of words appearing in the

original sequence were counted.. Misspelled words were not considered.

incorrect as long as no phonological rule of English was being violated -

e.g., "oomunity" was considered. correct, but "proplem" for "problem" was

not. Presumably this dictation cannot be said. to be a test of spelling.

The question of weighting mistakes is not raised.. Briefly, the results

showed a fairly high intercorrelation of the two dictations (.85) (given

that the two dictation passages had. a high interoorrelation, and. showed
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little difference in their correlation with the TOEFL subtests, only

the total dictation correlations will be reported) as well as fairly

high correlations for the dictation total with both exact word doze

(.69) and acceptable doze (.7). Of the TOEFL subtests, dictation

correlated most highly with the Listening Comprehension subtest, and

lowest with Vocabulary (.69 and .47 respectively). However, it also

correlated inod.erately highly with English Structure (.63). Reading

Comprehension and Writing ..bility were more closely related to doze

(.67 and .66 respectively) than to dictation (.53 and .52). For the

doze, the highest correlation was with the Listening Comprehension

subtest (.76), higher even than the correlation with dictation. The

researchers conclude that TOEFL provides little information other than

that provided by doze, the dictation and the Listening subtest, there-

fore one should not separate skills and components of skills in a test

battery; one should use, instead,"task—oriented tests that require the

praatic use of language for coim,iiinicative purposes". Whatever one

thinks of that, it is reasonably clear that dictation is closely related

to various measures of E1 ability, one of which is the doze. Why this

should. be is perhaps less clear.

In the 1971 article Oiler maintains that dictation as a valid

testing technique is supported by theory as well as data. He is referring

to theories of listening comprehension which assert that speech perception

is an active process. The listener must extract an intended set of words

from a sequence of sounds du.ring dictation, and in effect he reconstructs

the message. This is why, he claims, students reproduce "scientists from

many nations" as "scientists' examinations", or "they never made" as

"they are never made".
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Clearly the student is not recording information faithfully,

like some automatic mechanism, but is in some fashion processing the

sounds he hears into words, phrases arid sentences, and, presumably, in-

terpreting as he proceeds0 Oiler suggests that a dynamic process of

analysis by synthesis is involved.. In other words, the processes re-

quired for succesafa]. performance on dictation are the same as tbose

required for listening comprehension, and so dictation is justified

theoretically. (of course, one has no certain knowledge that analysis

by synthesis is required for either dictation or listening comprehen-.

sian.) Oiler does not consider the next stage, involved in dictation

but not in listening comprehension, namely, the transfer from sound to

marks on the page. Be merely clainis that "dictation tests a broad

range of integrative skills", without specifiying what these are. lie

goes on to associate ar'alyticai. objective tests with Bloomfieldian/

Chomskyan linguistics, and maintains that these views treat language as

a self-contained unit, apart from communication0

"If it is indeed true that language cannot be successfilly explained

apart from its use as a medium of coirnmi yrication, it would follow

that analytical tests of language competence which remove linguis-

tic units from the mepningful contexts in which they occur are apt

to be less valid than integrative tests which are more relevant to

conmitinication skills." (i.e., dictation)

Why this should rule out more traditional listening comprehension tests,

such as ELBA Part 1, Test 4, is not clear0 "Dictation is apt to provide

a more comprehensive sampling of the integrative skills involved in the

understanding of complex English structures than the more isolative and
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analytical objective tests0" Yet of the skills Oiler says the student

is tested on in dictation, namely, i) the ability to discriminate

phonological units, 2) make decisions concerning word boundaries in

order to discover sequence of words and phrases that make sense (i.e.,

that are grammatical and meaningful), and 3) translate this analysis

into a grapheniic representation, only the last one is required by

dictation alone, since the others are clearly involved in any test of

listening that uses sentences. Yet only the last skill (the ability to

translate this analysis into a graphemic representation) is unaccounted

for in his theoretical account of what happens in a dictation.

However, Oiler dismisses the criticism that we do not know

what dictation tests by saying,

"If we knew all the psychophysical details of the process, we

would no doubt soon have a listening machine for the deaf arid a

reading machine for the blind . . . Is it necessary to know

exactly what a test is a test	 in. order to make use of it?"

In a later article (Oiler arid. Streiff, 1975), he develops

his theory of the nature of dictation somewhat, and quotes Neisser

(1967), Cooper (1972), Liberman et al (1967) and Chomsky and Haile

(1968) as proposing and. supporting a model of active, analysis-by-

synthesis speech processing. He then goes further, and. claims that the

listener' a mechanism for comparing the synthesis ith the incoming as-

quence of sounds is a grammar of expectancy. "The perceiver formulates

expectancies (or hypotheses) concerning the sound stream based on his

internalised grammar of the language" - i.e., dictation is a measure of

the efficiency of grammar_based expectancies.
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In this model, the listener/dictatee forms a crude notion of

what is being talked about, and then analyses "in a deliberate, atten-

tive, sequential fashion" in order to put on paper what he has heard0

Examples like "scientists from many nations" becoming "scientists'

examinations" are proof of an active analysis by synthesis0

"Since the dictation activates the learner's internalized

grammar of expectancy, it is not surprising that a dictation test

yields substantial information concerning his overall proficiency in

the language."

This, of course, leads to the conclusion in Oiler, Atsi, and

Irvine (1974) that

"the test modality has a negligible effect on the results when

what is being measured taps a source necessarily common to both

writing and apek-ng skills, namely, the learner' a underlying

language competence, or intern1ised expectancy grammar."

Hence the high correlation between dictation and doze.

Have the experts been refuted? Is everything said by Lado,

Harris, Rivers and others no longer valid? The question of dictation' s

reliability has not been dealt with, and thus we cannot conclude that

dictation is or is not reliable. The primary concern has been with

validity.

Rivers' claim that dictation is redundant is still true,

since dictation appears to correlate highly with other types of tests.

It would appear, therefore, to add nothing to the information already

being provided by various test batteries as to individual language

proficiency. or has Oiler countered the claim that dictation is un-
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economical. £Lthough he maintains in Oiler and Streiff (1975) that

there is no "dead data 0 in a dictation, he produces no evidence to

prove this. It is likely that, although it is tru.e that a student may

make a mistake anywhere in the text, most students do not, and for any

one student, most of what he writes is correct. Harris' claim that

dictation is imprecise would be claimed as a virtue by Oiler if by im-

precise is meant "not discrete"0 Similarly, that dictation is not a

valid test of listening comprehension alone, would be regarded by Oiler

as an advantage, and as further proof that dictation is an integrative

test. Lado's point that dictation does not test aural perception is in

any case doubtful, since part of what is called listening comprehension

is the ability to use context in order to recover misheard words and.

one cannot use the context without understanding it. Similarly, his

point that the order of words is given by the tester is tiue for the

speaker, as Oiler points out, but not necessarily for the listener, who

must in some sense reconstruct the message. Itistakes made on dictation

by students often involve changes of word order. In general, Lado' B

claim that dictation measures very little must now be disputed.

Apart from Lado' s points referred to above, what was said by

other experts remains substantially valid. '1iat has happened to change

things is twofold.. First, there has been a change in testing values

and objectives. It is no longer n'mbiguously important to isolate a

skill or subekill for testing purposes, especially since it has become

clearer that this is rarely possible. Spo].sky (Jones and Spolsky,

1975) asses the battle between discrete-point and integrative tests

has almost been won: "With most of the big guns now on their side, the
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integratera have not yet squelched some discrete practitioners." Thus

what was said by previous experts, the discrete practitioners, about

dictation is still true, but its implications are different0 Secondly,

some empirical data on dictation has at last become available0 Pre-

viously, the ibject had been dismissed out of hand, largely because of

the prevailing intellectual climate. Even Valette, whose results are

now quoted as proof of the value of dictation, hesitated to recommend

dictation as a testing technique.

And what, in conclusion, does this data tell us about

dictation?

1) It seems clear that dictation is related to overall language profi-

ciency, since correlations of from .78 to .94 have been achieved

with tests of linguistic proficiency.

2) Dictation correlates highly with composition (.72), vocabulary

(.65), a reading survey (.78), doze (.82, .86, etc.), clozentropy

(.63), reading (.80), other dictations (.85), listening comprehen-.

sion (.76) and English structure (.63), at least.

3) It correlates less highly, and in some cases poorly, with phonolo-

(.57), oral comprehension (.59), oral interview (.4.8), article

(.17), vocabulary (.61, .47) and grammar (.6).

4) The correlations with dlo7e range from .68 through .75 to .85.

The evidence from 2) and 3) is contradictory and thus moon-

elusive. Dictation appears to correlate both high	 low with voca-

bulary, structure, and listening comprehension. It correlates both

bigh and low with discrete tests (vocabulary, grammar, possibly even

listening comprehension) and integrative tests (composition, oral
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interview, probably oral comprehension). The only consistent thing to

be shown is a high correlation with reading tests and with doze. This

hardly helps us to discover what the dictation is testing. It is not

enough to claim that the dictation is associated with reading ability,

since even phoneme diacrimintion tests usually require reading ability,

as well as the ability to pronounce correctly what one reads. It is

debatable whether so-cafled discrete-point tests really test discrete

skills, in. which case to claim that dictation tests integrative skills

is masnirigiess. In reply to Oiler' a claim that integrative tests use

language in context, two points must be made. First, Rivers' point

that students taking dictation do not pay attention to either the mean-

ing of what they are writing or, more importantly, to the way the seg-

ments fit into the whole passage. This merits further study. Secondly,

it is rarely true that analytical tests remove language from its con-

text. What, in any case, is context? Is it quality or quantity of

surrounding and constraining matter? Is a sentence not adequate? Are

150 words of context really enough? As for Oiler's theory of listening

comprehension and the way dictation works, again, two points need to be

made First, the theory does not explain why some tests of listening

comprehension do	 correlate highly with the dictation. It is not

good enough to conclude therefore that they cannot be tests of listening

comprehension. Secondly, do we really need a grammar of expectancy to

explain either dictation, or its relationship with language proficiency

measures or with doze?

Finally, what this review has shown, if nothing else, is

that further investigation of dictation is needed, and that when
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reporting on dictation one must indicate exactly how the tests were

scored.. Moreover, an indication of the relative frequencies of phonolo-

gical, grammatical, lexical and orthographic mistakes might give some

idea of what the test is actually testing, i.e., what the scores consist

of.

5.6.2.2 The use of dictation in the main study

In view of the foregoing it was decided to investigate the

relationship between doze arid dictation and other measures of language

proficiency. This would involve giving a doze test, a measure of EFL

proficiency (in this case the ELBA), and a dictation to the same stu-

dents. Certain administrative and. procedural problems were encountered..

First, what sort of text should be used for the dictation?

Would any text do, as Oiler suggests in the discussion following the

1975 paper? Be claimR to have taken three passages, one obviously easy,

one obviously difficult, and one medium, and to have found that all

three correlated similarly with "external validating criteria". Un-

fortunately, he gives no firther details. Eowever, in answer to a

suggestion that too easy a text will result in a lot of "dead data" be-

cause students will not make any mistakes, Oiler replies that even ad-

vanced students make errors in simple dictations. It was thus decided

to have two texts in this study, one easy, the other more difficult.

The easy text was taken from one of the passages used on the Algerian

study, which had a Fog Index rating of 7 (easy), and which had. proved.

fifth easiest on the doze (see Appendix C). The difficult text was

taken from Fountain (1974), Test C. This text was specially written by

Fountain. Each paragraph was written so that it contained a specific
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nu.niber of key words, taken from a specific level of frequency on the

Thorndike and Lorge 30,000-word list. Each paragraph, out of a total

of Live, was desig2led to be more difficult than the preceding one. The

chw2ica into which the paragraphs were divided for dictation also in-

creased in length through the passage, but were equivalent within each

paragraph. The syntax of each passage was made more difficult by

introducing longer, more complex and less common forms of sentence

construction in the later paragraphs. PinR1ly, when the d.tátation was

recorded, an attempt was made to keep reading speed constant for each

paragraph, but to increase it for each paragraph level. Thus the

difficulty of the dictation was increased in successive paragraphs by

attempts to control four variables:' the frequency level of the key

words, the average length of the dictated oh,ink, the complexity of the

syntax and the speed of reading. The results Pountain got indicate

that there was indeed an increase in difficulty throughout the passage.

Secondly, how should the dictation be administered? The

literature has two opinions, and practice in class varies; therefore,

it was decided to carry out both methods. The first consisted of three

stages; reading the text normally first, then chTinked for dictation,

then read as a whole at the end to allow revision. Pauses were made

long enough to accommodate even the slowest writer. 	 In the second

method the dictation was read once only, ohirnked into suitable lengths.

It was never heard as a passage, and no opportunity was allowed for

revision. The first method was used with the easy text, and the second

with the hard text. The clvrnlcing for the first method was tested with

intermediate students at Stevenson College, and adjustments in length
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were made where students either complained or appeared to be having

difficulty in remembering because of the length.

Finally, how s:hould the dictation be scored? Enough has

already been said to indicate that the scoring system is crucial to

what dictation is a test of0 There are probably an infinite number of

ways of scoring dictation; however, the basic unit of scoring is

usually the word. Valette maintains that "only one error per word

should be counted, for the student who omits a word should not be

penalized less than the one who tries to write the word and. makes

several mistakes." She herself gives four systems, one simple: "1

point off for each incorrect or omitted word", and several more compli-

cated, with weightings according to the "gravity" of the error. Thus

her fourth method is "1/4 point off for a wrong or omitted accent, 1/2

point off for a misspelled but recognizable word, 1 point off for each

omitted or unrecognizable word, I point off for a word containing a

morphological error, such as an incorrect verb or adjective ending."

Oiler's two scoring systems have already been mentioned, namely

counting errors in spelling, phonolo-, grPmwa' or choice of word, with

equal weighting, and not counting misspelled words unless they violated

some phonological rule of English (otherwise all errors were considered

equivalent). The system used by Fountain was to mark only the key

words in the passage, ignoring therefore all grammatical words and.

syntactic errors, as well as those words which were not on the appro-

priate Thorndike-Lorge level. Each key word was given one mark if

correctly spelt. Mistakes involving omission or addition of fimt1

or -ed when these forms were suffixes were ignored. This rule
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was applied regardless of whether the word was possible or not (e.g.

"musics"), except for irregular verbs and nouns ("womans" and "breaked"

were counted as errors).

The problem of weighting errors is a serious one, but the

solution must be a question of judgment. This atudy will adopt the

following procedure:

Text 1 (Easy): Basically Oiler' a second system, namely,

spelling errors will not be counted unless they violate some phonologi-

cal rule of English0 Otherwise, errors of phonology, grammar, morpho-

logy, semantics and omission will all be counted as one point deducted..

A mrinujn of one point deducted per word. Punctuation not marked.

Text 2 (Hard): Two scoring systems. One as above, the

other similar to the Fountain system, but ignoring misspellings that do

not violate some phonological rule of English.

The two dictation passages were recorded on tape, and played

to subjects through an extension loudspeaker for inriimm clarity. Sub-

jects were handed a sheet of paper on which they wrote their names.

They were told to expect a dictation test, and that all instructions

were on tape0 They then heard the easy dictation, read, as described,

three times in all, followed by the hard text, read once only. They

were then given the doze test to complete. The whole session took a

maximum of one hour.
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CHAPTER 6

Results i) : Native Speakers

6.1 Subjects

The 360 native speakers used as subjects in this first part

of the study were afl Scottish school children aged appromately 15,

coming from the fourth grade of five Edinburgh secondary schools,

namely, Liberton High, the Royal High School, St. Thomas of Aquin' a

(Roman Catholic)High, Holy Rood (Roman Catholic) High, and Broughton

High. The schools can be seen as providing a sample of all social

classes, income groups, and abilities within the city of Edinburgh, al-

though this is not important for the study, whose aim was simply to

test reasonably competent readers. It was emphasized by the schools

that the children tested, whilst possessing a range of academic abili-

ties, did not include non— or poor readers, Sixty percent of the

children were girls. ?lost of the children were tested in the early

afternoon, at some point in the seven days from June 18 to 25, 1975.

As the end of term was approaching and exams had already been taken,

the children were receptive to the tests and did not resent them. The

atmosphere throughout the testing sessions was friendly and co—operative.

he tests were given during a normal school period, under normal testing

conditions, but no time limi t was set, Obviously some children finished

before others, but they were discouraged from disturbing or pressuring

those who had not finished, The session was always completed within a

period. No student took longer than 30 minutes to complete his or her

test paper.
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6.2 coring

360 scripts were used in the m'alysis, 30 subjects taking one

test at one deletion rate (for example, the doze test on the difficult

text, with every sixth word deleted, was done by 30 subjects). Fifty

answers on each script were punched onto card, so that from these Cards

it was possible to produce summary tables by computer of all the diffei'-

ant answers to each question for each test. This summary was then used

as the basis for selecting the correct answers for a scoring key. Five

scoring keys were produced in this maimer, and computer programs were

written to score the raw data files using the scoring keys. The

scoring procedures used were 1) the exact word only, 2) any semantically

acceptable word (SEMAC), 3) any grammatically correct word (aRco),

4) any word from the same form class as the deleted word (IDFC), and

5) any word fulfilling the same grammatical function as the deleted word

(AcFc). When the scoring was complete, it was also possible to produce

an item analysis for each test scored by any or all of the five proce-

dures.

6.3 Results

Descriptive statistics of the results of' the doze tests are

provided in Table 6.00. Reference to and detailed analysis of the re-

sults will be made in the subsequent sections. Before making a detailed

analysis of the effect of the various variables introduced in this

study, a two—way analysis of variance was carried out on the resu.lts to

check that significant effects had been achieved. If no effect was

found, there would be no point iii farther na1ysis. The two independent

variables were text and deletion rate, and the results are presented in
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Table 6.1 for each scoring procedure.

For the exact word method, the semantically acceptable method

(siMc), and the same grammatical function procedure (AcFc), no sign.i-

ficant effect of deletion rate was found0 The other two procedures both

showed a significant effect of varying the deletion rate0 A highly

significant effect of varying textual difficulty was obtained, which

establishes that for these texts, regardless of deletion rate, doze is

sensitive to changes in text difficulty. If one groups together the

texts and looks at deletion rate, which is what the two—way analysis

does, then it appears that doze is not sensitive to changes in deletion

rate. However, the validity of this procedure is doubtful because of

the significant differences between texts. Since highly significant

interaction effects were revealed by the two-way analysis, it is clear

that at least the combination of certain texts with certain deletion

rates changes the doze score significantly. Interestingly, however,

only the exact word method showed this significant interaction effect,

the other scoring procedures producing effects which were either only

just significant, or not significant at all. Nevertheless, regardless

of scoring procedure, the F for text differences was always significant.

Despite the mixed results from this preliminary investigation,

it was felt that the two—way analysis justified further exin y ation of

the results, so the effect of the three main variables - deletion rate,

textual difficulty, and scoring procedures - was looked at separately

for each variable.

6.31 Text

The null form of Hypothesis 2 (Chapter 5, section 5.1)
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states that there is no difference in the rHng of texts by the doze

procedure using different deletion rates, and scoring by different pro-

cedures. Table 6.2 gives the rankings of the three tests - easy, me-

dium and difficult - for each deletion rate, and the five scoring pro-

cedures.

TABLE	 6.2

Ranking of texts, by scoring procedure and deletion rate. Native speakers.

Deletion rate 6

Exact
	

SEMAC
	

GRCO
	

IDFC
	

ACFC

Easy
	

34.3 (0
	

46 (0
	

48.4 (0
	

45.6 (i)
	

46.7 (i)

Medium
	

25.5 (2)
	

38.5 (2)
	

45.6 (2)
	

4303 (2)
	

44.8 (2)

Difficult
	

19.6 (3)
	

33 (3)
	

43.9 (3)
	

35 (3)
	

37.4 (3)

Deletion rate 8

Exact
	

SEMAC
	

GRCO
	

IDFC
	

CPc

Easy
	

3409 Ci)
	

45.3 (0
	

48.4 (i) 45.4 (0
	

47.1 (i)

Medium
	

24.9 (2)
	

39.5 (2)
	

46.6 (2) 41.3 (2)
	

44.5 (2)

Difficult
	

15.9 (3)
	

3405 (3)
	

44.4 (3) 36.5 (3)
	

38.9 (3)

Deletion rate 1

	

Exact
	

SEMAC
	

GRCO
	

IFC
	

ACFC

Easy
	 32.6 (1)
	

4305 (i)
	

47.2 (i)
	

46.5 Ci)
	

46.6 (0

Medium
	 298 (2)
	

41.7 (2)
	

46.5 (2)
	

44.9 (2)
	

46.3 (2)

Difficult
	

14.7 (3)
	

31.8 (3)
	

41.2 (3)
	

36.9 (3)
	

38.8 (3)
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Deletion rate 12

	

Exact
	

SEMAC
	 GRCO
	

IDPC	 ACFC

Easy
	

30.1 (i)
	

4304 (i)
	

47.5 (i)
	

44.6 (i)	 46.5 (i)

?ledium
	

29.0 (2)
	

39.1 (2)
	

44.1 (2)
	

43.1 (2)	 44.0 (2)

Difficult
	

20.3 (3)
	

3409 ()
	

4303 ()
	

38.2 (3)	 39.6 (3)

From this, it is clear that the texts are always raDked in

the same order by the doze procedure, regardless of any change in the

deletion rate or the scoring procedure. Even scoring procedures which

one would expect to be insensitive to the differences for native speakers

prove to be capable of distinguishing among the three texts consistently.

It is more difficult for native speakers to supply a grammitically

correct word in a doze gap in a difficult text than it is to supply a

grammatically correct word in a medium text. Indeed, it is easier to

supply words fulfilling the grammatical function in an easy text than in

a medium text. This result is tempered by the fact that the three texts

were deliberately chosen to be as different from each other as possible,

in the expectation that certain versions of the doze would not prove

sensitive to their differences. Had this been the case, one could have

generalised to conclude that certain versions of the doze would prove

incapable of distinguishing relative text difficulty for texts more

closely related in difficulty levels. This has proved not to be the

case; whether, however, c].oze would be capable of distinguishing

reliably among less extreme texts remains unanswered.

Although the hypothesis refers only to ranks of texts, it was

decided to see whether the differences between texts were real diffex'-

ences, or whether they could have occurred by chance alone. For this
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purpose, any di.fference between deletion rates was ignored, and there—

suits for any one text summed over all deletion rates were then averaged.

A one—way analysis of variance was performed on the means of the three

texts, scored by all five methods, and the results tabulated in Table

6.3. From this it is clear that the texts are always siificantly

different from each other, regardless of the scoring procedure used.

In summary, then, doze seems to be sensitive to differences

between texts regardless of the scoring procedure used or of the fre-

quency of deletion of words. This suggests that, at least for native

speakers, doze is a suitable measure of readability, and that the use

of a different deletion rate should not produce a different rank for a

text. (However, although the differences between texts that doze pro-

duces are indeed real differences, there is no gnarantee that had other,

less different texts been used, the same results would have been achieved).

Regarding doze as a test of reading comprehension, little

Can be concluded from this study as to the suitability of difficult rather

than medium or easy texts. Since no independent measure of the reading

ability of these native speaker subjects was available, it is impossible

to compare the doze with anything else. It is possible to compare

different doze versions, using different deletion rates and. different

texts, as tests in terms of efficiency and item effectiveness, but this

will be postponed until the section on doze as a test for native speakers

(section 6.3.4).

6.3.2 Scoring procedures

The null form of Hypothesis 3a is that there is no signifi-

cant difference between exact and other scoring methods, The expectation
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is, of course, that different scoring methods for doze tests will re-

sult in different mean scores, since one assumes that different scoring

procedures measure different aspects of whatever the doze procedure is

a test of0

To investigate this hypothesis, paired t-tests were run on

the mean of each test (i.e., each text at four deletion rates) when

scored by the five different procedures0 The results are summarised in

Table 6.4 a, b and c.

The general result is as expected, namely, that the different

scoring procedures result in significantly different scores. This is

especially tnLe for the difficult text, where all possible comparisons

show significant differences.

For the easy text, this is not so, since the form class

scores (IDFc and ACFC) tend. not to produce scores different from those

produced by the semantically acceptable procedure. At both deletion

rate 6 and deletion rate 8, the semantically acceptable and identical

form class scores are not different from each other; further, at de-

letion rate 6, the same-grammatical-function procedure does not produce

scores siiificantly different from the semantically acceptable scores,

and at deletion rate 10, the same-grammatical-function procedure re-

sults in scores which are essentially the same as the grammatically

correct and identical form class scores. However, this would appear to

be explained by the fact that, for the easy text, virtually maiwmn

scores were achieved by four of the five scoring procedures. Although

the medium text gave two non-significant comparisons - between the same-

granimatic al-function method and the any-grammatically-correct procedure
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on both deletion rate 10 and deletion rate 12 - here again one is

deding with high scores (means of up to 93%).

It seems that one can safely conclude that in practice

different scoring procedures give different results. These procedures

seem to measure different aspects of the reading process.

It is interesting to note that even with native speakers,

different grammatical scoring procedures produce different results, and

this, even on easy texts, over eighty percent of the time. This seems

to imply that no one grammatical scoring procedure adequately tape the

native speaker's ability to respond to the syntax of a text.

However, whilst it may be true that doze scored by one pro-

cedure is a different test from doze scored by another procedure, this

presumably only has serious practical consequences if the ramk order of

subjects changes. Regardless of whether different procedures result In

different tests, do the subjects retain the same position relative to

each other? If not, then the information provided by a different

scoring procedure is effectively redundant.

The rank order of subjects on different scoring procedures

was checked by the Spearnian rho correlation coefficient, and the results

are tabulated in Table 6.5.

The first point to be made is that the rank orders clearly do

differ. Although the correlation coefficients show a great deal of

variety (from .41 to .99), of the 120 coefficients only 28 are of the

order of .90 or higher, This is not quite what findings of people like

Oiler would lead one to expect - although his studies were with non-

native speakers. Other authorities claim to have discovered that
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different doze scoring procedures are closely interrelated, and. that

therefore the exact word procedure is preferable because it is easier

to apply0

The highest amount of agreement on the rank order of sub-

jects is achieved by the difficult text, whereas those texts which were

relatively easy for the native speakers result in lower coefficients.

This, of course, is partly due to the fact that if scores are closely

bunched together at the top of the distribution, as tends to be the

case for the easy text, than a change of even one point can result in a

major chMnge in rank order. One would thus expect easier texts to pro-

duce lower coefficients.

The lowest agreement, regardless of text, is between the

exact word score and the grammatical scoring procedures0 In fact, there

seems to be relatively little agreement between the exact word method

and the procedure scoring any grammatically correct word as correct. If

the exact word method really is a measure of reading comprehension, then

the ability to fill in gaps with grammatically correct words is not re-

lated to comprehension for native speakers. The exact word method is,

however, much more closely related to the ability to restore deletions

with words which are semantically acceptable in a particular context.

The highest amount of agreement, perhaps not surprisingly, is

among the different grnmmRtical scoring procedures. In particular, the

two form class procedures (IDFC and ACFC) are consistently closely

related (.90 to .99). It is fairly obvious that they measure the same

thing, and one is redundant. These, however, are the only consistently

close relationships.
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Although, on the whole, the exact word method and the seman-

tically acceptable method are reasonably closely related (overall, re-

gardless of deletion rate, between .71 and .83), there are quite wide

variations in the relationships, depending on the text and deletion

rate being used. Thus, although one could conclude, as many have, that

exact and semantically acceptable procedures are closely related to

each other, this close relationship is in many cases more apparent than

real, and. in fact, the correlations achieved may vary quite widely de-

pending upon the specific test0 This suggests that one cannot regard

the two procedures as equivalent, and that scores on one procedure are

not necessarily adequately predicted by scores on the other0 In other

words, doze exact and doze semantically acceptable scores are not

interchangeable and. mutually substitutable. One procedure clearly

provides different infomation from that provided by the other0

In summary, then, the following points have emerged from

Table 6.5:

1) different scoring procedures do not measure the same tbing

2) grammatical scoring procedures are closely related, and at least

one is superfluous;

3) the grammatically correct and exact word procedures show relatively

little relationship;

4) the semantically acceptable and grammatically correct procedures

show a reasonably close relationship; and

5) the exact word and semantically acceptable procedures are related,

but not enough to make one of the procedures superfluous.

The final point to be considered in this survey of the
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differences and similarities among doze scoring procedures is the rank

order of the procedures themselves0 An examination of Table 6.00 (des-

criptive statistics) reveals that in eleven out of the twelve tests,

the rank order of scoring procedures is (easiest first) grammatically

correct; same grammatical function; identical form class; semanti-

cally acceptable; exact word (GRco, ACPC, IDPC, SEMAC, El). In the

one case, Test E06, where the SEMAC and IDPC procedures changed posi-

tions, the t-tests of Table 6.4 showed no significant differences bet-

ween the means of these procedures, so that the rank order could just

as validly be reversed. Thus, effectively, all twelve tests agree that

the grammatically correct method is the easiest scoring procedure for

native speakers, followed by ACPC and IDFC, whilst the exact word is

always the most difficult, followed by the semantically acceptable pro-

cedure. The implication of this for the grammatical scoring procedures

is simply that although a native speaker may not always provide an

answer from the same form class as the deletion, or one which performs

the same grammatical function, the answer he does provide will tend to

be grammatically correct.

The general conclusion seems to be that as the criteria for

correctness become progressively narrower, the difficulty of achieving

correct replacement increases, or, as the similarity of the replacement

to the deletion increases, it becomes increasingly difficult to supply.

As the discourse constraints on the replacement imposed by the scoring

procedure become tighter, the difficulty of correct replacement in-

creases. This, however, is not necessarily related to the aiount of

context constraining the replacement, such that a grammatically
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correct word can be supplied from only two words of context, whereas to

supply the identical form class needs four words of context, and to

supply the exact word requires reference to the whole paragraph or dis-

course, or to knowledge of the world. If difficulty were related to

the amount of context constraint, one would expect one scoring procedure

to respond differently to changes in deletion rate from another scoring

procedure. This is the subject of investigation of the xcxt section.

6.3.3 Deletion rates

The deletion rate had been systematically varied for each

text, removing every 6th, every 8th, every 10th and every 12th word

respectively to produce four different deletion rates.

One-way analyses of variance were performed on the results

of each text scored by the five different procedures, with deletion rate

as the independent variable. The results are set out in Table 6.6a -

e.

Eighly significant differences between deletion rates were

found for all three texts scored by the exact word method.

The semantically acceptable procedure and the identical form

class method showed significant (p <.05) differences between deletion

rates only for one of the three texts - the easy text in the case of

the semantically acceptable procedure, and the medium text in. the case

of the IDFC.

The remaining two scoring procedures (grammatically correct

and same grammatical function) showed no differences between deletion

rates on any text.

Eaving determined that there are significant differences
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between deletion rates for some scoring procedures and some texts, it was

then necessary to see exactly where the differences lay, since all the

analysis of variance tells one is that differences do exist. The expec-

tation was that difficulty would decrease as the deletion rate decreased,

80 that 12 would be easier than 10 would be easier than. 8 and so on.

However, an inspection of the means in Table 6.6 shows that this is

rarely the case. Only once in fifteen times do the means increase regu-

larly from deletion rate 6 to deletion rate 12 (IDFC, difficult text).

}lore often, the means actually decrease, - i.e., the texts become more,

not less, difficult as the length of context surrounding the gaps in-

creases (Figure 6.1). The one-way analyses of variance showed, however,

that ten of these fifteen graphs can be discarded, since no statisti-

cally significant differences were found.

In order to see, from the remaining five tests, which deletion

rates were significantly different from which others, t-tests were run

for al]. possible pairs. The results are tabulated in Table 6.7.

To take the exact word method first, on the difficult text

all possible pairings were different, except for 8 and. 10, and 6 and 12.

Deletion rate 6 was different from 8 and 10, and. deletion rate 12 was

different from 8 and 10. This can be graphically represented as:

doze

12.

so
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where positions on the same level show no significant differences0 The

middle two deletion rates are significantly harder than the two extreme

deletion rates0

01k the easy text, however, only deletion rate 12 was signi-

ficantly different from the other three. Graphically, this is shown as:

doze %

12.

Put into worda, the test with the longest context for each gap was the

most d.ifficult,contrary to expectations.

The medium text produced. yet another picture, but one closer

to the expectations, since 6 and 8 formed one group, and 10 and. 12 a

second, and the members of each group were significantly different from

both members of the other0

doze

10	 12.

Here, at least, as deletion rate increased, the difficulty

of the doze test decreased0

For the exact word method, then, no consistent pattern has
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emerged other than the already established fact that deletion rates do

differ. Deletion rate 6 is sometimes different from 8, 10 and 12, and

sometimes it is not; sometimes deletion rate 10 is the same as 12 or 6

or 8, and sometimes it is different. The only consistent fact is that

deletion rate 8 is different from deletion rate 12, and on that no

theory should be built, since in one case it is easier than 12, but in

the other two cases it is more difficult.

Table 6.7b shows the results of the .t—tests on pairs for the

semantically acceptable score, easy text, and the medium text scored by

the IDFC procedure.

For the foz,ner, deletion rate 6 is different from 10 and 12;

otherwise all pairs show no significant differences. Thus there is

some increase in difficulty as the deletion rates increase, but not

very much, and in any case, the means are so high (87% to 92%) that

this effect is probably negligible.

For the identical form class scoring procedure, deletion

rate 8 is different from 6 and 10, but otherwise all pairings are the

same - i.e., the only increase in difficulty occurs at deletion rate 8.

Again, the means are high (83% to 90%), so the foregoing caveat also

applies here.

The conclusion thus far seems to be that significant

differences do e.st between deletion rates, but that the differences

are neither consistent nor predictable. However, using any scoring

procedure other than the strictest (viz., the exact word) drasticafly

reduces, and indeed usually removes, differences between tests due to

deletion rates.
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However, as was pointed out earlier (chapter 4, section

4.6.1), the difference between tests at different deletion rates is not

purely a difference of length of context between gaps. Inevitably, to

maintain the same number of items, a deletion rate of 12 has twice as

much text as a deletion rate of 6, so the texts are appreciably differ-

ent. Also, the deletions are not the same throughout, since different

words are of necessity deleted by different deletion rates, It is, how-

ever, possible to take only those words deleted in both tests of the

pair one is considering, and then to compare the means based on those

items alone. Thus, since counting for deletions always started at the

same point, item 2 in deletion rate 6 is the same as item 1 at deletion

rate 12, and in the comparison 6:12, 25 items are common to both

tests. In the comparison 8:12, there are 16 items in common; in

10:12, 8 items in common; and. 80 on.

Computer programs were written to select only those items'

common to both pairs of any comparison, calculate the means and devia-

tions based on those selected items, and make t-tests for differences

between the means. These calculations were done for the exact word

score for all texts; the semantically acceptable score, easy text;

and. the identical form class score, medium text - i.e., those tests

where the analysis of variance had shown significant differences be-

tween deletion rates. It was assumed that for the other tests,

differences between deletion rates, even for identical items, did not

exist. The results are presented in. Table 6.8.

Prom these results, it is immediately apparent that if non-

identical items are excluded from the tests, no differences in deletion
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rates are to be found. Moreover, this is true whether one scOre8 by

the exact word method, the semantically acceptable method or the iden-

tica]. form class method. Admittedly, in the case of the latter, three

of the six comparisons show significance, but the means are so high,

and the deviations so low, that one cannot place complete confidence in

the resu.lts. 1\.irthermore, some items were of the nominal modifier type

-. e.g., the green car - where, under this scoring procedure, a noun

used legitimately as a modifier would be counted as incorrect. This

tends to distort the results.

From these results, it is possible to draw the following

conclusion. Increasing the amount of context on either side of a c].oze

gap beyond five words has no effect on the ease with which that gap

will be dozed. - for native speakers. No increase in predictability is

gained by a bilateral context of eleven words rather than five words,

and this is true not only for the subject' a ability to respond with a

semantically acceptable word, but even for his ability to respond with

the exact word deleted.. If amount of context has any effect, the criti-

cal amount is less than five words. This confirms MacGinitie' a finding

that increasing context beyond four words has no effect on the predicta-

bility of a word. Whether this is also true for non-native speakers

remsi's to be seen.

6.3.4 Efficiency of doze as a test

One aspect of this study which has not yet received consi-

deration is the efficiency of doze tests as proficiency tests for

native speakers, and the influence of the three variables of text,

deletion rate and scoring procedure on this efficiency. It might,
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indeed, prove possible to recommend a "best buy" in c].oze tests for the

native speaker.

In view of the lack of external criteria against which to

evaluate the doze tests, it is necessary to take internal criteria,

and, specifically, to do this by means of item analysis, reliability

measures, and consideration of the descriptive statistics for each test.

Clearly, the definition of an efficient test depends entirely

upon what sort of test it is, the use to which it will be pat, and the

population for which it is intended. One would expect a criterion-

referenced achievement test to have a high mean and relatively little

dispersion, whereas a norm-referenced proficiency test would be expected

to have a much lower mean and wide dispersion. Yet again, a nor!i-

referenced achievement test might ideally have a bi-modal distribution,

with the pass/fail mark in the dip between the two peaks. In such a

case, the distribution of either curve would be relatively nimportant,

provided one had a clear distinction between the pass group and the fail

group. It is thus, in principle, impossible to prefer a test with a

mean of 3O and a narrow distribution to a test with a mean of 7O and a

wider distribution, unless one knows exactly how the test is to be used.

Since it is impossible to say that the doze tests have per-

formed better or worse as tests than some other test, the remarks on

efficiency that follow are inevitably tentative. This lack of precision

is increased by the lack of guidelines, objective or otherwise, as to

exactly what a good test for a particular purpose should look like. The

assumption underlying the discussion, which may not correspond to the

requirements of many doze test users, is that the doze tests are to be
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used as some sort of norm-referenced proficiency test - proficiency in

reading, i.e., a measure of reading comprehension - and the ability to

understand written text is assumed to vary quite widely within the po-

pulation. This mu.st be qualified, however, with regard to the differ

ent scoring procedures, since the grammatical scoring procedures (AcFc,

IDFC and Rco) are not intended to provide good measures of overafl

reading comprehension. The interest in these procedures at this point

is rather to see how using them chnges the natu.re of the doze as a

test.

Emination of Table 6.00 reveals that for native speakers,

the use of grammatical scoring procedures •- RCO 3 IDPC, ACFC - results

in high means, although not m primum means with little dispersion. The

only cases where the mean is less than 80% occur with the form class

procedures on the difficult text. Nevertheless, even here, miriimnm

scores are above 50%, suggesting relative inefficiency in the test.

The semantically acceptable scoring procedure (SEMAc) appears

to be somewhat more efficient, in that its means are lower than those

for the grammatical procedures, and the standard deviations are consi-

derably larger. It would seem to be better at discriminating among

subjects, and. indeed the minimum scores gained on this procedure are

markedly lower. Since the mer-irinm scores attained under this procedure

remain more or less the same as those gained under grammatical proce-

dures, regardless of text, what baa happened is that the distribution

has actially changed shape, as well as moved lower down the scale.

}Iean scores, however, even on the difficult text, are rather high

(difficult text, 62-70%; medium, 77-84%; easy, 87-9Z), ind.icating me relatl
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inappropriacy of such a scoring procedure with native speakers.

The best distribution of scores is consistently gained by

the exact word method.. Table 6.00 (B) shows that, expressed as a per..

centage of the mean, the standard deviation is virtually always higher

for this procedure than for axiy other scoring procedure0 The means are

also always considerably lower when the doze test is scored by the

exact word method. In the case of the difficult text, this results in

somewhat low means (29-40%), but even here the distribution is greater

than that of aliy other scoring procedure. It is relevant to the dia-.

cussion to point out that even with an easy text and with native

speakers, the doze exact mean does not go above 7 0%, and the maximum

score does not reach 90%.

As the discussion of deletion rates in the preceding sections

has shown, there are no generalisations possible about deletion rates

across texts, since the difference between deletion rates seems to be

entirely due to the fact that different words have been deleted., rather

than to the fact that there is a consistent difference between deletion

rates. There is, therefore, little point in comparing the efficiency

of doze tests across deletion rates. Since, however, the texts are

consistently different, it is possible to compare the efficiency of

doze tests across texts, holding deletion rates constant.

Kormuth (1968a) related doze to conventional reading corn—

prehension tests, and identified three levels of reading: the inde-

pendent level - which he claimed corresponded to a reading comprehension

score of 90% - which he fixed at 57% for doze; the study level -

reading comprehension score 75%, doze score 44%; and. the frustration
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level - presumably below 75% on conventional tests, and below 44% on doze.

(By doze, Bormuth means a deletion rate of every 5th word, scored by

the exact word method0)

The validity of his conventional reading comprehension levels

need not be considered here, nor need we consider the validity of Ms

identification of three levels with certain doze scores0 The only point

to be made lB that it seems to be the case that one would expect lower

means on an exact doze test than on a traditional multiple—choice con-

prehension test0 Unfortunately, Bormu.th does not give any advice as to

the ideal mean and distribution for doze tests as reading proficiency

tests, but it is possible to assume that he would identify the study

level as the appropriate area, and thus doze scores of between 44% and

57% as being the appropriate range for the mean.

If one were to take 50% as being appropriate for a reading

proficiency test, then the medium text, exact score, seems to fit the

bill. The difficult text scored by the exact method results in means

which Bormuth would identify with the frustration level, indicating that

it might be inappropriate as a proficiency test; whereas the semanti-

cally acceptable procedure on the same text results in means of between

60% and 70% Interestingly, however, the difficult text results in a

wider distribution, which might be felt to be more suitable for a profi-

ciency test, than the medium text, which produces standard deviations

varying from 13% to 19% of the mean.

It is also interesting to note that the standard error of the

mean for the exact word method is greater than that of other scoring

methods for a].]. the texts, and that it increases steadily as a proportion.
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of the mean as the difficulty of the passages increases. This is pre-

sumably undesirable. The standard error of • measurement for the exact

word method is around 2.5 for all the tests, although as a proportion of

the mean it increases with increasing text difficulty (Table 6.9).

The normal reliability estimate - KR21 - was unsuitable for

these tests, as it is only appropriate for tests with items of similar

difficulty levels. As will be seen in the next section, this is far

from being the case with doze tests. As Bormuth (1965b) pointed out,

doze item difficulty distributions tend to be U—shaped, and the tests

examined here proved no exception to this. Instead, fonnula 1R20 was

used to estimate the reliability of the doze tests, although Guilford

says that "it gives an underestimate where there is wide dispersion of

item difficulties" (Guilford 1965). In view of the high means for four

of the scoring procedures, the coefficients were calculated only for

the exact word method. The results, as displayed in Table 6.00, show a

tendency for reliability to decrease as the text becomes easier. It

can also be seen that different doze forms - i.e., different deletion

rates on the same text - may result in widely differing reliability co-

efficients (e.g., medium text, deletion rate 8: KR2O = 040; same text,

deletion rate 12: KR2O = 073)0 In general, the reliability is some-

what low, at around .70, even bearing in mind Guilford' a caveat. It is

probable that higher reliabilities would be gained if the number of

items in the tests were increased, but this variable is beyond the scope

of this study.

Table 6.10 presents a summary of the item difficulties for

all twelve tests scored by the five different methods0
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If one takes the cutoff poi.n.ta 01' 20% and 80% as repre-

senting the extremes of item difficulty for efficient items - and., a]-

though these figu.res are arbitrary, they represent fairly normal testing

practice - then it is clear that the three grmmtica]. scoring proce-

dures produce highly inefficient tests when applied to easy and. medium

texts0 This, of course, is no surprise in view 01' the high mean scores

gained by use of these procedures. Their efficiency increases on the

difficult text, but rarely, even on this text, do more than 50% of the

items come within these limits. The preponderant tendency is for items

with a facility index exceeding 80%.

The same tendency is seen with the semantically acceptable

score on easy and medium texts, so that for Tests M6 aid 1'112, 50% of the

items scored by SEMLC exceed 80% facility. On the difficult text the

number of items falling within the 20% and 80% Hmi ts is greater than

the number of extreme items, although there is still a marked trend

towards easy items.

Only once does the exact word. score result in more than 50%

of items at one extreme of the difficulty scale (viz., Dl o). However,

even this procedure gives, at best (E6), 64% of items within the

acceptable limits for difficulty. In'contrast to the other scoring

procedures, however, the exact word. method results in many items of

zero facility - i.e., where no subject had. supplied a correct answer.

This is particularly marked on the difficult text, where, for example,

on Test D10, no fewer than 38% of the items had. zero facility. Even

the easy text provided some items (one foz' E8, two for zio) where no

subject was able to supply the exact word. It is apparent that all
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the doze tests and. all the scoring procedures produce many inefficient

items, and freq.uently show a large range of item difficulty.

It is possible to compare tests by examining the ratio of

acceptable items to extreme items, to get and ithication of which test

produces more efficient items0

TABLE	 6.11

Performance of scoring procedures, native speakers, in terms of item

difficulty

D6

D8

Dl 0

Dl 2

M6

MS

Ml 0

M12

E6

ES

El 0

El 2

Best

SILC

SEIAC

SEMAC

SEMAC

Exact

Exact

Exact

Exact

Exact

Exact

Exact

Exact

Worst

GRCO

GRCO

GRCO

GRCO

CRCO

QRCO

ACFC

GRCO

GRCO

GC0

GRCO

GRCO

Comparing scoring procedures across all the tests, the

grammatically correct procedure emerges as the procedure which con-

sistently produces the fewest acceptable items and the most extreme
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items0 (Table 611) From the point of view of item. analysis, it

appears that the GRCO is entirely inappropriate for use in a proficiency

test for native speakers0

In terms of the item analysis, the scoring procedure which

produces the best test is the exact word method for the easy and medium

texts, but	 for the difficu.].t text. For this text, the semantically

acceptable procedure gives more items of medium difficulty, and fewer

extreme items, than the exact word method0 The most noticeable differ-

ence between the two is that where the exact word has a large number of

items of low facility, the semantically acceptable method results in a

smaller number of items with high facility. The "worst buy" in scoring

procedures, for a proficiency test for native speakers, would appear to

be the grammatically correct method, whilst the "best buy" is the exact

word method for easy and medium texts, and the semantically acceptable

method for difficult texts.

TABLE	 6.12

Best performance of deletion rate, in terms of item difficulty, native

speakers.

Exact
	

SE2AC
	

GRCO
	

IDFC
	

ACFC

Easy text
	

6
	

12
	

12
	

12
	

12

Medium text
	

12
	

12
	

12
	

6
	

12

Difficult text
	

8
	

10
	

10
	

6
	

6

It is also possible to compare all deletion rates for each

text and each scoring procedure (Table 6.12). From. this it would
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appear that, at least for the easy and medium texts, the most consis-

tently best deletion rate is the 
12th0 

For the difficu.].t text, the

position is less clear, with a weak preference for deletion rate 6.

From the point of view of item difficulty, it appears that the "best

buy" in deletion rates is the least frequent deletion for easy and me-

dium texts, and. a more frequent deletion rate for a more difficult

text.

TABLE	 6.13

Best performance of text, in terms of item difficulty, native speakers

Deletion rate

6

8

10

12

Exact

B

B

B

B

SEMAC	 GRCO

D	 D

D	 D

D	 D

D	 D

IDFC	 ACFC

D	 D

D	 D

D	 D

D	 D

Finally, it is also possible to see which of the three texts

produces the best distribution of item difficulties (Table 6.13). This

shows quite unambiguously that for all the scoring procedures except

one, regardless of deletion rate, the difficult text results in the

most favourable distribution of item difficulties. However, the exact

word method consistently gives its best item statistics with the easy

text. The worst item distributions are a mirror image of this picture,

so that for the exact word method, the difficult text is always worst,

whereas all other procedures give their worst results with the easy
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text0 Thus the "best buy" in texts, for native speakers, is the easy

text if the exact word method is being used; otherwise, regard].ess of

scoring procedure, the difficult text.

To suinmarise these recommended "best buys", if the exact

word method is being used, then the text should preferably be an easy

one for use with native speakers. With such a text, the best deletion

rate is probably the every_l2th_word system. If, on the other hand,

the semantically acceptable procedure is being used for scoring, then a

difficult text should be chosen, with a deletion rate less frequent

th	 th
than every 12 word, and probably every 6 word.

The final stage in this item analysis was to calculate the

item discrimination indices for the exact word procedure, using E1_3.

The results are set out in Table 6.14. From this it is clear that

there are never more than 50% of the items in a doze test for native

speakers with a reasonable discrimination index, and there are almost

always items which discriminate in the wrong direction (negative dis-

cri'nination). In general, the best discrimifiation is achieved by the

difficult text when comparing texts, and the evez7_Gth_word deletion

rate when comparing deletion rates.

then item difficulty and item di8crimiration are considered

together, selecting only those items between 20% and ao% facility and

above .2 discrimriation, then the number of acceptable items is fairly

small, ranging from 18% to 38% of all items. On the average, from a

doze test of 50 items scored by the exact word method, only 14 items

prove to be within the conventionally acceptable limits for proficiency

tests.
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CHAPTER 7

Resu.lts 2) : Non-native Speakers

7.1. Proceduz

The procedure for the compilation of the test booklets was

exactly the same as for the native speakers. Each non-native took one

doze test, distributed, in the same way as for natives - ie., in se-

quence, with the different texts following each other at any given de-

letion rate, to miwiinise the opportunities for cheating0 The c].oze

test was in most cases preceded by two dictation tests, which took

about half an hour. Students were allowed as long as required to corn-

plete the doze, which was about twenty mirnites on the average, the

maximum being, as for the native speakers, about thirty inl ynites. Be-

cuse of the varying times needed to complete the doze, it was necessary

that the dictation tests always precede the doze, otherwise students

would have had to wait for the others to finish before the second part of

the test could be carried. out. Most students took the doze/dictation

tests within a week of tRkirg ELBA (English Language Battery), but some

students had to take the tests immediately after the ELBA for adminis-

trative reasons. No complaints were noted, nor any sign of undue fatigue

or discomfort.

7.2. Sub.jects

All subjects were aged at least 18, and were either students

of English or linguistics in British or Enropean universities, colleges

of education, or colleges of further education, or they were under- . or

post-graduates of other subjects (medicine, engineering, anthropolo,
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chemistry, etc.), currently studying in the United Kingdom.

No student was coerced into taking the d.ictatiorVcloze tests,

but their attendance for the ELBA was usually compulsory, being a concU-

tion of matriculation for study at the institutions concerned (Aberdeen,

Bradfbrd, Edinburgh and Newcastle universities). An attempt was made to

entice pure volunteers by advertising the experiment in Edinburgh and

Bradford, and. by offering free refreshments in the case of Edinburgh, at

the end of the ELBA testing sessions0 This method produced only 40

volunteers. (For the advertisement, see Appendix E.) In all other

cases students were contacted either shortly after they had taken ELBA,

aiid asked to take part in an experimental test immediately (few refused),

or during norma]. class hours, when the test provided welcome variety in

the normal timetable0 All subjects were willing to participate, and were

interested in the aims and results of the study. For administrative

reasons, however, some of the students taking ELBA and doze were unable

to take the dictation tests.

Three groups of students (Moray House; Stevenson/ADniesland.

Colleges; summer language school students) were unable to take ELBA,

and tims only took the dictation and doze tests. For technical reasons,

one small subgroup of one of these groups was unable to take the dicta-

tion test, so that only doze scores are available for them.

Those subjects who failed to complete 5O of the doze test

were rejected from the study. This left 360 subjects who had been tested

on c].oze, giving 30 subjects for each test. The following table gives

details of the number of subjects taking each test (Table 7A).
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TABLE 7L

Suinmazy of number of subjects taking the various tests0

Tkg doze:- 360

Taking doze + ELBA: 264

Taking doze + ELBA only: 67

Taking doze + ELBA + dictations:- 197

Taking doze + Dictation I + Dictation II; 275

Taking doze + Dictation II: I

Taking doze + dictation only:- 79

Taking doze only: 17

These 360 subjects come from the following institutions:

Aberdeen University, 31; B±adford University, 9; Edinburgh University,

153; Newcastle University, 60; Stevenson College of Further Education,

22; Aymiesland College of Further Education, 18; Noray Rouse College

of Education, 37; summer language courses for European imiversity stu-

dents, 30. It can thus be reasonably claimed that this group represents

a fair selection of adult foreign learners of English studying in the

United Tdom. The only group deliberately excluded from the study were

those learners who could be classified as beginners, elementary, or lower

intermediate, since it was felt that all of the tests involved would be

too difficult for them. The subjects tested could be classed, therefore,

as intermediate to advanced, i. e., from just below Cambridge .rst
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Certificate of English upwards0 The mean ELBA score was 166.8, with a

standard deviation of 38.6 - i.e., mean 62%, standard deviation 14% -

which indicates a reasonably homogeneous, moderately proficient group.

For five of the twelve doze test subgroups (Elo, E8, M6,

zis, no) all 30 subjects have at least one measure of EFL proficiency,

be it dictation, ELBA, or both. For the remaining seven subgroups, the

numbers of those having at least one proficiency measure are as follows:

E6, 28; E12, 28; 1112, 29; D6, 26; D8, 27; D10, 28; D12, 27.

Since comparisons will be made between deletion rates for any

text, and. statements made regarding their ability to measure E profi-

ciency (Hypothesis 4a), it is important to establish the homogeneity of

the twelve groups on the measures of proficiency used. One-way analyses

of variance were performed. on the four deletion rate groups for each

text, on the ELBA scores, the first dictation test, and the second dic-

tation, and F ratios calculated for each of these nine analyses (Table

7B). No ratio was significant, i.e.,,no significant differences between

the various groups on these measures of proficiency were found. It can

thus be assumed that no one group is more proficient in English than.

another, as traditionally measured. If differences in doze scores are

found, these can be presumed to be due to the differing efficiency of

doze tests as measures of proficiency. Similarly, if some doze tests

rank the subjects in a different order from that obtained on the tradi-

tiona]. measures of proficiency whilst others rank them in. a similar

maxinez one can conclude that different doze tests measure different

things, or that they measure proficiency differently.
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Suinmaz

As in the native speaker study, 360 non-native speaker sub-

jecta were tested, of intermed.iate to advanced proficiency. This gave

30 subjects for each text, with no significant differences between

groups for ETh proficiency (at least one measure of which was obtained

from all but 17 subjects).

7.3 Scoring

As in the native speaker study, 360 scripts were used in the

analysis, with 30 subjects taking one text at one deletion rate. The

50 answers for each individual were punched onto cards, which enabled

summaries of the different responses to each item to be made by computer.

From these summaries five scoring keys were produced, and the tests were

scored by computer using these keys. In fact, the keys were identical

in every respect, including actual words, to the keys used for scoring

native speaker tests, and are labelled in the same way; viz., i) exact

word, 2) any semantically acceptable word (s&c), 3) any grammati-

cally correct word (aRco), 4) amy word from the same form class as the

deleted word (IDFc), and 5) any word fulfilling the same grammatical

function as the deleted word (AcFc).

7.4 Aesulta

Table 7.00 gives a summary of the results for each test,

scored by all five scoring procedures. From this table, it is clear

that different texts result in different means, as do different deletion

rates and different scoring procedures. In order to establish that the

apparent differences between texts and. deletion rates were real and
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statistically significant, a two—way analysis of variance was made on

the results for each scoring procedure0 The results of these five

analyses are presented in Table 7.la—e.

From Table 7.1 it is clear that significant differences do

exist between the various tests, and in particular that, regardless of

scoring method, the three texts are always significantly different from

each other. On the other hand, changing the deletion rate appears to

have no significant effect on doze scores for three of the five scoring

procedures, the two exceptions being the grammatically correct (GEco)

and the identical form class (IDFc) procedures. As with the native

speakers, however, it is likely that the analysis of variance obscures

differences between deletion rates by ignoring text differences. The

interaction between text and deletion rate proved significant for all

but one scoring procedure (IDFc), so it is clear that the effect of the

three main variables bears further investigation.
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7...l Text

TABLE	 7.2

RflmHng of texts, by scoring procedure and deletion rate. Non-native

speakers.

Deletion rate 6

Exact

Easy	 303 Ci)

Medium	 20.1 (2)

Difficult	 14.8 (3)

Deletion rate 8

Exact

Easy	 29.8 Ci)

Medium	 199 (2)

Difficult	 10.0 (3)

Deletion rate 10

Exact

Easy	 30..8 (i)

Medium	 23.4 (2)

Difficult	 9.4 (3)

SEMLC

42.4 (i)

30.3 (2)

24.9 (3)

SENAC

40.7 (i)

31.3 (2)

21.6 (3)

SE(AC

40.3 (i)

31.6 (2)

19.0 (3)

RC0

45.9 (i)

39.1 (2)

37.8 (3)

GRCO

4.4.6 (i)

40.4 (2)

31.3 (3)

GRCO

44.2 Ci)

38.8 (2)

30.7 (3)

IDFC

44.3 Ci)

38.9 (2)

31.2 (3)

IDFC

42.7 (i)

37.5 (2)

25.6 (3)

IDFC

44.6 (1)

3905 (2)

27.0 (3)

ACFC

45.7 Ci)

39.8 (2)

33.0 (3)

44.7 Ci)

41.2 (2)

278 (3)

ACFC

44..7 (i)

41.2 (2)

28.7 (3)

Deletion rate 12

Exact

Easy	 26.7 (i)

Medium	 21.0 (2)

Difficult	 14.6 ()

SEMAC

38.7 (i)

28.5 (2)

24.7 (3)

GRCO

4404 (i)

36.6 (2)

35.7 (3)

IDPC

42.1 Ci)

37.8 (2)

30.1 (3)

ACFC

4.5 Ci)

38.5 (2)

31.4 (3)
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Table 7.2 gives the means of each test arranged by deletion

rate and scoring procedure, to reveal that regardless of these variables,

the three texts are always ranked in the same order by doze. Since,

therefore, deleting different words and scoring restorations in differ-

ent ways has no effect on the rrnking of the easy, medium and difficult

texts, the null form of Bypothesis 2 is accepted.

In order to see whether the rankings reflect real differences

in scores for the three texts, one-way analyses of variance were iun on

the texts, iioring any differences between deletion rates. This was

repeated for all five scoring procedures, and. the results are shown in

Table 7.3. It is evident from the results of this analysis that the

differences between the texts reflected in their relative rankings are

indeed real differences, and this is trae regardless of the scoring

procedures used.

With the obvious proviso that these results are only valid

for these texts and the subjects used in this study, the clear finding

is that the doze procedure is caab1e of consistent1- distingi.isbin.

among texts for non-native speakers of English. Even if one simply

counts the number of replacements which fulfil the same grammatical

function as the deleted word., irrespective of whether the replacements

'make sense", it is easier for non-native speakers to do this with an

easy text than with a medium text, and easier with a medium text than

with a difficult text. No scoring procedure, however all-embracing or

permissive, seems to be insensitive to the differences in textual

difficulty. Thus the doze procedure seems to be a valid measure of

text difficulty (therefore, readability) for non-native speakers of
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English.

Since each subject only took one doze test, it is impossible

to compare texts to see whether they rank subjects similarly. However,

it should be possible to compare the way in which different texts relate

to criterion measures like the English Language Battery (ELBA) and dic-

tation tests. Since there is no difference among groups in proficiency

in English as a foreigu language as determined by these measures,

different correlations of doze with the measures can be taken as pro-

viding some evidence for the possibility that different texts rank sub-

jects differently0 This will be examined in Chapter 8.

7.4.2 Scoring procedures

Hypothesis 3a applies to non-native speakers as well as to

native speakers of English. One expects that different doze scoring

procedures will result in different mean scores, since each method in-

cludes more or less information than other methods.

Table 7.4 shows the results of paired t-tests on the means

of each test when scored by the five different procedures. As the

hypothesis predicts, the scoring procedures do, in fact, result in

significantly different scores, with one exception. This exception is

the comparison of the grammatically correct and the same-grammatical-

function (GRCO and .ACFC) procedures, for the easy and. medium texts. In

this case, irrespective of deletion rate, it seems that the two scoring

procedures do not differ from each other in any material respect, for

non-native speakers. This finding is somewhat surprising, since whilst

one might expect foreigners to be able to predict the grammatical

function of a doze gap - modifier, subject, subordination marker, and
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so on - it does not follow that they would be able to fill the gap

grpmmatically; thus, although they correctly choose, say, the function

of subject, they might be expected to make mistakes of concord and

number. Similarly, they might correctly select a verb to fill a predi-

cate slot, but make morphological errors in that verb (for example,

choosing an incorrect past tense)o Since there is indeed a difference

between the sanie-grainmatical-fanction (ACPC) procedure and. the granimati-

cally correct procedure (GRco) for the difficult text, one possible

explanation might be that the easier texts did not tax the reader

enough - he was not induced to make grimmtical errors of the type indi-

cated by sheer incomprehension of the text. The . other explanation is

that the texts simply did not provide the opportunity for such errors,

although this is unlikely in view of the fact that aU the deletion

rates (which in many cases deleted different words) produced the same

result. It could be that the students were simply too good - they had

no difficulties with the syntax of the two easy texts, whereas beginners

or low intermediate students might have had..

The other non-significant contrasts were also with grammatical

scoring procedures on the easier texts, namely, the same form class

(IDFC) and the grammatically correct (aRco) procedures at deletion rate

10 (easy text and medium text) and deletion rate 6 (medium text only).

In general, however, the expectation is confirmed that

different scoring procedures contribute differently to a doze score.

The indications are, then, that different scoring procedures result in

different cJ.oze tests. However, if the rank order of the subjects re-

mains the same, this finding is of little practical consequence.
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Table 705 shows the Spearnian rho correlation coefficients for

the relationship between scoring procedures for each test, and also for

each text, regardless of deletion rate differences0

The interesting result is that, unlike the results for the

native speakers, there is a great deal of agreement on the ranking of

subjects. 0i.t of 120 coefficients, the lowest is .71 - i.e., 50 of the

variance is accounted for by what the procedures have in common - whilst

the highest is .99. In fact, 47 out of the 120 coefficients are at

least .90, and many are higher.

The higher correlations seem to be achieved by the diffioult

text, but even the easy text, with high mean scores, gives respectably

high correlations.

The closest agreement is between the same-grannnatical-func-

tion and the same form class procedures (AcFc and IDFC), with rho's of

the order of .98 and .99, whilst the least relationship seems to hold

between the exact scoring procedure and the grammatical procedures, in.

particular the same-grammatical-function (AcFc), but also the identical

form class procedure (IDFc). This suggests that the ability to predict

grammatical function is not closely related to the ability to identify

the exact word which was deleted.. The former might be taken to be the

lowest form of grammatical sensitivity, whilst the latter might relate

more closely to, for example, sensitivity to style, awareness of

author' a intention, and so on. Nevertheless, even these two extreme

procedures relate to one another at about the .80 level, and often

higher0

The exact word method almost always (with one exception only,
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on Test El 2) correlates best with the any-semantically-acceptable proce-

dure (SEMAc); the coefficients range from .85 to .95, with seven of the

coefficients above .90. This close relationship is particularly marked

on the difficult text, where no coefficient is below .90. It is, how-

ever, a matter of judnent as to whether the relationship is close

enough for one procedure to be acceptable .n place of the other, since

ideally one would prefer even higher coefficients. In contrast to the

native speaker study, the non-native speaker subjects are much less

homogeneous in age, general ability level, interests, language profi-

ciency and so on, and it could well be that using a more homogeneous

group would result in a lower correlation between the two procedures.

Nevertheless, these results confirm the findings of Stubbs and Tucker

(1974) and Oiler, Atsi and Irvine (1974) that there is indeed a close

relationship between doze exact and c].oze acceptable procedures.

Interestingly, the ariy-semanti cally-acceptable procedure

(sc) does not always correlate highest with the exact word method.

Sometimes (Test Doe) it correlates more highly with the identical form

class method (IDPc), sometimes (E12) it shows a closer relationship to

the same.-grmitical-function procedure (AcFC), but more often it shows

a closer relationship with the grviinatically correct (GRco) procedure

(Tests E06, ElO, M08, and iio). In other words, the semantically -

acceptable procedure is about as closely related to presumed measures

of grammatical ability as it is to the exact word method, which may or

may not be a measure of higher-order aldus than those measured by the

other fçur procedures.

Table 704 has shown that it is not the case that if a non-
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native speaker of English correctly predicts the grammatical fu.nction. of

a deletion, be will tend to produce a replacement which is semantically

acceptable, or, indeed, the same word as the deleted word0 If this were

so, the means for the different scoring procedures would show little

difference0

Yet this finding of the close relationship between many of

these procedures does show that a subject' a perfoznance on one measire

will fairly accurately predict his perfoziance on another measure, with

the highest prediction being among grammatical scores, and. the lowest

between the exact word and grammatical scores0

Despite the fact that the scoring procedures agree quite

highly on the rpnking of subjects, it is still the case that different

tests, i.e, different combinations of text and. deletion rate, will re-

sult in different intercorrelations of the scoring procedures, and will

also result in different rkings of the coefficients, at least for

procedures which are not so closely related as the same- grammatical-

function procedure (AcPc) and the identical form class (IDFc) procedure0

To summarise the findings from Table 7.5:

1) There is comparatively high agreement among scoring procedures as

to rnkig of non-native speaker subjects; in other words, they

tend to measure the same thing, or at least in a similar mamner.

2) Grpmmstjcal scoring procedures are closely related, at least one

probably being superfluous.

3) The exact word method and grammatical scoring procedures show a

relatively low relationship.

4) The exact word and semantically acceptable procedures are quite
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closely related0

5) The semantically acceptable procedure is closely related, not only

to the exact word method, but also to grammatical scoring procedures.

6) Different doze tests d.isplay different patterns of interrelation-

ships of scoring procedures, despite point 1 above0

Pially, as with the native speakers, a consideration of

Table 7.00 ahow that the rank order of scoring procedures is (easiest

first): grammatically correct (GRCO), same grammatical function (ACFC),

identical form class (IDrc), semantically acceptable (siic), and. exact

word method.

In those cases (Eo8, E12, M06 and }108) where the grammati-

cafly correct procedure changed positions with the same-grammatical-

function procedure, such that the same-gr mnRtical-function appeared

easier, the t-tests of Table 7.4 showed no significant difference be-

tween the scores, so that the rank order could have been reversed by

chance alone. Only once (wi2) are there significant differences among

the procedures which result in. a different order from that given above.

On this occasion, the order is ACFC, IDFC, GRCO, SEMLC, Exact. In

other words, what disagreement there is among procedures is confined to

the grammatical procedures, and these procedures are in any case closely

related (Table 7.5). One must conclude, as with native speakers, that

whilst non-native speaker subjects may not provide replacements from

the same form class as the deletion., it is more likely that they will at

least provide a grnnntically correct replacement. Similar to the

native speakers, as the constraints on the replacement increase from

mere grammaticality to semantic acceptability, and finally to include
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all the constraints on the restoration of the deleted word itself, so

the difficulty of correct closure increases, It remains to be seen

whether this increase in constraint is limked to an increase in the

amount of context available to the reader.

7.4.3 Deletion rate

.gure 7.1 shows graphically the apparent differences be-.

tween means for each text at four deletion rates with each scoring pro-.

cedure,

The most immediately apparent fact is that there is no con-

sistency of direction of difference between deletion rates over differ .

-ent texts. In some cases deletion rate 10 is easier than deletion rate

12, in other cases it is more difficult. Similarly, sometimes deletion

rate 8 is more difficult than deletion rate 10, and other times it is

easier.

However, although they may not be the expected ones, some

consistencies are evident. In particular, regardless of scoring proce-

dure, the deletion rates on the difficult text reveal the same genera].

pattern of means, namely, deletion rate 8 is always more difficult than

deletion rate 6 and. deletion rate 12 is always easier than 8 or 10,

whilst deletion rates 6 and 12 are about the same in terms of difficulty.

The medium text reveals a somewhat opposite trend, namely,

the tendency for deletion rate 12 to be more difficult than deletion

rate 10 and marginally more difficult than deletion rate 6. However,

in most cases, the medium text shows an increase in ease for deletion

rates 8 and 10.

The easy text, however, shows a tendency for the tests to
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become more difficult as the deletion rate increases, i.e., as the

frequency of deletion decreases0 This, of course, is the opposite of

what one might expect, since common sense would suggest that as the

number of words of context around a gap increases, so the difficulty of

restoring the word appropriately should decrease0 . If nothing else,

Figure 7.1 shows that the situation is by no means as simple as that0

Figure 7.1 is, however, based on raw mean scores, and does

not concern itself with the question of whether the differences between

the means are real differences, or whether they could have arisen by

chance alone..

To answer this question, one-way analyses of variance were

carried out on the four deletion rates for each text and for a].]. five

scoring procedures, and the results are presented in Table 7.6a-e.

From this table, it is clear that at least some of the

apparent differences between means of the deletion rates are due to

chance. In particular, the differences between deletion rates as

scored by the same-grammatical-function procedure failed to reach the

5% significance level for any text0

The medium text failed to show significant differences be- -

tween deletion rates with any scoring procedure, even the exact word;

and the easy text failed to show significant differences among deletion

rates with the semantically acceptable and grammatically correct pro-

cedures (sc and aRCO), as well as with the ACPC already mentioned.

Thus, significant (at the 5% level) differences between de- -

letion rates were found only for the identical form class procedure

(IDFC) on the difficult and easy texts; the grammatically correct pro-
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cedure (aRco) and the semantically acceptable procedure (SEMAC) on the

difficult text only; and the exact word method on difficult and easy

texts. In other words, less than half the comparisons show significant

differences.

In order to see, from the six comparisons, which deletion

rates are significantly different from other deletion rates, t—tests

were calculated. for all possible pairs on those comparisons which the

analysis of variance had shown to contain significant differences. The

results are tabulated in Table 77.

The first point to be noted is that not all pairs are signi-

ficantly different - the exact word method, difficult text, has the

largest number of significantly different contrasts: four out of a

possible six; whilst others (exact word, easy text; semantically

acceptable method, difficult text; identical form class, easy text)

only show two significant contrasts0

The second point is that the significant differences are not

in the same pairs of contrast. That is to say, sometimes deletion rate

6 is significantly different from deletion rate 12 (exact, easy text;

IDPC, easy text), and. sometimes it is not (exact, difficult text;

SEMAC, difficult text)0 Sometimes deletion rate 8 is significantly

different from deletion rate 6 (aRco, difficult text; exact, difficult

text), sometimes it is not (exact, easy text; SEMAC, difficult text).

The sole consistent result is that deletion rate 8 is never found to be

significantly different from deletion rate 10.

The third, and most important, result to be noted is the

direction of the significant differences that were discovered.
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For the exact word method, difficult text, deletion rates 8

and 10 were not different, nor were deletion rates 6 and 12, but both

deletion rate 6 and deletion rate 12 produced higher mean scores than

deletion rates 8 and 10. If similar positions on the horizontal a.re

taken to mean "no significant difference", and. a difference in positions

is taken to show that significant differences existed, then the situa-

tion can be represented graphically as:

e	 I0

For the easy text, however, the position is quite different,

i.e.,

6

12

which can be seen to represent a situation where deletion rates 6, 8

and 10 are not different, whereas deletion rate 12 is lower, that is,

more difficult, than deletion rates 6 or 100 Unfortunately, this figure

misrepresents the situation to some extent, since deletion rate 8 is not

significantly different from deletion rate 12.

Equally difficult to represent graphically is the situation

with the semantically acceptable scoring procedure (SEMAC), difficult
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text, where deletion rate 10 is significantly more difficult than de-

letion rates 12 or 6, but not significantly different from deletion rate

8. These two differences are the only significant differences for this

scoring method.

The identical form class method (IDFC), difficult text, re-

veals a situation similar to that of the exact word method, viz., that

deletion rate 6 is significantly different from and easier than deletion

rates 8 and 10, but not deletion rate 12, and deletion rate 8 is aigni-

ficant].y more difficult than deletion rate 12. Here, however, not only

is there no difference between deletion rates 8 and 10, and deletion

rates 6 and 12, but the comparison 10:12 shows no difference either.

On the easy text, 8cored by the identical form class method,

the only differences to be uncovered were deletion rate 12 with deletion

rate 6, and deletion rate 12 with deletion rate 100 In both cases, de-

letion rate 12 proved the more difficult of the pair.

.naUy, for the grammatically correct procedure, difficult

text, deletion rate 12 was easier than deletion rate 10 only, whereas

deletion rate 6 was easier than deletion rates 8 and 10, but not differ-

ent from deletion rate 12.

Thts, it is at least clear that there is no clear trend in.

terms of consistent differences between deletion rates, regardless of

text differences. However, there are greater consistencies if one

takes one text at a time.

1evertheless, even, the apparent tendency (from an inspection

of the means alone) for the difficult text, regardless of scoring
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procedure, to result in lower mean scores at deletion rates 8 and 10

than at deletion rates 6 and 12, is only consistent in that deletion

rate 6 is always easier than deletion rate 10. It is not, however,

always easier than deletion rate 8.. £Ltbough deletion rate 12 is never

easier or more difficult than deletion rate 6 (for the difficult text),

it is only sometimes easier than deletion rates 8 or 10.

The situation is more regular with regard to the easy text.

Irrespective of scoring procedure (IDFC or Exact), deletion rates 6, 8

and 10 are never different, whereas in both cases both deletion rate 6

and deletion rate 10 are easier than deletion rate 12.

Overall generalisations are thus clearly impossible, since

with one text certain deletion rates produce easier tests, whereas with

another text, contradictory results are acbieved.. It is hard to con-

clude, therefore, that the differences between tests are due to the

differing number of words- surrounding each item, for, if tbis were so,

one would. expect both consistency (probably irrespective of text) and.

greater context to result in easier tests. Instead, as the difficult

text shows, the two most different deletion rates (6 and. 12) result in

apparently similar tests in terms of difficulty.

We mast look elsewhere to explain the difference between

doze test forms, and the answer is probably to be found in the simple

fact that different words are deleted on each deletion rate. Eowever,

in order to confirm that this is so, it is necessary to compare the

doze deletion rates, looking at only those items which are common to

both deletion rates under consideration.

was explained in Chapter 5, the counting for deletions
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in any text always began at the same word; consequently, the second word

deleted at deletion rate 6 is the same word as the first word deleted at

deletion rate 12, and the fortieth word deleted at deletion rate 10 is

the same word as the fiftieth word deleted at deletion rate 8. It is

therefore possible to compare deletion rates based on only those items

common to the deletion rates under consideration.)

The same computer programs used in the native spealcer study

were used to seleôt the common items, calculate means and. standard devi-

ations and perform t-tests for the differences between the means. These

calculations were done only for those scoring procedures and. texts for

which the analysis of variance (Table 7.6) had shown significant differ-

ences between deletion rates. The Prilysis was therefore carried out on

the difficult text, scoring procedures Exact, SEIL&C, GRCO and. IDPC; and.

the easy text scored by the exact and. IDPC methods. The results are

presented in Table 7.8.

The clear result of this analysis is that no significant

differences between deletion rates were found. The sole exception to

this is the comparison between deletion rates 8 and 10, exact word

method, difficult text, and this is m'important for two reasons.

rstly, as Table 7.7 shows, the contrast of deletion rates 8 and 10

for this score on this text is not significant when all the items are

considered, not just the identical items. Secondly, the means and dis-

tributions are so low that it is doubtful whether the t-test is even

applicable to these two sets of scores.

Por all other comparisons, whatever the text, whatever the

scoring procedure, no significant effect was found of increasing the
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mount of context around a doze deletion.

To suinmarise the results from Table 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8:

i) Despite apparent differences in mean scores, no significant differ-

ences between deletion rates were found for 60% of the texts and

scoring procedures studied.

2) In particular, the scoring procedure ACFC (same grammatical function)

never showed significant differences between deletion rates.

) No significant differences between deletion rates were found on the

medium text, regardless of scoring procedure.

4) Prom al]. the possible contrasts of deletion rate pairs for those

texts and scoring procedures that showed significant differences

somewhere, 44% were found to be significantly different.

5) Deletion rates are not consistently different from each other - for

any possible pair of deletion rates, sometimes they are different,

sometimes they are not.

6) where there is a difference among deletion rates, its direction

varies. There is a tendency for deletion rates 8 and 10 to be more

difficult than the other two on the difficult text, and for deletion

rate 12 to be more difficult than the rest on the easy text. How-

ever, these differences are a) not as predicted, and b) not con-.

sistent across texts.

Points 1 to 6 above can. be  further summarised:

Where there are differences among deletion rates on doze

tests, they are not consistent.

7) When only identical items were considered, no significant effect of

varying the deletion rate was found, which can be interpreted to
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mean that varying the amount of context around a doze item has no

effect on its difficulty.

7.4.4 The efficiency of the doze test

This section will deal with the efficiency of the doze test

with non-native speaker subjects, and the influence on this efficiency

of the three main variables: text, deletion rate and scoring procedure.

This efficiency will be examined internally in this chapter, whilst the

next chapter (chapter 8) will be concerned with, amongst other things,

doze as a test of English proficiency as compared with external cri-

teria, from which a limited comparison of efficiency will be possible.

In relation to the internal criteria, particular reference

will be made to the descriptive statistics of the tests, the reliability

measures, and a traditional item analysis. The remarks in Chapter 6

apply here insofar as they refer to the difficulty of defining the de-

sired efficiency for a test whose purpose one does not clearly iow.

However, one can perhaps more readily conclude here that for non-native

speakers the doze test can be considered to be used as a norm-

referenced proficiency test, since it is precisely with such tests that

it is being compared. Thus it can plausibly be expected that a wide

distribution would be preferred to a narrower one, and that, other

things being equal, a mean of around 50% would be preferred to more

extreme means, Yet, as already indicated in Chapter 6, Bormu.th (1968a)

seems to suggest that a mean of around 44% might be equivalent to a

multiple-choice comprehension score of 75%, which is felt to indicate

the study level of comprehension with native speakers. Therefore one

might well expect the doze with non-native speakers consistently to
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return lower mean scores than more traditional tests0 The native

speaker study (chapter 6) has already confirmed this to the extent that

it showed no subject achieving over 90$ exact restorations, and that

even the easiest text with the exact word scoring procedure still re-

sulted in means of only 70%

With these non-native speakers the highest mean scores were

achieved with the most liberal scoring procedures on the easiest texts,

and these were of the order of 90$ (Table 7OO) These grammatical

procedures gave lower means on the medium text (from 80$ down to 73%),

but in fact even on the difficult text mean scores were still above 50%

(ranging from 51% to 75%) Nat surprisingly, as the means increase from

difficult to easy text, with the grammatical scoring procedures, the

disperskzl decreases, so that whereas on the difficult text good distri-

bution is achieved (standard deviations between 20$ and 35% of the

mean), on the easy text this is reduced to around io% of the mean.

(Table 7.00B)0 Of course, this is partly a function of the increase in

mean scores, but also reflects an absolute decrease in standard deviation,

down to about 8 percentage points from as high as 2O Nevertheless, the

GRCO procedure results in the absolutely - as opposed to relatively -

highest standard deviation of all, and in general the distribution

achieved by grammatical scores is reasonably large0 Interestingly, only

on the easy text do even the grammatical scoring procedures result in

mpTimnTn (ioo$) scores, so the ceiling effect is not a large problem0

The amy-acceptable (SEM.&c) procedure has a different effect

on each text0 On the easy text, although SEMLC mean scores are lower

than grrnnmatical means, they are not greatly so - between 6 and 11 per-
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centage points only - and the mean remii 's at about 80%. The difference

on the easy text lies in the distribution of scores, since the standard

deviations of the SEM.&C are considerably higher than those of the

grammatical scoring procedures, and. even those of the exact word scoring

procedure.

On the medium text, the SEMAC results in means of about 60%,

which are considerably lower than the grammatical score means - by 14 to

18 percentage points. Here again the largest absolute distribution of

all scoring procedures is achieved by the SEMACO

The same remark applies almost always to the difficult text,

where the SEI(AC distribution is again large. On this text even greater

differences in mean scores are evident, so that the SEMAC, achieving

around 40-50% means, is midway between the exact and. grammatical scoring

procedures (about twenty percentage points different from both). The

distributions achieved by this procedure, together with the moderately

high means, indicate that it is efficient at discriminating subjects,

and. it is at an. appropriate level of difficulty on the medium and.

difficult texts.

The exact word procedure results in much narrower distri-

butions, on both medium and difficult texts, than any of the other pro-

cedures. On the difficult text this could be attributed to the low

means - 19-29%. However, on the medium text, where reasonable means are

evident (40-45%), the discrimination remains poor. Only on the easy

text, dth means of around. 60%, is the distribution comparable dth that

of other scoring procedures. In fact, the standard. deviation for the

exact procedure remains remarkably constant, regardless of text change.
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As in Chapter 6, the results with non-native speakers have

shown that the difference between deletion rates appears to be due to

the mere fact that different words have been deleted, and not to the

increase or decrease in availability of context0 Although there are

great differences in the descriptive statistics of different deletion

rates, there seems to be little point in comparing deletion rates for

efficiency. The difference between texts is clearly constant, and so a

comment on the interaction between text and scoring procedure as it

affects the efficiency of the doze seems to be in order.

An interesting point is that although the exact word method

achieves reasonable mean scores on the medium and easy texts, the dis-.

tribution does not change shape, and is in no case the best. Since

better distribution is almost always achieved by the SEMLC procedure,

and the mean scores are still within acceptable linrits, it seems to be

preferable to the exact score on both medium and difficult texts. As

neither maininin (i00%) nor mirrmnm (o%) possible scores are attained by

any subject on this procedure, the actual mi iTrnnn and maTm1m range is

from 4 to 42 (8% to 54%), an encouragingly large spread. Thus, either

the medium or the difficult text, providing they are scored by the

SEMLC rather than the exact procedure, would appear to be suitably

efficient, at least in as far as an inspection of the descriptive sta-

tistics reveals test efficiency.

In terms of reliability, three measures were taken — the

standard error of the mean, the standard error of measurement, and. the

KR2O reliability coefficient. The latter, although a measure of

internal consistency, is something of an underestimate if the , spread of
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item difficulties is uneven0

The standard error of the mean is notably lower for the exact

score on the difficult text than for other scores (Table 7.00), but this

is because the exact mean is low in any case, and, expressed as a per-

centage of the mean (Table 7.9a), it is, in fact, always higher for the

exact score than for any other. Expressed in relative terms, the stan-

dard error of the mean is lowest for the grmmtical scoring procedures.

Table 7.9b sets out a comparison of the standard error of measu.rement

for the exact and SEMAC scoring procedures, from which it is clear that

the standard error of measurement is always pro portionateiy lower for

the SEMAC than the exact method, although in absolute terms it is only

lower than that of the exact scoring procedure on the easy text. The

difference between the two procedures in absolute terms is, however,

rriimp1, giving the edge to the SEMAC because of its better performance

on the relative reliability. The lowest figures, absolute and. relative,

are gained with the easy text.

Some variation is evident in the KB.20 reliability coeffi-

cients, although a figure as low as .53 (exact, E6) is exceptional. The

grammatical and SEMAC procedures range from 074 to .92, with the SEMLC

tending to achieve marginally better reliability than the grammatical

procedures. In virtually every case the exact procedure results in

lower reliability than the other procedures, with a greater range of co-

efficients. No consistent advantage is evident for one text over

another, even when only one scoring procedure is considered0

The conclusion of this study of the reliability measures,

then, is negative, in that no one text consistently gives more reliable
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results than another0 The study also shows the exact word procedure to

perform less reliably than the others0 With the remain.ing scoring pro-

cedures, however, the reliability, although variable, appears acceptable.

Incidentally, it is at least noteworthy that different de-

letion rates on the same text with the same scoring procedure give re-

liability estimates which vary at least as much as do the differences

between texts or scoring procedures (2o exact D10 = .69, D12 = .80;

exact EG = .53, E12 = .80). As expected, it is not the case that as

amount of context increases, the results become more reliable; it is,

however, true that as the deletion rate changes, so,	 iota>, ',i33.

the reliability0 This, moreover, applies regardless of scoring pro-

cedure.

Table 7.10 presents a summary of the item difficulties for

all 12 tests scored by the five different procedures.

Items with greater than 80% or less than 20% facility are

traditionally considered to be so extreme as to detract from the effi-

ciency of a test. Using this criterion, the grammatical scoring pro-

cedures are clearly much less efficient than the exact or SEMLC on all

three texts, but particularly on the easy and medium texts. No consist-

exit differences are evident among deletion rates for these three gramma-

tical procedures. Although they rarely result in items that no subject

gets correct, they do provide items which everyone answers correctly,

especially on the easy text. Nevertheless, on the difficult text a

fairly high proportion of items, even with the grammatical scoring pro-

cedures, comes within the above-mentioned limits of acceptability (from

58 to 78% of items, in fact). On this text, this is considerably better
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than the exact word procedure, which only has between 30$ and 48% of

items within the same limits, and between 44% and. 66% with a facility

index of less than 20$. Of course, the exact word procedure improves

in efficiency on the medium text (between 50% and 66$ within acceptable

limits) and the easy text0 Nevertheless, even, on the easy text the

mamum number of acceptable items is 66$ of the total (E6), and in one

case (Elo) the number is below 50%. Similarly, even on this text, one

item per test proved so difficult that nobody was able to restore it

correctly. it is, however, true that on the easy text the exact proce-

dure results in the best distribution of item difficulty of the five

procedures.

In contrast, the SAC performs relatively poorly on the easy

text, resulting in a preponderance of easy items. On the medium text

the SAC results in fewer extreme items than any other procedure,

whilst on the difficult text it is also the best procedure in terms of

numbers of efficient items. The interesting thing is that on the diffi-

cult text the SEKAC is not much more efficient than any grRmlnntical

procedure, with the exception of Test D6.

Prom this detailed survey, it is at least clear that all the

doze tests and all scoring procedures frequently result in inefficient

items, since the lowest percentage of inefficient items (18%) is

achieved once only, whereas a proportion of over 80% of items proving

to be inefficient is attained ten, times.

By comparing the ratio of efficient to non-efficient items

across tests and scoring procedures, it is possible to get an idea of

the most and least efficient tests (Tables 7.11, 7.12, and 7.13).
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TABLE	 7.11

Performance of scoring procedures, in terms of item difficulty. 1on -

native speakers.

D6

D8

Dl 0

Dl 2

)16

M8

10

}12

E6

E8

El 0

El 2

Best

SEMAC

SEMLC/ACPC

GRCO

SEI&kC

SEMAC

SEMAC

SMAC

SEMAC

Exact

Exact

Exact

Exact

Worst

Exact

Exact

Exact

Exact

ACPC

ACPC

ACFC

ACPC

GRCO

GRCO

ACPC

ACPC

In terms of scoring procedures, no one procedure emerges as consistently

more efficient than the rest, since the SEM.AC is best on. the difficult

and medium texts, whilst the exact procedure is best on the easy text.

On the other hand., the exact method is worst on the difficult text,

whilst on the other two texts grFnmnatical procedures are the least effi-

cient (Table 7.11).

The deletion rates perform inconsistently across scoring pro-

cedures and. texts, so that no one deletion rate can be recommended for
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efficiency (Table 7.12).

TABLE	 7.12

Best performance of deletion rate, in terms of item difficulty. son-

native speakers.

Exact
	

ZENAC
	

GRCO
	

IDFC
	

ACPC

Easy text
	

8
	

12
	

8
	

12
	

8

)Iediuin text
	

12
	

6
	

12
	

6
	

6

Difficult text
	

6
	

6
	

8
	

10
	

8

TABLE	 7.13

Best performance of text, in terms of item difficulty0 Non-native

speakers.

Deletion rate	 Exact	 SENAC	 GRCO	 IDFC
	

ACFC

6	 E	 D	 D	 D
	

D

8	 E	 D	 D	 D
	

D

10	 D	 D	 D
	

D

12	 N	 D	 D	 D
	

D

On the other hand, very consistent results are seen in Table

7.13, where the difficult text emerges as the most efficient text for

use with all deletion rates and scoring procedures except for the exact

scoring procedure, where both easy and. medium texts are more efficient
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than the difficult text0

In summary, then, in terms of non-native speakers, if the

exact word procedure is being used, then it should probably be with an

easy text, but the deletion rate used would appear to be unimportant.

If a difficult text is being used, then it should definitely not be

scored by the exact method, but rather by a grmnmatical procedure, or,

preferably, SEMACO If the SEMLC is being used, then either a medium or

difficult text would produce a relatively efficient test.

.nally, Table 7.14 compares item discrimination across tests

for both the exact word. and the SEI1AC scoring procedures.

From this it can be seen that the exact word procedure re-

suits in greatest negative discrimination on an easy text, and the

highest number of acceptable items tends to be achieved with the medium

text. It should be noted, however, that only once does this procedure

produce more than half of its items with acceptable (above + 0.2) die-.

criinination (Test E8). The number of items with both acceptable

facility and acceptable discrimination ranges from a mere 20% to 46%

The SENC results in considerably better item discrimmn'tion indices0

Not only is the number of negatively discriminating items greatly re-

duced,to virtual insiificance, there is also a higher proportion of

items with reasonable positive discrimination, as compared with the exact

method (from 40-82%). mis scoring procedure also results in a higher

proportion of items with both acceptable facility end. discrimination

(from 26-72%). On both medium and difficult texts the SEMAC invariably

results in better item discrimination, and even on the easy text it

produces fewer negative discriminations and approximately equal a11-
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round acceptability.

In terms of' dscri'n'ption, then, the doze seems to be rela-

tively poor at discririnating non-native speakers, but the SEMAC produces

better discrimination than does the exact word scoring procedure.
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CHAPTER 8

Results 3:

Cloze as a Measure of Proficiency in

&iglish as a foreign language

The nuil form of Hypothesis 4 states:

a) There is no difference between deletion rates as measures of English-

as-a-foreign-language proficiency.

b) There is no difference between texts as measures of English-as-a-

foreign-language proficiency.

o) There is no difference between scoring methods as measures of

English-as-a-foreign-language proficiency.

) There is no interaction between deletion rates, text and. scoring

method as predictors of English-as-a-foreign-language proficiency.

This hypothesis will be investigated by looking at the rela-

tionship between the doze tests and the ELBA results. The dictation

tests, which were also admri(stered to most of the subjects, are in a

sense experimental, and. so not to be considered established measures of

proficiency in English as a foreign language, whatever recent theoreti-

cal claims may have been made in their favour. The relationship between

c].oze and dictation, and indeed between dictation and ELBA, will be

ermined later in this chapter.

Before proceeding to an exnnilnAtion of the above hypothesis,

it is proposed to erRmlne the results of the ELBA as administered to the

subjects of this study, and to compare them with the results reported in

the test manual, and in Chapter 5 of this study.
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8.1 Results of the ELBA Test

The intercorrelations (internal validity coefficients) of the

ELBA tests and subtotals with one another and the total score are given

in Table 8.1

TABLE	 8.1

Intercorrelations of the subtests of the English Langtiage Battery (ELBA)

(Pearson Product Moment correlations)

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 • 6	 7	 Ptl Pt2 Total

Test 1	 .37 .33	 .62 .61	 .60	 .47	 .91	 .64	 .80

2 .37	 .45 .51	 .56 .42 .47	 060	 .54	 .59

3 .33 .45	 .38 .45 .23 .37	 .53	 .39	 .47

4 .62 b51	 .38	 .77 .76	 .71	 .85	 .84	 .89

5 .60 .56 .45	 077	 .75 .69	 .77	 .93	 .91

6 .60 .42 .23 .76 .75	 62	 .72	 .92	 .87

7 .47 .47 .37 .71 .69 .62	 .65	 .79	 ..77

n = 264

(an. coefficients siificant at the 0.1% level)

These are, on the w1ole, lower than those reported by Ingram

in the ELBA Manual, but are, of course, based on a different and

slightly smaller group of su.bjects. According to one interpretation,

they are more satisfactory than the original coefficients, since the

test intercorrelations are lower and thus indicate less redundancy in

the information provided by each test. However, they confirm the
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evidence from the manual that Tests 4, 5, 6 and 7 (Listening Compre-

hension, Graimnav, Vocabulary, and Reading Comprehension respectively)

are all quite highly related. This is almost certainly due to the heavy

reading requirement for all four tests, including the Listening Compre-

hension Test. In fact, the Listening Comprehension Test is much less

closely related to the other tests of listening than to the reading

tests. Tests 2 and. 3 (Intonation and. Stress) are relatively unrelated

to the overafltota]. (.59 and. .47), whereas the other five tests appear

to be closely related to the Total. However, when the individual tests

are correlated with the Total minus themselves (Table 8.2), Test I

(Sound Recogoition) also reduces in importance as a predictor of such a

total., Even Reading Comprehension (Test 7) is less important that Tests

4, 5 and 6. The reading comprehension required for Test 7 is probably

not the same as that required for or explicitly tested by Tests 4, 5 and

6. In particular, some 75% of the questions are inferential, rather

than referential, whilst well over half of them require reference to

intersentential connections and relations rather than sentential

relations.

after establishment of the correlation matrix, the individual

ELB& tests were factoi'-analysed according to the principal components

factor extraction method, with unities in the main diagonal. The

factors thus extracted were subjected to two rotations using the 'Varimax

procedure (which assumes orthogonality). The first solution attempted

to rotate all factors with an eigenvalue of at least 10e However,

Ohnmacht, Weaver and Kohier (1970) express dissatisfaction with such an

arbitrary cessation of factoring, and. they themselves present several
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solutions for consideration, including factors with eigenvalues lower

than 1000 Clearly, the solution one adopts depends on. one' a purpose and

desire for parsimony, but they present evidence that a more complete and.

satisfying solution is obtainable by going below EV 1 0, especially if

the number of tests in the matrix is small. For this reason, a second

rotation was undertaken, including all factors with an elgenvalue of at

least 0.5. This, of course, has the effect of increasing the coinn3unali-

ties, and gives a more complete solution.. Which solution one chooses to

adopt is purely a inatter of judgment, but, in. the case of the ELBA data,

more information certainly results from the second solution. The two

solutions are presente1 in Table 83 - for aD. subects, anâ. also for

three groups of approximately 90 subjects each, divided according to the

doze text taken. This procedure is necessary, since the factor analysis

of doze, dictation arid ELBA must be based on each doze tezt, instegd of

all doze texts grouped together. Thus, it is helpful to be able to

compare the analysis of doze, dictation and ELBA with an. ELBA—only

analysis for each doze text group.



Eigenvalue) 0.5

Test (no coIn1wJTality<.75)

.01361

.74775

.23835

.52818

.48590

.40154

.70397

85230

.11873

.22969

.71 743

.72853

.80362

.49939

32174

.48113

.89461

.19216

.26159

.01704

.11038

I

2

3

4

5

6

7
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TABLE	 8.3

Factor analysis of ELBA, Overall and for three subgrou.ps.

Rotation = Variinax

Overall

Ligenvalue.> 1 • 0

Test (coinmunalities of 1, 2, 3
<0.6)

1	 b75479

2 .69052

3 .63998

4 .89753

5 .90794

6 .82365

7 .80587

ifficult Pert Subgrou

Eigenvalue) 100

Test (conmiunalities of 1, 2, 3,
7 <0.6)

1	 .69927

2 .72287

3 .54947

4 .85529

5 .89595

6	 .79510

7 .71839

Eigenva].ue> 0.5

Test (com?mn alitjes> .73)

1	 .31281	 86238 .06780 o21305

2 .16455 .60382 .68516 .01986

3	 .18351 .16255 .11136 .95734

4 .71858 .36160 .33603 .12653

5 .75476 .25350 .36550 .28795

6	 .91489 .14826 .15401 .09494

7 .37484 .01222 .84188 .15206
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Iediuni Text Subgroup

Elgenvalue) 10

Test (no coinnnznality <.6)

1	 .80052	 -0.00662

	

2 .12353	 .85265

	

3 .18838	 .79919

	

4 .78886	 .41605

5	 .81218	 .34171

6	 .82920	 .15219

	

7 .63336	 .53254

Eigenvalue ) 005

Test (no commtinality <.68)

1	 .48166	 .13312	 .77624

	

2 .41108	 .68999	 -0.41977

	

3 .10732	 .91293	 .25054

	

4 .81200	 .32808	 .19355

	

5 .81762	 .25738	 .22586

	

6 .88037	 .01 146	 .13524

	

7 .68127	 045767	 .11728

Easy Text Subgro

Eigenvalue> 1.0

Test (2 and 3 <.6 coYnninnality)

1	 .84052

2 .75069

3	 .71102

4 .93294

5	 .94618

6 .87015

7 .84635

Eigenvalue) 0.5

Test (no communality ( 073)

1	 .851 17	 .23705

	

2 .33748	 .84991

3	 .26262	 .89110

	

4 .84969	 .40665

	

5 .82752	 .46408

6	 .91020	 .20157

	

7 .77694	 .35968

Taking the overall result first, the first solution

(EV> 1.0), only one factor emerges. The variable loadings are high

for Tests 4, 5, 6 and 7, and somewhat lower for 1, 2 and 3. This

factor must be interpreted as a general	 lish_as-orejgn_1age
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proficiency factor, with an emphasis on reading0 According to this

view, Englis-as-a-foreign-laxiguage proficiency as measured by ELBA is

one unitary, generalized ability.

However, on the second solution (Ev> 0.5), three factors

emerge, and, of course, the connxunalities are higher. The first factor

loads on 2 and 7, but only moderately on 4, 5 and 6. The second factor

loads on 1, 4, 5 and 6, and moderately on 7, whilst the third factor

loads on 3, with minor loadings on 1 and 2. The identification of these

factors is somewhat problematic. The third factor might be called

"listening", specifical].y suprasegmental. The second factor appears to

be a more genera]. English-as-a-foreign-language proficiency factor,

irrespective of mode of presentation of material. The first factor,

however, is interesting in that it loads on a listening variable and a

reading variable. However, in reality, when one looks closely at Test

2, it is clear that there is a high reading requirement, especially

since the test is timed, Subjects have to read quickly and relate what

they have read to what they hear. They also have to infer emotions,

moods and attitudes from the intonation and stress pattern, and relate

these to the written gloss.

The factor aa1ysis for the doze text groups gives a broadly

similar first solution (ET) 1.0) on the difficult and. easy texts -

i.e., the solution is unifactorial, with somewhat lower loadings on

variables 2 and 3. The medium text gives two factors, the first one

loading on Tests 1, 4, 5 and 6, and loading lower on 7, with the second

factor loading on 2 and 3, with some loading on 7. This second factor

is reminiscent of Factor 1 on the overall ELBA (EV> 0.5).
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The second solution ( IV> 0.5) is different for each group.

The difficult text group is the most complex, with four factors.

Factor I loads on 4, 5 and. 6; Factor 2 on 1, with some 2; Factor 3

on 7 and some 2; Factor 4 on 3 alone. This Factor 3 is again remimis.

-cent of Factor 1 on the overall ELBA (Ev) 0.5) and Factor 2, medium

text (By ) I .0). The first factor is broadly similar to Factor 2,

overall ELBA (EV> 0.5).

On the medium text, three factors emerge. The first again

loads on 4, 5 and 6, with some 7. The second factor loads on 3 (with

some 2) and the third loads on Test 1 almost exclusively. The easy

text, on the other hand, reveals only two factors with an eigenvalue

greater than 0.5. The first loads on 1, 4, 5 and 6, with some 7, and

the second loada on 2 and 3, with much lower loading on 4, 5 and 7.

The upshot of this comparison of overall and. different sub-

groups is twofold. Firstly, taking a traditional conservative approach,

ELBA appears to be unifactorial, even for the subgroups. Tests 2 and 3,

loading lower than the rest on this factor, are somewhat apart from the

other tests. When a more complete solution is sought, the monolithic

English-as-a-foreign-language proficiency factor breaks up into a number

of other factors. These factors are not consistent across subgroups of

the population, and. labelling them is also somewhat problematic. A

clear grouping is achieved of Tests 4, 5 and 6 (Factor 1, all subgroups;

Factor 2, overall). Test 1 sometimes loads on the same factor (Factor

2, overall; Factor 1, easy text) and sometimes loads on its own factor

(Factor 2, difficult text; Factor 3, medium text). Test 3 loads on

its own factor (Factor 3, overall and difficult text) or in conjunction
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with Test 2 (Factor 2, easy text and. medi.um text). The reading com-

prehension test (7) is odd in that it tends not to load high on its own

factor, but rather to be associated with other factors, loading some-

what lower than 4, 5 and 6 on the same factors (Factor 2, overall;

Factor 3, difficult text).

One clear conclusion from this is that a division of ELBA

into two parts labelled "Reading" and "Listening" is not justified by

this analysis. The difference between tests is less one of mde

(written versus spoken) than of content (linguistic/metalingtiistic), or

scope (sentential/suprasentential). In this way, reading comprehension

(Test 7) is different from listening comprehension (Test 4) not because

of the mode, but perhaps because of the nature of the skills required:

the ability to make inferences, perhaps, or to handle text rather than

sentences. The most consistently present factor loads on 4, 5 and. 6

mainly, and might be termed core proficiency, since it covers ability to

deal with the syntax and lexis of a language, and. to comprehend (and.

read) its sentences.

8.2 Cloze and ELBA

As the results of the previous chapters have shown, it is

misleading to ignore the difference between doze texts in order to

examine deletion rates; thus, section a) of Hypothesis 4 nast be exam-

ined for each text. However, to establish possible differences between

texts in their relationship with a recognised measure of English-as-a-

foreign-language proficiency, it would. appear valid, to ignore the

differences between deletion rates, and aggregate the results to give

three main doze text/tests - easy, medium and. difficult - which one
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can correlate with ELBA. To investigate the nature of different scoring

procedures as measures of English-as-a-foreign-language proficiency, it

is possible to examine the correlation coefficients both for each test

and. for each text regardless of deletion rate0

8.2.1 Deletion rates

Table 8.4 gives the Pearson Product Moment Correlation Co-

efficients of each of the twelve doze tests, scored by five different

scoring procedures, with the ELBA tests, subtotals and. total. scores.

For the purpose of investigating the hypothesis, the ELBA Total will be

taken to be an aggregate and. adequate measure of overall English-as-a-.

forei].anguage proficiency.

If we take the tests text by text to compare deletion rates,

it Is clear that different deletion rates give different correlation

coefficients. The exact word scoring method, difficult text, correlates

quite high with the ELBA Total (Doa, .82; D1O, 079; D12, .77), but

not always - deletion rate 6 shows a much lower correlation at .51.

Similarly, on the same text, the azy-acceptable-word method shows

generally high coefficients (D08, .87; D10, .83; D12, .85) but with

an exception at deletion rate 6 (.67).

The exact word method, medium text, shows greater disagree .-

nient among deletion rates. This time, the lowest coefficient is with

deletion rate 10, at .57; the next lowest with deletion rate 8 at .68;

and the highest with deletion rate 6, at .86. The any-acceptable--word

procedure (SEMAc) shows a similar pattern, but reveals greater agreement

among deletion rates: M1O, .74; M08, .77; M12, .78; M06, .88.

However, on the easy text the best correlations with ELBA
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were deletion rate 8, for the exact word method (.70), aM deletion rate

12 for the SEIYIAC procedure (.77). In. this case, the any-acceptable pro-

cedure shows little variation amongst the coefficients (Eo6, .74; E08,

.69; ElO, .74; E12, .77), whereas the exact word method shows greater

differences (E06, .59; E08, .70; ElO, .65; E12, .67).

In general it seems that different deletion rates do indeed

result in. different correlations with a measure of proficiency in. English

as a foreign language, regardless of text, at least for the exact word

method. The nature of the difference is, however, unpredictable, since

with one text deletion rate 8 shows the lowest correlation, with another

text it has the highest correlation with ELBA. Similarly, deletion rate

6 had. a relatively low correlation with ELBL on the difficult text, but

on the medium text it showed a much closer correlation. It is thus

possible to reject the null foxn of Hypothesis 4a), and conclude that

different deletion rates may very well result in different correlations

with a measure of overall English-as-a-foreign-language proficiency. It

is, however, also possible to relate these findings to Hypothesis 4d),

and show that there is an interaction. between. deletion rate and scoring

method at least, since it is clear that using the any-acceptable-word

procedure results in greatly reduced differences between correlation

coefficients.

In. other words, one way to stabilise doze/ELBA coefficients

would. be to use the any-acceptable-word scoring procedure instead of the

exact word method.

it is possible, when exanir1ng the effect of different

deletion rates on the same text with the same scoring procedure, to look
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at the correlation of the doze with the ELBA stthtests, to see whether

a change of deletion rate results in different skills being measured by

the doze, or rather, and more likely, whether the skills being measured

relate differently to different deletion rates.

Just as the magnitude of the correlation with the ELBA Total

varies, so, as Table 8.4 shows, does the size of the correlations of

doze with individual tests. Indeed, sometimes the test correlates

significantly with doze, and sometimes the correlation is not signifi-

cantly different from zero. Thus, it is no more possible to predict the

size of the correlation of doze with an individual test than it was to

predict the size of the correlation of doze with the overall ELBA Total.

It is conceivable, however, that within this instability,

there is a stability of order of importance of the individual tests

which would suggest that the same underlying skills are being measured

by each doze test, regardless of the maiitude of the correlation.

Table 8.5 gives, for each doze test, scored by the exact word

method and. the any-acceptable word. method., the ELBA tests in order o

size of correlation with doze,
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TABLE	 8.5

Rank orders of correlations of ELBA. tests with doze, by doze test.,

Exact word and any—acceptable—word scoring procedures.

ELBA. Test	 ELBA Test

C].oze 1	 2 3 4 5 6 7 Cloze 1	 2 3 4 5 6 7

Exact	 SEMAC

D06	 NS 2 NS 1 3 NS NS DOG

D08	 6 5 NS 3 1 2 4 D08

D1O	 NS 5 NS 3= 2 1 3= D1O

D12	 3 7 6 4= 1 2 4= D12

1(06	 5 6 7 1 2 4 3 1(06

1(08	 1 115 5 3 2 4 6 1(08

1(10	 321151(5 INS 41(10

1(12	 115 4 1(5 2 3 1 5 1(12

3 1 NS 2 115 NS NS

6 5 NS 3 1= 1= 4

6 5 1(5 3 1= 1= 4

3 NS 6 4 1 2 5

4=67 1 3 24=

6721354

1= 3= 6 5 3= NS 1=

5	 4 7 3 •2	 1	 6

E06
	

5 1(5 1(5 3 2 4 1 E06
	

5763142

E08
	

4 5 115 1 2 3 6 E08
	

6451237

El 0
	

3 115 115 1 2 4 5 ElO
	

3762154

El 2
	

6 1 NS 3= 3= 2 5 E12
	

6173254

N	 Not significant
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Prom this table, no such stability emerges. When doze is

scored by the exact word method, different doze tests associate with

different ELBA tests. In fact, all of the ELBA tests except one are

more closely associated with at least one doze test than the other ELBA

tests are. Thus, Sound Recognition shows the highest correlation for

doze Test M08; Intonation correlates more highly than any other ELBA

test, with doze Test E12; Reading Comprehension is the highest for

Test E06, Vocabulary for Tests D1O and. M12, Grammar for Tests D08, D12

and N1O, and Listening Comprehension for Tests D06, 1!O6, E08 and. ElO.

The only test that does not, at some point or other, correlate highest

with doze, is 'est 3, Sentential Stress.

Nevertheless, a tendency is discernible for Tests 4, 5 and. 6

(Listening Comprehension, Grammar, and Vocabulary) to be more closely

associated with doze than the other tests, and for Tests 2 and. 3 (Into-

nation and Sentence Stress) to be least associated with doze.

Similar conclusions imist be drawn about the different relation-

ships of the individual ELBA tests with doze as scored by the any-

acceptable-word procedure, with the (probably irnmportant) difference that

Sound Recognition never correlates highest with doze.

Because of the low numbers of subjects taking any one doze

test	 ELBA, the reliability of these results is, of course, somewhat

suspect, and it is possible that at least some of the fluctuations in

correlations shown by the data may be due to the small numbers of people

involved rather than to characteristics of the tests themselves. Even

bearing this in mind, it seems reasonable to conclude, however, that

there is little stability in the association of individual doze tests
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with any of the individual ELBA tests, whatever the scoring method.

Thus, one unist be extremely careful when mRking statements about "what

doze tests" to make clear that this would not necessarily hold if a

different deletion frequency were used to produce the doze test.

8.2.2 Text

To exnrne the difference between texts in their correlation

with ELBA, it is possible to compare coefficients for each text, holding

deletion rate constant. The relevant data from Table 8.4 is recast, for

ease of inspection, in Table 8.6, for each scoring procedure.
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ABLE	 8.6

Correlation of ELB.L Total with various doze tests

TEXT

	

LEaSY	 Mediun	 Difficult

Deletion Rate 6

Exact	 059	 .86	 .51
SEMA.0	 .74	 .88	 .67
RC0	 .60	 .81
IDFC	 .44	 .67	 .43
ACFC	 .45	 .68	 .43

Deletion Rate 8

Exact	 .70	 .68	 .82
SE17AC	 069	 .77	 .87
GRCO	 .61	 .74	 .73
IDFC	 .50	 .51	 .80
ACPC	 .46	 .50	 .74

Deletion Rate 10

Exact	 .65	 057	 .79
SEMC	 .74	 .74	 .83
GRCO	 .75	 .75	 .79
IDPC	 .63	 .70	 .83
.cPC	 065	 .65	 .82

Deletion Bate 12

Exact	 .67	 .73	 .77
SEMAC	 '77	 .78	 .85

RC0	 .72	 .75	 .68

IDPC	 073	 .70	 .72
.ELCFC
	 .71	 .69	 .70
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From this table, it is clear that the difficult text has the

closest relationship with the ELBA Total, on three of the four deletion

rates0 However, for deletion rate 6, it appears that the medium text

results in higher correlations than the difficult text, regardless of

scoring procedure. Interestingly, the clear superiority of the medium

text at this deletion rate is greatly reduced when the any-acceptable-

word scoring procedure is used instead of the exact word method. In

fact, the any-acceptable-word method generally tends to in4nirri se the

differences between texts, in terms of correlation with ELBA, whereas

the exact word procedure tends to emphasise the differences0 Thus, not

only does it appear that the null form of Hypothesis 4b must be rejected,

since clearly different correlations are achieved by different text, but

also further evidence has been provided for the rejection of the null

form of Hypothesis 4d, viz., that there will be no interaction between

scoring procedure and text and. deletion rate to affect the relationship

between doze and ELBL

Because of the small numbers of subjects for each doze test,

and because the two-way analysis of variance (Table 7.1, &-e) of

Chapter 7, had shown no significant differences between deletion rates,

despite the existence of significant interactions between text and de- -

letion rates, it was considered justifiable to group together all four

doze tests, of differing deletion frequency, on the same text to pro-

vide a composite doze test for each text. The results of the corre-

lation of this grouping with ELBA are presented in Table 8.7.
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TABLE	 8..7

Pearson Product Noment correlations of doze scores with ELBA and
dictation by test.

a) Difficult Text
ELBA	 Dictation

1	 2	 3	 4 Ptl 5	 6	 7 Pt2 Total	 I	 II
Cloze

Exact .36 .49	 25 .55 .51 .71 .57 .54 .69	 .66	 .50	 .54
SEMAC .50 .57 .30 .67 .65 .79 .73 .63 .82	 .80	 .58	 .59
GRCO	 .37 .49 .35 .50 .51 .72 .61 .50 .71 	 .66	 .52	 .51
IDFC .41 .53 .34 .57 .56 .74 .64 .50 .73	 .71	 .52	 .52
ACPC .39 .50 .33 .56 .55 .71 .64 .50 .72	 .69	 .51	 .51

(ELBA: Cloe, ii. = 81; Diet I: Cloze, n = 87; Diet II: Cloze, n = 88.

p<.001)

b) Medium Text	 Dictation
1	 2	 3	 4 Ptl 5	 6	 7 Pt2 Total	 r	 ii

oze
Exact .49 .36 .36 .56 .63 .58 .55 .51 .64	 .67	 .58	 .58
SEMLC .57 .47 .43 .70 .76 .65 .63 .59 ..72	 .78	 .69	 .69
GRCO .59 .36 .37 .66 .73 .62 .61 .55 .69 	 .75	 .62	 .66
IDFC .42 .33 .44 .52 .57 .54 .49 .49 .58 	 .62	 .51	 .56
ACFC .43 .29 .38 .52 .57 .53 .48 .50 .58	 .61	 .51	 .56

(ELBA: Cloze, n = 91; Dictation: Cloze, n = 95	 p <.001)

c) sy Text
Dictation

1	 2	 3	 4 Ptl 5	 6	 7 Pt2	 Total	 I	 II
Cloze	 S

Exact .47 .47 .29 .63 .58 .58 .55 .47 .59	 .61	 .70	 .58
SEMAC .055 .53 .45 .70 •.68 .69 .61 .58 .69 	 .71	 .76	 .67
GRCO .51 .44 .42 •.65 .62 .66 .59 .57 .67 	 .67	 .74	 .66
IDPC .43 .43 .35 .57 .54 .54 .46 .47 .54	 ..56	 .64	 .58
ACPC .43 .39 .35 .58 .54 .56 .48 .49 .56 	 .57	 .69	 .62

(ELBA: Cloze, n 92	 Dictation: doze, n = 93	 p <.001)
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If one compares these composite tests, the apparent differences

between texts are considerably reduced. In particular, the difficult

text is no longer pre-eminent as a predictor of performance on ELBL

In fact, there now seems to be little difference between the difficult

and medium texts in terms of ability to predict English-as-a-foreign-

language proficiency (exact .66 and .67; SEMAC: .80 and .78). Eow-

ever, the grammatical scoring procedures do not agree with this pattern

- the grammatically-correct-response scoring procedure (GRc0) shows the

medium text to be by far the best predictor, whereas both form class

procedures (IDFC and. ACFC) give the advantage to the difficult text.

There is, nonetheless, overall general agreement among scoring proce-

dures that the easy text is a worse predictor of English-as-a-foreign..-

language proficiency than either of the other two texts.

On the whole, this agreement also holds when the individual test

correlations are examined. Table 8.8 is a recast of part of Table 8.7,

to enable an easier comparison of texts as predictors of individual ELBA

tests.
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TABLE	 8.8

Comparison of doze texts as predictors of individual ELBA tests.

Exact word and ax3y-acceptable SCOring procedures only.

i) Exact word scpr

ELBA Test

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

Ptl

Pt2

Total

Cloze Text

Difficult

.36

.049

.25

'.55

.71

'057

.54

•. 51

.69

.66

Medium

.49

.36

.36

.56

.58

'.55

.51

.63

.64

.67

Easy

47

.47

.29

.63

.58

.55

.47

.58

059

.61

2) Any-acceptable-word score

LRA Test

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

Ptl

Pt2

Tots].

Cloze Test

Difficult

.50

57

•.30

.67

.79

'.73

.63

65

.82

.80

Medium

.57

.47

.43

.70

.65

.63

059

.76

.72

.78

.55

053

.45

.70

.69

6 1

.58

.68

.69

.71
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This table shows that doze on an easy text is generally the

poorest predictor of performance on a reading comprehension test (7), a

vocabulary test (6), a grammar test (5), and of performance on a battery

of listening tests (subtotal, Part i), and a battery of reading tests

(subtotal, Part 2). However, this does not apply to the individual

listening tests, and. the easy text is at least as good. a predictor of

sound recognition ability, intonation recognition and listening compre-

hension. as the medium text.

The lack of difference between medium and difficult texts as

predictors of overall. BL scores is not maintained for the prediction

of individual, test scores. For both S&LC and. Exact scoring procedures,

the medium text is a better predictor ot performance on Part I (listen-

ing) of ELB, whereas the difficult text is a better predictor of perU-

formance on Part 2 (reading). Furthermore, the difficult text is a

better predictor than the other two texts of performance on the reading

tests of Grammp r (5), Vocabulary (6) and Reading Comprehension (7) -

again, for both the SEMLC and the Exact procedures. Since, although

there is little difference between the difficult and medium texts as

predictors of overall English-as-a-foreign-language ability, there 	 a

marked. advantage of the difficult text as a predictor of relevant ELBA

tests (relevant, that is, at least superficially to the doze test it-

self), the evidence confirms that provided by an inspection of the

individual. doze tests to justify a rejection of the null form of Hypo-

thesis 4b.

In order to see whether the individual, tests of the ELBA

battery relate differently, i.e., in a different order, to each doze
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text, the ELBA tests were ranked according to the size of their corre-

lation with the doze texts, and the results are presented in Table 89.

TABLE	 8.9

R,k orders of correlations of ELBA individual tests with doze text0

All scoring procedures.

0 Difficult Text
Scoring	 ELBA Test
Procedure	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7

Exact

SEM.LC

aRCO

IDFC

ACFC

6	 5	 .7	 3	 2	 4

6	 5	 7	 3	 1	 2	 4

6	 5	 7	 3=	 1	 2	 3=

6	 4	 7	 3	 1	 2	 5

6	 4=	 7	 3	 1	 2	 4=

/

2) Medium Text

Zcoring
Procedure

Exact

GRCO

IDPC

ACFC

3) Easy Text

Scoring
Procedure

Exact

SEM,C

GRCO

IDPC

ACPC

ELBA ¶iest
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7

5	 6=	 6=	 2	 1	 3	 4

5	 6	 7	 1	 2	 3	 4

4	 7	 6	 1	 2	 3	 5

6	 7	 5	 2	 1	 3=	 3=

5	 7	 6	 2	 1	 4	 3

ELBA That
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7

4=	 4=	 7	 1	 23	 4=

5	 6	 7	 1	 2	 3	 4

5	 6	 7	 2	 1	 3	 4

5=	 5=	 7	 1	 2	 4	 3

5	 6	 7	 1	 2	 4	 3
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Tests 1, 2 and. 3 (Soimd Recognition, Intonation, and Stress)

all clearly show relatively low correlations with doze, regardless of

the text used, whereas Tests 4, 5, 6 and 7 (Listening Comprehension,

(hammar, Vocabulary, and. Reading Comprehension) all show a closer

relationship, again regardless of text. The striking thing about this

table, apart from the agreement amongst scoring procedures which will be

examined in the next section, is the high agreement among texts as to

the relative importance of the different individual ELBL tests. The

difference between the texts results from a change in the order of

importance of the first three tests only, viz., Tests 4, 5 and 6. On

the difficult text, grammatical abilities seem to be most important,

followed. by 1owledge of vocabulary, and then listening comprehension,

which, as we have seen, is not entirely listening comprehension. The

medium text differs only in that, whilst still giving prominence to

grammar, the importance of vocabulary is somewhat reduced, and that of

listening comprehension is increased. The easy text continues this

trend of increasing the importance of listening comprehension, whilst

downgrading both grammar and vocabulary to second and third places res-

pectively. In other words, the difficult text seems to measure language

elements - structure and lexis - more than comprehension, whilst the

other two texts give more importance to comprehension. Interestingly,

however, in all cases the importance of reading comprehension (Test 7)

remains fairly small, and in fact decreases in absolute terms (Table

8.8) as the text becomes easier.

The foregoing appears to provide adequate justification for

the rejection of the null form of Hypothesis 4b, and the contingent
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conclusion that differences do exist among texts used in doze tests as

measu.res of proficiency in English as a foreign langaage.

8.2.3 Scoring procedures

As was noted in the previous section, the evidence from Table

8.9 showed that the correlation coefficients for each scoring procedure

with the ELBA tests were ranked in roughly the same order for each pro-

cedure on axiy one text. On the difficult text, the only difference in

relative rank ordering between scoring procedures was the position of

Test 7 - Reading Comprehension. This varying position of the reading

comprehension test can also be seen in the medium and easy texts, to-

gether with a certain disagreement over the relative positioning of Test

4 (Listening Comprehension) and Thst 5 (Grammar). The exact and. any-

acceptable-word scoring procedures largely agree on the relative size of

coefficients for aU texts, but the grmatical scoring procedures show

some disagreement with each other, and. with the other two scoring pro-

cedures. As might be expected the form class scores correlate highest

with the ELBA grrnmnr test, for both difficult and medium texts, but

not, curiously enough, for the easy text. Similarly, the grammaticaUy

correct (GRC0) procedure does not always correlate highest with the

grammar test - on. the medium text, it correlates highest with rest 4

(Listening Comprehension). These few differences, however, are rela-

tively unimportant and do not detract from the str:iking overall agree-

ment among scoring procedures. •

Although the rank order of the coefficients is roughly the

same for each scoring procedure, the size of the coefficients varies

from procedure to procedure. It is possible to recast Table 8.7, by
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Exact

SEMAC

GRCO

IDFC

ACFC

3) Easy Text
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ranking the correlations for axy one ELBA test on any one doze test,

over the five scoring procedures, to indicate which scoring procedure

correlates highest, among scoring procedures, with any given ELBA test,

subtotal or total0 This is done in Table 810.

TABLE	 8.10

1mik order of correlations of scoring procedures with ELBA tests,

grouped by doze text.

i) Difficult Text
ELBA

Score	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 Ptl	 Pt2	 Total

Exact	 5	 4= 5	 4	 4= 5	 2	 4=	 5	 4=

SEMAC	 1	 1	 4	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1

(RC0	 4	 4= 1	 5	 3	 4	 3= 	4=	 4	 4=

IDFC	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2= 3=	 2	 2	 2

ACPC	 3	 3	 3	 3	 4= 2= 3=	 3	 3	 3

2) Medium Text
ELBA

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 Ptl	 Pt2	 Total

3	 2=5	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3

2	 1	 2	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1

1	 2= 4	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2

5	 4	 1	 4=4	 4	 5	 4=	 4=	 4

4	 5	 3	 4=5	 5	 4	 4=	 4=	 5

ELBA
Score	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 Ptl	 Pt2	 Total

Exact	 3	 2	 5	 3	 3	 3	 4=	 3	 3	 3

SEMAC	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1

GRCO	 2	 3	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2

IDPC	 4=4 3=5 5 5 4= 4=	 5	 5
ACFC	 4= 5 3 4 4 4 3	 4=	 4	 4
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If we begin, by looking at the correlation with the ELB& Total,

it is quite clear that the any-acceptable-word (SEKAC) procedure always

shows the closest relationship, regardless of text used. The easy and

medium texts agree that the grammatically correct (GRC0) procedure is the

next best predictor of overall ELBA scores, with the exact word. scoring

procedure coming a poor third. Either form class procedures (IDFC or

AcFC) are about as good. as the other in predicting ELBA scores, and worse

than the other procedures. Nevertheless, the correlation is still quite

reasonable, at .56 to .62, for even the poorest predictors. On the

difficult text, the situation is somewhat different, since both the

exact word and GRCO correlate lower than either of the two form class

scoring procedures. This is clearly because, contrary to the general

trend (namely, that correlations of doze with the ELBA Total increase

with increasing text difficulty - SEMAC, IDFC, ACFC a].]. do this), both

the exact and GRCO procedures have a lower correlation with the difficult

text than with the medium text.

Tb.is evidence is sufficient, however, to enable the rejection

of the null form of Hypothesis 4c, and to support the contention that

different scoring procedures dQ indeed relate differently to measures of

English-as-a-foreign-language proficiency, and. that the best predictor

of such proficiency is not the exact word method, but the scoring pro-

cedure which allows any semantically acceptable word as correct.

This conclusion is supported by the correlations of each

scoring procedure with individ.ua]. ELBA tests, and their subtotals.

(Table 8.10). The any-acceptable-word procedure is always the best pre- -

dictor of the part totals - listening comprehension and reading compre-
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hension - with the GRCO procedure in second place for the easy and me-

diuia texts, and the IDFC in second place on the difficult text. The

exact word method, is never higher than third place, whilst for Part 2 on

the difficult text, it is in. fact the worst predictor0 (Interestingly,

despite this poor prediction, the exact word method is unlike the SEMAC

and GRCO procedures, but similar to the form class procedures, in that

it correlates consistently higher with the Part 2 (Reading) subtotal

than with the Part 1 (Listening) subtotal, regardless of the text used.

The SE&LC and GRCO procedures differ in. that on the medium text, the

Part 1 subtotal correlates higher than that of Part 2. The implication

of this will be examined later, in conjunction with an examination of

the relative importance of dictation.

With only three unimportant exceptions (Test 3 (Stress) on the

difficult and. medium texts, and. mst 1 (Sound Recognition) on the medium

text), the SEMAC always correlates higher with the ELBA tests than any

other scoring procedure. It always, without exception, correlates higher

than the exact word procedure, whatever the text or ELBA test. As noted.

above with the ELBA totals and part totals, on the difficult text the

form class scores correlate higher with the individual ELBA tests than

the exact word and. GRCO procedures, but on the other two texts, they are

virtually always the worst predictors of the individual tests. Regard-

less of text, the GRCO is, with only three exceptions, a better predictor

than the exact word. procedure, and, on the easy and medium texts, is the

second best predictor after the SEMAC. Finally, Table 8.10 confirms the

evidence from Table 8.9 that no scoring procedure consistently correlates

more with certain subtests only than any other scoring procedure does.
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In other words, it is not the case that, for example, the GRCO shows a

closer relationship to the Graxnmir Test (Test 5), whilst the SEMAC is

more related to vocabulary (Test 6), or the exact word procedure more

related to reading comprehension (Test 7)0 The only possible exception

to this is that the exact word method appears to be unusually unrelated

to the ability to detect sentence stress (Test 3).

As would be expected, due to the lower number of subjects

taking each individual doze test, and the resulting lower reliability,

the correlations based on the results of each doze test are more varied

than those based on data grouped over one text. The great variability

of the correlations with individual ELBA tests is, of course, further

evidence for the rejection of the imil form of Hypothesis 4d, in that

the interaction of scoring procedure, deletion rate and. text clearly

results in different correlations with tests of proficiency in English

as a foreign language.

Nevertheless, if one recasts the data from Table 8.4 in the

form of rank orders of the coefficients of each scoring procedure with

each ELBA. test, for each doze test (Table 8.11), it is possible to

discern the same trends as those already noted. In particular, when-

ever the coefficients are significant, the any—acceptable—word procedure

usually shows the highest correlation with individual ELBA. tests, sub-

totals or total. Only once does the exact word procedure correlate

higher with the ELBA Total than any other scoring procedure, even the

SEMC (Test E08). On the difficult text, it is usually in second place,

behind the SEM&C (except for Test D1O, where it lies at joint bottom);

on the other texts it is lower, usually correlating less well than the
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GRCO procedure. On. three out of the twelve tests, in fact, it correlates

worst of all with the ELBA Total (D1O, M1O, E12). The range of co-

efficients for the exact method. is from .51 to .86, which is greater than.

that for the SEMAC (.67 to .88).

The GRCO correlates highest with the ELBA Total on two tests

(Mb, Ebo), but also correlates lower than the other scoring procedures

on all four difficult-text tests. The form class scores tend. to corre-

late worst. On six of the twelve tests they are lower than the other

three scoring procedures, but occasionally they are higher; all the

difficult-text tests, and E12, show higher correlations when scored by

the form class scores than when scored. by GRCO. On Tests D1O, M1O and

E12 they correlate with ELBA higher than the exact word procedure does.

However, on only one test - D1O - is one form class score (IDPC) as high

as the SEMA.C.

8.3 Summary of findings

8.3.1 ELBA alone

1) On the ELBA test, rests 4, 5, 6 and. 7 (Listening Comprehension,

Grammar, Vocabulary, and Reading Comprehension) were closely related. In

particular, Tests 4, 5 and 6 were the major predictors of the total

score. Test 7 was less important, and Tests 1, 2 and 3 even less so.

2) A factor analysis of the ELBA produced two alternative

solutions:

a) ELBA is unifactorial, meaning that it tests general English-

as-a-foreign-language proficiency.

b) Broadly, three factors are involved. in the ELBA Battery -

general proficiency; inferential abilities, unrelated to
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the mode of presentation; and segmental/discrete

listening abilities.

3) ELBA is best seen, not as a test of listening and. reading, as

the division into Parts 1 and. 2 implies, but as a test of "core profi-

ciency" and "iaferential abilities", or, to put it another way, of abi-

lity to hand.le sentences and ability to handle text.

8.3.2 Hy-pothesis4

The null forms of Hypothesis 4 were rejected, and it was con-

eluded that differences exist between deletion rates, between texts,

and between scoring methods as measures of proficiency in English as a

foreign language. It was also concluded. that there was an interaction

between these variables which affects the ability of a doze test to

predict English-as-a-foreign-language proficiency.

8.3.3 Deletion rate effect

i) The differing correlations of deletion rates with ELBA are

not predictable. It is thus not possible to conclude that a more fre-

quent deletion frequency is a better measure of English-as-a-foreign-

language proficiency.

2) There is no patterning of relationships of certain

deletion rates with certain ELBA tests. Thus it is not possible to

conclude that a more frequent deletion gives a different measure of

English- as-a-foreign-language proficiency.

8.3.4 Text effect

i) If deletion rate differences are taken into account, the

difficult text appears to correlate highest with a measure of English

as a foreign language.
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2) Ii' deletion rate differences are ignored, the difference

between texts as measures of such proficiency is reduced.0

3) The easy text is generally the poorest predictor of ELBA.

4) On the whole, no one text measures more of a ski].]. than

any other text does, but two tendencies are discernible:

a) As the text becomes easier, grnimar and vocabulary

abilities are less associated iith performance on the

doze.

b) The difficult text tends to be the best predictor of

"core proficiency" (Tests 5 and 6). Perhaps the

difficult text measures language elements whereas the

easier texts measure more comprehension.

8.3.5 Scoringrocedure effect

i) The any-acceptable-word scoring method is always the best

predictor of overall English-as-a-foreign-language proficiency.

2) The grmmtically-correct procedure is second best, and

better than the exact word method.

3) Both the SEM.&C and the GRCO procedures are usually better

predictors of individual tests than the exact word method..

4) The exact word method tends to emphasize the differences

between deletion rates and between texts.

5) The SEMLC tends to reduce the differences between

deletion rates and. between texts.

6) Except when differences between deletion rates are

ignored, the SEMAC increases the difficult text's superiority over the

medium text as a predictor of core proficiency.
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7) No scoring procedure measures more of one skill than

another skill. The SEMAC is not a test of vocabulary, and the G .RCO is

not a test of grammar.

8.3.6 "Best buy"

The "best buy" as a measure of proficiency in iglish as a

forei language seems to be a difficult passage, scored by the any-

acceptable-word procedure.

8.3.7 What doze tests

In general, Tests 4, 5 and 6 (Listening Comprehension,

Grammar, and. Vocabulary) are more closely related to doze than the

other tests are0 Tests 2 and. 3 (Intonation and. Stress) are the least

associated0 Test 7 (Reading Comprehension) is of relatively little

importance in the doze. This would seem to mean that the doze is.

more a measure of "core proficiency" than of reading comprehension0

8.4 Results of the dictation tests

There were 275 students tested on Dictation I and. doze; 276

on Dictation II and doze. Of these students, 197 also took ELBA.

The two dictations were scored, as mentioned. in Chapter 5,

according to Oiler' s system of counting one error per word, unless it

was a spelling error, and the difficult dictation was also scored.

according to Founta.in"s system oi' counting only key words. The results

are tabulated in Table 8.12. Dictation I had. a mean of 90%, and. a

standard deviation of 9.2%; Dictation II had. a mean of 75%, and. a

standard deviation of 17.7%. When scored according to Fountain' a system

(key words only) the mean of Dictation II was 76.9%, and the standard

deviation was 18.2%.
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8.4.1 Cotninents on the scoring± procedures

Although spelling errors are usually obvious, there were

occasions when an error could have been either graphological or, more

seriously, semantic. Thus "hire education" for "higher education" could

merely reveal the subject's inability to spell, or it may indicate a

genuine lack of comprehension. Re does seem, however, to have hear . the

sounds correctly. For this reason "hire education" was counted a correct

version of "higher education". Another frequent problem was the occurr'-

ence of "were" for "where". In the scoring, this was assumed to be a

spelling error, but it could just as validly have been considered a syn-

tactic error. Also classed as spelling problems were errors like

"machim" for "machine", although the apparent lack of knowledge of

phoneme-grapheme correspondence - /i:n/ = "-ine, /in/ = "in" - seems to

be of a different order from errors like "aplied" for "applied". The

first point, then is that to exclude all spelling errors from an error

count is not as easy as it sounds.

Secondly-, the question of weighting errors arises frequently,

since it appears that errors like "jops" for "jobs", or "partry" for

"partly" are of a different order, i.e., show a different degree of lack

of comprehension, to errors like "sentence" for "centres", or "this

grief" for "this drift". Indeed, one could argue that "jops" and

"partry" do not indicate lack of comprehension. This problem was no't

resolved here - its solution is probably a study in its own right. It

must merely be noted that the dictation scores referred to do not die-.

tinguish between major and minor errors. Th.irther, one should also note

that intrusions (e.g. "into the possession" for "into possession") as
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well as inversions of word order, were classed as incorrect by the

first scoring system.

Thirdly, under the first scoring system, where any correct

word results, in effect, in a plus point, even the utmost gibberish gets

a score of between 25% and 30%. This was relatively common in

Dictation II, where it can be assumed that any script with a score below

about 44% made very little sense. Subjects occasionally, in the second

half of the second dictation, wrote only the function words, yet that,

in the second half alone, would give them a score of around 24%.

Pourthly, the second scoring system, as used. by Fountain (i.e.,

mark only key lexical words) is intended to avoid this problem. However,

the obvious question. is whether or not this scoring scheme tests compre-

hension. If one "correctly" recogiiises the nouns and verbs, ha one

necessarily understood the content? Is

"The shift to the towns has decreased the necessity for these

facilities."

the same as

"A shift in town is decreased these necessity from his facilities."?

And yet the key words (underlined) are correct in both cases. Is

"the fact obviously been calculated approximately"

to be given two points, as a version of

"despite the obvious need to calculate approximately"?

Fifthly, morphological errors, such as omission or addition of

final , —es, —d, , were ignored in the Fountain scheme as used here.

How does this affect the scoring of "the used machines on farms" for "the

use of machines on farms"? Clearly the meaning is different, so this
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type of error was classed as syntactico-semantic rather than morpholo-

gical, and thus counted..

These remarks are intended to emphasize the fact that some

scoring decisions are necessarily arbitrary, or judgemental, and. that

any scoring scheme has pitfalls.

8.4.2 Relationship between Fountain and ordinary scoring scheme,

Dictation II

Because of the experimental design, it was possible to com-

pare two different procedures for scoring the difficult dictation, to

see how they differed as tests a.nd how they related. to external cr1-

teria, in order to throw some light on what dictation tests.

The ordinary (011er) procedure resulted. in a mean which was

75% of the mrimnm possible (Table 8.12), The key word, procedure (Foun-

tain) had almost exactly the same result (mean = 77%). In both cases,

the standard deviation was 24% of the mean. However, the distribution

of the Fountain. procedure was more negatively skewed. than that of the

ordinary procedure, resulting in greater top-heaviness. Whereas 21% of

the subjects scored over 90% on the ordinary procedure, 31% scored over

90% on the key word procedure. In other words, the key word procedure

is less able to discriminate amongst the better students than is the

ordinary procedure (both are, of course, better than the easy dictation,

which resulted in 65% of subjects getting over 90%). To some extent,

this finding is to be expected, since there are far fewer items scored

in the key words procedure than in the ordinary procedure (90 versus

182). and, it may be that what one in effect is saying, is that the

good students understand most of even a very difficult dictation - in.
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that they hear, comprehend and reproduce the lexical items - but that

they may have some difficulty with, or make some errors in, the syntax

of the text, possibly because they do not understand it, or because

their productive abilities are still somewhat faulty, or they do not

notice or hear some of the function words. After all, these function

words are to some extent redundant, and ueu.ally "spoken with less

clarity" (more reduced vowels, more elision, omissions, etc.) than the

lexical items.

To what extent, however, can one be said to have understood a

passage if one has understood the nouns, verbs, etc., in it? It is true

that the ordinary scheme discriminates among the better students some-

what more satisfactorily than does the Fountain scheme, but the question

is - to what extent is this discrimination valid, or to what extent is

it a spurious discrimination?

If the discri mination is a true one - i.e., it reflects real

differences in ability - then one might expect the two procedures to

relate differently to other measures of langu.age proficiency. Perhaps

the ordinary scheme relates more closely to grammatical proficiency than

does the key word. scheme, or perhaps the key word scheme is not so

closely related to listening comprehension, especially overall listening

ability.

However, as Table 8.13 shows, this is not the case.
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TABLE	 8.13

Correlations of dictation tests with ELBA

(Spearman rho rank correlation)

ELBA
otal

Dictation I
(easy)

Dictation II
(difficult)

Dictation II
(key word)

1	 2	 3	 4 Ptl 5	 6	 7 Pt2

.74 .40 .35 .72 .79 .70 .72 .54 .75

.66 .35 .27 .68 .71	 65 .70 .57 .72

.65 .35 .25 .68 .70 .64 .74 .55 .73

= 197

.81

.75

.75

In fact, the correlations of the two scoring procedures with

the ELBA total score are identical (.75) and. the correlations with the

part scores on ELBA show little or no difference. The sole exception
V

to this is the correlation with the ,V'ocabu].ary subtest, where the key

wordi scheme correlated .04 higher than the ordinary scheme, and this

difference seems surprisingly small. ?!oreover, this agreement between

scoring procedures as to external criteria is the same for all the sub-

populations, as Table 8.15 shows. In fact, it seems that the two pro-

cedures are measuring the same thing. This is confirmed by the high

intercorrelation between the two (.97). The only difference seems to

be that the ordinary scheme is somewhat better at discriminating among

the better students. What is the implication of this? If both schemes

are measuring the same thing, yet axe at least superficially different,

what are they measuring?

The dictation task is the same under both conditions, of

course, since the two procedures are merely scoring procedures. So the
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tests measure the same thing, the only question being whether one of the

two procedures samples the task more accurately or efficiently than the

other0 As far as accuracy is concerned, whatever ability it is that a

dictation test taps seems to be tapped as accurately by one procedure as

by the other since the correlations with external criteria are essen-

tially the same, and since the two schemes intercorrelate so highly.

As far as efficiency is concerned, however, the ordinary

scoring scheme seems to have the edge over the key word scheme, because

of the more normal distribution associated with it. The key word scheme

is not as sensitive to small but real differences in performance among

the better students. Whether this lack of sensitivity is due to the

quality of the sample, or its quantity, is the problem0 To put this

another way, what differences there are between good students on a dic-

tation test may lie in their ability to reconstruct the syntax of the

text, rather than to understand the content, and. thus the ordinary method

would be better because it is qualitatively different from the key words

scheme, which samples only one area of language. The alternative expla-

nation is that the ordinary scoring scheme fares better simply because

it has more items. The key word scheme, on the other hand, only looks

at some of the evidence, although the sample it takes is valid. If the

schemes were qualitatively different, then one would conclude that there

are small but important differences between students even at an advanced

level, but these differences lie not in the ability to hear or under-

stand lexical items, but in the ability to relate these items to the

overall message structure of the text0 But if it were trne that one

scoring procedure were able to show up this difference better than
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another, one would expect validating correlations to varyG The fact

that they do not is evidence for the contention that the difference

between the procedures is purely quantitative.

The point, then, is that dictation remains, if you. like, an

integrative task; although one of the scoring procedures apparently

ignores this by concentrating on one aspect of the task - the ability

to hear and understand the content - it is no more or less integrative

than the ordinary scheme. The advantage of the latter scheme is that

it samples more of the same thing and so is capable of making more dis-

criminations0

The conclusions to be drawn from all this are:

1) There is no qualitative difference between scoring schemes.

2) (a theoretical point) Measuring the subject's ability to identify

nouns, verbs and the like correctly gives the same results as in-

cluding a measure of the syntax as well. This does not mean that

doing dictation is essentially a matter of identifying correctly all

the lexical. items.

3) The reason for the correspondence between the two schemes is that

the key word. scheme provides a good sample of the success of indivi-

duals in the dictation task. The reason the ordinary scheme pro-

vides better discr4rnination is because it provides more, not better,

evidence of the performance on. the task.

4) Since the ordinary scheme is more efficient, the key word scheme

will be ignored in ensuing discussions of dictation.

Although it is conceivable that people doing a dictation

might write down the lexical items correctly, and the syntax incorrectly,
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in fact, they do not. The misu.nderstandings and. incorrect representations

are reflected both in the syntax and. in the lexis. Consider the errors

of comprehension and production in the reproduction of

"But the total explanation of this drift is more involved,"

as found in the sentence (which actually occurred. in a subject's paper):

"But the title explanation of this script is more enjoyed".

The original sentence has four key wvrds, of ich the subject repro-

duced only one correctly. Yet the syntax is more or less the same. In

fact, if garbage is to be produced, it is as likely to occur in the lexis

as in the syntax, and the key •word scheme is capable of registering the

fact that it has occurred.

8.4.3 The nature of the errors

It has been suggested that some insight into what dictation

might be measuring may be gained from a study of errors made in dictation,

and. typical errors were quoted. to reinlorce Oiler' s point that a process

of analysis by synthesis is involved. Although an error analysis is

beyond the scope of the study, a rapid perusal of the data from the two

dictations may give some usefu.l insights. (For samples of errors, see

Appendix p.)

Cmative errors of the type mentioned by Oiler do occur fairly

frequently in the difficult text, bat not in the easy one (where, indeed,

relatively few errors of any sort occur). These errors indicate that

when the subject haa not understood the phrase, he guesses at its meaning

based on one or t sound sequences he has heard. (Put differently, he

interprets the sound sequences he has heard differently from the normal

interpretation.) Frequently these guesses or interpretations do not fit
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into the context of previous and following dictated ch'rnks,. and yet
they make sense in isolation. "That was why he' d. got the place for a

song" becomes "That was the place that God placed for a song"; "tip the

river" becomes "after Riva"; "We had the last piece" becomes "We had a

large beach"; "in essential services" becomes "in central surfaces";

"But the total explanation of this drift is more involved" becomes "But

the title explanation of this script is more enjoyed".

In most of these examples, some words from the text are re-

peated verbatim, and it appears that only scraps of the remainder have

been heard. These scraps are then interpreted in the light of the

understood portions. The process is perhaps shown more clearly in

clauses where only one or two words are mistaken, and where the substi-

tuted words have sounds in common with the original words:

"The shift to the towns" becomes "The ships t the towns" (/SI I);.
"the growth of industry" becomes "the growth over the streeet" (/v/,

/stri/);

"the main centres offer" becomes "the man sent his offer";

Wthe most remote" becomes "the most remarked".

Rivers' opinion (Rivers, 1968) that students "don't pay attention to the

way segments fit into the passage" may be valid, but it is certainly not

tiie to say, as she does, that they do not pay attention to the meax'ing

of what they write. Subjects are desperately trying to make sense of

what they hear, hence the fairly common creative errors. Indeed, their

desire to make sense of each chunk may lead them to produce strings that

do not fit into the passage as a whole. Rarely is garbage produced

withi, the clause, whatever happens outside it; it is noticeable that
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these creative errors are always syntactically correct0

A second, less common but equally interesting category is

exemplified by the following:

"would otherwise be engaged in agriculture"

becomes

"gould otherwise be engaged in 'the farm"

This type could be called a lexical error, where the overall sense of

the churk, and its meaning within the context, are retained, but realised

by a different surface item. Further examples from the data are:

"the institutions providing higher education"

becomes

"the institutions offering higher education";

"a significant profportion of the population"

becomes

"a significant proportion of the people";

"are generally located in the towns"

becomes

"are generally placed in the towns";

"despite the obvious need"

becomes

"in spite of the clear need";

"necessity"

becomes

"need".

Two explanations seem possible. The first is that these are

simply more successful guesses than the previous examples. This
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possibility is weakened in many cases, by the lack of phonetic sim.i-

la.rity of the substitution to the original0 The second explanation is

that the correct word. was indeed heard. and understood, but that what was

remembered were the semantic features, rather than the surface phonolo-

gica].. forms0 This could be farther evidence for active participation in

the listening process, since some kind of transformation is clearly

invo].ved0

This notion of active participation, where the listener

extracts, as it were, "deep" features from what he is processing, re-

tains these features in memory, and. then actively produces the chrn1c (in

this case, in writing) from these features as if the chnnk were a novel

utterance of his own, is supported by errors like "left" becoming

"leaved", where the listener could be said to have extracted the lexeme

LEAVE, plus the feature PAST TENSE, and then on reproducing, to have

utilised. his normal language production rmles to produce the deviant

"leaved"0

This explanation would also account for the following two

types of error found in the data, namely, i) word order errors, where

elements are transposed in. reproduction (which confounds Lad.o' s state-

ment that word order presents no problems to the dictatee), and. 2)

phonological errors of the type "jops" for "jobs", or "partly", "during",

"correctly" becoming "partry", "duling", "couectly". (This latter

type of error is infrequent, as one would expect, since it is almost

exclusively an error of speech production.)

One should beware of inferring too nnxch about the listening

process from examples of when the comprehension process seems to have
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broken down. It is possible that the process can operate this way,

especially when under stress, but that wider normal conditions, it does

not do BOO The problem, of course, with using dictation errors as evi-

dence of listening comprehension processes in action, or to see whether

dictation measures listening comprehension, is that the errors may be

due to production, and not to comprehension. We do not Iciow whether the

signal is only partially received, and tinis faultily reproduced; whether

the signal was received perfectly, and only reproduced faultily; or,

indeed, whether, as suggested, the signal is received whole, the signi-

ficant information extracted and stored., and then regenerated for pro-

duction.

8.4.4 Dictation as a test

"It is a whole lot harder to construct a good. multiple-choice

vocabulary test than it is to construct a good. dictation" (Oiler and.

Streiff, 1975). Unfortunately, Oiler does not indicate what a good.

dictation test is, nor how one is to tell that he has constructed one.

If by "good" he means efficient, then the evidence from this study indi-

cates that he is almost certainly wrong. Several people in the dis-

cussion. of Ofler' s paper make the point that there is a lot of "dead

data" in dictation. The evidence from this study indicates that the

amount of dead data depends on the passage used. In Dictation I there

were only about a dozen regions in which subjects made errors - the rest

was almost entirely error-free, and even the weak students had. no

trouble. Certainly, even advanced students did make errors, bu so few

as to provide very little discrimination. Note that 85 students out of

275 bad. a score of at least 180 (maxi.imi.m 187) on this dictation, 65%
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got scores of 90% and over, and. the lowest score was 94, i.e., over 50%.

The mean score was 90%. This test, at least, is relatively inefficient.

On the difficult passage, Dictation II, errors were more evenly spread

through the passage, with a tendency to increase towards the end. Very

few errors, however, were noted in the first sentence. Even in this

second dictation, the lowest score was 41 out of 182, and. some 21% of

the population scored 90% and over. The mean was 75% of the total

number of items. It would appear that, bearing in. mind, the number of

items in the dictation tests, they are not particularly efficient tests,

and, probably, they do not discriminate adequately the fairly advanced

students. It is hard to imagine any dictation that would, if Dictation

II could. not.

Since Oiler also referred, earlier in the discussion, to the

way a dictation ranks su.bjects, it is possible that by a good test, be

means one that provides a wide spread. In. fact, he asserts, "typical].y,

on a 50-point test, the standard deviation is about 15 points", whereas

a standard granuna test of the same nu.mber of items is said. to give a

standard. deviation of 8 or 9 points. This may be irrelevant: we have

seen in our discussion of scoring procedures how arbitrary decisions

can be. We have also pointed out that usually, as in this study, no

distinction is made between major and minor errors. Thus the spread of

dictation scores could. be quite unreal, since the difference between

dictation scores of 35 and 36 is not necessarily the same as the differ-

ence between, say, grammar test scores of 35 and 36. Moreover, the

spread achieved with Dictation I is much less than the 30% said to be

typical. In. fact the standard deviation is a mere 10% of the mean0
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Dictation II is considerably better, with a standard deviation 24% of

the mean. Yet in both cases, the distribution is negatively skewed., and.

the standard deviation is increased. by the long tail of weak subjects.

For these two dictation passages, the spread does not correspond to what

it said to be typical for dictation.

In both the dictations, the reliability was admirably high

(KR2I = .94 . and. .97 respectively), but this is very much a function of

the number of items used.

8.4.5 The difference between the two dictations

"It doesn' t make a whole lot of difference whether you take a

fairly hard passage, a fairly easy one or one somewhere in the

inidd.le. The test seems to perform similarly and. the correlations

you get with external validating criteria are similar." (Oiler and

Streiff, 1975)

Unfortunately Oiler does not provide empirical evidence to

back up his remarks. However, the following points emerge from the

current study:

i) The difficult dictation (II) is the more efficient, as a test. 65%

of the subjects attained a score of at least 90% on the easy dicta-

tion, whereas only 21% scored above 90% on the difficult dictation0

The easy dictation showed fewer errors made in far fewer places,

and therefore contained more "dead data" than the difficult dicta-

tion0 To this extent, it is not true that the tests perform simi-

larly, and Dictation II is to be preferred.

2) Tables 8.13 and. 8.14 throw some light on the question of whether the

two dictations rank subjects similarly0 Their intercorrelation
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(Spearman rank) is .82, which indicates a considerable measure of'

agreement, but still leaves a not—inconsiderable amount of variance

unaccounted for. Wether the two can be said to rank subjects

similarly depends on how similar "similar" should be. On. the whole,

since one would not expect negative or zero correlations between two

such similar tests, one might well think that .82 was not high

enough.

3) Oiler' s third point is that correlations with external criteria are

similar. Again, the problem is the definition of "similar". Table

8.13 shows that whilst the correlations with ELBA show the same

pattern, the coefficients are by no means identical. With the ELBA

total score (i.e., some sort of overall proficiency xneasu.re) the

easy dictation correlates .81, the difficult dictation .75; with

the listening subtotal the respective correlations are .79 and .71;

and with the reading subtotal .75 and .72. It can be seen that the

easy dictation correlates consistently higher with external criteria

than does the difficult dictation (Table 8.13). This is also true

for all 12 doze test subgroups of the popalation; Table 8.15 shows

only two of the twelve correlations with ELBA Total to be higher for

the difficult dictation than the easy one. The conclusion is that

although both dictations show a "similar" pattern of correlations

with the eubtests, the easy dictation is a consistently better pre-

dictor of proficiency on ELBA than the difficult dictation.

4) The correlation of both dictations with the twelve different doze

tests, scored in. five different ways, is shown in Table 8.16.
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When scored by the exact word. method, doze correlates more

highly with the easy dictation than with the difficult dictation,

regardless of text or deletion rate differences, with only one minor

exception. The coefficients range from .44 to .82 for the easy dicta-

tion, and from .30 to 77 for the difficult dictation.

The same relative performance of the two dictations is true

when compared with doze scored. for any acceptable word, and. doze

scored for any grammatically correct word, whilst the two form class

scoring procedures each show ten of the twelve correlations as higher

for the easy dictation.

Here, too, then, one must conclude that regardless of text

used, of deletion rate, or of scoring procedure, the doze virtually

always correlates niore highly with the easy dictation than with the

difficult dictation.

Thus it appears that the best dictation to use as a predictor

of other proficiency measures is a relatively easy text. Difficult

texts heard. only once consistently perform worse, although never by

much. However, the difficult dictation is a much more efficient test,

whilst still being far from ideally efficient, and is presumably to be

preferred for testing reasons0

The discussion of a possible explanation of this difference

between the two dictations will be postponed. until the next section.

8.4.6 What does the dictation test?

In any consideration of what dictation is measuring, the

first point to be made is that it is clearly closely related to profi-

ciency in iglish (.81 easy, .75 difficult, in this study). Moreover,
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this is tz-.,.e regardless of which subgroups of the population one samples

- the correlations of	 ELBA Total with Dictation I arid Dictation II,

for each doze test group range fran .57 to .92, with 13 out of the 24

correlations being over .80 (Table 8.13). There can be no doubt that

dictation is a reasonable measure of English proficiency.

The second point to be made is that dictation correlates at

least as high with the listening-test subtotal of ELBA (.79 easy, .71

difficult) as with the reading test subtotal ( 075, .72) arid. in the case

of the easy dictation, more highly. This is somewhat contrary to pre-

vious findings, but not greatly. Higher correlations with listening

would doubtless have been gained if dictation had. not correlated so

poorly with the intonation and. stress sections of the ELBA listening

subtest. It follows from this that dictation relates as closely to

listening ability as to reading ability, and so can be seen as a reason-

ably general measure of English-as-a-foreign-language proficiency. In-

volved in dictation are not only an ability to hear phonemic distinctions

and relate them to the written word, but also the abilities to understand

globally, make appropriate responses, recognise grammatical sentences,

and identify word mein-ings. The ability to identify the tonic of a

sentence, and the ability to describe the function of intonation seem to

be unrelated to the ability to do dictation, however. This is rn1ikely

to be becanse these two sections are "discrete point" or "non-

integrative", since the sound recognition section (Test i), although

clearly a discrete-point test, correlates highly with dictation (.74,

.66), as do the traditionally discrete-point sections of Grammar (.70

and. .65) and Vocabulary (.72 and .70). In fact, the reading comprehension
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test, which is presumably one of the more integrative sections of the

ELBA, correlates much lower (.54 and .57)0

This, then, is. the third point: that dictation is not clearly

related more closely to integrative subtests than to discrete-point sub-

tests.

The fourth point is that dictation is less related to reading

comprehension, as measured by ELBA, than previous research would lead us

to expect. The high correlation with the reading total is due almost

entirely to the high correlation with the grammar and vocabulary sections,

and. not with reading comprehension. In other words, if dictation is

related to reading comprehension, this is due to the relationship between

dictation and grammar and vocabulary, rather than to higher-order skills.

The inference from this is that dictation measures lower-order

skills, and not the higher-order, inferential, discourse-processing

skills. This in turn would help to explain why the easy dictation

correlates more highly with English-as-a--foreign-language measures: be-

cause it does not demand skills of as high an order as those demanded. by

the difficult dictation.

Against this background, how does the dictation relate to

doze? On the whole, there seems to be a considerable relationship

between the two. The correlations with doze exact range from .44 to

.82 (easy dictation) and. .30 to .77 (difficult dictation) (Table 8.16).

When doze is scored by the any-acceptable method, the correlations

increase, and range from .47 to .89 (easy dictation), and .39 to .81

(difficult dictation). The other scoring methods all correlate at

slightly lower levels (from the easy dictation: IDFC, .35 to .79; ACPC,
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.35 to .81; GRCO, .28 to .89). The grammatically correct scoring pro-

ced.ure correlates better than the exact word method on the easy and me-

d.iurn texts, but not on the difficult text.

This seems to bear out the previous conjecture that dictation

measi.res low-level linguistic skills. These particular skills are pre-

su.mab].y measured better by the GRCO (grammatically correct) method than

by the any-acceptable-word, or exact word methods. The difficult doze

text is something of an exception - since it is very difficult, it is

likely that gramniaticaJ. or low-level skills would not be adequate to

cope with the text, and so the GRCO method would not be an adequate

measure of these lower-level skills on this kind, of text,

It is noticeable that of the three doze texts, the two

easier ones correlate much higher with dictation, regardless of scoring

method, than the difficult doze text. This seems to provide further

confinnation of the thesis that students who have inadequate lower-.

order skills cannot cope adequately with the difficult text, whereas

they do have the ability to cope with the easy and medium texts. Siini-

larly, with the dictation, those students who have the basic skills can

cope with the task, since it does not demand higher-order skills. This,

of course, as we have seen, is especially true of the easy dictation.

The final point to be made is that, contrary to previous re-

search, dictation clearly does not always correlate more highly with

doze than with other measure of English-as -a--foreign-language ability -

the two highest coefficients obtained from the 12 subgroups of the

population were between dictation and ELBA Total (.92 and .90), not

between doze and dictation. I1oreover, dictation correlated lower with
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some of the doze tests than with the ELBA Total or subtotals, although

certainly the lowest significant coefficients were between dictation and.

ELBA, Tests 2 and 3.

The difficult dictation in particular was a rather poor pre-

dictor of doze performance (ranging from non-significant to .77, exact

word).

Because of the design of the study, the only way to examine

d.ictation t s relationship with the ELBA sections and doze is to take

each doze test subgroup, select from that group those subjects who have

scores on dictation and on ELBA, and then compare the coefficients (this

is a different selection from those represented in Table 8.16, who are

simpiy those subjects from each doze group who also took dictation,

regardless of whether or not they also took ELBA). Unfortunately, and.

inevitably, the numbers in each cell are rather small, but the results

are tabulated in Table 8.17.

The first thing that is immediately apparent is that dictation

virtually always correlates higher with ELBA Total than with the doze,

scored by any method..

Secondly, doze exact almost always correlates lower with

dictation than do the listening and reading test subtotals. And the

listening subtotal correlates better with dictation than does the read-

ing subtotal, two out of three times.

Thirdly, the doze any-acceptable procedure usually correlates

higher than the doze exact with either of the two dictation tests.

FourthJ.y, the dictation always correlates higher with at least

one of the ELBA sections than it does with doze exact, and often
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correlates higher with three or four sections than with cJ.oze. Only on

three out of the twenty-four occasions does dictation correlate higher

with the doze any-acceptable than with any ELBA section.

If one ranks the correlations in order of size and then su.ms

the ranks, the order of importance of the ELBA sections and. the doze

exact are as follows:

First: Test 4 (Listening)

Joint Second: Test I (Sound Recognition) and Test 6 (vocabulary)

Fourth: Test 5 (Grammnr)

Fifth: c].oze exact

Sixth: Test 7 (Reading Comprehension)

Joint Seventh: Test 2 (Intonation) and Test 3 (Stress)

In other words, the dictation is more closely related to

listening tests, tests of formal linguistic skills and lexis (and

"discrete-point" at that) than to tests of reading comprehension and.

doze ("integrative" or otherwise). This does not agree with the

findings of Oiler or Darnell, but is comprehensible if one ignores the

integrative - discrete-point dichotomy, and looks instead at the level

of skills being tested by the various tests.

8.5 Cloze, ELBA and dictation

In contrast to the previous section, which expmined the

correlations of dictation with doze and ELBA, it is proposed in this

section to look at the correlation of doze with dictation and ELBA. In

other words, the relationship between doze and dictation is examined.

from a slightly different angle. Where the previous section based its

conclusions on an examination of a Spearman rho (rank) correlation
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matrix, this section will use as the basic data the Pearson Product

Noment correlations of Tables 8.4 and 8.7. This will enable comparisons

to be made with the results of the next section (which deals with the

results of factor analyses of doze, ELBA and dictation, which are, of

course, based on product moment correlations).

It is clear from Table 8.4 that individual doze tests correlate

quite differently with the dictation, and that the doze is not con-

sistent].y more related to dictation than to the ELBA. Test D10, exact

word scoring procedure, fails to correlate significantly with dictation,

yet the same scoring procedure on Test ElO correlates highly (.86 and

.80) with the two dictation tests. Even the any—acceptable procedure

shows a wide range of correlations - from .38 on Test D10 to .91 on Test

El 2. Even witiin axiy one text group (easy, medium or difficult) there is

a lack of consistency. Where the correlations are generally high, say,

on the easy text, one test, E08, shows ren.arkably low correlations with

the dictation. However, this lack of consistency is not confined to the

absolute values of the coefficients, it also applies to the value of the

coefficients relative to the correlations with ELBA. For ease of

inspection, the correlation coefficients from Table 8.4 have been ranked

in order of iniportance for each row - i.e., each scoring procedure on

every test - and the rank orders are set out in Table 8.18. This table

shows that, on the easy text, the doze usually correlates higher with

dictation than with the ELBA, except for Test E08, whose low coefficients

were mentioned above. In this case, c].oze correlates better with several

of the ELBA tests - Tests 4, 5, 6, Part 1, Part 2, and the total - than.

with the dictation.. Similarly, on the medium, text, although doze relates
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more closely to the dictation than ELBA on Tests MOB and Ml 0, on Tests

M06 and M12 the relationship is one of the lowest, since not only the

ELBA Total and subtotals, but a180 several of the individual ELBA tests

correlate better with close than does the dictation. Conversely,

whereas in general the c].oze tests on the difficult text tend to show a

relatively low correlation with dictation, giving particular prominence

to ELBA Tests 5 and 6, Test D06 shows a relatively higher correlation

of doze with dictation than. doze with ELBA.

As with the correlations of c].oze and ELBA, it seems that

different c].oze deletion rates will result in different correlat,ona

with dictation tests, and these coefficients are different both in

absolute value and in relative importance. Just as before, however,

there is no consistent patterning to the differencbetween deletion

rates, since on the medium text deletion rates 6 and 12 result in lower

correlations, whilst on the difficult text deletion rate 6 results in a -

relatively hither correlation, and on the easy text, it is deletion rate

8 which results in a reduced correlation. Once more, the evidence is

that different deletion rates result in different teats.

Of course, some variation in the correlations may well be due

to the comparatively anal]. numbers of subjects t& d'ig either close and

ELBA or close and dictation on any one teat. Also, the inherent unre-

liability of the close test results will tend to emphasize the lack of

stability in the patterrcrig of the coefficients. For this reason, and

to remove the effect of different deletion rates on the cloze:ELBA and

cloze:dictation correlations, the tests were grouped together, as in the

previous section (8.2.2) and the correlations of the text groups with

ELBA and dictation are seen in Table 8.7.
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Before a detailed examination of this table is undertaken, the

relationship of different doze texts and doze scoring schemes to

dictation will be examined. Table 8.19 presents the rank order of each

scoring procedure as it relates to doze,

TABLE	 8.19

Rmk order of scoring procedures correlating 'with dictation, by text.

Difficult	 Medium

Dict I Dict II 	 Dict I	 Dict II

Exact	 5	 2	 3	 3

SEMAC	 1	 1	 1	 1

CRCO	 2=	 4=	 2	 2

IDFC	 2=	 3	 4=	 4=

ACFC	 4	 4=	 4=	 4=

Easy

Dict I	 Dict II

3	 4=

I	 I

2	 2

5	 4=

4	 3

This table shows clearly that, as with the ELBA, the any—

acceptable word scoring procedure always relates more closely to the

dictation tests, difficult or easy, than any other scoring raced&re.

The next best scoring procedure to relate to dictation is the granimati-

cally correct procedure, with one exception, viz., on the difficult text

when relating to the difficult dictation. In this case, the exact word

procedure produces a higher correlation. In general, however, the exact

word procedure is only third best in predicting dictation scores.

Table 8,20 compares the different doze texts as predictors of

the two dictation scores.
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TABLE	 8.20

Correlation of each doze text dth dictation tests, and ranks.

(Pearson Product Noixient):

Dictation I (Easy)

Easy	 MediuDi	 Difficult

Exact	 .70	 .58	 .50

SEMAC	 .76	 .69	 .58

GRCO	 .74	 .62	 .52

IDFC	 .64	 .51	 .52

ACFC	 .69	 .51	 .51

(Rank)

I
	

2
	

3

I
	

2
	

3

I
	

2
	

3

I
	

3
	

2

I
	

2=	 2=

Dictation II (Difficult)

Easy	 Iediuin	 Difficult

Exact	 .58	 .58	 .54

SEMAC	 .67	 .69	 .59

GRC0	 .66	 .66	 .51

IDFC	 58	 .56	 .52

ACFC	 .62	 .56	 .51

The superiority of the easy text is quite marked for the

easy dictation and still present, though less so, for the difficult

dictation. The difficult text is usually the worst predictor of

dictation scores. Interestingly, the text used for the doze test seems

to have an effect on rhich dictation the doze score d11 best relate to.
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When a easy text is used, doze relates much more closely to the easy

dictation than to the difficult one; when a medium text is used, there

is little difference between the two dictations in their relationship

with the doze; but when a difficult text is used, the doze tends to

correlate higher with the difficult dictation than with the easy

dictation. The best correlation overall, however, is clearly between

the easy doze text, and the easy dictation.

In order to compare the relative importance of dictation

and he ELBA tests in correlating with doze, the rank orders of the co-

efficients for any one scoring procedure on any one text (from Table

8.7) are set out in Table 8.21. This table su.pplements the evidence

from Table 8.20, which showed the absolute values of the cloze:dio-

tation coefficients, by showing the relativ importance of the corre-

lation of doze with dictation.
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TABLE	 8.21

Rank order of correlations of doze with ELBA and dictatiou, by text

group.

ELBA.	
Dictati.on

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7 Ptl Pt2 Total Easy Diff.

Difficult
Text

Exact 11 10 12	 5	 1	 4 6=	 8	 2
	

3	 9
	

6=

SE!IAC	 11	 10	 12	 5	 3	 4 7	 6	 1
	

2	 9
	

8
GRCO	 11	 10 12 8=	 1	 4 8=	 6=	 2

	
3	 5
	

6=
IDFC	 11	 7 12	 5	 1	 4 10	 6	 2

	
3	 8=
	

8=

ACFC	 11 9= 12	 5	 2	 4 9=	 6	 1
	

3	 7=
	 7=

Nedium
Text

Exact 10 11= 11= 7	 4= 8 9	 3

SEMIC 10 11	 12	 4	 7	 8 9	 2

GRCO	 9 12 11 4=	 6= 8 10	 2
IDFC	 11	 12 10	 6	 5 8= 8=	 3

ACFC	 10 12	 11	 6	 5	 9 8	 3

2

3

3

2

2

1	 4=
	 4=

1,5=
	 5=

1	 6=	 4=

17
	

4

1	 7
	

4

Easy
Text

	Exact 9= 9= 12	 2	 5= 8 9=	 5=	 4	 3	 1
	

5=
SEMAC 10 11	 12	 3	 4= 8 9	 6	 4=	 2	 1

	
7

RC0	 10 11	 12	 6	 4= 8 9	 7	 2=	 2= 1
	

4=
IDFC	 10= 10= 12	 3	 5= 9 8	 5=	 5=	 4	 1

	
2

ACFC	 10 11	 12	 3	 5= 9 8	 7	 5	 4	 j	 2

The table shows that as the cloae text becomes easier, the doze corre-

lates more highly with dictation than with ELBA, so that on the easy
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text, the doze correlates higher with the easy dictation than with amy

other test. However, this does not appear to be trae for the difficult

dictation, which retains approximately the same relative importance,

regardless of doze text, when scored by the exact, any-acceptable end.

grammatically correct scoring procedures. Ihen the doze is scored by

the form class procedures, on. the other hand, the increase in importance

of the correlation of doze with the difficult dictation as the text

used becomes easier mirrors that of the easy dictation.

On the difficult text, the doze is more closely related to the

Grammar, Vocabulary and Listening Comprehension Tests of ELBA (Tests 5,

6 and 4), the subtotal of Part 2, and the overall ELBA total, than to the

dictation tests0

On the medium text, the doze correlates higher with the part

totals and. overall total of the ELBA battery than it does with dictation,

but it correlates higher with the latter than with any of the individual

ELBA tests. The easy text correlates higher with the easy dictation than

with any of the ELBA tests, subtotals or overail total.

Table 8.22 removes the Part I and Part 2 subtotals, and the

overall ELBA total, and simply compares the correlations of cloze dic-

tation with those of cloze:ELBA individual tests, and in so doing gives

a clearer picture of how doze relates to other separate measures of

English- as-a-f 0 reign-1anguage proficiency.
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TABLE	 822

Raxik order of correlations of doze dth ELBA individual tests and &tc-

tation, by text group.

ELBA	 Dictation
1
	

2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 Easy	 Difficult

Difficult
Text

2	 4=	 6
	

4=

2	 4	 6
	

5

2	 5=	 3
	

4

2	 7	 5=
	

5=

2 6=	 4=
	

4=

Exact	 8	 7	 9	 3	 1

SAC	 8	 7	 9	 3	 1

GRCO	 8	 7	 9	 5=	 1

IDFC	 8	 4	 9	 3	 1

ACFC	 8	 6=	 9	 3

Ned.iu
Text

Exact	 7	 8=	 8=	 4	 1 =	 5	 6	 1=
	

1=

SEMAC	 7	 8	 9	 1	 4	 5	 6	 2=	 2=

GRCO	 6	 9	 8	 1=	 3=	 5 . 7	 3=
	

1=

IDFC	 8	 9	 7	 3	 2	 5= 5=	 4
	

I

ACFC	 7	 9	 8	 3	 2	 6	 5	 4
	

1

Easy
Text

Exact	 6=	 6=	 9	 2	 3=	 5	 6=
	

1
	

3=

SEIAC	 7	 8	 9	 2	 3	 5	 6
	

1
	

4

GRCO	 7	 8	 9	 4	 2=	 5	 6
	

1
	

2=

IDFC	 7=	 7=	 9	 3	 4	 6	 5
	

1
	

2

ACPC	 7	 8	 9	 3	 4	 6	 5
	

1
	

2

On the difficult text doze clearly relates more to "core

proficiency" - Tests 4, 5 and. 6 - than to dictation0 The lowest corre-

lations are with Tests 1, 2 and 3, which have a heavy listening component,
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but the fourth listening test - Test 4 - is related to the doze than

dictation is. In fact, the correlations of doze with dictation are

quite low (of the order of p5).

On the medium and easy texts, however, doze correlates higher

with at least one of the dictations than with any of the ELBA tests.

This fact is due in part at least to the circumstance that as cloze

texts become easier, the doze correlation with ELBA decreases, whereas

the correlation with dictation increases - i.e., the change in text haa

different effects on ELBA and dictation.

However, there are differences between the two dictations in

their correlations with doze. On the medium text, there is a tendency

for the doze to relate more to the difficult dictation than the easy

dictation; on the easy text the situation is reversed. Moreover, even

on the easy text doze does not correlate higher with both dictations

than with any ELBA test. Tests 4 and 5 are both closer to doze than

doze is to the difficult dictation, for two of the scoring procedures,

and on the medium text, the same two ELBA tests are closer to doze than

doze is to the easy dictation, when the doze is scored by any procedure

other than the exact word. It is also noteworthy that the Reading Com-

prehension Test (ELBA Test 7) aimost always correlates lower with the

doze than the dictation does. There is only one occasion - difficult

text, any-acceptable scoring procedure - where the doze correlates

higher with Test 7 than with either of the dictations. This confirms

the point, frequently made in connection with doze and dictation, that

the doze correlates better with dictation than with tests of reading

comprehension, This does not, of course, necessarily invalidate tests
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like ELBA Test 7 as tests of reading comprehension.

Finally, as the previous paragraph has shown, different

scoring procedures relate differently to ELBA and dictation., in abso-

lute terms and in relative importance. In p articular, as noted, the

form class scoring procedures work differently from the other three

procedures.

Suinmai

To swnmarise these findings, it was found that the easy dio-

tation relates more closely to ELBA and to the doze than does the

difficult dictation, but that the pattern of correlations is approxi-

mately the same for both dictations.

The dictations related more closely to an easy text doze or

a medium text doze than to a difficult text doze, and more to doze

scored by the any-acceptable-word procedure than by the exact word

method0 However, dictation was not seen to correlate more highly with

doze than with ELBA, and, in. particular, it appeared to be more related.

to tests of listening comprehension, sound recognition, vocabulary and

grnmr than to the exact doze, or to reading comprehension.

Just as in the investigation of doze and ELBA, this section

has shown that several variables affect the relationship of doze 'with

the dictation. The deletion rate used in. creating the doze test, the

text on which the test is based, and the procedure used to score the

tests al]. have a considerable effect on doze' s relationship with dic-

tation. No generalisation is possible about the effect of deletion

frequency, other than to say that there is an inconsistent effect. As

regards scoring procedures, the any-acceptable-word procedure always
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correlates best with the dictation, followed by the GRCO and then the

exact word. The influence of the passage on which the doze is based is

shown in that an easy text results in higher correlations with dictation,

and ILL that as the text becomes easier, the doze relates more to die-.

tation than it does to the ELBA. However, this effect is not true of

dictation as a whole, but of the easy dictation. With the difficult

dictation there is little change as the doze text becomes easier, and

in fact even the easy doze correlates higher with some ELBA tests than

with the difficult dictation. The difference between the two dictations

is also seen in that on the difficult text, the doze tends to correlate

more with the difficult dictation whereas on the easy text it correlates

more with the easy dictation.

8.6 Factor analyses of doze, ELBA and dictation

In an attempt to answer the question ttWhat does the cloz.e

test?" several factor analyses were made of the doze data together with

the other measures of proficiency in English as a foreign language used

in the second part of this study, i.e., with non-native speakers of

English. So far, no attempt known to the author has been made to factor-.

analyse doze as a measure of such proficiency, although it is suggested.

in the literature, based on correlational studies, that doze is a mea-

sure of English-as-a-foreign-language proficiency. That being the case,

one might expect that doze would measure the same factor of proficiency

as existing, presumably valid measures. The present study is purely

exploratory, in an attempt to see whether such analyses are suggestive of

any hypotheses regarding the nature of the doze used with non-native

speakers, and also to determine which of two possible factorial solutions
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is most meaningful. The first solution, or series of solutions, is the

traditional factor-analytic method, namely, to perform a principal com-

ponents analysis with uiiities in the main diagonal, extract those factors

with an eigeuvalue equal to or greater than 1.00, and rotate these

factors orthogonally, using the Varimax procedure. The second series of

solutions is different in that it continues to extract factors in the

principal components analysis until all factors with an eigenvalue of at

least 0.5 have been extracted0 These factors are then rotated in the

usual way. Clearly, other methods of factor analysis are possible,

particularly the oblique rotation, and subsequent investigators may wish

to attempt such analyses.

In both cases, four separate sets of analyses were performed.

In the first, each doze scoring procedure was entered separately into

the matrix, along with the ILBA tests0 In the second, one dictation -

the easy one - was added to the matrix. In the third analysis, the see-

ond dictation was included, and finally, all the tests, including all the

doze scores, were entered together into the matrix.

8.6.1 The traditional solution: eienvalue 1.0

The results of these analyses are presented in Table 8.23.

If one doze scoring scheme at a time is entered into the

matrix, the results are remarkably consistent for each scoring procedure.

On the difficult text, only one factor is present; on the medium text,

two factors are identifiable; on the easy text, one factor only emerges

when the matrix contains doze and. ELBL, and two emerge when one or two

dictations are added to that matrix.

The one factor on the difficult and easy texts loads highly on
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all teats. The lowest loading (never below .52) is on Test 3 (Stress),

and Tests I and 2 (Sound Recognition and Intonation) also tend to load

lower than the rest. The highest loading is usually achieved by Test 5

(Gzaxnmar). However, these differences are minor in face of the

generally high, and. even loadings for all tests. This factor, which, of

course, includes the doze, can only be called proficiency in English as

a foreign language.

The addition of one or both dictations to the matrix for the

difficult text has little or no effect on the loadings of each test on

this one factor, and. dictation itself also loads highly on. it. However,

it should. be noted that the comnninalities of this unifactorial solution

tend to be low, 'with several tests (usually Tests 2, 3 and sometimes the

doze) going below .6.

The two factors that emerge on the 'doze medium text, when

dictation is disregarded, seem to be i) a core proficiency factor, and.

2) a suprasenenta1, or metlinguistic, or inferential listening factor.

The first factor loads consistently for all scoring procedures on Tests

1, 4, 5, 6 and. doze, and somewhat lower on Test 7 (Reading Comprehension).

The second factor loads mainly on Tests 2 and 3, with a much lower

loading on certain other tests, mainly 4 and 7, and, sometimes, c].oze.

This solution is more complete than the difficult text an.d. easy text

solutions, with no comirninality going below .6, except that of the doze

score on the acceptable—form—class procedure. Although doze 5 more

strongly associated. with the first factor (loadings range from .67 to

a considerable loading is also present on the second factor

(ranging from .31 to .41). This complicates the identification of this
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second factor, and suggests that the solution is not entirely satisfactory.

The addition of one or two dictations, as noted above, has no

effect on the difficult text solution, which remains unifactorial. On

the remaining two texts, two factors emerge, but these are even less

clearly separate than the previous two factors without dictation. As was

noted initially, the doze scoring procedure used. in the analysis does

not change the nat.are or number of factors that emerge in any way.

Basically, the two factors seem to be a "with dictation" and a "without

dictation" factor; on the "with dictation" factor, reasonably high

loadings are present for Tests 1, 4, 5 and 6, and the doze, The differ-.

ence between the two text groups is merely that Vocabulary (Test 6)

seems to be more important than the other tests on the easy text, whereas

on the medium text, Sound Recognition (Test i) is somewhat more important.

Also, the loadings of the doze are higher on the easy text than on the

medium text,

The second factor, "without dictation", is similar to the

second factor mentioned in the previous result (medium text) in that the

highest loadings are on Tests 2 and. 3, with lower loadings on Tests 7, 4

and 5, In fact, each test in the matrix has at 2eazt a moderate .1oasiin

on this factor, except for the dictations. Hence its name, It is

interesting to note that, apart from Tests 3 and 2, which load almost

exclusively on. this factor, Test 7 (Reading Comprehension) tends to load

almost as much on Factor 2 as on Factor 1, and on occasions more so.

Again, as far as the doze is concerned, this solution is not

entirely satisfactory. Although the loadings for doze are always higher

on Factor One than on Factor Two, they are never outstandingly high, and
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are usually lower than the loadings of at least two ELBA tests. (On the

medium text, the loadings range from 053 to .75; on the easy text from

.68 to .79.) A substantial amount of variance on the doze is unaccounted

for by this first factor, and especially on the medium text, doze loads

considerably on the second factor also (medium text from .41 to .56; easy

text lower at .16 to .39).

Whether one or two dictations are added to the initial corre-

lation matrix makes very little difference to the nature of the factors

that emerge. As far as the doze is concerned, the loading on Factor One

is somewhat reduced when two dictations are present, and that on Factor

Two is slightly increased.

In su.mmary of this section then, it appears that for the medium

and easy texts, two factors are present when doze, ELBA and. dictation.

are considered0 Both factors can be considered proficiency factors,

since the ELBA tests load on both, with a tendency for Factor One to re-

semble the core proficiency factor previously identified, and Factor Two 'O

resemble the second factor - supraseiental, inet1inguistic, inferential

listening. The most characteristic thing about the two factors is the

presence and absence of dictation. The dictation factor is seen as being

associated with core proficiency and doze, but naich variance of these

latter elements is also present in Factor Two. No satisfactory expla-

nation of "what doze tests" has yet been achieved, but it is beginning

to look as if doze is factorially complex.

The factors outlined so far are as follows:
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Cloze and ELBA

Difficult Text

Factor 1; a.].1 tests, lower

on 2 end 3

Nedium Text

Factor 1: 1, 4, 5, 6 &

doze

tor 2 2 & 3 sOme 4,

7& doze

asy Text

Factor 1:

all tests

Cloze, ELBA and Dictation

Difficult Text

Factor 1: all tests, lower on. 1, 2, 3

Nedium Text

Factor 1; Dictation, 1, 6, 5, 4 and doze

Factor 2: Tests 2 & 3 & 7, with some 4, 5 and doze

Easy Text

Factor 1: Dictation, 1, 6, 4, 5 and doze

Factor 2 Tests 3, 2 with some 5, 4 and 7, little doze

In. an attempt to extract a doze factor, all five doze scores

were entered together into the matrix, factors with an eigenvalue equal

to or greater than 1.00 extracted., and these factors rotated, as before.

For the difficult text, this results in two factors, instead of one, and

for the other two texts, in three factors instead. of two.

On the difficult text, the first factor is a doze factor,

loading highest on the IDFC, ACFC and GRCO scoring procedures. On this

factor, there is some loading from Test 5 (Grammar: .61), Test 6 (Voca-

bulary: .51), and dictation (.451.38). The second factor seems to be

some sort of listening factor, loading on Tests 1, 4 and the difficult
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dictation0 The doze is also present on this factor, but at a low level

(03)0

On the med.ium text, the first factor is a dictation factor,

with Sound Recognition (Test i) also present, a.nd some 4, 5 and 6

(Listening, Grammar, and. Vocabulary). The second factor is a dome

factor, with only slight loadings for Tests 6 and 5, and the third

factor is the previous mysterious second factor, loading on Tests 2, 3

and 7. It should be noted that doze also loads, although only slightly,

on the two non-doze factors.

On the easy text, the third factor remains the same (Tests 2

and 3, with some loading on Tests 4, 5 and 7), but the order of the first

two factors has changed, such that the second factor is the dictation

m ELBA factor (loading on Tests 6, 1, 4, 5 and 7) whilst the first

factor is the doze factor, with some dictation. Again, the doze loads

on the two non-doze factors.

Simjimary (all tests)

Difficult Text

Factor 1: doze, with some 5 and. 6, ath slight dictation

Factor 2: Tests 1, 4 and dictation, with low 5, 2, 6 and 7

Nedium Text

Factor 1; dictation., Test I

Factor 2: doze

Factor 3: Tests 2, 3 and 7
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Easy Text

Factor 1:' doze, some dictation

Factor 2:' dictation, 6, 1, 4, 5, 7

Factor 3: Tests 2 and 3, with some 4, 5 and 7

It has thus proved possible to isolate a doze factor, which is

particularly associated with other factors, but sometimes weakly asso-

dated, with dictation and core proficiency.

8.6.2 A second solution:' eigenvalue 0.5

AU these factor analyses suffer from the defect of low comnu-

nalities, in other words, much variance in most of the variables is left

unexplained. To attempt a more complete solution, it was necessary to

continue extracting factors with elgenvalues below the noma]. end. point

of 1000. In this part of the investigation, factor extraction continued

with all factors until an eigenvalue of .5 had been reached.. This re-

sulted in greater connunalities for all the variables0 It is diffilt

to know which solution to choose, and. the final decision is inevitably

judgmental, balancing the advantages of achieving higher conimu.nalities

on the one hand against the disadvantage of having factors of less

generality and importance. As this section of the study is frankly

exploratory, it is perhaps uimecessary at this stage to decide for one or

the other solution per se, but more advisable to see which solution re—

salts in a more intuitively or theoretically satisfying or suggestive

factor structure. The results of the analysis are presented in Table

8.24.

The relatively simple picture that prevailed. under the previous

conditions (EV i.o) are somewhat more complicated here. It should. be
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noted that, whereas for both difficult and medium texts the nu.mber of

factors that are extracted is the same for all scoring procedures, on

the easy text the SEMAC and GRCO procedures result in one factor fewer

than the other three scoring procedures. B\irther, whereas on the medium

and. easy texts the addition of two rather than one dictation to the

matrix has no effect on the number of factors that occur, on the diffi-

cult text one more factor emerges, for four of the five scoring proce .

-dures, when the second (difficult) dictation is included.

There are, then, the following numbers of factors present:

Medium Text - with and. without dictation four factors

Difficult Text - without dictation, and with one dictation: four

factors

- with two dictations: five factors

Easy Text - for the exact, IDFC and ACFC procedures, three factors

for the SEMAC scoring procedure - with and without dictation:

two factors

for the (RCO scoring procedure - without dictation: two

factors

for the GRCO scoring procedure - with dictation: three

factors

More important than the number of factors, however, is their nature.

To begin with the simplest case first, the medium text, the

doze scoring procedures largely agree with one another as to the factor

structure of the various variables0 The only exceptions are the form

class scoring procedures, which tend to change the order of importance

of some of the factors0 As their component's are substantially similar
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to the factors for the other scoring procedures, the differences are

ignored here.

When doze and ELBA only are eTn!nl-ned, the factors are as

follows:

Factor 1: Sound recognition (Test 1) and doze, with some core

proficiency

Factor 2: intonation or inference (Test 2)

Factor 3: Reading and listening comprehension (Tests 7 and 4), with

some core proficiency

Factor 4: Sentence stress (Test 3)

When dictation is added to the matrix (since the presence of

only one dictation malces little difference, this dimension will be

ignored), the factors do not substantially change, except for Factor 1,

which is now composed largely of dictation and Bound recognition, and.

the importance of doze is reduced (from a range of .71 to .78 down to

.40 to .65). Cloze now tends to load somewhat higher on the second factor,

which rem,i4r', however, basically an intonation/inference factor. Factors

3 and 4 are unchanged. As was seen previously, doze is not solely re-

presented on one factor, but is spread over at least three of the four

factors. It is most interesting to note that it does not load highly on

the comprehension factor (Factor 3), and that when dictation is added, it

tends to remove the close element from Factor I • The relationship between

close and dictation, and close and comprehension, appears to be less close

than previous (correlational) studies suggest. It is difficult, however,

on theoretical grounds, to account for the close association shown between

close and sound recognition, and. doze and Test 2 (intonation/inference)
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When dictation is added to the matrix, then, the factors emerge as

follows:

Factor 1:	 1 , dictation, some doze, 6, 5, and. 4

Factor 2: Intonation (2) and doze, some 6 and 5 (vocabulary and

grammar)

Factor 3: Reading and listening comprehension (7 and 4)

Factor 4 Stress (3)

Although on the easy text, as on the medium text, there is

little effect of including one or two dictations in the analysis other

than some change in the order of importance of two factors, there is

some disagreement among scoring procedures as to the number and there-

fore the nature of factors involved. When three factors emerge from the

analysis on ELBA and doze alone, the stracture of the first two factors

is similar to that of the medium text (zv io); in other words,

Factor 1 is a general proficiency factor, loading on Tests 6, 1, 4, 5

and. 7, and Factor 2 is a listening factor, loading on Tests 3 and. 2.

The difference is that doze does not load on Factor 1, but instead on

its own factor, Factor 3, which is exclusive to doze. However, in

those cases (sac and GRCO) where only two factors are present, this

has the effect of causing doze to load moderately high on the first,

general proficiency factor. These facts are aiggestive of a separate

doze factor whose existence is hidden by its association with a genera].

proficiency factor if the iysis does not go far enough.

When dictation is added to the matrix, what happens is that

when, as on the SEMAC, only two factors are present, the dictation loads

high on the first, general, core proficiency factor. When there are
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three factors, however, it tends not to load, on this first factor, but

to be much more closely associated with the doze factor.

To sunmarise so far, on the easy text there are at least two

factors, a proficiency factor (with dictation and doze loading high

only when only two factors are extracted) and a listening factor. A

third factor, usually present, except for the SEMAC, is the doze factor,

on which only the dictation, when present, loads. These results contra-

dict the results of the medium text in that

a) there is no comprehension factor

b) unlike the medium text, a general proficiency factor is present

c) a separate doze factor exists, which associates with dictation to

reveal a greater degree of relationship than shown by the medium

text.

It is, of course, possible, in part at least, that the different results

are due to the number of factors which emerge from the different texts.

As the difficult text sometimes shows five factors, it would be expected

that, if the number of factors has an effect, the analysis will be

different again.

On the difficult text, when doze and ELBA alone are analysed,

the scoring procedures agree both on the number of factors and. their

structure. Pour factors are present, and doze loads mainly on the first

one, which is the core proficiency factor0 Tests 6, 5 and 4 as well as

the doze are all closely associated with this factor. The second factor

seems to be a (mainly) segmental, discrete listening factor with loads on

Tests 1 and 2. The third factor involves Tests 7 and. 2, with some doze

- the doze loading dmiivishes as the scoring procedures become less
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demanding. s Test 2 (Intonation) demands a good reading ability, it

seems not unreasonable to label this factor a reading comprehension

(inferential) factor. The fourth factor is another listening factor, on

Test 3 alone.

To suinmarise these factors

Factor 1: Core proficiency (6, 5, 4) and doze

Factor 2: Discrete listening (1 and some 2)

Factor 3 Reading comprehension (inferential) (7 and. 2)

Factor 4: Sentence stress (3)

When one dictation is added. to the matrix, the factor stru.o-

ture does not change, except for the doze exact scoring procedure. With

that exception, the dictation loads on the core proficiency factor along

with the doze, and, to some extent, on the senental listening factor

(now Factor 3). Eowever, when doze is scored by the exact word proce-

dure, five factors appear - the extra factor being, interestingly, a

doze/dictation factor. The four other factors remain unchanged, apart

from the absence of loadings on doze and dictation.

When both dictations are added, the fifth factor is maintained,

but with an important difference. This is that the doze/dictation factor

becomes a dictation factor, with some doze only. Most of the doze

loading moves back to the core proficiency factor, particularly on the

form class scoring procedure. Unlike the dictation, which loads almost

exclusively on its own factor, the doze loads at least moderately on

several factors, none of which is identifiably a doze factor. The five

factors that emerge are as follows (the order of the factors varies from

scoring procedure to scoring procedure but their contribution remains
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the same):

Factor 1: Core proficiency (mainly Tests 6, 5, 4, aria doze)

Factor 2: Dictation (with some doze)

Factor 3: Reading comprehension (mainly Tests 7 and. 2, sometimes

doze)

Factor 4: Segmental listening (Tests 1 and. 2)

Factor 5: Stress (Test 3)

The prediction that the nature of the factors would change as

more factors emerge has been borxout on the difficult text, which has

resulted in factors which are dissimilar to the factors of the easy text,

and, to some extent, to those of the medium text.

As the doze becomes more difficult, it appears that the mono-

litbic proficiency factor is broken up, with the dictation, the segmental

listening test, the reading comprehension test, and the stress test

separating out into their own. factors. Unlike the dictation, the doze

clearly remains associated with this core proficiency factor. The doze!

dictation factor seen on the easy text has turned into a dictation factor

on the difficult text, with some doze association only. The evidence

from the difficult text points to a weak association of doze with both

dictation and reading comprehension, and a major association with core

proficiency (grammar, vocabalary and general listening).

.nally, as on the previous analysis, an attempt was made to

extract a doze factor by entering all five doze scores into the matrix,

extracting and totalling all factors with an eigenvalue of at least 0.5.

For the difficult text, this results in six factors; for the medium text
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five factors; but the easy text remains unchanged at three factors,

since no factor had an eigenvalue of between 1.00 and 0.5.

It will be remembered. that the three factors on the easy text

were:

Factor 1: C].oze, with some dictation

Factor 2: Dictation and ELBA, except Tests 2 and 3

Factor 3: Tests 2 and. 3, with some grammar and comprehension

When more factors are extracted, on different texts, the

situation changes, and, in particular, dictation loads on its own factor.

On the medium text, the first factor is a dictation factor, with loading

also on Test 1, senental listening. Cloze has very little association

with this factor, and, in fact, loads on its own factor, the second, with

virtually nothing else0 The overall factor structure is as follows (it

should be noted that doze only loads, and that only slightly, on Factor

1, apart from Factor 2. The exact word score is the only scoring proce-

dure which has any loading on Factor 3 - suggesting, indeed, that it is

somewhat different from the other procedures):

Factor 1:- Dictation and Test 1

Factor 2:- Cloze

Factor 3: Test 2

Factor 4: Tests 7 and 4 - comprehension

Factor 5: Test 3

The difficult text tends to produce more separate factors. The

dictation, in particular, is now isolated on its own factor, unrelated to

other variables. Again, the doze factor appears, though with some asso-

ciation with grammar. The factors are as follows:
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Factor 1: Cloze, some grammar

Factor 2: Dictaticm

Factor 3: Tests 1	 2

Factor 4: Test 7

Factor 5: Test 6

Factor 6: Test 3

The exact and SEMAC doze scores have a slight loading on

Factors 2 and 4. The other procedures load only on Factor 1.

8.6.3 Summary and conclusions

The difference between the two factor analysis solutions

(eigenvalue greater than 1.00 and. 0.5 respectively) can be summarised.

as follows:

i) On the 0.5 solution, more factors emerge, and the communality is

greater.

2) The factors are consequently of less generality on the 0.5 solution..

3) On the 1.00 solution, doze is shown to be associated with both the

dictation and core proficiency in English as a foreii language,

but the solutions are far from complete.

4) The 0.5 solution is less monolithic or unitary, and. therefore more

explanatory and intuitively satisfying. Cloze is shown to be

factorially complex, as only on the easy text does a doze factor

emerge when only one scoring procedure at a time is considered.

There is a suggestion that as more factors are used, it is more

likely that a specific doze factor will emerge, at least on the

easy text.
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The results of the analyses as far as dictation is concerned

are as follows:

i) Dictation is associated with some of the ELBA tests at least as

often as with the doze.

2) On one analysis (Ev) i.00), dictation is associated with both pro-

ficiency in English-as-a-foreign-language, and with doze.

3) On the second analysis (Ev .? 0.5) the dictation either loads on its

own factor exclusively, or with either the doze or sound recognition,

and not with proficiency in English as a foreign language.

The summarised points which follow regarding the doze should

be read in the light of several qualifications:

'I) Different texts used for the doze test result in different factors.

On the second analysis, in particular, on an easy text, a pure doze

factor was present0 On the medium text, doze and intonation loaded

on the same factor, whereas on the difficult text the cJ.oze loaded

on several factors, but particularly on core proficiency - vocabulary,

grammar and general listening comprehension.

2) Although different scoring procedures do not result in different

factors, the amount of their loading varies. In particular, the any-

acceptable-word procedure loads highest on relevant factors. Some

suggestion was found that as the scoring procedures become more

demanding - i.e., from "any acceptable form class" to "exact" - the

doze becomes more of a reading test.

The results of the factor analyses show doze to be factorially

complex. A factor exclusive to the doze was occasionally present,

especially as more factors were entered into the analysis. 	 rthermore,
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as one might expect, when all the doze scores are included in the mi-

tial matrix, a doze factor on which little else loads clearly emerges.

More frequently, the doze tended to be associated with dic-

tation on the same factor0 However, this association with dictation by

no means completely explained the doze, as it not only loaded elsewhere,

it frequently was not associated with the dictation to any significant

extent0 Most frequently, the doze loaded on a factor which is best

labelled "core proficiency", composed of ELBA Tests 4, 5 and 6. Perhaps

the most important finding is that doze is less associated with reading

comprqhension, and. especially tests of inferential reading ability, but

closely associated with tests of grammar and vocabulary.

In answer to the initial question as to whether doze measures

the same "proficiency in English as a foreign langnage" factor as the

ELBA, the evidence from this study is that, on the whole, the doze

such a measure0 The unifactorial solution shows doze to load, high on a

general proficiency factors When two factors are extracted, the c].oze is

associated with core proficiency, and even when five factors are extracted,

the doze is still seen to associate with this factor. In addition, the

study confirms some studies and refutes others to show that the any-

acceptable—word scoring procedure is the 'best measure of the proficiency

factor, but, further, that almost any scoring procedure is capable of

measuring this factor.

Nevertheless, it remains true that doze is not confined to

this proficiency factor, and the nature of the other factors with which

it associates is more obscure,
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CHAPTER	 9

Summary and Discussion

9.1 Non-native speakers

9 1 • I Algeria - summary

The pilot study in Algeria posed two questions for investi-

gation: i) Is the doze procedure unitary - in other words, is it

possible to generaJ.ise confidently about the nature of the doze as a

technique for producing tests and exercises of reading comprehension and

language proficiency? 2) (the same question from a different angle)

ire different versions of the cloze test comparable? That is, do differ-.

ant doze tests measure comprehension,,readability or linguistic profi-

ciency differently?	 -

Two main variables were investigated. The effect of varying

the frequency of word deletion from text was examined to see if and how

this would affect the measurement of readability and estimates of

glisb proficiency. Varying the difficulty level of text was also in-

vestigated for a possible effect on the estimate of proficiency.

Furthermore, the relationship between two measures of readability for

students of iglish as a foreign language - doze and the Fog formula -

was also examined.

Significant differences among deletion frequencies were found,

often in the predicted direction - namely, that more frequent deletion

would result in a more difficult test and, therefore, a different mea-

sure of the readability of the text0 It was found that deletion rate

four (every fourth word deleted) was always more difficult than the rest,
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but that on some analyses deletion rate six was also significantly

easier than deletion rate four and significantly more difficult than the

less frequent deletion rates0 A tendency was also discernible for

deletion rate 8 to be more difficult than deletion rates 10, 12 and 14.

It was suggested, therefore, that perhaps at least nine words of context

are necessary on either side of a blank before one can regard the effect

of varying deletion frequency to have been eliminated.

It was expected that good students would be less affected by

variation in amount of context than would others, and this proved to be

the case0 However, the converse expectation - that weak students would

need. more context in order to complete the blanks - was not confirmed.

In other words, an increase in context does not help even poor students

to predict missing words.

However, these conclusions were based on results which grouped

the different texts together, and assumed the effect of their difference

to be neligib1e. When text differences were taken into account, there

was virtually no agreement on the difference between deletion rates,

since on some texts all deletion rates gave the same results, on others

different results were gained from each rate, and on still others only

one or two deletion rates were different from the others. It was imposs-

ible to predict the effect of varying deletion frequency for any one

0

Although the more frequent deletion rates tended to rank texts

in the same order of difficulty, the less frequent deletion rates differed

in their estimates of relative difficulty. If this difference is real

one, then an interaction between text and deletion rate as measures of
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readability is indicated. In so far as there is an interaction, then

the deletion rate used is an important variable in readability studies.,.

Of course, if there is no interaction effect then different results

would not be expected when different texts are used to investigate the

nature of contextual constraint or the effect of varying deletion fre-

quency0 The Algerian study, however, does not provide a clear answer to

this point.

The cJ.oze technique did not prove capable of distinguishing any

two texts0 In the Algerian study, no one text emerged as being consist-

ently siguificantly different from any other, and when doze scores de-

ended to around 2CY correct restorations, the differences between texts

were miYiThal.

As regards the relationship between doze and the Fog readabi-

lity formu:La, it was found that there was no correlation whatsoever be-

tween the two procedures in measuring the readability of text. If Fog

is a valid measure of readability for native speakers and doze an

equally valid measure for non-native speakers, it would appear that the

nature of the difficulty of text is different for the two populations.

It was suggested that a measure of sentence length is not an -adequate

measure of sentence complexity (or difficulty) for adult learners of

English as a foreign language who are already fluent readers in their

own language. It was also indicated that perhaps the non-native speaker t a

familiarity with a -wide vocabulary in his native tongue might mean that

the difficulties presented in text by lexis are qualitatively different

from the difficulties native speakers encounter and which are supposed to

be measured by a count of the syllables comprising the words.
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The effect of varying the two main variables - text and dele-

tion rate - on the measurement of English language proficiency was also

investigated.0 No clear-cut results emerged0 No consistently higher

correlations for any text with the criterion proficiency measure were

observed0 There was, however, a slight tendency for doze tests based

on difficult texts to correlate higher with the criterion that did easy

c].oze tests. Variations were observed in the correlation of different

deletion rates with the criterion, but no one deletion rate emerged as a

better predictor or measure of English proficiency than. any other. It

was suggested that more frequent deletion should tax students' syntactic

abilities more than less frequent deletion, but no evidence was found

that might have supported this, since the less frequent deletion rates

did. not correlate less with the subsections testing grammar than the more

frequent deletion rates. The evidence indicates that whatever doze

tests, it is measured more or less equally by any deletiozi rate. However,

this conclusion was put in doubt by the low intercorrelation obtained. be-

tween deletion rates. If they were testing the same thing, one would.

expect high intercorrelations. That this was not the case suggests there

might indeed be an interaction between deletion rate and text difficulty

in the use of doze to measure English proficiency. This supposition is

supported by the widely varying correlations with the criterion gained by

ind.ividual doze tests.

Fin1ly, it was found that the overall relationship between

doze and proficiency in English as a foreign language was only moderate,

and much less than previous studies bad indicated. Moreover, the highest

correlations were not achieved with supposedly integrative tests, but
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with traditional discrete-point grammar tests. This pattern was true

regardless of the text or deletion rate variables.

It was felt that further research was needed into the effect

of changing the variables, and that the as-yet-uninvestigated. variable

of scoring procedure should also be examined. A different measure of

English proficiency, explicitly covering more aspects of proficiency

(for example, vocabulary and reading comprehension) as well as a

reputedly integrative test technique - the dictation, said to relate

closely to the doze, to language proficiency and to reading comprehen-

sion - were used to facilitate in-depth examination of the doze proce-

du.re in the main study.

9.1.2 The main study - summaz

9.1.21 Experimental variables

The Algerian study having shown that the doze could not dis-

criminate among relatively similar texts for non-native speakers, the

main study investigated whether the procedure was capable of distin-

guishing obviously different texts from one another. The clear result

of the investigation was that the doze procedure always ranked the

three texts (intended to be easy, medium and difficult) in the same order,

which was the order assumed in advance to be the correct order of diffi-

culty, regardless of the experimental variables. No matter which deletion

rate was used, or which scoring procedure (even the least demanding pro-

cedures), the texts were consistently ranked in the same order. For gross

discrimination of readability, the doze is apparently adequate, although

its ability to make finer distinctions is still in doubt.

There was a significant interaction between the text variable
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and the deletion frequency, so that what was true for a deletion rate on

one text was not true for the same deletion rate on another text, and

different patterns of relationships among deletion rates were seen for

different texts0 The Algerian study had found deletion rate 4 always

to be more difficult than the other deletion rates, so this frequency was

not included in the main study0 Deletion rate 14 had virtually always

been the same as deletion rates 10 and 12, and so no further investigation.

of this frequency was made in the main study0 The frequencies studied

were, therefore, 6, 8, 10 and. 12.

Significant differences were obtained between certain deletion

rates on the difficult and easy texts. However, on the medium text no

differences between deletion frequencies were gained. Moreover, the

existence of significant differences varied from scoring procedure to

procedure. When significant differences between deletion rates were

obtained, they were not consistent. For instance, deletion rate 6 was

found to be significantly different from deletion rate 12 on one text,

but not on another. In one case, deletion rate 8 was different from

deletion rate 6; in another case there was no difference. The only

consistent finding was that deletion rate 10 waS never different from

deletion rate 8. Similarly, there was no consistency in the direction

of the differences that were found. On the difficult text, deletion

rates 8 and 10 were more difficult than 6 and. 12, whereas on. the easy

text deletion rate 12 was, counter-intuitively, more difficult than the

other three deletion frequencies.

In summary, text differences cannot be ignored, since there is

a significant interaction between deletion rate and. text. This means
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that the results of the Algerian study, showing increasing ease as the

deletion frequency decreased, must be questioned, since they were ob-

tained by ignoring text differences. When text differences are taken

into account, it is impossible to conclude that more frequent deletion

results in more difficult tests0 The differences between tests, there-

fore, are almost certainly not du to the different quantity of context

surrounding each blank, or, to put it another way, increased context in

a doze test does not seem to result in greater predictability of

missing words.

A further investigation suggested a possible solution to the

problem. When only identical items, deleted from both doze tests under

consideration at any one time, were compared, no significant differences

whatsoever were found. This provides confirmation that varying the

amount of context round a blank has no effect on that blank, and indi-

cates that the reason for the difference between individual doze tests

is simply that different deletion frequencies delete different words,

which may be easier or more difficult, according to chance0

Examination of the scores produced by the five scoring pro-

cedures showed that they were almost always significantly different from

each other. In particular, those procedures designed to permit more

constraint to operate on each blank resulted, as expected, in signifi-

cantly lower scores. Nevertheless, there was a high degree of agreement

among procedures on the ranking of subjects, since over one third of the

of the intercorrelations were above 09, and the lowest, out of a total

of 120 coefficients, was .71.

Of these interrelations, the closest were among the three
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grammatical scoring procedures, with almost perfect coefficients being

attained.. The conclusion from this would be that whatever the different

grammatical procedures are intended to test, in practice it makes no

difference whether one scores simply for correct form class replacement,

or whether one takes into account other grammatical features like tense,

concord, number, etc.

The any—acceptable—word procedure correlates as closely with

the grammatical procedures as with the exact word procedure, but the

exact word procedure correlates higher with the any—acceptable procedure

than with any other procedure. This latter finding might be taken as

indicating that the ability to fill in a blank with a grRmmatically

appropriate word - however "appropriate" may be defined - is relatively

unrelated to the ability to replace the exact word, which might be thought

to demand sensitivity to style, author' a intention and the like. How-

ever, virtually a].]. of the coefficients were of the order of .80 or above,

which suggests that such a conclusion 'would be creating a false d.icho-

tony. In fact, the different scoring procedures - even those superfi-

cially most different - are very closely re2ate to each atker, ati ZLttZe

evidence has been found to suggest that different procedures measure

different abilities. This question will be e ymnined more closely when

doze is compared with other measures of proficiency in English as a

foreigu language0 it is debatable, however, whether the coefficients are

high enough for one to use one procedure in place of another. Even the

correlations between the exact and any—acceptable procedures do not

necessarily justify the replacement of one by the other, although, as

pointed out in Chapter 7, they do confirm previous research findings that
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there is a close relationship between the two.

?i'ally, it has already been suggested that there is an inter-

action between scoring procedures, deletion rates and text. Different

combinations of text and deletion rate will result in different inter—

correlations of scoring procedures. It was found that different scoring

procedures have different effects on the experimental effect of other

variables. In particular, the any—acceptable procedure resulted in

significant differences between deletion rates on only one text, 'whereas

the exact word procedure showed significant differences between deletion

rates on two texts. In other words, to reduce the effect of varying the

deletion rate, it would be sensible to score for any acceptable word, and

not just the exact word.

The efficiency of the doze as a test was looked at from the

point of view of traditional test analysis. Considerable doubt was thrown

on the tools of such wialysis, and their applicability to the case of the

doze procedure. No satisfactory measure of reliability was found which

could allow for the great variation in items difficulty typical of the

doze test. Indeed, it is doubtful to what extent doze blanks can be

considered test items and. analysed with the usual item statistics in a

way which suggests that one item is essentially separate from, and inde-

pendent of, any other.

It is difficult to see, moreover, how to improve a doze test,

basing one' a supposed improvement on traditional analyses, if the revision

itself is not going to change drastically the nature of the doze. In

short, it was not at all clear how valid it is to anilyse one testing

procedure using instruments designed essentially for different procedures.
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Nevertheless, in order to compare the close with other procedures, it is

necessary to have a common yardstick and so, regardless of the defi-.

ciencies, the doze was examined traditionally..

Although no one text appeared to give better reliability than

another, there was a clear interaction between deletion rate and. text on

reliability, as on many other variables, so that different deletion

rates gave unpredictably different reliabilities.

Both the difficult and medium texts, when scored. by the exact

word method, gave very narrow score distributions. These distributions

were dramatically improved when the tests were scored for any acceptable

word. In fact, the any-acceptable-word procedure resulted in better

distributions than the other scoring procedures, better reliabilities,

and less frequent att,imnent of extreme scores.

Although the exact word method resulted in the best distri-

bution of item difficulty on the easy text, on the difficult text it re-

sulted in the worst distribution0 Again, the any-acceptable-word pro-

cedure gave the best item facility distributions for both difficult and

medium texts0 However, it was noted. that regardless of scoring proce-

dures, many inefficient items resulted from any doze test - a mgrimmn

of 6O of a].]. items proved to be satisfactorily easy or difficult.

Similarly, doze was relatively poor at producing items capable of dis-

criminating among subjects, although the any-acceptable procedure

achieved fewer negative discrin,i rations and more positive discriminations

than the exact word procedure.

The general result of the analysis seemed to be that, in tra-

ditional testing terms, the doze is relatively inefficient arid not
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susceptible of manipulation for improvement. It was recommended that if

the exact word scoring procedure was to be used., then an easy text shu.ld

be selected as the basis for the test, whereas if it was desired to use

a relatively difficult text for the test, then the subjects' responses

should be scored by the any-acceptable-word procedure.

9.1.2.2 Cloz e nd	 lish-as-a-forein-larxguae yroficienç

Since all c].oze test groups were equivalent for proficiency in

English as a foreign language, as traditionally measured, it was assumed

that if the doze tests proved to be different one from another, it

would be because the doze measured something else, or the same thing in

a different manner. The results showed that the medium text never re-

vealed differences among groups, nor did the any-acceptable-form-class

scoring procedure. However, on the easy text there were differences for

two scoring procedures, including the exact word, and on the difficult

text significant differences among groups were found when the tests were

scored by four of the five scoring procedures. These findings lead to

the suspicion that different versions of the doze test measured profi-

ciency differently, or measured it less successfully.

With regard to the experimental variables,, the following

findings were made.	 -

9.1.2.2.1 Deletion rate

Different deletion rates relate differently to the ELBA; how-

ever, no consistent pattern emerged. (1'or example, deleting every sixth

word resulted in the lowest coefficient on one text, and. the highest on

another.) Different deletion rates relate differently to the ELBA sub-

tests. Test M8 correlated highest with Sound Recognition, Test E12 with
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with Intonation, whilst Test E6 correlated highest with Reading Compre-.

hension. Each test appeared to measure something different from the

next, making it extremely difficult and misleading to generalise about

"what doze tests". Moreover, because of the lack of patterning across

texts for different deletion rates, it is not possible to conclude that

a more frequent (or less frequent) deletion rate gives a better, or

different, measure of proficiency in English as a foreign language than

another deletion rate.

9.1.2.2.2 Text

Different correlations were achieved with different texts. In

general, the highest correlations with ELBA were achieved with the diffi-

cult text, and the lowest with the easy text. In particular, the diffi-

cult text proved the best predictor of ELBA Tests 5 and 6 (arainmar and

Vocabulary)o Although each text seemed to present more or less the same

profile of foreign language skills, there was a tendency for grammar and

vocabulary abilities to be less associated with the doze as the text

became easier. It was suggested that a difficult text might be seen as

measuring more the elements of linguistic proficiency, whereas easier

texts relate more to global skills like comprehension, although, notably,

not the reading comprehension measured by ELBA Test 7.

9.1.2.2.3 Scoring procedures

A clear interaction was observed between scoring procedures and

deletion rates, and scoring procedures and text. The use of the exact

word procedure tended to emphasize the differences among deletion rates

and texts as measures of English-as-a-foreign-.langtlage proficiency,

whereas the use of the any-acceptable-word method or the grwnmtical
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procedures reduced these differences considerably. The closest rela-

tionship with ELBA proficiency, in part or in total, was gained by the

any-acceptable procedure, whilst the exact word procedure resu.lted. third

best0 nevertheless, no evidence was found to suggest that different

scoring procedures actually measured different aspects of proficiency.

In particular, it was not the case that grammatical scoring procedures

related more to tests of g'rammRtical skills than did other procedures.

In general, the doze related more closely to the tests of

core proficiency in glish as a foreii language than to tests of

reading comprehension0

9.1.2.2.4 Cloze and dictation

Because of frequent claims that dome relates more to an inte-.

grative test of global cidlia like dictation than to traditional die-.

crete-point tests, the relationship of doze and dictation was examined

and compared with that of doze and ELBL Cloze was not found to relate

consistently more to dictation than to ELBA. In fact, the dictation

related more to listening and sound recognition tests, and tests of vo-

cabulary, than to the doze. As the doze text became easier, there was

a tendency for the doze to relate more to one dictation (the easy one)

than to ELBA however, even on the easy text, the doze related more to sQme

ELBA subtest than to both dictations. Different scoring procedures and

texts resulted in different relationships with the dictation, just as

they had with the traditional proficiency test. As on the ELBA, the any-

acceptable-word and the grammatically-correct-word procedures were

better predictors of dictation than the exact word procedure. However,

the level of correlations of doze with dictation varied greatly (for
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example, the any-acceptable-word procedure varied from .38 to .91).

Thus, previous findings were not confix,ned that the close

relates more to integrative tests than to discrete-point tests, or to

tests of overall skills rather than tests of linguistic elements. Con-

trary to some previous research, it was found that the dictation itself

related more to tests of grammar and vocabulary than to tests of com-

prehension, regardless of the integrative/discrete-point dichotomy. It

was suggested that in fact the dictation measures lower-order skifla

rather than the higher-order skills of inference and the like measured

in the comprehension tests. Thus the degree of integration of a test

was felt to be irrelevant to an analysis of what the dictation measures.

9.1.2.2.5 Factor analysis

FimIly, in an attempt to discover indications of what the

doze measures, a series of factor analyses were carried out. Different

texts were found to result in different factors, but different scoring

procedures did not - they simply resulted in different loadings on the

same factors. Cloze was seen to be associated both with dictation and

with core proficiency, yet it was felt that the solutions discovered

were incomplete. For this reason, it was suggested that doze is

factorially complex. Only on occasions did a separate doze factor

emerge, although it is probable that as more tests are included in the

analysis, a specific doze factor is more likely to emerge. In parti-

calar, it is likely that a doze factor is hidden behind the proficiency

factor because of the lack of delicacy of the analysis.

Cloze was most frequently associated with core proficiency and.

rarely with reading comprehension - especially with inferential reading
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abilities0 The tests that were thought to measure these abilities

loaded on their own factor. Although on a coarse analysis the dictation

associated with proficiency and the doze, a specific dictation factor

tended to emerge as the analysis became finer.

In summary, the pnplysjs gave a unifactoria]. solution to the

doze, showing it to be closely related to core proficiency, but there

was a suggestion that the real situation was hidden by the analysis,

that doze is somewhat more complex, and that a complete solution has

yet to be found.

9.1.3 Discussion

9.1.3.1 Text

Although the Algerian study showed that the doze procedure

does not reliably distingti.ish relatively similar texts, the doze tests

of the main study constantly differentiated between obviously different

texts. These findings confirm results from studies like Haskefl (1973)

arid Taylor (1953) that doze is capable of discriTninating texts regard-

less of the deletion rate or the scoring procedures used. When texts

are obviously different the doze win distinguish them 0 However, when

the differences are not so great, consistent discrimination will not be

achieved. (This fact reflects the findings of Mosberg et a]. (1968) that

doze could not satisfactorily distinguish passages at similar low levels

of difficulty.) It would seem important to bear text differences in

mind when carrying out doze research. In particular, since a clear

interaction was found between deletion rate and text, it is important to

take the text variable into account when carrying out research on the

effect of contextual constraint by means of doze tests. Moreover, it
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is misleading to ignore differences in text by grouping scores across

different texts together in order to exme the effect of some other

variable. It is particularly important to bear this in mind when inter-.

preting, for example, the Algerian study' a or Icac(initie' a (1960) re-

sults of the investigation of deletion rate differences (which conc].u-

sions were gained by ignoring text differences).

Both the Algerian and the main study discovered that, although

on the whole there was little difference between texts as predictors of

proficiency in English as a foreign language, there was a tendency for

the difficult text to be more related to such proficiency. This con-

firma Carroll et al' a finding that different texts result in different

correlations with proficiency in a foreign language. Darnell (1966)

also found that non-engineering texts tended to relate more to profi-

ciency than did engineering texts for students of engineering. To the

extent that engineering students are likely to find non-engineering texts

harder than engineering texts, this represents the same result.

Similarly, Oiler (1972) found lower correlations for a very

easy text with his criterion than for more difficult texts.

This study has shown a tendency for the difficult text to be

more closely related to tests of grmm' and vocabulary than are the

easier doze texts. Moreover, the relationship between doze and dicta-

tion varied according to the text used. When an easy text was used, the

doze related more to the easy dictation, whereas with a difficult text,

the doze related more to the difficult dictation. An explanation for

these findings is somewhat problematic. It could be that a difficult

doze is a better measure of linguistic elements (syntax and. lexis)
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because it demands a greater command of such basic linguistic skills.

In other words, an easy text can be dozed by students whose cotniiiand of

such basic skills is faulty, but adequate to cope with uncomplicated

text. An easy doze would thus be a less efficient test of such skills.

The same might be said for a difficult dictation - that the student

needs a good command of vocabulary and. grammar in order to be able to

handle it. However, the results of the correlation of the dictations

with the ELBA indicate that the easy dictation is a better predictor of

iglishas-a--foreign-language proficiency. This result is somewhat con-

fusing, but there is still some attraction in the explanation that a

difficult doze text is more likely than an easy text to discriminate

those students with the necessary basic linguistic skills from those who

do not have them. Some support for this view is found in the fact that

on both easy and medium texts, no difference was found between the

grammatically-correct and the acceptable-form-class scoring procedures.

Since one would normally expect some difference between these proce-

dures - a non-native might be expected to choose correctly the grammati-

cal functions of subject (credit under the acceptable-form-class scheme)

and yet to make mistakes in concord or imniber (thereby losing a• point on

the grammatically-correct scheme) - and since there was indeed a differ.

ence between the two on the difficult text, one is led to the conclusion

that the two easier texts were not adequate tests of the students'

grammatical abilities, in that they do not tax the reader adequately,

they do not cause him to make grammatical or lexical errors which might

be induced by lack of comprehension of the texts
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9,1.3.2 Scoring procedures

The main study, apart from showing an interaction between text,

deletion rate and scoring procedure, also showed that significant differ-

ences in mean scores were achieved by different scoring procedures0 In

general, the expectation was confirmed. that when the criterion for

crrect replacement takes account of more features of the text, it be-

comes harder to answer the item correctly. It is easier for non-native

speakers to produce a grammaiicauy correct replacement for a doze blank

than it is for them to produce a semantically acceptable response. The

most difficult task is to replace the missing word exactly. This result

confirms all previous research findings0 However, Fillenbanm et al

(1963) presumed that different scores would depend upon different fea-

tures of the environment and predicted that whereas a verbatim (exact)

response depends upon both remote and close linguistic constraint, the

correct identification of the form class of the blank would depend merely

on the immediate context. If such were the case, one would expect

different scoring procedures to be affected differently by varying the

amount of context available. Since this did. not happen - or at least

since changes in deletion frequency did not bring about the expected

constant change in the different scores - it must be concluded that

different types of responses do not depend upon different amounts of

context. It can only be assumed that if these scoring procedures do

measure different aspects of contextual constraint, the increase in con-

straint must be linked with the quality of the context rather than its

quantity.

Two facts exist which throw doubt on the supposition that
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different procedures measure different things. The first fact was

also revealed by other studies of different scoring procedures with

non-native speakers, namely, that the procedures intercorrelate at a

high level. If the procedures were genuinely different, then one

would expect considerably lower intercorrelations. The second fact is

that the different procedures do not reveal different patterns of re-

lationships, neither with the dictation nor with the VarIOUS subtests

of the ELBA. Nor do the factor analyses show a different factor

structure for different scoring procedures. If the different proce-

dures were measuring different aspects of English proficiener, one

would expect one procedure to relate more than another to certain of

the proficiency measures used. This did not happen, and it is nec-

essazy to account for the result.

One explanation is that any doze score is made up fo a

variety of different responses, and that inevitably any scoring pro-

cedure is measuring several things at once. It is clearly the case

that one scoring procedure is not exclusive to responses of one type.

For example, the grammatically-correct procedure does not mark only

for grammaticality - since the exact word is by definition grammatical

it would be allowed on the grammatically-correct procedure. Thus the

argument would run that since any given scoring procedure is not a

pare measure, a classification is necessary of the responses to close

tests. These responses, arranged into mutually exclusive categories

like grammatically-correct-only, same-form-cl ass only, semantically-

acceptable only, would then be related to external measure of gramma-

tical, lexical and other linguistic abilities, in order to see 'whether
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the making of a particular type of response, rather than the acquisition

of a particular type of score, reflected a particular kind of ability.

This issue is, of course, insoluble within the framework of the present

study.

A different explanation for the apparently close relationship

among these scoring procedures is that the c].oze task is complex and

requires many different abilities. It was suggested that the factor

analyses carried out provided only incomplete solutions to the question

of what doze tests. If this is true, then it might be the case that

the use of different measures in the equations might result in a more

satisfactory analysis of the different scoring procedures. For example,

previous studies have shown the importance of intelligence in the pez-

formance of the doze task, at least for native speakers, and perhaps

such a variable should be included in the ns1ysis0 In this view, then,

the different scoring procedures do measure different skills, but un-

fortunately this study was not delicate enough to show this.

A third possibility is that the scoring procedures all measure

the same ability, and that one scoring procedure is as good as any other

for such measurement. This explanation seems a little unlikely in view

of the fact, not only that the procedures clearly allow or exclude

different types of responses, but also that different procedures relate

somewhat differently to the criterion tests. Although different pro-

cedures do not reveal different patterns of relationships, some pro-

cedures simply relate more to measures of English-as-a-foreign-language

proficiency than do others. The semantically-acceptable procedure

consistently correlates higher than any other scoring procedure with
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the ELBA Total, with virtually all of the subtests, and with the

dictation0 The exact word method usually correlates only third beet,

after the grammatically-correct procedure0

This fact suggests a fourth possibility, namely, that although

the procedures do not measure different skills, different procedures

measure different amounts of the same skill. This view is also supported

by the fact that different procedures have different amounts of loading

on the same factors0

Of course, this solution begs the question as to what the

different procedures all measure, and leaves unanswered the question as

to w the semantically-acceptable procedure, for example, should corre-

late more closely with either the dictation or the ELBA than the exact

word method0 Any such answer must at this stage be speculative, bat it

will be suggested in greater detail later that the doze is a measure of

relatively low-order linguistic skills. This means that the doze is

less sensitive to discourse and is more sentence-bound than is ordinarily

supposed. If that is the case, then a semantically-acceptable procedure

which usually rules out constraint from beyond. the sentence - i.e., dis-

course constraint - is a truer reflection of the doze task than is the

exact word procedure. }Ioreover, such low order linguistic skills might

be supposed to be measured by what have been termed "core proficiency"

tests (like grammar and vocabulary) rather than by inferential tests.

Hence the closer relationship between proficiency in English as a

foreign language as measured by ELBA and the semantically-acceptable

procedure than the exact word procedure.

Whatever the solution - and the problem is not, and cannot be,
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solved here - the fact remains that this study confirms several studies

and confounds others in that the semantically-acceptable procedure is

seen to be a better rneaaire of English-as-a-foreign-language proficiency

than the exact word method0 Not only are the correlation coefficients

higher for this procedure, but so too are the reliability coefficients

(the exact word procedure is the least reliable procedure). The se-

mantically-acceptable procedure also. gives a more efficient distribution

of item difficulty and. discrimination on. two of the three texts. More-

over, it reduces the differences between doze tests due to the use of

a different deletion frequency, and so, since the study in Chapter 5

(Section 504.3) showed that even non-native speaker judges can make

reliable and valid judnents of acceptability, it is to be preferred,

for use with non-native speaker subjects, to the exact word procedure.

901.3.3 The dictation and. doze

Before proceeding to a discussion of the third experimental

variable - deletion frequency - which will lead directly into a die-

cussion of what doze tests, the relationship between the doze and

dictation will be discussed.

Previous research had suggested that the doze was more

-

closely related to the dictation than to traditional tests of proficiency

in English as a foreign language. It was asserted that this 'was because

both the dictation 	 the doze were integrative tests, measuring the

learner' a internal expectancy grammar. In such a case, the modality of'

the test was less important than the fact that both were tapping the

same psycholinguistic ability. This study sought to verify this, and to

attempt to account for it by relating the dictation to different types
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of doze tests, formed by manipulation of three experimental variables.

However, previous findings were not confirmed sinze doze and dictation

proved to be no closer than doze and. core proficiency in English as a

foreign language0 The factor analysis revealed doze to be more asso-

ciated, more frequently, with this core proficiency than with a dicta-

tion factor0 Moreover, the dictation was less associated with the more

integrative parts of the ELBA than with discrete-point tests of grammar,

vocabulary or sound recognition0 The difference between the two dicta-

tions was also unexpected, given previous research findings. The easy

and difficult dictations did not intercorrelate as high as would be

expected if they were both measuring the same thing. Also, the easy

dictation related more closely to the ELBA and to the doze than did the

difficult dictation0 Although there was no suggestion from the factor

analysis that the two dictations were testing different abilities, it is

probable that one dictation tests more of whatever abilities the dicta-

tion is testing than does the other. Given the closer relationship be-

tween the difficult dictation and the difficult doze, it appears likely

that both demand a better comm pnd of basic lingu.istic skins - lexical

and syntactic - than. do the easy doze and the easy dictation (both of

which are more closely related to each other than to either of the

difficult tests). Thus what the dictation and doze have in common is a

measurement of formal linguistic skills, which measurement improves as

the difficulty of either test increases.

The fact that a scoring procedure (the key word scheme) which

clearly samples only part of the task - that is, it does not measure the

task in a truly integrated fashion - has exactly the same correlations
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as the more normal procedure suggests that dictation is not best des-

cribed by the phrase "integrative test"..

Can the dictation be said to be a high-level test if a differ-

ent scoring procedure - measuring only the ability to identify nouns and

verbs - gives the same results? If the dictation were a test of higher'-

order skills, then presumably such a scoring procedure would not be an

adequate measure of such skills0

Moreover, the evidence provided by student errors showed that

subjects trying to make sense of chunks of language, and trying to make

sense of the language inside the chunk, but not in relation to other

chunks. Thus creative errors are often syntactically correct within

themselves, but semantic ox' pragmatic nonsense when compared with adja-

cent chunks.

It seems, then, from this study that the reason dictation has

correlated highly with these measures of ability in English as a foreign

language is that it, too, is such a measure. The reason it correlates

more with some subtests than with others does 	 appear to be due to

the claimed fact that it is an integrative test, but because it is

essentially a test of low-level linguistic skills0 Hence the dictation

correlates best with those doze tests, texts and scoring methods which

themselves beat allow the measurement of these skills. The relatively

high correlations with other doze tests can still be seen as due to

the same factor, since a large proportion of v doze test will inevi-

tably call only on low-level linguistic skills. This also accounts for

the apparently contradictory findings from previous research that some-

times dictation correlates high with reading tests and. sometimes it
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correlates low (see Chapter 5) 1hen the reading test involves mainly

linguistic 8killS - fact-finding, answering referential, low-level

questions - it will correlate high with dictation; when the test in-

volves more higher-order skills - answering inferential and evaluational

questions - dictation will correlate at a lower level. This has nothing

to do with the "integration" or "discreteness" of the test. If by inte-

grative tests is meant the measurement of several things at once, the

term is trivial, since, inevitably, all tests test more than what they

purport to test - obvious examples are the widespread tests of listening

which involve reading printed text.

Furthermore, because dictation tests low-level skills, it is,

for such a population as was used in this study, basically an easy test

(hence the skewed distributions which resulted even from the very diffi-

cult dictation, which affects its efficiency and makes it a dubious test

for widespread use, despite good. reliability figures and good corre-

lations with other measures of English-as-a-foreign-language proficiency.

The study has shown that the variables of deletion frequency,

text and scoring procedure all have an effect on the relationship of the

doze with dictation, and that, moreover, the difficulty of the dictation

also has an, effect. I addition, it has shown that not only does the

doze not necessarily relate more closely to dictation than to other

measures of proficiency in English as a foreign language, but also that

the dictation frequently relates more to these measures than. to doze,

The monolithic view of doze' a relationship with dictation

nnist now be modified with provisos regarding the effect of the variables.

Oiler's results (1971, 1974, 1975), showing that doze relates more to
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dictation than to traditional measures of English-as-a-foreign-language

proficiency, have not been replicated by this study, which has, indeed,

confirmed that doze has a relatively distant relationship with reading

comprehension and that it is often more related to straight core profi-

ciency tests like grammar and vocabulary than to dictation.

9.1.3.4 Deletion frequency

Previous research, ciuoted in Chapter 3, into the effect of

the amount of context on the predictability of missing letters, indicated

that beyond 32 letters there was no noticeable increase in constraint up

to 10,000 letters. This number of letters was translated into words —

somewhere between 4 and 8 — and related to other experimental results

which showed that ten words provided. mariiTujn constraint, beyond which no

increase was discernible, whereas less than four words provided notice-.

ably less constraint. The results of KacGinitie's 1960 study were

quoted as showing that no difference was to be expected between doze

deletion frequencies, provided that at least five words intervened be-

tween blanks However, more recent studies of the effect of variation

in deletion frequency on the doze suggest that a different deletion

rate might give a different measure of the readability of text. The

Algerian study appeared to confirm }IacQinitie' a finding that a test with

less than four words between blanks would always be significantly more

difficult than one with more context. I!oreover, there was tendency for

the tests to get easier as the deletions became less frequent, up to a

deletion rate of every tenth word. This result seemed to confirm the

previous findings that maxinniji constraint operates at a level somewhere

between 4 and 10 words0 The main study found no sigeificant deletion
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rate effect in a two-way analysis of variance, which would su.ggest that

MacGinitie's conclusion - that axy deletion frequency beyond every

fifth word will give the same resu.lts - is correct. however, both this

result and. the Algerian study results, as well as all previous research,

ignored the variable of text difficulty. The main study showed that

texts were significantly different and had a significant interaction

effect. When text differences were taken into account in the main

study, significant differences were found for some deletion rates, bat

not for others. No consistency in difference or in direction of differ-

ence was found. Similarly, when individual tests were examined in the

Algerian study it was clear that there was no consistency in the differ-

ences that were found. If no interaction is apparent between deletion

rate and text, then one could conclude that contextual constraint is

not affected by differences in text difficulty. Since there was an

interaction, however, not only does the deletion frequency become a

crucial variable in readability studies, and, more generally, in the

construction of a doze test, it also means that the Algerian study' s

tentative general conclusions about deletion rates are invalidated, be-

cause they ignored the text variable,

This does not mean that different deletion rates test differ-

ent deletion rates test different abilities - that a frequent deletion

rate tests grammatical abilities or that a less frequent deletion rate

tests comprehension. The evidence from both the Algerian and the main

studies is that although different tests based on different deletion

rates relate differently both to a total measure of English-as-a-foreign-

language proficiency and to subtests designed to test different skills,

-

-
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there is, again, no consistency in the differences between deletion

rates. Less frequent deletion rates do	 tend to correlate more with

one ability than another, nor does any one deletion rate, regardless of

text, provide a better measure of glish-as..a-foreign-language profi-

ciency.

Although significant differences were found amongst tests

constructed using different deletion rates, when identical itenis with

varying amounts of context were compared, no significant differences

whatsoever were found. In other words, increasing the context around a

blank from five words to eleven words has no effect on the d.iffioulty

non-native speakers find with that blank. It does not make the missing

item more predictable than the provision of only five words did. This

is true for every text, and every scoring procedure used. This finding

agrees with MacGinitie' a conclusion that increasing context beyond five

words has no effect. Yet when the effect of varying deletion frequency

is expmined on a doze test, rather than on certain test items, signi-

ficant differences between doze tests do emerge.

This means that the differences there are between deletion

rates on a doze test are due entirely to the other items chosen as a

result of the selection procedure, and. not to the length of the context

between gaps. Inevitably, a different deletion pattern resu.lts in

different items being deleted, and this will lead to the different re-

sults on the test.

Further, the lack of patterning in deletion rate differences

is due entirely to the choice of items to be deleted.

Thus, although increasing the amount of context round a doze
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item beyond five words has no effect, using different deletion rates to

produce doze tests does have an effect. One must distingu.ish between

the manipulation of context for experimental purposes - the former case

- and the creation of a doze test for practical purposes. The findings

of both MacGinitie and this study therefore only have theoretical rele-

vance, since it does not follow from the conclusion that amount of con-

text has no effect that therefore the deletion rate chosen has no effect

either. In practice, it does matter that Oiler uses deletion rate 7,

nderson uses deletion rate 8, Bormuth deletion rate 5, and others de-

letion rate 100 Even with 50 items in a doze test, choosing a differ-

ent deletion rate results in a significantly different test, which can

give different measures both of readability and of reading ability.

Worse still, this effect, as we have seen, is not predictable, since it

depends entirely on which other items are deleted. It remains for

others to determine whether an increase in the number of items deleted

- perhaps 100 or even 200 - could reduce or remove the effect of

changing deletion rates. This study shows, however, that the only way

to reduce the effect is to use a different scoring procedure from the

exact word method. The granunatically-correct method consistently showed

no difference between deletion rates; the same holds for the same-

grmmnitical-function procedure • Even the semantic ally-acceptable method

proved to be capable of reducing the effect of deletion rate.

If doze is sensitive to deletion rate changes but not to the

change in amount of context - i.e0, if different words are deleted,

different results are achieved, even with 50 items - then doze is more

word-based than was previously thought. There is no evidence that the
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nature of the doze task changes, since validating correlations for

different deletion rates do not differ, yet different means result for

different doze deletion rates. This can only meaz that doze scores

are very much determined by which words have been deleted (cf.,

Bormuth' a (1964c) finding that even at the same deletion rate, starting

deletion at different points results in different doze scores for over

half the twenty passages used, even when 50 items were deleted).

In other words, yet again, as different words are deleted, a

different doze score results. If doze is so sensitive to the deletion

of different words, then one wonders exactly what it j testing, or

indeed, whether it is capable of measuzing higher_order skills.

A related point is that if doze items are, on the average,

just as easy or as difficult with five words of context as with eleven

words, then closure must be based on a very small amount of context

indeed. In fact, the basis for closure would seem to be merely the

phrase or, at best, clause in which the item is to be found. This pro-

vides evidence not only for the claim that doze is sentence-bound (see

Chapter 3), but goes even further, to suggest that doze is clause- or

even phrase-bound. That being so, one would not expect it to be capable

of measuring higher-order skills, but rather to be a measure of much

lower-order skills, and therefore to be extremely sensitive to

selection of different words, as indeed it has been seen to be.

9.1.3.5 What the doze tests

Indirect support for the contention that doze is not a good

test of reading comprehension comes from previous research into reading

gain with native speakers of English. If doze were a measure of
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reading comprehension one would expect scores on the task to increase

considerably after reading the unmutilated. passage on which the doze is

based. Chapter 1 quoted several studies which indicated that the random

doze was insensitive to such reading gain and. so , one might infer, to

comprehension of text. It is suggested here that comprehension of a

text involves more than understanding the lexis and syntax of each sen-

tence, and thLs comprehension would then be considered to be a higher'-

order skill. The accumulation of evidence in the mdn study suggests

that for non-native speakers the doze is a test of relatively low-order

skills, which are not closely related to reading conprehension as it is

ordinarily tested, but which are certainly closely connected. with what

has been termed "core proficiency". Unlike 011er and Conrad (1971), who

found doze to correlate highest with reading comprehension and lowest

with gramrr and vocabulary, Darnell (1968) found that doze correlated

lowest with reading comprehension and highest with vocabulary and.

grammar tests. This study has confirmed Darnell' a findings. In parti-

cular the factor analysis showed doze to be only remotely associated

with reading comprehension, and. much more closely associated with core

proficiency (grammar and vocabulary). The factor analysis of 'the ELBA

had shown it to be composed of a core factor, and a metalingu.istic, or

"higher" factor, which was suggestive of a division into two separate

levels of skills - one the ability to handle the syntax and lens of the

langu.age (dubbed "core proficiency"), and. the other the ability to make

inferences and to handle text. The doze was never associated with this

second factor, but was frequently associated with the former.

The first point, then, is that doze for non-native speakers
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is more a test of low-order linguistic skills than of higher--order

inferential abilities0 It is possible to take this dichotomy further,

using the evidence of the factor analysis of ELBA, and suggest that

whilst the higher—order skills involve the ability to handle text, the

lower—order skills relate to the ability to handle sentences0 This

division enables one to relate what is being said about the doze here

to the discussion in Chapter 3 as to whether doze is sentence-bound.

If doze were sentence—bound, one would not expect it to be capable of

measuring skills that govern the ability to handle units larger than

the sentence.

Noreover, the main study has produced evidence that the basis

for closure is almost certainly a very restricted context, which re-

inforces the argument that doze is at best sentence-bound, and supports

Carroll's contention (Carroll and. Freedle, 1972) that doze essentially

measures local (i.e., phrase and clause) redundancy. Such a conclusion

would also account for the fact that different doze versions result in

different mean scores, since sentence-boundness would involve greater

dependence on the words of each sentence, and thus greater sensitivity

to the deletion of different words than would be the case if the doze

were text—bound. Clearly the fact that the doze procedure deletes

words rather than phrases or clauses nnist limit its ability to test

comprehension of more than the immediate environment, since individual

words do not usually carry textual cohesion and discourse coherence

(with the obvious exception of cohesive devices like anaphora, lexical

repetition and logical connectors). Moreover, the high correlation of

the semantically-acceptable scoring procedure with the measure of
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English-as-a- ía reign-language proficiency, and the high mt ercorrela-

tion of this procedure with the exact word method (the former a proce-

dure which is designed to be insensitive to long-range contextual con-

straixit), both appear to add support to the thesis that doze is essen-

tially sentence-bound0

Thus the second point is that the evidence of this study,

from analysis of both the deletion frequency and the scoring procedure

variables, reinforces the evidence quoted in Chapter 3 which points to

the fact that doze is essentially sentence-bound0 This is not to deny

that certain doze items are capable of testing comprehension of more

than the immediate environment, but merely to assert that as a test the

doze is largely confined to the immediate environment of a blank. That

more might be involved in the doze test is apparent not only from the

results of previous research, which has in some cases suggested that

much variance in the doze test is not accounted for by the abilities

tested on the multiple-choice tests with which it is usually compared.

(In particular, the role of intelligence cannot be underestimated, at

least for native speakers.) This study, too, has suggested that c].oze

might be factorially more complex than appears to be the case.

Previous writers have suggested that doze measures three

things, all related to some extent: closure, the language correspond-

ence between reader and writer, and linguistic redundancy. Doubt has

been cast in the past on the extent to which the doze measures these

areas (see Chapter 1), and a brief reference to these concepts seems

necessary in the light of the present study0

Taylor justified the doze procedure by saying that it re--
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cluires and involves closure, that is, the human tendency to perceive in

conformity with familiar shapes. Given the creative nature of language

(as expounded by Chonisky, amongst others), one would not expect a text

to have a familiar shape, but rather the sentences, clauses and phrases

of which that text is composed. One would expect, for example, transi-

tional probabilities to be greater within a short linguistic unit (phrase

or clause) than within a larger unit, and, indeed, research into the

statistical structure of text has shown such to be the case. Thus one

would a priori expect closure in conformity with familiar shapes to be

based upon relatively short stretches of language. The present study

has, in fact, confirmed such a supposition by showing that the addition

of context has no effect on closure. Thus the present results are by no

means incompatible with the proposal that doze is based on closure, and

in fact, support }IacGin.itie's claim (1971) that doze is based on familiar

patterns of expression and not on comprehension. However, the results do -

suggest a need for a closer definition of what exactly linguistic closure

is, and on what it might be based.

The notion that doze is a measure of the similarity of the

language of reader and writer was also put forward. by Taylor in 1953, and

has been referred to in order to justify the use of the doze procedure

as a test of proficiency in English as a foreign language. The present

study indicates that such a notion might need rethinking. The idea of

language correspondence between reader and writer requires that replacing

the exact word used by the writer represent the highest degree of agree-

ment between the two parties, By extension, replacing the exact word

should provide the best measure of the correspondence of the linguistic
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system of the reader/test-taker and the target language. However, the

evidence shows that the best measure of proficiency in iglish as a

foreign language is achieved not by scoring correct only the exact word

deleted, but by allowing as correct any replacement which is semantic-

ally acceptable. Similarly, the finding of the deletion frequency in-

vestigation does not accord with what would be expected from the notion

of language correspondence. Presumably, the more language there is

available for evidence of the linguistic system of the writer, the more

likely it is that a reader can conform to this system. This does not

happen, however. Perhaps the view needs to be modified to refer simply

to the language correspondence, over short chunks of lanuae, between

writer and reader. This would then allow the semantically-acceptable

procedure to be the best scoring procedure, since it rules out reference

to longer chunks of language.

The notion that doze is a measure of redundancy has already

been criticised by Bowers and Nacke (1971), who point out (see Chapter

1) that linguistic redundancy is not the same as transitional probabi-

lity, and does not operate through the accumulation of words, or rather,

that redundancy is not governed by the number of words available0 If

their view of redundancy is accepted, then the results of this study

do not contradict the assertion that doze measures redundancy, since

merely increasing the amount of context does not increase the doze

score, whereas a traditional view of redundancy would expect doze

scores to increase with increasing context. However, if linguistic

redundancy is not based on the statistical structure of text, but upon

its syntactic, semantic and praiatic structure, then a random doze

test is probably in principle not a suitable measure of such redundancy.
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the doze test is not notably an integrative test, nor a test of reading

comprehension and high-order skills, nor of the ability to handle text

rather than sentences, but that it is more a sentence-bound test of low-

order linguistic skills closely related to core proficiency tests of

English as a foreign language.

9.2 The doze test with native speakers of English

The native speaker study investigated the same variables text,

deletion rate and scoring procedure - examined in the non-native speaker

study, but did not relate the doze tests, nor, therefore, any of the

experimental variables, to external criteria0

9.2.1 Text

The texts were ranked in the same order, regardless of de].e-

tion rate or scoring procedure. It proved easier, for example, to

supply a grenatically correct answer on an easy text than on a medium

text0 Admittedly, the texts were intended to be obviously different,

and it could be that more similar texts would not be unfailingly dis-

tinguished whatever the deletion rate or the scoring procedure, but

these results show any doze to provide a consistent measure of read.a-

bility. However, there was significant interaction between text an

deletion rate, which could mean that with other less different texts,

using a different deletion rate might result in a different measure of

readability0

9.2.2 Scoring procedures

On the whole, different scoring procedures on the same test

produce different mean scores0 This is always true on a difficult text,
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usually true on a medium text, but only sometimes true on an easy text.

Bowever, the lack of difference between scoring procedures on an easy

text is due to the subjects' having achieved virtually mRy4Imnn scores.

When maximum scores are not achieved, the procedures usually produce

significant different mean scores.

The order of difficulty was that the exact word procedure was

always most difficult, and the grammatioaUy-oorrect procedure easiest.

The semantically-acceptable was easier than the exact word, but harder

than the identical-form-class procedure.

This result shows both that as more context is allowed to

constrain a blank, the more difficult becomes the restoration of the

deleted word, and that native speakers may not always guess the form

class of the deletion, but they will tend to supply an answer which is

grammatically correct.

Contrary to expectations, and contrary to the results of the

non-native speaker study, the intercorrelations of the scoring proce-

dures were quite low, with only 2O achieving a level of .9 or more.

Although there was relatively high agreement among the grammatical

scoring procedures (aaco, IDPC arid ACFC), the exact word method showed

very little relationship to the grannnatically-oorrect procedure (GRco).

This result suggests that, if the exact word method is a measure of

reading comprehension, then the ability to fill a blank grammatically is

not related to the ability to comprehend text. )loreover, the exact pro-

cedure was not very closely related to the semantically-acceptable pro-

cedure (correlations of the order of .7 to .8) and this relationship

varied according to the text arid deletion rate used. This

relationship is lower than previous research suggested, and also
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lower than that experienced in the non-native speaker study.

Finally, it might be expected that different scoring proce.-

dures require different amounts of context for success - possibly, a

grammatical procedure requires only three or four words of context,

whereas the exact word procedure requires ten or eleven words. How-

ever, this did not prove to be the case, since different scoring proce-

dures did not react in a predictable manner to a change in deletion

frequency0

9.2.3 Deletion rate

Significant differences were found for the exact word on all

texts, but the semantically-acceptable procedure only showed significant

differences on the easy text, and most grmm ptical procedures failed to

reveal any significant differences among deletion rates. It is possible

that the grammatical procedures tended to hide differences in deletion

rates because they always achieved high mean scores with these native

speakers. To reduce the effect of deletion rate on a doze test with

native speakers, therefore, it would appear sensible to use any scoring

procedure other than the exact word method.	 -

The direction of such differences as were found was not as

expected. One would predict a steady increase in comprehension as the

quantity of the context increased. In fact, however, this only occurred

on the medium text. On the easy text, the reverse was true, i.e., that

as deletions became less frequent, the test became more difficult, not

less. On the difficult text, the middle two deletion rates (8 and io)

proved to be more difficult than either 6 or 12. The conclusion, thus,

must be that what differences between deletion rates do occur are not

consistent or predictable.
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When identical items were compared across deletion rates, no

significant differences were found. In other words, increasing the

context of a close blank from five to eleven words does not increase

the predictability of that b1iin1. This is the same findi.ng as that

made on the non-native speaker study.

9.2.4 Close as a test

As on the non-native speaker study, the problem was encoun-

tered. of how to evaluate the close as a test. Again, traditional tools

like measures of central tendency, of dispersion, of reliability, item

difficulty and item discr{m(ntion were used to compare close tests, if

only because they permit comparisons iiith other testing techniques.

Their adequacy was far from apparent, however.

In general, the doze tests seemed to be fairly inefficient,

from the point of view of item analysis, with many extremely easy and

difficult items, regardless of text or scoring procedure. Barely were

more than 6( of the items within acceptable limits of difficulty. when

item discrimination was added, there were never more than 4CY of items

acceptable on both counts. On average, a mere 14 out of 50 items were

acceptable, which indicates a high level of inefficiency.

The exact word scoring procedure produced the best distri-

bution of item difficulty and discri mination, but only on the easy and

medium texts. On the difficult text, the semantically-acceptable pro-

cedure was more efficient.

The grammatical scoring procedures, especially the grammati-

cally-correct prooedure, were the leant efficient scoring procedures

from the point of view, not only of the item analysis, but also of
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measures of central tendency and. dispersion: they resulted in high

means with little dispersion0 Again, the exact word method resulted in

the most satisfactory means and distributions0

The conclusion is that if one intends to score doze by the

exact word method, it would be preferable, in traditional terms, to use

a relatively easy or medium text with native speakers0 If a difficult

text is to be used, then the test would best be scored by the semantically-

acceptable scoring procedure.

903 A comparison of native and non-native speaker performance

The most striking thing to emerge from the summary of this

study is the similarity of results for both native and non-native speakers

of English. In all essential respects, the results are identical. The

three texts were ranked in the same order of difficulty by both groups of

subjects, and in both cases, the texts were distinuisbed one from the

other regardless of deletion frequency or scoring procedure. Neverthe-

less, in both cases a significant interaction was found between text and.

deletion rate, which indicates that in native speaker studies as well as

in non-native speaker studies, the text must be taken into account when

doing research into the deletion frequency, and. the deletion frequency

must be taken into account in readability research.

Similar findings were made in the deletion frequency study,

namely that for both populations, changing the deletion rate may result

in a significantly different test, but that this change is neither con-

sistent nor predictable. Interestingly, the direction of difference was

identical for native arid non-native speakers, but in neither case did it

accord with expectations0 For native speakers as for non-native speakers,
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the use of a scoring procedure different from the exact word method

reduced or removed the difference in deletion rate, and for both gz'ou.ps

of subjects, no differences were found when only identical items were

contrasted.

In both cases it was concluded that differences in doze tests

are not due to the change in deletion frequency from one test to another,

but simply to the fact that different words are deleted by different

deletion rates. Just as in the case of the non-native speakers, native

speakers are not aided in their ability to restore deleted words by the

addition, even the doubling, of context around the deletion.

Different scoring procedures had. similar effects in both

cases; the same rank order of difficulty caused by the procedures was

seen for native speakers as for non-native speakers. The most difficult

procedure was the exact word method, followed by the semantically-

acceptable procedure, whilst the easiest, for native speakers and non-

native speakers, was the grirnnticaUy-correct procedure.

The expmination of test efficiency also produced similar

findings with regard to score distributions, item difficulty a.nd item

discrimination, as affected by the experimental variables0 For native

as for non-native speakers it was concluded that the best test was pro-

duced by the exact word method on an easy text, or by the semantically-

acceptable procedure on a difficult text.

The only real difference to emerge between the two popula-

tions was the finding that for native speakers, the different scoring

procedures intercorrelated at a much lower level than for non-native

speakers. Although the same trend was seen in the non-native speaker
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study - namely that the grammatical procedures relate closely to each

other, but that the exact word procedure shows little relationship to

the grammatically-correct procedure - it was much more pronounced in

the native speaker study. Unfortunately, the lack of external criteria

in the native speaker study means that it is not possible to determine

whether the low intercorrelations of scoring procedures reflect real

differences in what they measure. It is possible to speculate that the

exact word procedure is a better measure of reading comprehension abili-

ties for native speakers than for non-native speakers, hence its lower

correlation with the other scoring procedures, but it is not clear that

this is so, or w1y it should be. Possibly native speakers' greater

experience of and ease with the bones of the language - the lexis and

syntax - enables them to see distant relationships among ideas in text

more easily than non-native speakers, who might be held. up to a greater

extent by difficulties with the language at sentence level. One would

then expect the exact doze to be less a test of lower-order skills than

it is for non-native speakers. But if this were so, then one would

expect changes in deletion frequency to have less effect for native

speakers than for non-native speakers. However, such changes actually

had. equivalent effects. A suggestion that the nature of the doze is

different for native and non-native speakers would also predict that if

for non-native speakers the doze is sentence-bound, for native speakers

it is not. Yet changing the amount of context around identical items

had no effect in either case. In fact, the findings of this study, that

in all essential respects manipulating experimental variables in the

doze is the same for native as for non-native speakers, indicate that
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in all essential respects the doze task is the same for native and non-

native speakers, and that therefore the tentative conclusions reached

for non-native speakers - that doze is a test of low-order skills, that

it is essentially sentence-bound, and so on - also apply to native

speakers. Of course, it is impossible to conclude that doze is a

measure of low-order core proficiency for native speakers, but the re-

sults available do suggest that it is sentence-bound. This, in turn,

predicts that the doze is limited to testing a lower level of skill,

which one would not term core proficiency in xglish as a foreign lan-

guage, but which would be related to such proficiency inasmuch as it

refers to the ability to handle the lexis and syntax of the language

adeq.uately.

Of course, one expects native speakers to be able to handle

such linguistic tasks with perfect ease. Nevertheless, there are

several indications in. these results that such is not the case0 Firstly,

although the native speakers can do the grimri&tical doze, the scores

are not perfect, and indicate a considerable number of grimimtical

errors on the part of the subjects. This in. part may be due to incorrect

ch'n*irig of text, or to subjects ignoring (or not noticing) grammatical

constraint from outside the immediate environment of the blank0 Secondly,

the results clearly show a great similarity in the performance of native

and non-native speakers. This has been outlined above.

However, a series of direct comparisons has yet to be made of

the performance of native and. non-native speakers on each doze test.

Table 9.1 sets out the mean scores for both groups on each doze test

scored by all five procedures. t-tests on the results show native
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speakers to have been virtually always significantly superior in per-

forniance to non-native speakers. The only exceptions to this are on

the easy text, usually with (relatively easy) form class scoring proce-

dures. However, the differences in mean scores are not very great. In

particular, grammaticaJ. scores differ, on the medium and easy texts, by

only 2 to 14 percentage points. (Incidentally, the surprisingly small

differences between native and non-native speakers in grammatical scores

on the easy text (2 to 6 percentage points) support the suggestion that

the easy text does not tax the non-native speakers' command ci' low-order

linguistic skills, especially since on the difficult text there are xmich

greater differences between the two groups on the grammatical scores).

Yet even the exact word method produces differences between the two

groups of only ten penoentage poiirts on the difficult text.

In fact, the semantically-acceptable procedure consistently

produces the greatest differences between native and. non-native speakers,

of the order of eight to twenty-six percentage points (further evidence

for the superiority of the semantically-acceptable procedure over the

exact word method, if separation of groups is what one requires of a

doze test). Even the grammatically-correct procedure produces greater

differences than the exact procedure on the difficult and medium texts.

In general, the greatest differences between native and non-native

speakers appear on the difficult text, but even here the m p rm'1m differ-

ence achieved is twenty-six percentage points.

The results of this contrast of the performance of the two

groups indicate that the bulk of one population - the native speaker -

is higher up the scale of achievement than is the other (i.e., that on
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the whole native speakers are better at doze than non-native speakers,

and especially at finding semantically-acceptable replacements).

Nevertheless, considerable overlap in performance between the two

groups is seen. Table 9.2 sets out, for three scoring procedures, the

amount of this overlap. From these figures it can be seen that the

doze test never achieves complete separation of native from non-native

speakers. The amount of overlap varies greatly, from 27% to 97%, bu.t

virtually half of the tests produce over so% overlap between natives and

non-natives. Clearly, the distribution of scores for non-native speakers

is greater than that of native speakers, which means the performance of

non-native speakers is more variable, or that the native speakers form a

more homogeneous group. Yet occasionally one or two native speakers

actually perform worse on the doze than the worst non-native speaker

(e.g., ES, ElO, }112), arid frequently non-native as well as native

speakers achieve maTiinjjn scores. (Again, interestingly, the least over-

lap between groups is attained by the semantically-acceptable procedure

on the difficult text.)

These results confirm findings from previous research.

Carroll et al (1959) found not only that presumed improvement in foreign

language achievement was not measured by doze since it could not dis-

tinguish first-year students from second- or third-year, but also that

the doze could not distinguish native from non-native speakers of a

language. Similarly, Oiler and Conrad (1971) found that doze could not

distinguish advanced learners of English as a foreign language from

native speakers of English in the freshman year of college. Indeed,

Carroll et al felt that doze was not a good. measure of foreign
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language proficiency because it was necessary to allow for the subjects'

ability to do the cJ.oze in their native language. Certainly, it is

commonly supposed that a good foreign language proficiency test will

measure abilities that native speakers possess, and. that therefore a

clear separation will be achieved of native from non-native speakers.

This study shows that although significant differences are gained be-

tween the two groups, clear separation is not attained, since there was

considerable overlap of performance on all doze tests, If it is held

that separation by proficiency test is a sine cua non of such a test,

then the doze test appears to be an inadequate proficiency test.

However, it is possible that, especially in reading tests,

native speakers do not differ as greatly from non-native speakers as

they are imagined to in tests of listening and speaking, since other

cognitive variables might be imagined to intervene in the reading pro-

cesa (including, possibly, the intelligence variable said to be impor-

tant in doze tasks)o If it is the case that proficiency in reading a

foreign language is not greatly different from proficiency in reading in

one' s mother tongue, then one might expect more overlap in performance

of native and non-native speakers than a naive view of foreign language

proficiency would predict.

Although it is not possible to resolve this issue within the

framework of this study, it is an uncontrovertible fact that the per- -

formances of native and. non-native speakers on these doze tests are vezy

similar, and that no clear separation of the two groups has been

achieved.

The non-native study clearly showed that the doze was related
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not to reading comprehension at a high level, but to core proficiency

or to lower-order skills0 There is no reason to suppose that the native

speaker study produced different results, although, because of the lack

of external criteria, a definitive answer cannot be given. The suppos-

ition, then, is that the doze is a low-order test, in nature sentence-

bound, measuring local redundancy, familiarity with certain patterns of

expression, closure based on short cnrnks of language, rather than

measuring discourse constraints, or the ability to relate ideas in a

text to one another or to evaluate the information and ideas in text,

for native as well as for non-native speakers. Thus, the claim that the

doze is not a test of reading comprehension applies equally to native

and non-native speakers0

If this is true, then it would appear that native and non-

native speakers of glish do not differ greatly from each other in their

command of low-order skills, at least when these skills are tested in

writing. (Such written tests obviously involve a .basic ability to reaI,

which is not the reading comprehension referred to in this study, but

which may very well condition the native speaker' a ability to respond

appropriately to the doze task.) In other words, what the doze task

measures varies not only in the non-native speaker population, but also

within the native speaker population. It may be that what is being

measured is the ability to take doze tests, as Carroll et al claim,.

but it would seem necessary to define this ability more closely. If the

interpretation of the results of this study is correct, this ability is

basically linguistic in nature, and is of a relatively low cognitive

order0 The implications of this conclusion for the testing of foreign
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language proficiency are considerable0
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CHAPTER	 10

Conclusions and Implications

1001 Conclusions

The following were the null forms of the hypotheses tested

in the main study:

Ia. There is no significant difference between doze scores when

deletion frequency changes.

lb. There is no significant interaction between deletion rate and text

for easy, medium arid difficult texts.

2. There is no difference in ranking of texts by different deletion

rates.

Subhypothesis There is no difference in rrkg of texts by

different deletion rates when scored by different

methods.

3a. There is no significant difference between exact and other scoring

methods.

3b. There is no significant difference between deletion rates when

scored by exact word, and when scored by other methods.

4a. There is no difference between deletion rates as measures of pro-

ficiency in English as a foreign language.

4b. There is no difference between texts as measures of proficiency in

English as a foreign language.

4c. There is no difference between scoring methods as measures of pro-

ficiency in English as a foreign language.

4d.. There is no interaction between deletion rate, text and scoring
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method as predictors of proficiency in English as a foreign

language0

The null forms of Hypothesis 2 and the su.bhypothesis were

accepted, but the null forms were rejected for the remaining hypotheses,

that is, 1, 3 and 4. The following, then, are the results of the study,

with reference to the experimental hypotheses:

Hypothesis I a) Significant differences between doze score are found

when deletion frequency changes. However, there is

no significant difference between deletion frequencies

when identical items are compared. This is trite for

native and non—native speakers.

b) There is a significant interaction between deletion

rate and text for easy, medium and difficult texts.

This is trite for native and non—native speakers.

Hypothesis 2	 There is no difference in ranking of (obviously

different) texts by different deletion rates.

Subhypothesis	 There is no difference in ranking of texts by differ.-

exit deletion rates when scored by different methods.

Hypothesis 2 and the subbypothesis are trme for

native and non—native speakers of English.

Hypothesis 3 a) Significant differences exist between exact and other

scoring methods.

b) Significant differences exist between deletion rates

when scored by the exact word, and when scored by

other methods. Other scoring procedures reduce the
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munber of significant differences0 Sections a) and

b) are true for both native and non-native speakers

of English.

Hypothesis 4 a) There are differences between deletion rates as

measu.res of English-as-a-foreign-language proficiency.

b) There are differences between texts as measu.re of

English_as-a-foreign -language proficiency.

c) There are differences between scoring methods as

measures of English -as .-a-fo reign -language proficiency.

The differences in 4a) and c) are not, however, pre-

dictable, since

d) There is an interaction between deletion rate, text

and scoring method as predictors of English-as..a-

foreign-language proficiency. 	 -

It is possible, from these results, to draw a series of con-

clusions. The first one is that the effect of the experimental variables

is essentially the same for native speakers of English as it is for non-

native speakers; therefore, most of the following conclusions apply

equally to both populations.

The second major conclusion is that the doze procedure is not

a unitary procedure, since there is a marked lack of comparability among

the tests it may be used. to produce. The fact emerges very clearly from

this study that different doze tests, produced by variations in certain

of the variables, give unpredictably different measures, particularly of

proficiency in English as a foreign language, but also, probably, of

other abilities nd of readability.
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Nevertheless, it can also be concluded that changes in at

least two of the variables do not result in the doze test measuring

different abilities0 It is not the case that a more frequent deletion

of words will necessarily result in a different ability being measured,

nor that scoring the doze by a different procedure will mean that

different skills are being tapped. Different scoring procedures do

measure different abilities, any more than do different deletion fre-

quencies, despite the fact that a change in either scoring procedure or

deletion frequency can result in both siificantly different scores

and different correlations with external criteria, on any given text.

The inescapable conclusion from the study of deletion fre-

quency is that neither for non-native speakers of English, nor for

native speakers, is an increase in predictability gained by a context

of eleven words rather than five words. One might expect that the form

class of a deletion is just as predictable with five words of context

as with nine words, but the results show clearly that it is just as

easy, or as difficult, to restore the exact word deleted with contextual

clues of five words as with twice as much context0 It is unlikely that

the amount of context is going to have any effect if increased beyond

eleven words; therefore, if quantity of context is to have any effect,

it must be at a level lower than five words.

The second, equally important conclusion, if somewhat obvious

from a common sense point of view, is that what makes one doze test

different from another is the fact that different words are chosen for

deletion. This follows from the fact that although items common to two

deletion rates result in similar scores (i.e., regardless of the amount
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of context) tests using different deletion rates on the same text were

found to result in scores which were at least sometimes significantly

different from each other0

Therefore, the common assumption is false that the deletion

rate used to constru.ct a doze test is irrelevant0 Because one deletion

rate deletes different words from a passage from those deleted by

another deletion rate, a different picture is gained of the readability

of the text or the reading comprehension of those subjects from the

picture that might have been gained if a different deletion rate had

been used. This, at least, is applicable for doze tests of 50 items.

The basic problem, again, is that of the non—comparability of doze

tests.

The quantity of context has no effect on the predictability of

deleted words, beyond a minimum level. Poor students are not helped in

their ability to restore words by an increase in context0 It is not

easier to find a graimt-tically correct replacement with more context,

nor to find a semantically acceptable word. Nor is it necessazil,y easier

to do a doze task on a difficult text with more context0 Of course, one

consequence of these facts is that contextual constraint may be seen- to

vary according to the quality of the context rather than its quantity0

However, they also imply that enough information is provided by five

words of context, or, at least, that more information will not be pro-

vided by an increase in context. For this reason, among others, it was

suggested that the doze is essentially sentence-bound0

It is further concluded that the doze is related at least as

much to supposedly discrete-point, tests as to integrative tests, and,
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in particular, that it relates more to traditional tests of core profi-

ciency than to tests like the dictation. It is a better test of ability

to deal with syntax and lexis at sentence level than of reading compre-

hension in general, the ability to handle metalanguages, or of infe-

x'ential or deductive abilities; in short, of what have here been

termed higher-.order abilities.

Easy texts seemed to be a less adequate test of this core

proficiency than were more difficult texts, but no evidence was found

to support a hypothesis that, in contrast to difficult texts, easy

texts permit the measurement of reading comprehension or global skills.

It would appear that easy texts also measure low-order skills, but that

they do not measure them as well as more difficult texts.

Although no scoring procedure measured any different ability,

the semantically-acceptable procedure appeared to be superior to any

other, including the exact word method, because it correlated best with

criterion measures of proficiency, improved the differentiation achieved

by the doze between native and non-native speakers of English, reduced

the effects of the variables of text and deletion rate on. the prediction

of proficiency in English as a foreign language, and. also reduced the

the differences in mean scores of different deletion rates. It resulted

in improved score distributions on both medium end difficult texts,

improved reliability figures, improved item facility and discrimination

statistics, and a reduced incidence of extreme scores.

It mast farther be concluded that the simplicity of the close

procedure is misleading, and that it does not automatically result in a

good test, at least when measured by traditional testing standards. The
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results showed that the test user needs to analyse the doze test just

as carefully as he would examine the results of a more traditional test

of the multiple-choice type. In general, the procedure seemed to re-

sult in inefficient tests 'with, on average, only 28% of items performing

satisfactorily.

.nally, in relation to the measurement of readability, it was

concluded that the doze procedure can distinguish obviously different

texts regardless of methodological variations. Nevertheless, if it can

only distinguish such texts, It would appear to be of limited use, since

such texts can probably be distinguished more easily by, for example,

teacher judgments.

1O2 Implications

Some of the implications of these conclusions are obvious,

some perhaps less so. The implications for the use of the doze proce-

dure in testing are mpnifest. The procedure nnist be treated as any

other technique, and generalisations about what it tests have to be made

very cautiously, if at afl. (just as one would normally refrain from

maid.ng statements about what multiple-choice tests measure). Testers

should above all be aware that changing the deletion rate or the

scoring procedure or using a different text, may very well result in a

radically different test, and. not give them the measure that they exDect.

However9 they should also be aware of its liiriitations, if it is true that

the doze test is essentially a sentence-bound test of lower-order aldus0

If the tester uses the technique, there are certain methodological re-

commendations that can be made on the basis of this study. One is to

delete at most every fifth word, but in order to reduce the effect of
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the deletion frequency chosen, to score by the semantically—acceptable

procedure rather thaxi by the exact word method, (As outlined above,

there are also other advantages in using such a scoring procedure.)

Another is that to gain a good measure of core proficiency, a relatively

difficult text should be used if possible.

Another implication of these research findings is that

current assumptions, based on some published research, about the useful-

ness of the doze may well be wrong. It would seem that the widespread

use of the doze as an automaticaliy valid test of something needs d.is-

couraging in order- for further reflection and experimentation to take

place. Of course, when experimentation is reported, the report should

automatically include full details of the deletion frequency used, the

type of text and the scoring procedure.

One problem of the analysis of the doze as a test is what

one is to do about poor results when they are discovered. If an item

analysis approach is adopted, what are the consequences of the identi-

fication of poor items? Nanipu.lating items, or ignoring them in the

scoring clearly destroys the principle of randomness of the initial

selection of items. However, if randomness is 	 an essential feature

of the doze as a test of proficiency in English as a foreign language

or whatever, as opposed to its use as a measure of readability, then

perhaps the tester would be better advised, instead of abandoning the

principle when revising the test after analysis, to abandon it before

constru.cting the test. In other words, perhaps the test constructor

should use a rational doze, selecting items for deletion based upon

what is known about language, about difficulty in text, and about the
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way the language words in a particular text0

Of course, Taylor's original point about the desirability of

randomness in the deletion of words from text was that it would provide

an adequate and representative sample of text difficulty, and. that by

selecting items for deletion, text difficulty would be distorted. It

would, for example, be possible to make an easy text look very difficult

by deleting the few unpredictable words and leaving the rest. There is,

however, no reason why this principle should be applied to the testing

of the reading abilities of subjects. There still remains the question,

nevertheless, of whether random doze really provides a suitable measure

of the readability of text. Sampling all the words or a representative

selection of a text may still not give a true picture of text diffi-

culty, which conceivably is not expressed in individual words, but

rather through syntactic complexity, abstractness of ideas, inexplicit-

mess of connections, "poor writing", etc., which are not captarable by

the doze, not only because it is sentence-bound, or a measure of lower-

order skills, but also simply because it deletes individual words. Thus,

although one solution might be to use rational rather than random

deletions, using all possible linguistic insights, another solution

might be to delete linguistic units that do not necessarily confine

themselves to the orthographic word. A procedure could be imagined, for

example, that deleted selected morpheines, or noun phrases, or all modi-

fication, rather than "words". Concepts could be deleted, which would

not necessarily be expressed in specific lexical iteniz.

The tentative conclusion that doze is sentence-bound and a

measure of local redundancy and lower-order skills carries implications
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for the traditional view of the nature of the doze. If doze is a

measure of the correspondence of the language systems of reader and

writer, then this can only be true over short chunks of language, since

the doze could not be a measure of the total linguistic correspondence.

If doze involves closure, then, similarly, that closure must be based

on little context, and possibly on transitional probabilities, rather

than on the whole text. The doze does not appear to measure redundancy

as traditionally defined, since amount of context has little effect, yet

the random doze is in principle incapable of measuring linguistic re-

dundancy as defined by Bowers and liacke (Chapter i) To be such a

measure, it would be necessary to use the rational doze, at least.

In fact, this study has been of the random doze, and refe--

rence to "doze" has frequently been synonymous with reference to random

doze, largely because it is the random doze which is the most wide-

spread technique. One of the major implications of this study, however,

is that the eI!rohasis on random selection be downgraded, and that the

rational deletion of items be given more consideration, and. be  subject

to further research.

s'hat is the implication of the finding that native and non-

native speakers of English perform in a very similar manner on the doze?

One possible implication is that testers should not necessarily expect

native speakers to do well on a foreign language proficiency test.

Therefore, clear separation of native from non—native speeers need not

be demanded of such a test. However, this removes one of the easiest

and most commonly used methods of validating a foreign language test (by

trying it out on native speakers). Another, different, implication is
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that because the doze does not separate the two populations, it is not

a suitable measure of foreign language proficiency, that, instead.,it is

a measure of some extraneous cognitive variable coinnion to all language

users.

10,3 Areas for further research

Such implications clearly demand research. This study has

very clearly pointed up the need for further research into the relation-

ship between one's mother tongue and one's second language. What is the

influence of the ability, or lack of it, to infer, to deduce, to evalu-

ate, to see relationships in text, and so on, in one' s mother tongue, on

one' S ability to read in a second language? Does the ability to read

one's first language influence the success one will have in reading a

foreign language? Do other cognitive variables have an influence both

on the use of the mother tongue, and on the foreign language?

Fu.rther research is clearly also called for into the nature

of the so-called lower-order skills, and their relationships between

languages. Can it be that difficulties with foreign language syntax and

lexis are traceable to similar difficulties in one' a mother tongue? Are

these linguistic divisions - syntax and lexia - justifiable in terms of

what the doze test demands of subjects?

In any case, there is a clear need to devise ways of unambi-

guously testing both lower-order and. higher-order skills. Once a clear-

ly higher-order reading comprehension test, and a clearly lower-order

comprehension test have been devised, then the doze should be compared

with both, to test the hypothesis that it would relate most closely to

the lower-order skills test.
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It might be possible to develop ways of making the doze test

into a measu.re of higher-order abilities0 Two such ways have already

been suggested - viz0, using a rational deletion scheme rather than a

random one, or deleting lingtxistic units which would not necessarily be

confined to single words. Such suggestions would need extensive empir-

ical validation.

Of particular relevance to the recommendation that work be

done on the rational close is the suggestion made in Chapter 9 that a

definition is needed of lingiiistic closure - what exactly it is, how it

works, and why0 Research is needed into the nature of the familiarity

of a given linguistic'pa.ttern or environment. Even more, research is

required into the nature of contextual constraint and. predictability, in

order to see what determines the correct replacement of deletions, and.

to provide a firm basis for rational deletion. One possible way -of doing

this would be to carry out an extended error n1ysis on. doze tests;

in other words, to ilyse responses made by subjects to investigate the

way in which they violate or comply with constraint - to see, for

instance, whether they show the influence of distan.t or proximate con-

straint. If it were possible to classify responses in terms of their

violation of near and far constraint, they could then be correlated with

validated measures of low- and high-order skills to see whether making

responses that do not violate long-range constraint depends on the pre-

sence of high-order skills, and. conversely, whether the lack of such

skills leads to an inability to make such responses.

This suggestion is related to that made in Chapter 9 (section

9.1.3.2) that a future project might classify close responses as

-
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grmmitically-correct only, semantically-acceptable only, and so on,

and then relate production of such responses to criterion measures0

One might then seek to answer questions like: Is it the case that a

subject who responds only with graimnitically-correct responses - but

not with semantically-acceptable responses - is less advanced in glish

as a foreign language and therefore that his performance would correlate

higher with a grammar test than with a reading comprehension test,

whereas someone who can respond with the exact word deleted is at least

as good on the reading test as on the grammar test? However, even this

would need to be tested differently according to the linguistic category

of the deleted item, since finding the exact replacement for a function

word is easier (since this is a closed set) than for a content 'word.

Indeed9 it might be that the random doze is entirely unsuitable for

this sort of exercise 9 and that a rational c].oze deletion scheme would

be more meaningful.

A. farther area for investigation might well be to compare the

advantages of rational versus random doze as measures of English-as-a-

foreign-language proficiency, and to examine whether they measure differ-

ent underlying abilities.

Yet another point to emerge from the study is the need for a

closer investigation of the nature of proficiency in English as a foreign

language, and particularly of core proficiency. What are the skills that

go into this proficiency, and why is general listening comprehension so

closely associated with reading tests of grammar and vocabulary?

Such an investigation might also usefully relate to native

speaker linguistic abilities0
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A clear need has been seen for a further study of the dicta-

tion, to ascertain what the nature of the skills it is testing might be.

One possible way would be to look at different scoring procedures;

another might be to undertake a rigorous and thorough error analysis.

One drawback of the present study has been that the ELBA and

dictation tests used. in the investigation were themselves factoriálly

complex tests, despite the simplicity suggested by their titles, and

this did not facilitate the identification of emergent factors. Enough

evidence has been gathered to indicate that further study may be fruit-

ful. A subsequent investigation into what doze tests for non-native

speakers should perhaps include tests of psychological abilities whose

underlying factors are more or less well defined, and. which are thought,

for theoretical reasons, to be relevant to the doze. Such tests might

include a measure of closure, a measure of inferential reading abilities,

and a measure of purely sentence-processing abilities, as well as some

standardised English-as-a-foreign-language proficiency measure.

At a more concrete level, several projects suggest themselves

directly from the results of this study. The fact that doze can dis-

criminate obviously different texts, regardless of the changes in the

variables studied, has been established. 11aat is now needed is a repli-

cation which would expnii ne texts of greater similarity .to see if varying

certain variables still had no effect. As already suggested, the doze

has little value as a measure of readability for non-native speakers if

it only distinguishes clearly different texts.

The necessity has become obvious for a test analysis technique

that could be used more appropriately on tests like the doze0 Research
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is needed into the development of such a tool, which would hopefully

avoid the assumptions of a traditional item analysis, and relate more

to the presumed nature of the c].oze.

Finally, replication is desirable of this study of deletion

frequency with longer tests, perhaps up to 200 items, to see whether

increased length removes the differences found between deletion rates.

Whatever research may be carried out into the doze proce-

dure in the future, whatever the true nature of the doze may be,

whatever use may be made of the technique in language testing or lan-

guage teaching, this study has shown that it would be wise to bear in

mind the remarks of Bnk1 n quoted in Chapter 1:

"Performance on a close test . . . is influenced by the reading

ability of the reader and the difficulty of the materials (and)

• the type and number of items deleted. until we know more

about the possible interrelationships of these variables • . . we

should be cautious in interpreting close tests."
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